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ABSTRACT

Within the general field of translation studies, the translation of poetry has 

perhaps led to more discussion than any other single topic, as well as to a very 

wide and diverse range of translation approaches and strategies. However, it often 

seems that the more extreme of these approaches have been defined with greater 

clarity than the unsystematic, compromise approaches adopted in practice by most 

translators. This thesis examines a translation 'middle ground', proposing an 

approach to the translation of poetry which considers textual elements of content 

and expression not in isolation from one another but rather in terms of their 

functional interaction in the overall effect of both source- and target-text, aiming 

in this way to minimise translation loss in the translation of any given poetic 

source-text. This approach is developed and demonstrated in a practical way, 

through an examination of the translation of Paul Eluard's Les sept poemes 

d'amour en guerre. Following the most comprehensive study of the seven-poem 

series yet undertaken, the thesis examines in detail two published translations of 

the series, analysing the strengths and weaknesses of the approach adopted by 

each translator. This then leads on to the practical application of this information, 

in the production and analysis of a new translation of the series using the 'middle 

ground' approach to translation advocated by the thesis. The appendices to the 

thesis include an alphabetic directory of published English-language translations 

of Eluard poems.
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OCI — Volume I of the Pleiade edition of Eluard's (Euvres completes (1968) 
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INTRODUCTION

Translation has been described by Randolph Quirk as "one of the most difficult 

tasks that a writer can take upon himself" (Quirk in Bassnett-McGuire 1980, p. 5), 

while I. A. Richards once declared that in certain instances the translation process 

"may very probably be the most complex type of event yet produced in the 

evolution of the cosmos" (Richards in Gentzler 1993, p. 17). Many writers have 

gone further still, for example Arthur Schopenhauer: "Poems cannot be translated; 

they can only be transposed, and that is always awkward" (Schopenhauer in 

Schulte 1992, p. 33). The fundamental question of whether or not translation as 

such is possible, is one which haunted translators and translation scholars long 

before "translation studies" became recognised as a legitimate field of interest in 

its own right: the answer, of course, depends on how one views translation.

Attitudes towards translation have varied wildly from country to country 

and from century to century, as Susan Bassnett-McGuire describes in her useful 

introduction Translation Studies (1980). Perhaps more than any other single 

development, the move towards vernacular translations of the Bible gave 

particular impetus to early translation. This also presented translators with a 

problem, however, as a "mistake" in the translation of a sacred text was not simply 

unfortunate, but was rather heresy; the question of accuracy in translation thus 

became, quite literally, a matter of life or death. Because of this, the translator's 

quest became one for the perfect translation, for total equivalence in translation. 

The belief that a perfect translation was possible, that there was a "correct" way to 

translate, shaped thinking and theories for centuries; thus even the apparent 

openness of I. A. Richards' practice-orientated workshop approach of the 1920s 

concealed (as described by Gentzler) "the aim of [...] establishing] new 

educational techniques that would lead to 'perfect understanding' of the text and 

result in a unified and correct response" (Gentzler 1993, p. 13). Despite Bassnett- 

McGuire's assertion that "the purpose of translation theory [...] is to reach an 

understanding of the processes undertaken in the act of translation and not [...] to 

provide a set of norms for effecting the perfect translation" (Bassnett-McGuire 

1980, p. 37), elements of dogma are still visible in some modern works such as
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Peter Newmark's A Textbook of Translation of 1988:

...literal translation is correct and must not be avoided if it secures referential and

pragmatic equivalence to the original.

(Newmark 1988, pp. 68-9)

...a translator should get rid of cliches of any kind [...] when they are used in an 

'anonymous' text viz. an informative text where only facts or theories are sacred.

(Ibid., p. 107)

Indeed, R. Bell was moved to declare in 1991 that:

Translation theory finds itself today seriously out of step with the mainstream of 

intellectual endeavour in the human sciences [...] The fundamental cause of this state of 

affairs is [...] the normative approach - the setting up of a series of maxims consisting of 

do's and don't's - which can be traced back to [Alexander Tytler's Essay on the Principles 

ofTranslation of 1791].

(Bell 1991, p. 10)

Whether or not one wholeheartedly agrees with this somewhat emphatic 

assertion, it is clear that the quest for a definitive translation of any given text, for 

total equivalence, is one which presents the translator with impossible obstacles. 

Not least of these is defining equivalence itself in any useful manner. Lefevere, 

for example, quotes Rieu in his 1975 book Translating Poetry, opting for an 

"equivalent effect":

[The translator] should, in a word, try to achieve an 'equivalent effect': 'that translation is 

the best which comes nearest to creating in its audience the same impression as was made 

by the original on its contemporaries'.
(Lefevere 1975, p. 103)

Such an approach is, however, dismissed by Susan Bassnett-McGuire:
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The principle of equivalent effect which has enjoyed great popularity in certain cultures at 

certain times, involves us in areas of speculation and at times can lead to very dubious

conclusions.

(Bassnett-McGuire 1980, p. 26, her italics)

James Holmes takes this a stage further, declaring any search for equivalence in 

translation to be "perverse":

No translation of a poem is ever 'the same as' the poem itself. It can’t be, since everything 

about it is different: another language, another tradition, another author, another audience 

[...] Nor is a translation of a poem really 'equivalent' to its original, at least in any strict 

sense, however fashionable that term has become.

(Holmes 1988, p. 53)

Or, again, Bassnett-McGuire:

Equivalence in translation, then, should not be approached as a search for sameness, since 

sameness cannot even exist between two TL [Target Language] versions of the same text, 

let alone between the SL [Source Language] and the TL version.

(Bassnett-McGuire 1980, p. 29)

If translation is viewed as a quest for "sameness", then, it is ultimately 

doomed to failure L In an insightful essay from 1971, Octavio Paz underlines the 

size of the task which confronts any translator:

The world is no longer a world, an indivisible whole; there is a split between nature and 

civilisation, a split compounded by further subdivisions into separate cultures [...] For 

more than two centuries, philosophers and historians, and more recently anthropologists 

and linguists as well, have been accumulating examples of the insurmountable differences 

between individuals, societies and eras [..,] Within each civilisation [...] the language that 

enables us to communicate with one another also encloses us in an invisible web of 

sounds and meanings, so that each nation is imprisoned by its language, a language 

further fragmented by historical eras, by social classes, by generations [...] With all this,
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one would have expected translators to accept defeat, but this has not been the case.

(Paz in Schulte 1992, pp. 153-4)

Indeed, translation goes on; but if languages are truly too different, too 

fragmented, for "sameness" in translation ever to be a possibility, then a new aim 

becomes necessary.

This need for a more limited aim in translation can be addressed through 

the concept of translation loss. If sameness in translation is viewed as an 

impossibility, then it follows that changes - losses - must form part of every 

transfer of information from Source Text (ST) to Target Text (TT), that is of every 

translation. In their book Thinking Translation, Sandor Hervey and Ian Higgins 

express this idea through analogy with engineering:

All engineering is based on the admission that the transfer of energy in any mechanical 

device necessarily involves a certain degree of 'energy loss'. A machine that permits 

energy loss is not a theoretical anomaly in engineering: engineers are not puzzled as to 

why they have not achieved perpetual motion [...] By analogy, believing in translation 

equivalence in the sense of 'sameness' encourages translators to believe in the elusive 

concept of a perfect translation [...] But it is much more realistic to start by admitting that 

the transfer of meaning from ST to TT involves a certain degree of translation loss.

(Hervey and Higgins 1992, p. 24)

It is important to realise that this loss which forms part of translation is measured 

relative to the ST, thus that translation loss encompasses not only elements which 

are lost in the TT but also elements which are gained. This was explained by 

Popovic in his 1970 discussion of the neutral term "translation shift", which I take 

here to be an expression of translation loss:

All that appears as new with respect to the original, or fails to appear where it might have 

been expected, may be interpreted as a shift.

(Popovic in Holmes [ed.] 1970, p. 78)

The concept of translation loss thus makes possible a fundamental change of 

outlook for the translator. The engineers evoked by Hervey and Higgins do not
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seek perpetual motion machines, rather they seek "to design machines with 

increased efficiency, by reducing energy loss" (Hervey and Higgins 1992, p. 24); 

in the same way the translator no longer needs to seek strict equivalence, 

sameness, but can rather concentrate on minimising loss:

Once one accepts the concept of inevitable translation loss, a TT that is not, in all 

important respects, a replica of its ST is not a theoretical anomaly, and the translator can 

concentrate on the realistic aim of cutting down on translation loss, rather than the 

unrealistic one of seeking the ultimate translation of the ST [.„] [The assumption], then, 

[is] that the translator is striving to reduce translation loss, to minimise difference rather 

than to maximize sameness.

(Ibid., p. 24)

With this fundamentally practical and realistic aim in mind, translation ceases at 

least to be an impossibility: perhaps the translator is not, after all, doomed to 

failure.

However, even when a wholly practical attitude is adopted towards 

translation in general, literary translation (and especially the translation of poetry) 

has often been viewed as something completely different, something which even 

when it is seen as succeeding does so only through something approaching black 

magic. For example Jean Briat, in his introduction to an anthology of Yeats in 

French, comments that:

...traduire n'est pas, ne peut pas etre, dire la meme chose, et dans le passage d'une langue 

a l'autre s'opere une savante alchimie dont les recettes ne peuvent se codifier.

(Briat 1989, p. 9)

Many attempts have been made to define what it is that marks out a literary text as 

being in a class of its own. Jean Delisle, in clarifying his definition of the 

"pragmatic" texts with which he specifically concerns himself in his 1988 book 

Translation: An Interpretative Approach (itself a translation of the original French 

text published in 1980), has proposed a series of six criteria by which he identifies 

a literary text:
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1) In a literary work, the writer communicates his vision of the world, his personal 

perception of the reality he has chosen to describe [...]

2) An imaginative and creative work also has the power to evoke. Not all of the message 

is explicit. A large part of it remains unexpressed, hence the major role played by 

connotation in literature. The order of words, the rhythm of sentences, and the patterns of 

sound may all have an evocative power that is relevant to the message and must be 

conveyed by the translator [...]

3) In a literary work,/orm is important in and of itself[...]

4) Literary works are not restricted to a single interpretation. The richer a work of 

literature is, the more levels of meaning it contains and the more interpretations are 

possible [...]

5) Literature is also characterised by a certain timelessness. Although it is the product and 

mirror of a certain era, a great literary work transcends space and time. It may be re

translated periodically, but that is to preserve its content and give new life to its form [...]

6) Lastly, a work of art stands the test of time because it is informed by universal values 

[...] Love, death, religion, the human condition, the agony of existence, and relationships 

with others are themes for all places and all times.

(Delisle 1988, pp. 14-16, his italics)

I will return to the issues raised by the third of these criteria later, and I would also 

argue that, whatever "timelessness" and "universal values" it displays, a literary 

work still exists in function of culture and context (if only because the "human 

condition" is, of its very nature, in part a political and social condition) - 

Resistance poetry, for example, draws much of its strength and interest from the 

context of war within which it was created. Nonetheless, these criteria would 

generally seem to offer a useful working definition of literary texts which, with 

the above reservations, I am willing to accept.

Even within the general field of literature, poetry has generally been held 

at an extreme; this is why Bassnett-McGuire can state that "within the field of 

literary translation more time has been devoted to investigating the problems of 

translating poetry than any other literary mode" (Bassnett-McGuire 1980, p. 81), 

and this too is why poetry has so often been declared "untranslatable". Octavio 

Paz neatly illustrates this view:
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The greatest pessimism about the feasibility of translation has been concentrated on 

poetry [...] Some years ago the critic and linguist Georges Mounin wrote a book about 

translation. He pointed out that it is generally, albeit reluctantly, conceded that it is 

possible to translate the denotative meanings of a text but that the consensus is almost 

unanimous that the translation of connotative meanings is impossible. Woven of echoes, 

reflections, and the interaction of sound with meaning, poetry is a fabric of connotations 

and, consequently, untranslatable. I must admit that I find this idea offensive [...] Not 

everyone shares my view.

(Paz in Schulte 1992, p. 155)

Given the controversy which is generated by literary, particularly poetic, 

translation, it is perhaps unsurprising that translation strategies which have been 

used to approach it display enormous diversity. This is illustrated by Louis Kelly 

in his 1979 history of translation The True Interpreter, where he highlights views 

as contrasting as those of Tytler and Fry:

To attempt therefore a translation of a lyric poem into prose, is the most absurd of 

undertakings: for all those very characters of the original which are essential to it and 

which constitute its highest beauties, if transferred to a prose translation, become 

unpardonable blemishes.

(Tytler in Kelly 1979, p. 191)

Poetical translations of classical poetry are all right as a literary exercise or a technical 

tour de force. As a guide to the poetry itself they are an abomination.

(Fry in ibid., p. 192)

Implicit within the contrast offered by these views is perhaps the basic 

question of what is meant by "poetry", and in particular of the role played by form 

in poetry. Is the form "important in and of itself" as suggested by Delisle and, if 

so, to what extent and in what way? Alternatively, is the form simply a flexible 

and decorative shell into which a basic literal message is placed (cf. an unnamed 

student quoted by Lederer, "Poetry is when every line starts with a capital letter 

and doesn't reach the right-hand side of the page" [Lederer 1993, p. 17])? This 

question is of obvious importance in translation, as its answer will inevitably
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greatly influence the chosen translation strategy. This is demonstrable by two 

strategies which can perhaps be identified as extremes. The first of these is the 

self-styled "absolute accuracy" demanded by Vladimir Nabokov, requiring 

literality above all else and whatever the consequences:

If such accuracy sometimes results in the strange allegorical scene suggested by the 

phrase 'the letter has killed the spirit', only one reason can be imagined: there must have 

been something wrong either with the original letter or with the original spirit, and this is 

not really a translator's concern.

(Nabokov in Schulte 1992, p. 141)

I want translations with copious footnotes, footnotes reaching up like skyscrapers to the 

top of this or that page so as to leave only the gleam of one textual line between 

commentary and eternity. I want such footnotes and the absolute literal sense.

(Ibid., p. 143)

At the other end of the scale is the quasi-interpretative approach advocated by 

Yves Bonnefoy, which tends towards the methodologies proposed for non-literary 

texts by Seleskovitch and Delisle (see below, p. 14):

On ne peut pas traduire un poeme. Mais tant mieux, car un pobme, c'est moins que la 

poesie, et autant s'en trouver prive, c'est une stimulation. Un poeme - un certain nombre 

de mots en un certain ordre sur la page, c'est une forme, ou s'abolit le rapport a l'autrui, a 

la finitude: le vrai [...] Qu'on sache voir, en effet, ce qui motive le poeme; qu'on sache 

revivre l'acte qui a la fois l'a produit et s'y enlise: et, degagees de cette forme figee qui 

n'en est rien qu'une trace, l'intention, l'intuition premieres (disons une aspiration, une 

hantise, quelque chose d'universel) pourront etre a nouveau tentees dans l'autre 

langue [...]

(Bonnefoy 1981, pp. 96-7, his italics)

Despite apparent extremes such as these, most critics and translators have 

for many years assumed form and content in poetry to be inseparable components 

of a greater whole, each implying and requiring the other. Thus form in poetry is
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far more than a simple mould or shell, but at the same time it is nothing on its 

own. This is expressed by Octavio Paz:

Every word holds a certain number of implicit meanings; when a word is combined with 

others to make up a phrase, one of those meanings is activated and becomes predominant. 

In prose there tends to be a single meaning while, as has often been noted, one of the 

characteristics of poetry [...] is the preservation of a plurality of meanings [...] Critics 

have devoted a good deal of attention to this disturbing peculiarity of poetry, but they 

have disregarded the equally fascinating peculiarity that corresponds to this kind of 

mobility and ambiguity of meanings; the immobility of signs. Poetry radically transforms 

language, and it does so in a direction opposite to that of prose. In one case, the mobility 

of characters tends to fix a single meaning; in the other, the plurality of meanings tends to 

fix the characters. Language, of course, is a system of mobile signs that may be 

interchangeable to some degree; one word can be replaced by another, and each phrase 

can be expressed (translated) by another [...] Yet once we move into the terrain of poetry, 

we find that words have lost their mobility and their interchangeability. The meanings of 

a poem are multiple and changeable; the words of that poem are unique and irreplaceable 

[...] Poetry is expressed in language, but it goes beyond language.

(Paz in Schulte 1992, p. 159)

Thus I would argue that poetry is more than just content or just expression, but 

needs rather to be viewed as a synergetic whole in which content and expression 

operate in relation to and depend upon one another. Form is of importance not "in 

and of itself" as suggested by Delisle, but rather in, and as a result of, its 

functional interrelationship with content. It can perhaps be argued, to some extent, 

that content and expression work together to form a greater whole in every literaiy 

text; however, the degree of interdependence appears greater in poetic texts, 

perhaps to the extent of being the defining characteristic of 'poetry'.

This interrelationship can perhaps most effectively be illustrated through a 

brief analysis of a piece of poetiy. For this purpose I have selected a short poem 

by the Irish poet Michael Longley:
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In Aillwee Cave

There must be grazing overhead, hazel thickets,

Pavements the rain is dissolving, springs and graves,

Darkness above the darkness of the seepage of souls 

And hedges where goosegrass spills its creamy stars.

The poet implicitly situates himself with his opening words: he is in the cave, as 

suggested by the title of the poem, visualising all that stretches above him. The 

image of "grazing" suggests both the greenery of the countryside - so the grazing 

land - and the act of grazing itself; the poet thus begins by evoking normal 

countryside life, an obvious rural scene, and then moves beyond this as his 

thoughts develop. The poem makes marked use of juxtaposition, the first example 

of this being the juxtaposition of the pavement and the rain in 1. 2. "Pavement" 

here seems likely to be a reference to the 'limestone pavements' which are a 

striking natural feature of Western Ireland (this possibility being reinforced by the 

fact that limestone dissolves in water as described in the poem), but it also clearly 

suggests artificial human influence on the natural environment: thus the image of 

the rain dissolving the pavement comes also to suggest the idea of nature 

overcoming the artificial, reclaiming the earth. In gradually dissolving, the 

"pavement" is slowly returning to the ground beneath: this provides a clear link 

with the "graves" of 1. 2, where the bodies too are slowly returning to the ground 

(hence the "seepage of souls" of 1. 3). The suggestion of a theme of life and death 

is made more explicit by the juxtaposition of "springs and graves" in 1. 2: the 

spring as a beginning, a source of water (which is a fundamental of life in its own 

right), and the grave as an end. This idea of enclosure, of beginning and end, is 

perhaps also suggested by the assonance on /eiv/ ("pavement" and "grave") which 

acts to enclose 1. 2, this use of sound itself being reinforced by the /ei/ of 

"grazing", "hazel" and "rain".

Line 2 of the poem features images of water in "rain" and "springs", these 

perhaps being reinforced by the use of "hazel" in 1. 1 (through this latter's 

association with water divining). These images then contribute to the sense of 

liquidity which is created around the description of the "seepage of souls" in 1. 3, 

the souls becoming a dark liquid and combining with the darkness of the earth.
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The idea of "seepage" as a continuous, inexorable process (following on from the 

"dissolving" of 1. 2) is underlined in several ways. Firstly, 11. 1-2 are both 

punctuated with commas where 11. 3-4 are not; this leads to the third line of the 

poem, in comparison with its partially 'broken up' opening lines, appearing to take 

on an air of flowing which suggests that which it describes. The repetition of 

"darkness" within the line, along with its striking use of prepositions (there are 

almost as many in 1. 3 as in the whole of the rest of the poem), perhaps slows the 

reader; it also acts to spread the assonance and alliteration on /s/ across the entire 

line, these two effects (the slowed reading and the background 'hiss' of the 

repeated /s/) between them acting to reflect and suggest the "seepage" which is 

evoked in the line.

If 11. 2-3 appear to indicate that death is an end in itself, however, the poem 

taken as a whole perhaps implicitly suggests otherwise: just as it starts with an 

image of countryside life in "grazing" so, following its images of death and the 

grave, it ends with a further image of the living countryside in the goosegrass 

flowers of 1.4. This seems implicitly to suggest that, however much death may 

appear to be an end, it in fact forms part of a cycle: the "souls" of 1. 3 are not 

simply "seepfing]" away, but are rather feeding back into the natural world. This 

is underlined by the image of the flowers as "creamy stars": the double darkness 

of 1. 3 is not empty but is rather a kind of space, with its own stars providing light 

as the "souls" nourish the life above them. The vitality of this life is emphasised 

by the move from "seepage" in 1. 3 to "spill[ing" in 1. 4: the image of "goosegrass 

spill[ing] its creamy stars" in 1. 4 is less syntactically cumbersome than 1. 3, and its 

alliteration and assonance on /s/ is less dilute, the added momentum which this 

gives the line contributing to a sense that the "seepage" of death is feeding into a 

gushing torrent which is life.

In this brief and far from exhaustive analysis of a short poem, it is already 

clear to what extent the full effect of the text relies neither on content nor on 

expression taken in isolation, but rather on the interrelationship and intermingling 

of the two; inevitably, the longer and more complex the text or series of texts, the 

more complex this interrelationship will become. Faced with such a network of 

content and expression, in which every element operates (and must be viewed) in 

relation to every other, most translators of poetry have attempted in practice to 

chart a middle course between extreme strategies of whatever kind. However,
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when attempts have been made to analyse and define such approaches they have 

generally become rapidly lost in a haze of creativity, the "savante alchimie" of 

Jean Briat. For example, Carmela Moya of the British Institute follows Bonnefoy 

in comparing the translator's task directly with that of the original poet:

Seamus Heaney compares the poetic voice to a fingerprint, which is unique, inimitable 

and affirms that the secret of being a poet lies in the summoning of energies of words.

And so it is with the translation of poems, some of which 'collaborate' and some of which, 

using their right of autonomy, do not.

(Moya in Franco-British Studies 10 [1990], p. 63)

Christine Pagnoulle, affirming her belief that a translator of poetry "should be able 

to hear and feel the poem from within and to conjure up something similar in the 

target language, that is, that they should be open to some sort of poetic sensitivity" 

(in Babel 1992, p. 140), is more lyrical still:

Words can be misleading. There is in fact no ferrying, no carrying through or across. 

Languages, even such closely related languages as English and French, work along 

different lines. The poems have to be penetrated, experienced to their core of music, to 

their marrow of sounds, and then recreated on the different score of the other language.

(Ibid., p. 139)

A more rigorous approach is that of Andre Lefevere in his 1975 book Translating 

Poetry in which he examines seven possible strategies for the translation of a 

single poem, his aim being "literary translations" which he defines as "translations 

which both can exist as literary works of art in their own right and can give the 

reader an accurate impression of what the source text is like" (Lefevere 1975, 

p. 95). His chosen strategies were phonemic, literal, metrical, prose, rhymed, 

blank verse and interpretative translation, his ultimate conclusion being that none 

of these is wholly adequate because each strategy tends to create its own 

distortions within the TT: this, then, was support for some sort of hybrid approach 

designed to "comprehend the source text as a whole, as a total structure, rather 

than [...] concentrating on a single aspect" (ibid., p. 101). However, most of the 

translations considered by Lefevere being ones consciously and specifically
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manufactured with the book in mind, little progress is made in relating this finding 

to what is actually being done by translators 'in the field': thus Lefevere is able to 

condemn the deliberately biased translations produced for that purpose, but 

beyond recommendations (he is careful to avoid any list of rules) he does not 

consider in action any 'hybrid' or 'middle ground' translation strategies.

This thesis can be seen as a fresh assault upon the middle ground. Through 

close and detailed study of translation losses and problems in two published 

translations of a given work, Paul Eluard's Les sept poemes d’amour en guerre, it 

aims to build up a picture of the practical translation strategies which have been 

employed by each of the translators, their strengths and weaknesses: this 

information is then used to develop and inform a fresh translation strategy leading 

ultimately to the production of a new TT. Being both grounded in and ultimately 

aiming towards the actual practice of translation, this work follows on from that of 

researchers such as Lefevere, as recognised by Edwin Gentzler:

Because translation 'is played out on center stage', certain misrecognitions and 'shifts' 

from the source text can be defined and analysed. Using translated texts to better 

understand subjective translation stategies, Holmes, Popovic and Lefevere suggest 

examining precisely those shifts to pursue such an investigation. Because of its unique 

nature, translation gives us access to those very unconscious and 'out of sight' 

manipulations which result in mistranslation and misrecognition.

(Gentzler 1993, p. 195)

The translation strategy which develops in the course of this thesis, as with 

Lefevere's recommendations, is not a list of rules: since "perfect" translations are 

mythical, and translations are as varied as source texts, this would be ridiculous. 

The aim is to "minimise difference", to lose as little as possible whatever the text, 

and accordingly the strategy is characterised by its flexibility and willingness to 

adapt. Flexibility itself is not a new idea, of course: Anne Cluysenaar, for 

example, has commented that the translator should not work with a generalised 

view of what to retain or echo from an ST but should rather consider "each 

individual structure, whether it be prose or verse" because "each structure will lay 

stress on certain linguistic features or levels and not on others" (Cluysenaar in 

Bassnett-McGuire 1980, pp. 76-7). As early as the ninth century. King Alfred, in
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the preface to his translation of the Cura Pastoralis, claims to have translated 

"hwilum word be worde, hwilum andgiet of andgiete" ("sometimes word by word, 

sometimes sense by sense", see Bassnett-McGuire 1980, pp. 50-1), certainly a 

form of flexibility however roughly defined. However, in its focus upon a single, 

complex series of poems and its willingness, within a rigorous framework, to 

adopt a truly flexible hybrid of interpretative overview and close, detailed 

linguistic reading, I believe that this work does represent at least a step towards a 

fresh view of the translation of poetry.

An example of this can be found in the translation of 'complex' imagery. 

This I would define as being imagery which is particularly rich in connotation 

and/or polysemy, and which accordingly presents the translator with a particular 

challenge if major and multiple translation losses are to be avoided: the 

combination of the potential multiplicity of the ST content and its relatively 

compact form (for it is in part this combination, itself a part of the overall 

interaction of content and expression, which gives that multiplicity its effect for 

the ST reader) can seem to be simultaneously pulling the translator in two or more 

different directions, the demands made by each clashing with those made by the 

other. This type of imagery demands a different, hybrid approach to translation; 

that is, an effective union of close, rigorous analysis and more 'interpretative' 

work.

In outlining their interpretative approaches to translation, Jean Delisle and 

Danica Seleskovitch both underline the fact that they intend their methodologies 

to be applied only to those types of text defined by Delisle as being "pragmatic": 

journalistic, legal, and other "message orientated" texts (see Delisle 1988, pp. 16

18). This type of text, they argue, frees the translator from any concern for the 

form of the message or for its individual SL components: thus the aim becomes 

simply the recreation of the univocal ST content, with any close analysis actually 

getting in the way of this. As Seleskovitch herself puts it (Seleskovitch 1984, 

p. 28):

La fidelite au mot, voila le grand obstacle a la traduction.

Even Bonnefoy, who advocates something approaching an interpretative approach 

for the translation of poetry, seems to accept that everything which can be gleaned
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from a close reading of the ST will be lost during transfer to the TT to be replaced 

by something completely different, a view of translation as "la poesie

recommencee":

Et le meilleur lecteur est [...] celui qui aime le poeme, oui: mais comme on ne peut aimer 

un etre, par rapport aussi aux finalites dont il se reclame, au sens qu'il porte. Pas 

d'idolatrie pour l'ecrit; et pas davantage d'ailleurs d'aversion iconoclaste, cette idolatrie 

retournee. Au plus fort, lire est compassion, existence partagee. Et quel saccage, en un 

sens! Toutes ces 'richesses' du texte, ambigui'tds, paragrammes, polysemies, etc., privees 

du droit de nous imposer leurs mots croises [...] Mais en compensation, voici ce que nous 

n'arrivions pas a saisir, a retenir: la poesie d'autres langues.

(Bonnefoy 1981, p. 97, his italics)

However, in the translation of complex imagery as defined above, where any 

simple transfer is deemed to incur too great a translation loss, I would argue that 

close, detailed reading - minute assessment of every element of the "'richesses' du 

texte" written off by Bonnefoy, the connotations and ambiguities of every word 

working in relation to every other - can go hand in hand with an interpretative 

approach. Once the translator is as aware as possible of all that the ST image 

carries with it, on all of its levels, then an interpretative approach can be adopted 

to carry as much of this as possible into a new TL image: this can be seen as 

building upon Octavio Paz's overall view of the poetry translator's task as being 

that of "dismantling the elements of the text, freeing the signs into circulation, 

then returning them to language [...] [with the aim of] producing analogous effects 

with different implements" (Paz in Schulte 1992, pp. 159-160). Such a process 

will, of course, involve losses, but loss is inevitable so this need not be 

downheartening: the aim is not perfection, but minimal loss. This, then, is a truly 

hybrid approach, a marriage of extremes in the form of the closest study possible 

and of interpretative translation.

For such work to be successful it is essential that analysis and assessment 

of both ST and TT should be rigorous and effective. A framework through which 

this can be achieved is provided by the approach to translation proposed by 

Sandor Hervey and Ian Higgins in their book Thinking Translation (1992). Once 

the concept of inevitable translation loss is accepted, they argue, it is necessary to
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systematically assess the features of an ST so as then to be able to judge their 

relative importance. This allows for them to be prioritized so that, when combined 

with any special demands which are being made of the TT (a specialist target 

audience who are interested in only one aspect of a text, for example), the 

translator can build up a series of "strategic decisions" prior to translation: these 

are decisions concerning the overall style, form and meaning of a TT, priority 

features of the ST which have also to be viewed as a particular priority in the 

construction of the TT. Such large-scale decisions are then combined with 

smaller-scale "decisions of detail" once translation is under way (see Hervey and 

Higgins 1992, p. 14), the ultimate aim being as always to minimise the final losses 

incurred. This is a "middle ground" approach because textual features are not 

considered in themselves, but rather in terms of their functions and in relation to 

one another.

Hervey and Higgins visualise this process of assessment as being 

analogous to passing the text through a series of "filters", each one capturing a 

different textual feature: these filters can be seen in diagrammatic form on p. 18. 

Hervey and Higgins emphasise the wide applicability of this approach:

It should also be said that STs are not the only texts which can be passed through the 

elements of the proposed series of filters: tentative TTs can be similarly processed before 

they are finalized, and their features compared with those of the ST, as a means of 

evaluating their success. It is also possible to evaluate published TTs by the same process.

(Hervey and Higgins 1992, p. 244)

The filters are employed in all three of these roles within this thesis. It should be 

emphasised, however, that such an approach does not make translation into a 

mechanistic task:

The analogy of filters is a mechanical one, and in this lies a serious danger of 

misunderstanding. We do not wish to imply that our schema is intended as a means of 

'mechanizing' the process of translation [...] The schema of filters is not a mechanical 

device but a 'mnemonic' one: it reminds the working translator of what features to look 

for in a ST, as well as of the need to rank these features in order of relative textual 

relevance, as part and parcel of working out a strategy for translating the ST [...] [It] is
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worth noting that, through practice, the scanning of texts in the manner suggested by the 

schema quickly becomes habitual.

(Ibid., p. 245)

If the filters are thus used as a mnemonic or checklist rather than as a step-by-step 

process, any attempt to present the results of an analysis of a text filter-by-filter 

becomes unnecessary, even counter-productive. Accordingly this is not done in 

the thesis, rather the mnemonic is assumed and the textual analyses are presented 

in a more natural, organic manner.

Any methodology for the analysis of a TT, however efficient, is of little 

value without a set of criteria by which the text can be evaluated: without this no 

clear judgement can be made as to its success or failure as a translation, nor can it 

be compared with any other translation in any effective manner. The question of 

the criteria by which a translation should be judged is one to which answers have 

varied greatly over the years, reflecting differing attitudes towards translation in 

general and developments in discussions of matters such as "equivalence": thus, to 

use earlier examples, it is clear that Nabokov and Bonnefoy would have disagreed 

quite profoundly in evaluating a given TT. My own evaluation criteria ultimately 

stem from the fundamental aim of minimising translation loss: they will 

accordingly vary to some extent from ST to ST, reflecting the particular features 

of each text and so the particular demands which each makes of a TT. This is, in 

part, the role of the "filters" proposed by Hervey and Higgins: to break down the 

features of a text and to enable a translator to prioritize them, establishing which 

of them he considers fundamental enough to be preserved at all costs. These 

features, and a translator's success or failure in preserving them, then become 

points of evaluation in their own right for any TT. Simple retention of information 

cannot, however, be enough on its own: that way Nabokov lies. Rather I would 

recall Lefevere's definition of literary translations as being "translations which 

both can exist as literary works of art in their own right and can give the reader an 

accurate impression of what the source text is like" (Lefevere 1975, p. 95). With 

this in mind, I would argue that information and textual "'richesses'" need to be 

combined, if translation loss is to be minimised, with "performability".



SCHEMA OF TEXTUAL ’FILTERS

FEATURES
(examples)

> (exotic geographic names)
> (philosophical concepts)

(names of institutions)
> (impersonal passive constructions)
> (proverbs)
> (jokes recast)

'FORMAL* FILTER

----- Intertextual level
----- Discourse level
-----> Sentential level
-----> Grammatical level: structure

lexis
----- ► Prosodic level
----- k Phonic / Graphic level

> (pastiche)
> (narrative sequence markers)
> (colloquial tags)
> (stylistic use of complex syntax) 
>■ (void systems)
■> (iambic pentameter)
> (alliteration)

TEXT------►

'SEMANTIC* FILTER
------K Literal meaning
------► Attitudmal meaning
----- > Associative meaning
------► Reflected meaning

------► Allusive meaning
------> Affective meaning

(particularizing)
> (positive evaluation of referent)
> (sexual of referent)
-> (play on voids)
■> (coEocative clash)
>• (Biblical 'echo')
■> (flattering attitude to addressee)

(From Hervey and Higgins 1992, p. 246)
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It should be emphasised, however, that in the case of Les sept poemes 

d’amour en guerre this represents far more than simply the old cry for a 

translation which "reads well" or "flows". Rather, it is a specific call for the 

translator always to consider the demands of an oral performer, a reader of the 

poems. Complexity is no bar to performance: thus Rachmaninov's piano music, 

however fiendishly complex it may sound, is said by top pianists always to 'fall 

well to the hands', to be well suited to the demands of performance. In the same 

way Eluard's poetry, despite being frequently characterised by its extensive and 

complex use of sound and sound symbolism, tends in performance to 'fall well to 

the mouth'. In practice this gives the poet an additional means of expression: a line 

which is more difficult to perform, a 'tongue-twister moment', will tend in 

performance to stand out from the overall texture of the poem, often giving it 

added emphasis.I 2 Such devices are not confined solely to Eluard's poetry, of 

course, or even solely to French: Gerard Manley Hopkins, for example, also uses 

complexities of sound for emphasis, such as here in the opening lines of "The 

Windhover":

I caught this morning morning's minion, kingdom of daylight's dauphin, 

dapple-dawn-drawn Falcon, in his riding

Of the rolling level underneath him steady air [...]

(Hopkins 1930, p. 29)

I would argue that this is of significance in dealing with all poetry, because

peiformability as an overall concept can be subdivided into "inner" and "public" 

performability: thus poems do not have to be read in public performance in order 

for their resonance and use of sound to be of significance, it can be equally clear 

(and perhaps expressed with more freedom) in a 'silent' reading - a performance 

in the reader's head. Accordingly, if this is ignored by a translator, an important 

aspect of the poetry is being lost. In the case of Les sept poemes d’amour en 

guerre, the demands of performability - and especially of public performability - 

are perhaps of particular importance. The poems display Eluard's usual sensitivity 

to sound but, in addition to this, their extensive use of the relatively unusual 

heptasyllabic line can be seen as suggesting a link between them and early oral 

traditions stretching back to the rondeau and even to liturgical Latin (see Lote
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1951, Vol. 2, p. 59; Deloffre 1969, p. 64). Since this series was written as 

Resistance poetry, and published clandestinely, it is perhaps not surprising if it 

was expected that oral performance would form at least a part of its transmission 

to the French public: performability is thus not an added extra with these poems, 

nor simply an artistic touch, but rather it is a practical and even fundamental part 

of what they are.

Performability, even with its recognition of moments of tension or 

difficulty within a ST performance, can be interpreted as a call for "fluency" (to 

use Venuti's term, see below) in translation. This leads on to the more general 

issue of domestication and foreignness in translation (and in particular in the 

translation of these poems), a subject which has recently been brought to 

prominence by Lawrence Venuti (see in particular Venuti 1995). In translating 

this Eluard ST, I do aim for a degree of fluency because I feel that the ST, as a SL 

text, is itself fluent. In this instance, this is perhaps a part of performability: the 

target is to use "strangeness" (an image or phrase which, linguistically or 

phonetically, stretches the TL in some way) only when such strangeness is 

recognisable within the ST, and so within the SL. However, I do not feel that this 

aim is necessarily in conflict with Venuti's demand for "translation that signifies 

the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text" (Venuti 1995, p. 189). In 

translating a modern text, any attempt to mark its foreignness using archaism or 

deliberate syntactic oddness in the TL appears very superficial: indeed, it amounts 

to deliberate and conscious translation loss. Furthermore, Eluard being a very 

influential and widely-translated poet, it seems unlikely that Venuti would admit a 

fluent translation of Eluard to be what he considers "resistance":

...choosing to translate a foreign text, for instance, that is excluded by prevalent English- 

language translation methods or by the current canon of foreign literature in English and 

thus forcing a methodological revision and a canon reformation.

(Ibid., p. 203)

However, I nonetheless feel that a good translation of Les sept poemes d'amour en 

guerre is, in a very real sense, a 'foreignizing' translation. The reasoning behind 

this lies in the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.
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The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis has been much discussed: in essence it argues 

a link between language, thought and reality such that not only do different 

realities lead to different languages, but also different languages shape different 

realities. In the words of Octavio Paz, "each language is a view of the world, each 

civilisation is a world" (Paz in Schulte 1992, p. 153). This idea is taken up by 

Heniy Schogt:

In its most extreme form the so-called Sapir-Whorf hypothesis leads to the view that 

communication between two people who do not share the same native language is 

impossible, even if one of them has learned the language of the other [...] This is a typical 

example of a clash between theory and practice: nobody accepts the Sapir-Whorf 

hypothesis completely and yet it is difficult to deny that the language one speaks focuses 

on elements of the outside world and creates abstract notions that other languages may 

leave either unnoticed or, in the case of abstract notions, unconceptualised.

(Schogt in Schulte 1992, p. 194)

If the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is accepted, even in this more limited form, then it 

can be argued that every successful act of interlingual translation, every 

translation which conveys something of the view of the world expressed by its ST, 

brings something new and broadening to the TL and to the TL culture: an 

expression of foreignness without superficiality. In the present case, this can be 

expressed in very concrete terms: as Resistance poetry written under Occupation, 

the ST evokes a situation and a range of emotions which, beyond the Channel 

Islands, have been alien to the TL culture since the Eleventh Century. If a TT can 

capture something of what it is to be under Occupation, then in and of itself this is 

"translation that signifies the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text" 

as demanded by Venuti, at least for the aware reader.

Paul Eluard's poetry has been translated widely (see for example Mathieu [1971], 

or Appendix One [which offers a partial directory of Eluard translations in 

English]), but opinions on the complexity of this task have shown marked

contrast:
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La poesie d'Eluard se traduit tres bien en anglais: l'absence de rimes, la simplicity et la

beaute des images favorisent une transposition ou la version anglaise demeure un poeme 

proche de l'original.

(Mathieu 1970, p. 180)

Eluard is extremely difficult to translate, even in poems of simple statement, because of 

the original way in which he uses the French language.

(Editor's Note, New Directions 9, 1946, p. 333)

In some ways this is perhaps appropriate, as Eluard's poetry is itself often built on 

contrast. This is true linguistically, as Eluard's surrealist background sometimes 

leads to poetic effects being obtained through use of what Jean-Pierre Jacques has 

labelled "une syntaxe de jaillissement", direct juxtaposition of images:

De fait, dans ses moments de grace, la 'parole' eluardienne semble 'glisser' en souplesse.

Et pour que rien n'arrete son 'cours naturel’, tous les obstacles sont leves: plus de 

ponctuation, plus d'agrafes grammaticales, plus de verbe - ce noyau dur dans la phrase.

Le poete ne connait alors que le bonheur de dire,

(Jacques 1982, p. 70, his italics)

Contrast within the poems goes beyond this, however, with themes and 

vocabulary recurring time and again which bring out the tension of reflected 

opposites - light and dark, intimacy and openness, solitude and togetherness - to 

the point that Robert Nugent has declared that "the doctrine of opposites forms the 

basis of Eluard's poetics" (Nugent 1974, p. 94). Daniel Bergez traces part of this 

back to the couple, to "l'amour [...] [qui est] pour Eluard l'experience inaugurale 

de l'etre":

Dans toutes les 'categories' premieres de l'existence eluardienne que nous avons etudiees, 

c'est bien la meme ambivalence qu'on a vu jouer: en combinant l'unite et la dilation de 

l'etre, le 'bonheur' eluardien coincide toujours avec un sentiment d'integrite existentielle 

conjoint a une valeur de diffusion expansive. Le temps, l'espace exterieur [...] sont chez 

Eluard comme autant d'echos ou se repercute uniformement le bonheur inaugural 

qu'induit la relation amoureuse [...] Car c'est bien cette experience initiale qui est chez
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Eluard le modele generateur de cette dialectique constante de la cloture et de l'ouverture, 

de l'intimite et du jaillissement.

(Bergez 1982, p. 163)

Certainly Eluard is perhaps best known as a love poet, and love in this intimate 

sense is at the heart of much of his writing - hence his recurring image of the

woman as sun:

C'est par toi que je parle et tu restes au centre

De tout comme un soleil consentant au bonheur

("Poesie ininterrompue", ffiuvres completes [OC] II, p. 35)

Je suis ensoleille car elle est le soleil

("Les souvenirs et le present", OC II, p. 320)

Elle est le plein soleil sous mes paupieres closes

("Le don", OC I, p. 572)

However, just as Eluard saw a need for "la poesie de circonstance" to move to "la 

poesie eternelle" (OC II, p. 931), so he acknowledged that this intimacy and 

intensity should be allowed to generate a more outward, universal love, for

example:

Toi qui fus de ma chair la conscience sensible 

Toi que j'aime a jamais toi qui m'as invente 

Tu ne supportais pas l'oppression ni l'injure 

Tu chantais en revant le bonheur sur la terre

Tu revais d'etre libre et je te continue

("Dit de la force de l'amour", OC II, p. 223)

In Le temps deborde, Eluard expresses the same idea in reverse by suggesting the 

way in which the loss of Nusch (his second wife) prevents him from moving 

beyond the confines of himself:
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Mes yeux soudain horriblement 

Ne voient pas plus loin que moi 

Je fais des gestes dans le vide 

Je suis comme un aveugle-ne 

De son unique nuit temoin

("Les limites du malheur", OC II, p. 109)

It is such a development from intimacy to universality, and its role in Resistance, 

which is traced in Les sept poemes d'amour en guerre (which can be found, along 

with the various TTs studied in this thesis, as pull-out inserts inside the thesis back 

cover).

Eluard's poetry has been described as "transparent"; or, in the indignant 

words of Jean-Pierre Jacques:

Il court sur Eluard un vilain bruit; ce serait un poete 'facile'.

(Jacques 1982, p. 76)

Raymond Jean suggests that this may be explicable simply in terms of the passing 

of time:

...il est une epoque encore relativement proche ou [la poesie d'Eluard], marquee de 

certains traits de la langue surrealiste, paraissait deroutante, obscure, insolite, elliptique a 

beaucoup. Mais presque tous les obstacles qui s'interposaient entre Eluard et son lecteur 

ont ete leves. Nous avons la l'exemple assez exceptionnel [...] d'une poesie difficile qui 

est devenue insensiblement une poesie facile parce qu'elle avait pour vocation premiere 

d'amener le lecteur a elle, [...] bref de lui apprendre a lire, a regarder et a entendre 

autrement, c'est-a-dire mieux, qu'il ne savait le faire.

(Jean 1968, p. 11, his italics)

A view of Eluard's poetry as "facile" perhaps also stems in part from his use of 

vocabulary, as described by Marilyn Kallet in the introduction to her translation of

Les derniers poemes d'amour:
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Eluard usually relies on a basic vocabulary, one in common usage. We are not distracted 

by the words in Eluard's poetry and therefore through their combinations words are free 

to deliver up the poems' incantatory power.

(Kallet 1980, p. xix)

This apparent simplicity belies the constant lyricism of his poetry, however, a 

fundamental lyricism which Eluard acknowledged in a conference speech in 1952:

La poesie c'est le langage qui chante [...] Langage qui chante, langage charge d'espoir, 

meme quand il est desespere [...]

(<9CII, p. 931)

Eluard was able to bring out the complexity of even his simplest vocabulary, to 

make full use of the "plurality of meanings" and connotations identified by Paz as 

being "perhaps [the] distinguishing trait" of poetry (Paz in Schulte 1992, p. 158), 

and always this was combined with an awareness of sound and of its impact upon 

a reading of the poem. These, along with the frequent occurrence of certain major 

images and themes within the poems (notably the lover as a mirror, eyes and the 

importance of "le regard", the mouth and the kiss, the anguish of solitude) are 

perhaps the traits which have led many critics and commentators to identify a 

specific "voix" which runs throughout the corpus of Eluard's work:

On l'a souvent note: la voix d'Eluard se fait entendre d&s les premiers grands recueils, et 

ne cessera d'etre fidele a elle-meme, jusqu'a la fin.

(Bergez 1982, p. 10)

While Eluard's poetry has been translated a great deal, notably in America 

(Marguerite Mathieu provides an invaluable bibliography of French poetry in 

translation in the USA from 1900 to 1967 as a part of her 1970 PhD thesis, a 

partial development of which is offered in Appendix One to the present thesis), 

very little has been written by the translators about their work. Even major works 

of translation have been published with no word at all on how the task of 

translation has been approached: this is the case, for example, with Marilyn 

Kallet's 1980 translation of Les derniers poemes d’amour (first appearing as part
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of a thesis in 1978). Apart from a little oblique information in the Editor's Note 

which introduces the Goodman translation of Les sept poemes d'amour en guerre 

(see below, pp. 93-94), and a word of thanks from Lloyd Alexander to Eluard 

himself, it is also the case with each of the published TTs studied in this thesis. 

When translations have been introduced by some comment, it has generally been 

negative in tone: for example, the introduction to the seven translations which 

appeared in New Directions No.3 (1938) is disarmingly scathing:

These poems have been translated, very imperfectly, by Charles Henri Ford and the 

Editor. Having thoroughly slaughtered the French texture it seems best to append a 

sample of the original so that the reader who knows any French can see something of 

what goes on in the original language. The poet requested that the translations be not too 

literal, that the poems be felt and then recreated. This was done. But the method, or any 

method, still leaves much wanting. There is no way to suggest the sound effects of the 

other language [...] Again, the subtleties of sense, the logic of language, cannot be 

captured.

(New Directions 1938, n.p.)

In its discussion of "sound effects" and "subtleties", this appears to provide a good 

example of an approach to translation which treats textual features in isolation, 

regarding them in terms simply of themselves rather than in terms of their relation 

to one another (so of their function) as proposed by this thesis. Another example 

of this apparently 'isolationist' approach to translation is provided by Herbert 

Read's Preface to Thorns of Thunder, a selection of Eluard poems by various 

translators, which expresses concern about the "music" of the poetry:

Eluard is the most lyrical of modem French poets. The pure music of his verse has 

already given him a place in that select pleiad which includes Rimbaud and Baudelaire. 

But this music is not [a] quality [...] which can be presented in a translation, though 

something of his felicity does seem to me to survive in the following pages.

(Read in Reavey [ed.] 1936, p. viii)
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In a more recent translation, of Capitale de la douleur {Capital of Pain), Richard 

Weisman attempts briefly to lay out his aims and expectations, but does so 

without any particular clarity or definition:

As translator I have kept close watch on the original text, while working toward an 

English equivalent that is both faithful and poetically intelligible. It is unfortunate 

American poetry has never experienced a Surrealist phenomenon, for many of Eluard's 

peculiar turns of diction, or his accretive, cinematic imagery are indigenous to their 

milieu. To some extent, however, all great poetry is ultimately accessible at all times and 

places to the reader whose hands are free.

(Weisman 1973, p. ix)

In 1950, Stephen Spender and Frances Cornford worked together to 

produce a translation of Le dur desir de durer {The Dour Desire to Endure). To a 

certain extent the same charge of lack of definition can be levelled against 

Spender’s "Translator's Note" as against Weisman's introduction: no indication is 

given of what is meant by "poetic intensity", for example. However, the note 

remains an interesting insight into a collaborative translation:

When I undertook to translate these poems by Paul Eluard, I had little idea of the 

complexities involved. I thought that all that was necessary was to make a literal 

translation line by line which, when it was printed on the opposite page of Eluard's 

original, would help the reader. But I soon found that a literal translation of such poetry 

as this, if it fails to reproduce something of the poetic intensity of the original, means 

nothing at all [...] I therefore sent my rough draft to ray friend Frances Cornford [...] She 

entirely rewrote my draft, clarifying the meaning and introducing rhythm, which mine 

lacked. After this we met and rewrote her draft together.

(Spender and Cornford 1950, n.p.)

To date, however, the most detailed discussion of the process of translating 
Eluard's poetry is found in the "Considerations for Translation" section of the 

introduction to Ombres et Soleil/Sun and Shadows, a selection of writings by 

Eluard presented by Cicely Buckley as part of a PhD in 1986 at the University of 

Massachusetts. Buckley starts from the premise that a translation "is inevitably a
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new poem inspired by, and more or less faithful to, the original" (p. 25). Pointing 

out that "the interpretation of the semiotic and sensual qualities of words will 

differ according to the cultural background and personal associations of both 

translator and reader [...] [and that] word images of one language only 

approximate definition of their 'equivalents' in another" (p. 26), she suggests a 

view of the translator as 'interpreter-performed, "recognising the creative aspect of 

translation in the recreation of a poetic world" (p. 27):

Translators must first attempt to 'get under the poet's skin' to understand the conditions of 

a poem's inception, including the events which may have directly or indirectly motivated 

it. In order to allow for the interpretation of a poem by the individual reader, they must 

then attempt to render as accurately as possible the poet's response to his world, inherent 

in his language, still using words and concepts familiar to today's audience.

(Ibid.)

She also considers the question of performance in translation, making clear its 

importance albeit in a somewhat understated way:

A prose translation with minimal formal organisation may quite accurately convey ideas, 

especially with added explanations. However, poetry of the oral tradition - the 'chant 

poetique' - must be heard: mood is conveyed by tone as well as ideas. It would be 

unfortunate not to attempt a parallel orchestration of a poem that depends on the sound 

and rhythm into which its essential language is cast, while avoiding the constraints of 

identical form.

(Ibid., p. 28)

Finally, Buckley details her own very practical translation method:

The method of translating poems by Eluard, acquired through trial and error, using both 

intuition and analysis, is something like the following:

1) To fully appreciate a work of art, the translator, like any reader, must be 'disponible', 

open to unexpected ways of seeing the world, sensitive to the esthetic, social and 

psychological facets of the experience the poet has translated into words [...]

2) One must 'hear' the poem as if read aloud to hear the overall tone [...]
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3) Acquire knowledge of the background in which the poem was conceived.

4) Read from the poet's other works. Only by reading poems from different periods of his 

life can one begin to grasp the values he attributes to [...] [the] essential imagery that

makes up his view of the world.

5) Reread the poem to catch references missed on the first readings. Make a 'naive' quite 

(literal) translation [sic]. Imagery and order need to be altered only for tone or clear 

meaning. Restore lost elements, find alternate, even circuitous language to avoid 

ambiguity, unwanted connotations, or an unnatural voice in English.

6) Reread the original poem for the cumulative effect of the interplay of sounds and ideas 

as orchestrated by the poet.

7) Read the English version as a whole poem; try to come closer to the tone and meaning 

of the original.

8) Return to steps 1-5 for further refinement.

(Ibid., pp. 28-9)

This is combined with two "goals [which] must be kept in mind":

a) to convey the poet's view of the world, his joy and sorrow, his tenderness or anger, his 

trust or mistrust. In the case of Eluard, the tone reflects a quietly insistent voice with an 

objective awareness of subjective feelings [...]

b) to 'bring the poems alive' in English, so that they may be enjoyed for themselves. In the 

process of trying out new combinations of words to convey the sense and mood of the 

original, the English may even deepen or clarify what might have been missed in the 

French. A new poem has its own integrity, a fresh voice.

(Ibid.)

Buckley's approach to translation appears in some ways to be forward

looking: for example, in comparison with Charles Henri Ford and Herbert Read 

she has a very positive attitude towards what she terms the "chant poetique", 

recognising the importance of the "orchestration" of a poem. In addition, while her 

methodology arguably lacks the focus which is provided by the conscious 

prioritization by a translator of a poem's various interconnecting features, her 

attempt to capture "the cumulative effect of the interplay of sounds and ideas as 

orchestrated by the poet" seems to come close to a middle-ground approach as
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advocated by this thesis. However, I would argue that it is difficult for a translator 

both to "attempt to render as accurately as possible the poet's response to his 

world" and also apparently to view any "deepen[ing] or clarification]" of the ST 

in the TT as a positive thing: as starting points for translation these appear 

fundamentally incompatible. In addition, any quest for "the poet's response to his 

world" would seem to carry with it the same problems of conjecture as did the 

search for "equivalent effect": the judgement as to what the poet's response 

actually is would seem to be a purely interpretative one, a reading of the ST 

amongst other readings.

While in some ways Buckley's "method of translating poems" would thus 

appear to be an effective attempt at a middle ground approach like the one 

suggested above, it seems, especially in the criteria by which it judges its TTs, to 

lack clarity. Equally, Lefevere's attempt to define such an approach, intended to 

"comprehend the source text as a whole, as a total structure, rather than [...] 

concentrating on a single aspect" (Lefevere 1975, p. 95), seems inadequate 

because of the artificial nature of his study (see above, pp. 12-13). Other 

approaches studied thus far seem to fall down either on their lack of focus or, 

more commonly, on their insistence upon the treatment of individual textual 

features in isolation from one another, missing what Buckley termed "the 

cumulative effect of the interplay of sounds and ideas as orchestrated by the poet" 

(Buckley 1986, p. 29). This thesis aims to take all this work a stage further. 

Working on a manageable corpus of poetry, I aim systematically (using the 

translation "filters" proposed by Hervey and Higgins) to assess two practical 

translation approaches each of which, in its own way, lacks a "middle ground" 

view. I then aim to attempt a new TT: this will involve testing a practical middle 

ground strategy drawn partly from direct analysis of the ST and partly from the 

information gleaned from the study and assessment of the earlier TTs. The thesis 

is thus grounded both in rigorous and systematic study and in the actual practical 

business of translation.

Les sept poemes d'amour en guerre provide an ideal subject for this work. 

The first reason for this is purely pragmatic: the different translations which have 

been undertaken of the series, each treating the series in its entirety and each by a 

different translator, offer ample material for a comparative study to be effective. 

Beyond this, however, the series is exceptionally well suited to the work in hand.
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As a complete series of seven poems, it provides a translation exercise which is 

limited enough to be studied in detail. This remains, however, an exercise of some 

complexity since, as well as standing alone as a complete poem in its own right, 

each poem is also bound into the series through a progression of theme and of 

imagery. To successfully translate the series a translator has to operate 

simultaneously on three levels: close work on details of each individual poem 

(such as imagery, versification and phonic devices), a wider view of movement 

and development within each poem taken as a whole, and finally an overall view 

of development across the entire series. The translator thus faces both intratextual 

and intertextual difficulties within a single, limited translation exercise. In its use 

and awareness of imagery, vocabulary and sound the series is characteristic of 

much of Eluard's writing, providing an effective testground for any approach to 

the translation of his poetry; within this, however, it displays a clear progression 

of styles, with the intimate intensity of the opening poems moving to a high, 

rhetorical style in the call to Resistance which ends the series. In this way it 

provides a hybrid of love poetry and of Resistance poetry, calling for awareness 

and flexibility on the part of the translator: in sum, it presents the translator with a 

task which is limited in size yet complex, characteristic of Eluard yet varied in 

style.

The thesis consists of four chapters and a conclusion. The first chapter is 

the most detailed study yet undertaken of the Eluard ST: this is work of academic 

value in its own right but it is also a vital precursor to any comparative study of 

translations which have been made of the ST, and indeed to the production of a 

new TT. Prior to this thesis the most detailed assessment of the ST is contained in 

an article by Robin Adamson, "The theme of duality in Paul Eluard's Les sept 

poemes d’amour en guerre" {Language and Style, Carbondale, XIX, 1986, 

pp. 293-308): this is a valuable study, dealing in a detailed manner with the 

important theme of duality in the series. However, in confining itself to a single 

aspect of the poetry, it is inevitably limited in its approach. It focuses above all on 

structural duality in the series, considering semantics, syntax and overall structure 

in turn, and is largely based on an "index, frequency count and concordance 

produced with the help of a computer" (Adamson 1986, p. 294). This leads it to 

concentrate, as Adamson herself freely admits, on what she sees as the "structural 

climax" of the series (Poem IV) rather than the "final [...] climax" of Poem VII
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(ibid.); the result of this, in my view, is an excessively static view of the overall 

series, in which the apparent structural duality of the series is allowed to overrule 

the process of evolution and change which I see occurring in the lovers' 

relationship (see Chapter 1). In addition, the theme of duality itself is not pursued 

(because of the restricted space available to Adamson) beyond 'surface' or simple 

duality, even when ambiguities are considered: thus the complex interrelationship, 

almost interdependence, of (for example) the "navire" and the "vent" of Poem I,

11. 1-2 (see below pp. 41-42) or the "lampe" and the "nuit" of Poem II, 11. 11-12 

(see p. 54) is not touched upon. While undoubtedly useful, Adamson's article is 

thus clearly limited.

In examining the ST, I assume the standpoint of a modern reader who is
z

generally familiar with Eluard's work but who has no prior knowledge of the ST 

itself: this assumed naivety allows for a clearer presentation of the cumulative 

effect of the ST poems, since the reader's view of the individual poems changes as 

they gradually build into a complete series (see below, pp. 87 ff.). Chapters 2-3 of 

the thesis involve a rigorous and detailed study of two published translations of 

the ST, analysing their strengths and weaknesses: following on from the approach 

adopted for the study of the ST, the TT series are examined not only as individual 

poems but also in terms of how those individual poems build into complete series, 

so of the interaction between them. This examination of the TT series effectively 

combines two readings: the TTs are read and assessed both from the standpoint of 

a purely TL reader (adopting a simiikr." 'naive eye' to that used in the study of the 

ST), and in terms specifically of their strengths and weaknesses as TTs. All the 

information gleaned in the individual studies of ST and TTs is then applied 

practically in chapter 4, in the production and analysis of a new TT. Copies of the 

ST, and of each of the TTs examined in the thesis, are provided in Appendices 

Two and Three below.

The thesis is in some ways unorthodox, particularly in its focus and depth 

of detail. Fundamentally, it is a study of translation method. This, and the 

particular demands of the 'middle ground' approach to translation which is my 

ultimate goal, necessitates exceedingly detailed studies of the ST and of the 

different TTs: the texts have to be studied in terms not only of individual textual 

variables but also of the functional interactions of those different variables, as 

explained above. The effect of this is that, while the translation method which is
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developed in the thesis aims to be flexible enough to be applied to far more than 

simply the seven poems treated here (indeed the seven poems are selected partly 

because, in their imagery and range of styles, they are characteristic of much of 

Eluard's wider corpus of poetry3), space in the thesis precludes the testing of the 

approach on a wider selection. If the approach which is developed in the thesis 

proves to be effective, however, it is to be hoped that it will open the way for a 

wide range of work, both in the analysis of translations which have been done in 

the past and in the production of new TTs. A research tool to facilitate some of 

this future work is supplied in Appendix One, a partial directory of English and 

American TTs of Paul Eluard's poetry (in part an adaptation of information from 

Mathieu 1970, see Appendix One below). Appendices Two and Three, the ST and 

TTs under examination in this thesis, can be found as pull-out inserts inside the 

back cover of the thesis.

^Translation 'equivalence' is not always defined in terms of 'sameness' in translation, but I adopt it 
as my definition here in an attempt to ensure clarity in the outline of my own approach to 
translation; for a fuller discussion of the various ways in which equivalence has been defined see 
Snell-Hornby (1988 pp. 13-22) or Toury (1980 pp. 63-70).

2 Here a musical analogy can again be drawn, as modern musical theatre, taking as an example Les 
Miserables, frequently marks extremes of emotion through the use of extreme vocal efforts, to the 
point of creating severe problems for even professional performers when involved in a long run of 
a show.

3There have been many studies of Eluard's work, ranging from studies of individual poems to 

complete overviews. Jean (1968) provides an extremely useful introduction, both to Eluard's life 
and to his work. Juillard (1972) and Bergez (1982) are both valuable studies of certain vital themes 
and strands of imagery within his poetry. Mingelgriin (1977) offers a wider insight into 
'revolution esthetique' of Eluard's writing, adopting the "double point de vue" of "peinture et 
langage" and tr^<cing a path through the poetry from its beginnings (before Paul-Eugene Grindel 
took on his maternal grandmother's maiden name of Eluard) to its end in 1952. Gateau (1988) is 
more explicitly biographical, but it offers an interesting picture of Eluard as a man and of the 
circumstances behind much of his poetry. The Pleiade ffiuvres Completes are, of course, also 
invaluable.
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LES SEPT POEMES D’AMOUR EN GUERRE

Les sept poemes d'amour en guerre were first published at Saint-Flour in 1943 as 

a clandestine series of Resistance poetry, with the identity of its author Paul 

Eluard being protected beneath the pseudonym "Jean du Haut". It is possible to 

speculate, however, that this attempt at concealing the author's identity would 

have been largely or wholly undermined by a note which introduced the poems in 

a later (1944) edition1, and which contained the titles of two well-known Eluard 

works:

Jean du Haut est le pseudonyme de l'un de nos plus purs poetes, actuellement en France 

envahie. Nous revelerons l'identite de Jean du Haut apres la guerre. Mais deja ces poemes 

qui nous parviennent de la Capitale de la Douleur contiennent assez de Poesie et Verite 

pour qu'on reconnaisse l'auteur.

The title of the series appears significant in a number of ways. It not only 

provides the reader with an immediate introduction to the two themes which are to 

feature most prominently in the poems which follow, namely "amour" and 

"guerre", but it also introduces the series in such a way as to clearly suggest to the 

reader that it should be viewed as a complete and self-contained unit (through the 

poet's choice of a definite article, implying these to be the only "poemes d'amour 

en guerre" in existence). It can also be argued that the poet, in choosing to make 

this a series of seven poems, imbues the poems with a certain air of the mystical 

or the supernatural, since seven has for centuries been viewed as a magical 

number (for example the seven seals of Judgement Day, perhaps an appropriate 

image if this is poetry of Resistance); this is perhaps reinforced by the widespread 

use in the series of the relatively unusual heptasyllabic line. Further to this, the use 

of the grammatically ambiguous "en" within the title immediately raises a 

question within the reader's mind. The primary sense of the phrase is clearly that 

of love being itself physically "at war" (although this could be either a war with 

something else, such as hate, or else a war within itself, such as in the breakdown 

of a relationship), but it can also suggest the idea of love simply existing during 

wartime. Because of this ambiguity and the uncertainty it creates, the reader 

initially approaches the series with some trepidation: this trepidation can be seen
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as reflecting that which inevitably accompanies the start of any relationship. The 

fact that we are reading the series implies that we are interested in what is to 

follow, but we as readers are uncertain of what we will find just as those 

embarking on a love affair can never be certain where it will lead them. The risks 

inherent in any relationship become far more pronounced when it is set in a 

context of wartime, as the lovers have constantly to face the possibility of violent 

separation: as the reader approaches this series the context of physical warfare is 

obviously made a very concrete one by its date of publication (1943). Assuming a 

knowledge of Eluard's other work, it is possible to confidently predict that this is 

Resistance poetry: even without such an assumption, however, such a conclusion 

is suggested by the series epigraph. This presents the reader with a scene not 

merely of "ordure", but also of manipulation (by an unnamed "on", perhaps a 

presage of Poem IV) and of deprivation, with "les hommes" being deprived of 

food, water and companionship (since they are "dans le silence"). The epigraph is 

furthermore written by another noted Resistance poet, Louis Aragon (listed in 

some editions as "Francois la Colere", one of Aragon's Resistance pseudonyms).

Poem I

The poems themselves are thus set for the reader within a clearly defined context 

of war, which combines with a certain expectation of overt Resistance: it is 

therefore something of a surprise when Poem I makes no reference to physical 

conflict at all. Instead there is an immediate shift of focus onto love, and 

specifically onto "tes yeux". While there is no specific suggestion that this "tu" is 

the poet's lover, the combination of the second-person singular and of imagery of 

the eyes is very characteristic of Eluard's love poetry (for example, "La courbe de 

tes yeux" \OC I, p. 196], "On ne peut me connaitre" [OC I, p. 493] and "Un seul 

sourire" [OC II, p. 73]), so that such an assumption appears reasonable. The 

lover's eyes are shown in Poem I to have almost magical properties: they are not 

only personified (the implication perhaps being that the eyes are able somehow to 

capture or to encapsulate the lover's entire spirit), but they also contain an entire 

world for the lovers. The poet's depiction of this world brings into it a description
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of the attributes both of the lover's eyes and of the lover herself, and this broadens 

at the end of the poem into a discussion of the attributes of love itself.

The poet's description of this world within his lover's eyes is given added 

force by the implicit comparison which is made in the series between this verdant, 

fertile world and the contemporary realities of wartime Europe. This comparison 

can be seen as beginning straight away in the contrast which is drawn between the 

land described in the epigraph (where the poet is actually writing) and the "pays I 

Que l'on retrouve en un instant" in the lover's eyes. A similar use of contrast can 

be identified in the opening line of Poem I: in the epigraph the use of "parquer", a 

verb generally associated with livestock, suggests that "les hommes" are being 

huddled together with neither space nor freedom, so that the image of the "navire 

dans tes yeux" of Poem 11. 1, with its overtones of enormous space and freedom 

of movement, gains immediate impact. The implication of this juxtaposition of 

images is perhaps that, while the enemy can deprive people of their physical 

liberty, he is powerless to affect the sense of liberty they carry with them.

The imagery of 11. 1-4 can, at least initially, appear somewhat paradoxical: 

if the eyes are a land, why do they contain "un navire"? "Navire" would generally 

be used of an ocean-going ship rather than of a boat which could be used on a lake 

or river, and it would have no possibility of becoming "maitre du vent" if it were 

in dry-dock. A simple, albeit superficial, solution to this apparent paradox is found 

if the image of the "navire" and the detailed description of the "pays" are 

considered as being examples of purely descriptive, figurative imagery, used by 

the poet to capture or detail within the poem certain of the lover's attributes in 

addition to purely physical features of her appearance. An initial sign that this 

might be the case is found in the marked similarity in shape between the eyes, the 

ship and the valley of 1. 11, but support for such a reading can also be drawn from 

the wider context of Eluard's other poetry. The image of "un navire" can be seen 

as symbolising independence and vitality within the character of the lover, but this 

is overlaid with other examples of ship and boat imagery found within Eluard's 

poetry giving it further connotations of security (protection from the storm, 

allowing in the third example below for "exploration]") and of a certain 

sensuality:
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La courbe de tes yeux fait le tour de mon creur [...]

Bateaux charges du ciel et de la mer,

Chasseurs des bruits et sources des couleurs

("La courbe de tes yeux...", OC I, p. 196)

La barque de la bouche est menee par la langue;

Muette, tout humide, elle eclaire les flots.

("Repetitions tout pres du sommet exigeant", OC II, p. 126)

Les barques des baisers explorent l'univers

("Tout est sauve", OC II, p. 342)

Equally, the description of the lover in terms of a "pays", a scene from nature, 

provides her character with quasi-matemal connotations ("tendre", 1. 12) as well 

as, once again, a sense of vitality and of life. The use of natural and of countryside 

imagery to describe the lover is, however, common in Eluard's poetry both before 

and after this series (as shown by the examples below) so, as with the ship, the use 

of such imagery here can also be seen as carrying with it the connotations of 

sensuality and fertility built up across his poetry as a whole:

Tu es l'eau detournee de ses abimes

Tu es la terre qui prend racine

Et sur laquelle tout s'etablit

("Tu te leves l'eau se deplie", OC I, p. 459)

Des sources ou tes seins

Font miroiter le jour [...]

Des bois ou les oiseaux

Entr'ouvrent tes paupieres

("Le paysage nu", OC II, p. 11)

Je suis devant ce paysage feminin

Comme un enfant devant le feu

("L'extase", OC II, p. 107)
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Je grave sur un roc l'etoile de tes forces 

Sillons profonds ou la bonte de ton coips germera

("Nous avons fait la nuit...", OC I, p.465)

However, in the case of "le pays / Que l'on retrouve en un instant", this 

alone is not enough to explain the entire effect of the image: for this, it is first 

necessary to attempt a reading of the poem as a whole, since a full understanding 

of the poem seems only to be possible when it is read in the context of the overall 

series. On an initial reading it is perhaps tempting to see "nous" within the poem 

as referring to the poet and his colleagues within the French Resistance: it would 

appear, after all, both that the events of the poem cover a wide area (witness the 

enumeration of 11. 6-9), and that whoever is being referred to as "nous" is, at the 

time of the poem, away from the lover (since the eyes are in the process of "[les] 

atten[dre]"). However, the emphasis on "amour" within this poem (and the 

intimacy of, for example, 11. 11-14), combined with the emphasis on the couple 

which is so evident within much of the series (eg Poem V), allows this initial 

reading fairly quickly to be abandoned in favour of one which sees "nous" as 

representing the poet and his lover.

Even once this has been accepted, however, it is extremely tempting to see 

"le pays" as representing an image of the pre-war world, perhaps made up of the 

lovers' memories of that world. The reasoning here would be that the eyes, and 

thus the lover, come to represent that peaceful world for the poet, reminding him 

of it and so of the cause for which he is fighting: in this way, 11. 3-4 would move 

beyond simple metaphor, taking on the sense of the eyes actually recalling "le 

pays" for the poet.

Elsewhere in Eluard's poetry it is clear that he credits love and the lover 

with a creative power over him and over the whole of his "univers", as can be seen 

from the examples below:

Et si je ne sais plus tout ce que j'ai vecu 

C'est que tes yeux ne m'ont pas toujours vu

("La courbe de tes yeux", OC I, p. 196)
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Le 21 du mois de juin 1906

A midi

Tu m'as donne la vie

("N", OCI, p. 1116)

Je suis sur terre y serais-je

Si tu n'y etais aussi

("Ordre et desordre de l'amour", OC n, p. 68)

Indeed, it would appear that Eluard's belief in the creative power of love was more 

to him than a simple poetic device since it influenced him in even his purely 

platonic relationships, as can perhaps be seen in this brief extract from a 1917 

letter from Eluard to Jules Gonon ("une sorte de mentor. .. et meme un pere 

spirituel adoptif" to Eluard during the years 1914-18, according to Jean-Charles 

Gateau [Gateau 1988, p. 44]):

Et ouvrez deux fois plus grands les yeux, pour moi qui ne vois pas les arbres, ni le ciel 

doux, quand je suis seul.

(Eluard in Bergez 1982, p. 98)

Following on from all this, then, one's understanding might be that this poem 

describes the memories and images evoked for the poet by the lover's eyes, with 

these memories being transformed into a concrete world for the lovers (an "asile" 

from the war around them) by the creative power of love, which is released when 

the lovers are finally reunited. This reunion would be seen as taking place in Poem 

II (marked by the change from past to present tense), with the creative power of 

love being visible in the increased energy and intensity of the world as described 

in Poem II (to be discussed later). Thus the pre-war world is "le pays / Que l'on 

retrouve en un instant", being found again in the sense that it is being recreated 

through the power of love.

Unfortunately, while this reading is undoubtedly plausible, as one 

progresses further into the series it becomes clear that it is also insufficient. The 

reason for this is first hinted at in the final line of Poem I ("immortalite"). The 

idea of love bringing with it a form of timelessness is reprised in 1. 4 of Poem II
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(where the lovers' eyes, apparently the focal point of their love, are described as

"vainqueurs du temps"), but its full significance only becomes clear in Poem V

where the poet reveals that love is itself timeless (11. 5-6):

Nous n'avons jamais commence 

Nous nous sommes toujours aimes[.]

This being the case, it suddenly appears absurd to consider the world which is 

being created for the couple, within the lover's eyes, in terms which are 

themselves clearly bound by the temporal: viewing this "pays" as being "pre-war" 

constrains it in a way which is simply inconsistent with the idea of it being 

timeless. The world of Poem I is complete and waiting, it is a love which is 

predestined; once the lovers meet they gain full access to the "immortalite" 

provided by love (they become "cuirasses d'audace" as in Poem V, 1. 14), so the 

world within the lover's eyes cannot be awaiting their reunion, but rather their 

initial meeting. It is the effect of this meeting which is described in Poem II: the 

world is ready in Poem I, but it really only comes to life when the lovers meet. 

This explains the heightened energy and sensuality of the imagery in Poem II.

If the world of Poem I is never actually lost to the lovers, this leaves the 

question of why it is described in Poem 11. 4, as being found again. The 

significant point here, however, would seem to be that it is not actually the lovers 

who are described as finding the world at this point, but rather it is an impersonal 

"on" which can be seen as including us as readers of the poem. Thus it is we who 

"retrouv[ons]" the lovers' world, through the medium of the poem and thus of the 

poet's voice: the "pays" is a reality for the lovers through the creative power of 

love, but we cannot share directly in their intimacy so we need the world to be 

recreated through the creative power of the poet’s voice if we are to be able to 

experience it as they do.

The ST 1. 1 image of the "navire" is clearly a crucial one. As has already 

been said, the fact of the lover's eyes containing "un navire" for the poet can be 

seen as an indication of the lover's independent, free-spirited nature: the ship is at 

liberty to move where it pleases (it is the "maitre du vent"), this freedom 

contrasting with the closed, limited world of the epigraph (and perhaps also with 

the traditional 1940s socio-political view of women as purely dependent beings).
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Since this ship makes use of the wind we can perhaps assume it to be an old- 

fashioned sailing ship. Such ships, through their association with all the supposed 

derring-do of exploration and piracy, create an air both of excitement and of a 

certain nobility for modern readers (and, I assume, for readers of 1943); at the 

same time, the ship here conjures up a picture of clean, sea air which contrasts 

once again with the epigraph's scene of "ordure".

The "navire" is portrayed as master of the elements and master of its own 

destiny, with the reflexive verb of 1. 2 stressing that this status is being achieved 

through its own efforts rather than by chance: this acts again to set the lover (and 

thus the timeless world she represents) clearly apart from "les hommes" of the 

epigraph, who are controlled by their mysterious masters "on". "Se rendre maitre" 

can of course also be used in a military sense of occupying a town or country; thus 

the lover is shown to be forcefully gaining her liberty and freedom in just the 

same way as the enemy is depriving the poet of his through the Occupation of 

France. This tension between liberty and occupation, between mastery and 

subservience, can be seen as reflecting a tension identifiable within the image of 

the ship itself, which is "maitre du vent" at the same time as it is clearly dependent 

upon the wind. In turn, this perhaps reflects the duality already identified within 

the central image of "amour en guerre"2. The overall question of mastery and 

subservience is one which is of obvious importance within the series, given its 

context of Occupation. It can be traced through to the very end of the final poem, 

where it finally becomes clear that the dominated are eventually to become the 

dominant (Poem VII, 11. 21-22):

Des innocents partout traques 

Et qui partout vont triompher.

The entire question can perhaps even be taken a stage further, since the 

relationship between liberty and occupation can arguably be seen as extending 

beyond one of simple dominance to reach a stage of interdependence, each being 

necessary for the other to be recognised and so to exist. This is significant as such 

interdependence forms a recurring theme within the series of seven poems (and 

indeed within Eluard's poetry as a whole: compare, for example, "Et je ne sais 

plus tant je t'aime / Lequel de nous deux est absent" [OC I, p. 238], where the
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couple's interdependence has become complete indivisibility). Thus the lover’s 

lamp resists the night at the end of Poem II even as the night provides it with its 

raison d'etre, and "la pluie et le soleil" are born with the plant and child of Poem 

IV just as water and sunlight are themselves fundamental to the lives of the plant 

and child. Such interdependence can be seen as underlying the poems' final call to 

Resistance: everything and everyone is interconnected, so everyone must 

contribute if "[les] innocents partout traques /[...] partout vont triompher" (Poem 

VII, 11. 21-22).

Lines 1-2 thus create an impression of excitement and of independence, 

with this sense of dynamism and of liberty carrying over to 11. 3-4 and so being 

associated also with the lovers' "pays / Que l'on retrouve en un instant". However, 

the second section of the poem to deal directly with the eyes' qualities (11. 11-14) 

evokes a completely different set of attributes. Following on from the imagery of 

11. 6-9, the eyes are described in this later section using images drawn from Nature 

and the countryside, beginning with "une vallee" (which, like the ship, visually 

recalls the eyes through its shape) and then continuing with images of "herbe", 

"soleil" and "moissons". Where the emphasis was previously on the lover as an 

independent free spirit, here she appears far more "tendre" and even maternal. The 

image of a "vallee" is still one which suggests a large area, like the ocean which is 

implicit within 11. 1-2 or the "pays" of 1. 3, and this is perhaps a coded reference to 

the eyes' ability to reach out and touch the poet at a great distance: however, 

within this is retained all the tenderness of "un seul brin d'herbe". This tenderness 

could simply be attributed to the lovers' relationship, but a simple association of 

ideas between the "vallee [...] tendre" and the "enfants" of 1. 9 leads to it also 

having maternal overtones. The combination of "vallee" and "herbe" here leads to 

a mental picture of verdant, fertile growth, contrasting with the "maigres 

moissons" of 1. 14. These "moissons humaines" could also be seen as referring to 

children, but I feel that this would make it into an extremely clinical image with 

overtones of eugenics and accordingly I prefer to see the "moissons" as being of 

love or of happiness: this would explain not only why the "moissons" are 

"maigres" (since in wartime, especially in an occupied country, life is inevitably 

harsh), but also how it is that the lover's eyes, thus the lover herself, are able to 

increase the yield of the harvest for the poet:
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Leur soleil donnait du poids 

Aux maigres moissons humaines.

The "soleil" within the lover's eyes is an obvious continuation of the 

countryside imagery but can also be seen as alluding to the lover's vitality, 

dynamism and perhaps also intelligence, extending the common image of a spark 

or sparkle in the eye (for example "un petillement dans l'reil"). This provides the 

first example within the series of the poet associating the lovers with light, 

significant because the enemy is later to be directly associated with both moral 

and physical darkness. Such associations for light and darkness only become 

clearly defined in this series in the latter half of Poem III: until then, a deliberate 

ambiguity is maintained around the character of the night. However, inspired not 

only by the idea of moral darkness but also by the blackout conditions which 

operated across much of wartime Europe and by the black uniforms of several of 

the most notorious German regiments, they are common to much Resistance 

poetry (also in the general French image of the war years as "les annees noires"). 

For example:

J'ai vecu comme une ombre

Et pourtant j'ai su chanter le soleil

Le soleil entier celui qui respire

Dans chaque poitrine et dans tous les yeux

{La derniere nuit VI, OC I, p. 1101)

Vivre dans l'air avec l'oiseau 

C'etait pour d'autres.

Pour eux c'etait le noir 

Comme pour les vers de terre. 

Et gratter les racines 

Jusqu'a. les ecorcher.

Parfois rever 

De voir un peu,
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Car voir

Se fait dans la lumiere.

(Guillevic "Vivre dans fair..." in Guillevic 1968, p. 181)

Adorable clarte de l'aube, jour apres jour, et toujours adoree. Les

cheveux de l'enfant jouaient dans la lumiere, la mere preparait la soupe 

du matin.

A la porte qui frappe sitot? Le crnur se fane a la voix du bourreau. Les 

ombres massives franchissent le seuil. Le plancher se derobe, les murs 

cherchent a se rejoindre et se lezardent. [...]

(Lucien Scheler "Police (Quartier Champerret)", Scheler 1946, p. 21)

Interestingly, such associations also fit in with Eluard's peacetime writing since, 

while the night is often viewed in surrealist poetry as a time of dreams and 

discovery (as the night of Poem III, 11. 1-4, appears to be), in Eluard's poetry it is

generally viewed instead as a time of loneliness to be countered through love:

La nuit, les yeux les plus confiants nient 

Jusqu'a l'epuisement:

La nuit sans une paille,

Le regard fixe, dans une solitude d'encre.

(OC I, p. 217)

Et l'azur en tes yeux ravis 

Contre la masse de la nuit 

Trouvait sa flamme dans mes yeux

("Un seul sourire", OC II, p. 73)

The nature imagery of 11. 11-14 grows out of the series of images found in 

11. 6-9. These present the reader with a range of places deliberately chosen and 

organised to give the impression of covering a great expanse: thus a spread of 

prepositions is used ("sous [...] dans [...] sur [...] entre"), with the images 

themselves ranging from depth to height ("sous les arbres" to "sommets") and
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from darkness to light and innocence ("pluie" and "tourmente" to "neige" and 

"enfants"). While context would seem to demand the reading of "tourmente" as a 

violent storm, especially when associated with the "neige" of 1. 8, it also carries 

the sense of social or political turmoil allowing it to be seen as an

acknowledgement on the part of the poet of his current situation (similar to the use 

of "se rendre maitre" in 1. 2).

It is possible to read 11. 6-9 as attaching directly to 1. 5, the implication 

being that the eyes are able to wait in all of the places listed: this would seem to 

underline the power of the lover and of her eyes, as well as reinforcing the idea of 

the "pays" of 1. 3 as a concrete, genuine world for the lovers (since the eyes would 

inevitably be omnipresent in a world which they themselves comprise). However, 

the clear linking of 11. 5, 10 and 15 ff. inclines me instead towards viewing them 

as being detached from the rest of the text (as they are on the page). The 

description of the eyes' waiting would thus be seen as awaiting its section of the 

poem as patiently as the eyes themselves await the arrival of the lover.

If 11. 5 and 10 are detached from the main body of the text in this way, then 

11. 6-9 are able to associate directly with 11. 3-4. It is clear that a very wide range of 

places is described in 11. 6-9, and the fact of the lovers' world encompassing such a 

wide area is itself an indication of the power of love (since it is through this that 

the lovers' world is sustained): the association between 11. 3-4 and 11. 6-9 thus 

indicates the equal power of the poet's voice, since "en un instant" it is able to 

recreate these huge areas of land. In this way the poem can be seen as celebrating 

not only the power of love, but also of the poet's voice.

In waiting for the couple, rather than simply for the poet, the eyes seem to 

take on a life almost of their own, separate from that of the lover herself. A similar 

device is used by Eluard in "On ne peut me connaitre" (OC I, p. 493), where he 

speaks of "Tes yeux dans lesquels nous dormons I Tous les deux". The entire 

world which is represented by and created within the lovers' eyes is thus waiting 

for the union of the lovers, for their arrival as a couple. Through this, the power of 

love is shown to offer more than creation alone: in the world it creates, it also 

offers the lovers shelter and a hiding place ("le navire", "la vallee") as well as 

warmth and comfort ("le soleil", "tendre"). Love can almost be seen as taking on 

deific overtones here (although it is important to note that this wholly 

introspective form of love is later to be revealed as having limitations, see p. 60).
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The same can perhaps be said of the lovers themselves: the world is created within 

the lover's eyes, so that she is everything and everywhere within it, while the 

poet's "voice" enables him to create an equivalent world within the poem. 

Remembering Eluard to have been a Communist, this is perhaps best explained in 

terms of an almost humanistic view: human companionship, creativity and love 

are replacing God within the lovers' world.

Throughout the action of the poem (and beyond, "toujours"), the eyes 

await the meeting of the lover and the poet: "Patients tes yeux nous attendaient",

11. 5 and 10. In this repeated line their patience is emphasised by word order, but 

also through the artificial device of delaying the explanation of their wait until 

11. 15 ff. (with, obviously, no sign of impatience at this delay). In addition, it can 

be argued that further emphasis is placed on patience in 1. 5 through the sound 

echo on /a/ which is created between "instant" (1. 4) and "patients" (1. 5): as with 

"jeunesse" and "sagesse" in 11. 18-20 (and, indeed, "innocence" and "vengeance" 

of Poem VI, 11. 20-21), the phonic similarity of the words leads us unconsciously 

to associate them, this acting to highlight their semantic differences.

The reason for the eyes' waiting is finally made clear in 1. 17: just as the 

eyes provide the poet with so much, so the lovers' union is to bring with it 

something of which the eyes (and the world they contain) have need, namely 

"I'amour". While my understanding of "apporter" here is of love being the natural 

consequence of the lovers' union, so of them manifesting it rather than physically 

bringing it with them, in highlighting three attributes of love in 11. 18-20 the 

overtones of the Nativity story (the bringing of gifts) are made very clear: the 

lovers' union and the "birth" of their world in its full glory is thus given the status 

almost of a Biblical event.

The first of love's attributes to be selected out is "La jeunesse de I'amour": 

this links love to the fresh innocence of childhood alluded to in 11. 8-9 (as does 

Poem IV, see below, pp. 60 ff.). Elsewhere in Eluard's work love is portrayed both 

as being itself like a child and as causing the poet to feel like a child, so the image 

of "la jeunesse de I'amour" may also recall these aspects of love for a reader 

familiar with this other work, for example:

Dans I'amour la vie a encore 

Ses mains agrippantes d'enfant
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Ses pieds partent de la lumiere 

Et ils s'en vont vers la lumiere

("Chanson", OC n, p. 442)

Je suis devant ce paysage feminin 

Comme un enfant devant le feu

("L'extase", OC II, p. 107)

"La jeunesse de l'amour" leads on to "la raison de l'amour" (which context 

leads me to read as meaning the reason of love rather than the reason for it). The 

association of love and reason might appear unusual, since love is generally 

thought of as being far more emotional than rational (indeed reason is often 

portrayed as actually acting against love). It can perhaps be seen as linking with 

Poem IV: there the reason and laughter which spring from life are threatened by 

the clinical calculations of the enemy, so the poet demonstrates here that love too 

has access to reason (perhaps suggesting that it is able to support the "raisonner et 

rire" of Poem IV, 1. 9). This linking of the apparent opposites which are love and 

reason is perhaps comparable with 11. 1-2 where the "navire [...] se rendait maitre 

du vent", so gaining freedom and independence, despite the enemy's use of 

Occupation - the act of "se rend [re] maitre" - in order to deny the lovers that same 

freedom and independence.

If reason and love are not frequently associated, a link between reason and 

wisdom is very common: "la sagesse de I'amour" in 1. 20 thus follows in a natural 

way from the image which precedes it, acting in the process to confirm the 

reading of the ambiguous 1. 19. "La sagesse" is, however, generally thought of as 

something which develops with experience and the passing of time, so its 

association with "la jeunesse" is striking: this association of youth and age (in the 

form of wisdom) can perhaps be seen as a predictor of 1. 21, "l'immortalite". This 

final line is given great emphasis by the fact of its breaking out of the pattern set 

in 11. 18-20: not only is "l'immortalite" not "de I'amour" (the implication 

presumably being that it is not merely love itself which is immortal, but also those 

who have it), but the repetition of /es/ in 11. 18 and 20 creates a clear impression in 

the mind of the reader that 11. 18-21 is to form two parallel couplets, so that the
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disruption of this expectation gives 1. 21 far greater impact for the reader than 

would otherwise have been the case.

The poem is predominantly written in heptasyllabic verse, with fourteen of 

the twenty-one lines having seven syllables: this contrasts with the epigraph, 

where the use of alexandrines perhaps underlines its more straightforward 

denunciation of the enemy. The heptasyllabic line is relatively unusual, being 

perhaps most generally associated with early poetry and with folksong: the poet's 

intention may thus be to give the poem a certain feeling of timelessness (perhaps 

to link it with "l'immortalite" of love) and to associate it with popular oral 

tradition (since, as Resistance poetry, it is presumably intended to be accessible, 

and may also have to be passed on orally). The use of heptasyllabic verse also 

necessarily precludes a line having a central caesura, and the "uneven" feel which 

this can give a line adds to a sense of momentum within the verse since the ear is 

less tempted to linger (as can be seen in, for example, Baudelaire's "L'Invitation 

au voyage", where a combination of five and seven syllable lines is used to this 

effect). At the same time, the use of irregular lines allows for any more regular 

lines to stand out from the rest of the poem. This can be seen, for example, in the 

case of 11. 5 and 10: these two lines are octosyllabic, their regularity relative to the 

heptasyllabic "norm" perhaps acting to emphasise the patience which they 

describe. Equally, the importance which is attached by the poet to the image of the 

child in 1. 9 can be judged from the fact of it being the longest line in the poem 

and from its marked use of internal rhyme ("yeux [...] jeux"), but also from its 

regularity: the line is decasyllabic, with its stresses so evenly spaced as to make it 

almost anapestic in its effect.

While the use of rhyme and assonance within the poem is far from regular 

(this perhaps echoing the irregularity created by the use of heptasyllabic lines), it 

is nonetheless exceedingly rich. In general terms, it can be divided into three 

"networks" of sound, the first two of which overlap. The first of these networks, 

which centres around the sound /d/, is set in place by the extensive internal rhyme 

of 11. 1-5 ("dans", "vent", "en", "instant", "patients") and is then extended as far as 

1. 10 through a coi^l^ii^j^a^tcoi of iiU^t^r^md rrh^i^me and '"^tte^r^cd^ii^in^” [x2],

"dans" [x2], "tourmente", "enfants", "patients" (and also "tendre" in 1. 12, although 

by this time the network is far weaker so I am not sure that this final link is 

evident in a normal reading). The second network is not based on tme internal
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rhyme or even on assonance, for it involves two distinct sounds, /e/ and /e/. These 

two sounds are, however, phonically similar enough for them to be clearly 

associated in the reader's ear. As with the previous network, this one begins in the 

opening line of the poem. It extends still further, however, reaching 1. 13 (and 

perhaps 1. 15, although again I am not wholly convinced): "tes" [x 4], "rendait", 

"etaient" [x2], "pays", "attendaient" [x2], "fordts", "sommets", "vallee", "soleil", 

"donnait".

Even if one extends this list as far as "attendaient" in 1. 15, it is clear that 

11. 15-21 ai’^ set apart from the rest of the text ass much by sound ass they are by 

content. They once again feature internal rhyme, but this time it is on the sound 

/ur/ ("pour [...] toujours [...] amour"), a sound which has only featured once in the 

previous fourteen lines ("tourmente", 1. 7). (It is arguable that "toujours" in 1. 16 

stands out more because of its being a single complete line than because of its 

forming part of a sound network, but the fact of it rhyming is undeniable). In this 

way, sound is used almost to segregate 11. 15 ff, from what has gone before, 

emphasising the importance of this final section. This effect is intensified by the 

alliteration and assonance of 1. 14: as well as contributing to an impression of the 

poet's bitterness about the "maigres moissons humaines" which are being 

described in the line (the bilabial /m/ allowing a reader almost to spit the words, 

giving in this context a sense of bitterness), it also gives the line an air of finality 

or conclusion, pulling it away from the section which follows. Beyond these 

specific instances of sound use, however, the heavy use of sound within the poem 

(and especially in 11. 1-14) seems to act more as a means of giving the verse a very 

dense, concentrated feel than as a device to highlight any particular images or 

lines within it. This is achieved in part by the influence which concentrated use of 

sound has on the oral performance of the poem, increasing the difficulty of the 

reader's task and so pushing the reader towards a very precise and deliberate 

performance. This perhaps contributes to an overall impression of the very intense 

nature of the lovers' relationship, and also provides the poem with a certain degree 

of excitement and passion (essential if the poem is to act as a successful 

introduction to the series and draw the reader in to proceed further). In addition, 

paradox and ambiguity have already contributed to a sense of mystery building up 

in the poem: the density of sound within the poem, apparently free of any explicit
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links to the semantic content of the poem or "sound symbolism", perhaps adds to 

this overall air of mystery.

The poem thus successfully provides an opening to the series as a whole, 

introducing certain ideas and images which are to feature again later in the series

as well as setting in place a "highly charged" atmosphere intended to intrigue and 

entice a reader. It is now important that this be continued into Poem II if the 

reader is not to be disappointed or the excitement of Poem I simply to dissipate: so 

it is that Poem II directly picks up on several aspects of the imagery of Poem I, 

and proceeds indeed to carry it a stage further as the meeting which is awaited in 

Poem I appears in Poem II actually to have taken place. At the same time, even as 

the lovers' union leads to something of a peak, so the harsher realities of the 

wartime situation begin to intrude upon their world at the end of the poem: so the 

emphasis of the series begins to shift, moving from alternation between "guerre" 

and "amour" as noted thus far (in the epigraph and Poem I) to a closer interaction 

between the two, approaching the poet's "amour en guerre".

Poem II

The air of mystery which is generated by Poem I is maintained in the opening 

section of Poem II: even the meaning of its very first word "jour" is ambiguous, as 

it could refer to a single, specific day (the day of the lovers' meeting, for example) 

or else, more probably given the 1. 6 image of "le soleil fluide et fort", to the 

daylight of the lovers' world. More importantly, while the change from "tes yeux" 

to "nos yeux" which is marked in the first line of the poem seems to suggest some 

coming together of the lovers (continuing Poem I' s assumptions about the identity 

of "nous"), it is not until 1. 5 that the reader is given any indication of a timeframe 

for this: until the present tense verb of 1. 5, the "jour de nos yeux" could easily be 

interpreted as a memoiy (recalling the initial, rejected reading of Poem I as 

depicting a pre-war world).

Once the move from the past tense of Poem I to the present tense is made 

plain, however, it immediately suggests that the lovers' situation has changed: 

their meeting, their union, appears now to have taken place. This idea is supported 

by the increased vigour which is apparent in Poem II, 11. 1-8, which is itself
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generated in part by the move to the present tense since this gives the verse 

marked immediacy. In addition to this, while the lovers' world involves many of 

the same elements in Poem II as it did in Poem I ("vallee", "soleil" and "herbe"), 

the imagery of Poem II uses an increased number of adjectives and verbs: the 

depiction of the world is thus far’ more vivid and detailed here, giving an 

impression of the vigour and vitality which the lovers' meeting has brought with 

it.

If the lovers' world appears more alive and more vividly depicted in Poem 

II than in Poem I, however, it remains clear that it differs from the real world in 

more than the simple fact of its not being "desespere". The poet's description of 

the sun as "fluide" is perhaps explicable through reference to Poem I, where the 

"vallee" and the "soleil" both appear to offer metaphorical views of the lover's 

eye: this might be expected to continue here, lending the "sun" its fluidity. 

However, in the personification of the "chair rose" of Spring in 1/9, shutting 

across the grass, the poet selects a very striking image which acts clearly to mark 

the difference between the "reality" of the lovers' world and the concrete realities 

of 1943 France as depicted in the epigraph.

In addition to being more vivid, the lovers' world appears in Poem II to 

have expanded, an urban dimension being added in the "Villes et banlieues 

villages" of 1 3. These are arranged in order of descending size so as to mark a 

quasi-cinematic movement towards the mral, culminating in the countryside 

imagery of 11 5-8, but they nonetheless prepare the reader for the abrupt move to a 

Parisian scene which occurs in 1. 9. The "villes [...] banlieues [et] villages" also 

contribute to the ambiguity of 1. 4, as "vainqueurs du temps" could plausibly be 

read as referring either to them or to the eyes of 14. If the towns and villages are 

taken to be places known by the lovers, then their inclusion in the alternative 

world which the lovers have created for themselves (and thus in its "immortalite") 

would seem to give them the status of "vainqueurs du temps"; equally, though, 

both in waiting patiently for the lovers' union and in the "immortalite" which this 

union has apparently brought with it, the eyes have become "vainqueurs du 

temps". The line layout of this section of the poem would perhaps seem to make 

this latter reading the more likely of the two, but the ambiguity of the French has 

nonetheless to be acknowledged (especially when the text is being approached 

with a eye to later translation) as it acts to broaden the focus of the image. The
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reference to "vainqueurs" clearly recalls the image of "batailles" of 1. 2, this 

military imagery acting as a reminder of this as "amour en guerre": love is 

currently at war so its victory, its final triumph, can only come with the passage of 

time. Any victory will thus, in some senses, be over time as well as over the 

enemy: the ambiguity of the ST imagery broadens the image of this eventual 

victory so that it encompasses not only the lovers but also their wider community 

(the "Villes et banlieues villages"). The full significance of this first hint of a 

move towards a wider view of love will only become apparent as the series 

continues.

If the opening section of Poem II is intended as a depiction of an intimate 

lovers' world, and of the impact which the lovers' actual meeting has upon that 

world, then the presence of a great crowd of people might be considered 

somewhat surprising: even when there are "villes [...] banlieues [et] villages" in 

the vicinity, still a degree of privacy might be expected. However, the eyes are 

"mieux peuples / Que les plus grandes batailles" (11. 1-2). I would suggest that this 

phrase not only indicates a great number of people, more than are involved in 

even the laigest battles, but also that it carries the secondary sense of an implicit 

value judgement by the poet of the quality of the people: thus these people are 

"better" than those engaged in warfare, perhaps because they are motivated by 

love while warfare stems from hatred. Such a reading is not necessarily in conflict 

with the final call to Resistance of the series: the poet is to demonstrate in Poem V 

how love can move beyond the intimate to encompass the universal (see below, 

pp. 66 ff.), and also the link which exists between "[l']amour et [la] haine et [la] 

gloire" (Poem V, 1. 2), so that the final call to "drainer la colere / Et faire se lever 

le fer" of Poem VII, 11. 18-19 is shown to grow out of love. While love is different 

to warfare, this does not imply that it involves any physical weakness: this is the 

mistake made by the enemy in attempting to dismiss the lovers' world as "le coin 

du crnur" in Poem V, 1. 1.

The primary sense of "mieux peuples" in 1. 1 would nonetheless appear to 

be that there are a great many people in the lovers' world. The implication of this 

is perhaps that, despite the obvious intimacy of their relationship, the lovers are 

anything but ashamed of their love: rather it is something which they are proud to 

display. This joint sense of pride and of display are captured in the imagery of the 

"chair rose du printemps" of 11. 7-8. The image of Spring is one of renewal and
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growth, appropriate for the new vigour of Poem II, and it is also often viewed as a 

mating season. This latter aspect of Spring is reinforced here by its association 

with "chair rose" in 1. 8, while the use of "se pavaner" to describe its movement is 

reminiscent of a bird in a mating display: the overall effect is thus of proud, even 

defiant, nudity and physicality. Physical love within the lovers' world is 

unabashed, and powerful enough to develop a life of its own.

At line 9, however, there is an abrupt change of scene, this being marked 

in most editions using the device of an asterisk to separate 11. 8 and 9. This change 

is almost complete, moving in an instant from bright sunlight to late evening, from 

the countryside to Paris, and from the confident pride of "la chair rose du 

printemps" to a city "desespere". It is the lovers themselves who provide the link 

between the two sections of the poem: while the reference to "notre lampe" in 

1. 11 is not conclusive it would appear that, here as in the ""our" of 11. 1 -8, the 

lovers are together. I would suggest that 11. 9-12 actually represents the same 

scene as 11. 1-8, but viewed from a different perspective: having initially portrayed 

the scene as viewed from within the apparent shelter of the alternative world 

created by the couple's love, the latter section of the poem then takes a step back 

to reveal the reality of their situation. So it is that, where before the

personification was of the Spring with its constant vitality and renewal, now it is 

of "le soir": the end of the day, with its evident connotations of weariness and 

impending darkness. Moreover, where the Spring was proud and vibrant, evening 

has apparently gone to sleep (having "ferme ses ailes" like a bird or a bat), 

allowing the onset of night and darkness. It is unclear at this stage, however, 

whether or not this is really threatening: the closing of the wings can be seen as a 

gesture of defeat or surrender but it can also be interpreted as a protective gesture, 

closing around the lovers and effectively cocooning them within the protection of 

their personal world.

The ambiguity which surrounds the night is carried on into 11. 11-12. In 

poems written by Eluard both before and after this series there are examples of 

lovers defeating the night using the love within their eyes, for example:

Il n'y a pas une goutte de nuit dans tes yeux 

Je vis dans une lumiere exclusive la tienne

("Telle femme", OC I, p. 441)
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Et l'azur en tes yeux ravis 

Contre la masse de la nuit 

Trouvait sa flamme dans mes yeux

("Un seul sourire", OC II, p. 73)

The same can be seen to be occurring here, with the "lampe" of 1 11 providing a 

link between the lovers' intimate world (with its "soleil fluide et fort", the daylight 

being a "lampe" provided by the couple's love) and the real world, their room in 

Paris. (This idea of a bridge or link between the two worlds, the two sections of 

the poem, is reinforced by the assonance on /p/ of 11 10-12, which can be seen as 

following on from the repeated /p/ of 11 7-8). Following this interpretation, just as 

the lamp in their room withstands the darkness of approaching night3, so the 

"light" provided by their love withstands the darkness of Occupation, of reality. 

The simile of 1 12 can appear to pose difficulties for this reading, suggesting that 

the captive is in some way withstanding liberty. The simile is certainly a 

remarkable one, adding to the sense of mystery which is generated for the reader 

of the verse. However, even though liberty is itself a positive thing, being 

deprived of liberty as a captive is clearly something to be endured: thus the 

captive can be seen as withstanding not liberty itself, but rather the thought of the 

liberty to which he or she has no access. This would be an inversion of a device 

encountered earlier: where domination, a negative thing in the context of 

Occupation, was used positively by the lover in seizing control of the wind (Poem 

11 2), so now liberty becomes a thought which must be endured in captivity. 

However, importantly, the simile of 11. 11-12 can also be viewed simply as the 

lamp supporting or holding up the night, with no particular sense of confrontation: 

thus the captive would be seen as supporting the concept of liberty, perhaps by 

offering a contrast against which it can be judged. This also echoes the image of 

the ship and the wind in its suggestion of interdependence: the ship dominates the 

wind and yet relies upon it, the presence of a captive runs counter to the concept 

of liberty yet acts to define it. As with the image of the evening closing its wings, 

ambiguity surrounds the poet's attitude towards the night at this point in the series: 

the reader knows Paris to be "desespere", but there is nothing here overtly to 

connect this with the onset of night. Even if there is a connection, it seems at this
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stage to carry no particular threat for the lovers: they appear safe and protected 

within their intimacy, their "lampe" is assumed sufficient to "sout[enir] la nuit". 

This is a point which is carried on into Poem HI.

Metrically the poem is similar to Poem I in that it is predominantly 

heptasyllabic, the only lines which vary from this being 11. 11-12: here, the change 

to the more regular, octosyllabic line perhaps marks the move from the despair of 

11. 9-10 to the more positive note which closes the poem. This should not be taken 

to mean, however, that the earlier lines are all characterised by marked irregularity 

of rhythm. For example, and most notably, the poet combines caesurae 

(emphasised by internal rhyme and alliteration) and enjambement to effectively 

conceal the heptasyllabic line altogether in 11. 3-4. This contributes variety and 

momentum to the verse, and also acts to break the lines into short, apparently 

declamatory statements (perhaps emphasising the 'victory' which is being 

described):

1+4 / 2

Villes et banlrtuet villages

3 / 1 + 3

De nos yeux vainqueurs du temps

(So effectively 5/5/4)

A similar effect, if less pronounced, can perhaps be seen in 11. 1-2 where the 

juxtaposition of the rhyming elements "yeux" and "mieux" leads to an almost 

inevitable caesura between them, which combines with enjambement between 11.

1 and 2 again to conceal the unbalanced feel of the opening heptasyllabic line. In 

11. 7-8 the coupe enjambante is instead used: the central syllable in each line is a 

sounded /o/ following a stress, so that in a reading it is almost skipped over. This 

gives the lines something of a dance-like quality, perhaps intended to echo the 

haughty pride suggested by "se pavaner".

Beyond the internal rhyme of 1. 1 and the alliteration and internal rhyme of 

11. 3-4, sound once again features extensively within the poem. Lines 5-6 are 

particularly densely written in terms of sound: in addition to the quasi-assonance 

between "vallee" and "soleil", the opening /s/ of the latter also reinforces the 

alliteration on //! of the two lines through the relative similarity of the two sounds
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(both being unvoiced fricatives). This use of "similar" sounds to add to the 

phonetic texture of the poem echoes the example of /e/ and /e/ highlighted in 

Poem I. While it is inevitably difficult to quantify similarity in sounds, this would 

nonetheless appear to be a feature of the overall phonetic and poetic makeup of 

this series, one which contributes to its overall effect, and accordingly it needs to 

be taken into account both in analysing the series and, eventually, in translating it. 

Here, for example, the repeated fricatives of 11. 5-6 seem to slow a reading of the 

lines, contributing in context to a sense of the fluidity which is described in 1. 6.

Sound similarity again plays a role in 11. 9-12, with the evident assonance 

and alliteration on /s/ being supported by /z/ ("desespere") and /f/ ("ferme"): the 

main effect of these repeated sounds, apart from generally providing cohesion 

within the verse, is to contrast with, and so highlight, the alliterative use of harsh, 

plosive /k/ in 1. 12 (perhaps itself acting to emphasise the harshness of the 

captive's plight). The marked assonance on /p/ of 11. 10-12, mentioned earlier as 

potentially forming part of a bridging link between the two sections of the poem, 

is also reinforced through sound similarity (with the plosive /b/ of "liberte"). Also 

discernible in 11. 9-12 is assonance on /e/ and, in 11. 9-10, on /r7. While all this 

acts, as in Poem I, to give the final quatrain a feeling of density or solidity, it does 

not prevent the four lines reading as two couplets: despite the change in layout 

from 11. 1-8,11. 9-12 do not read as a single quatrain unit. If the phonic elements 

which link 11. 9-10 and 11. 11-12 are not aiming to bond the lines as a single unit, 

they can perhaps be seen instead as suggesting the all-pervasive nature of the 

night. This provides a link with the opening lines of Poem III where the night is 

"partout epanouie": like the water of "la source coulant douce et nue", it flows into 

every space.

Poem II reveals more of the world evoked in Poem I and also, through the 

intensity and vibrancy which result from the lovers' union, it suggests something 

of the depth of feeling which underlies their relationship. Following this, however, 

it provides a link between the brightness of the lovers' intimate world and the 

rather darker realities of "Paris desespere": having taken this step, the series now 

remains based in reality throughout its remaining poems. Even when the poet 

speaks again of love (notably in Poem V), the reader does not again gain access to 

the world which is conjured up in Poems I and II. The reason for this only 

becomes clear as the series continues.The perceived shelter of the lovers' world is
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not complete. Poem III is to demonstrate the potential weakness of such total 

insularity, the result of which, at the end of Poem III, is that the lovers are 

overrun. Poem V then displays the alternative to this inward view, couples 

working together and networking their power, increasing their resistance to the 

darkness. It is their ability to move out of "le coin du crnur" which leads to final 

victory.

Poem III

While Poem II moves the reader a step closer to the realities of war and of 

Occupation, it still stops short of details: the reader is given no clear explanation 

as to why Paris is "desespere", and the role of darkness remains wholly 

ambiguous. Poem HI therefore takes up the movement begun in Poem II and 

carries it a step further. Like Poem II it is divided into two sections, this time two 

equal halves, using the device of an asterisk. This time, however, the move to a 

bleaker tone in the second section of the poem is far less ambiguous than in Poem 

II.

Lines 1-4 of Poem HI can be seen as a direct continuation of the scene of 

Poem II, 11 9-12: furthermore, if this is taken to be a view of the lovers alone in 

their room, things seem at first to proceed in Poem HI very much as one might 

expect. Indeed, 1 1 contains a play on words to this effect since "couler de source" 

can be used in the sense of events following on in natural consequence from one 

another: the fact of this being a "source [...] douce" would thus seem to imply that 

things are proceeding in an untroubled manner, "douce" suggesting the spring to 

be freshwater and so sweet for the lovers. The spring is more than "douce", 

however, it is also "nue": this is a surprising adjective to use of spring water, 

perhaps suggesting the simple clarity of the water but also recalling the unabashed 

physicality of "la chair rose du printemps".

The spring can be seen as a metaphor for the night: the reader is told ini. 2 

that "la nuit" is now "partout epanouie" (the image of a flower opening contrasting 

directly with that of evening having "ferme ses ailes" in Poem II, 1 9), and a link 

between the night and spring water would seem to contribute a fluidity to this 

movement. This suggests the ability of the night to creep like a liquid into every
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corner, recalling the "soleil fluide et fort" of the lovers' world in Poem II. The 

night appears here to hold no particular fears for the lovers: even if it is a threat, 

and its character thus far in the series has been ambiguous, the lovers' lamp is 

holding it at bay while they themselves are insulated and protected from reality 

within the intimacy of their own private world. Thus, for the lovers, the night 

appears here simply to provide an opportunity for their lovemaking (11. 3-4):

La nuit ou nous nous unisons 

Dans une lutte faible et folle.

The lovers are thus isolated in their own world, content and apparently 

unaffected by the city "desespere" which surrounds them. While "lutte" provides a 

perfectly adequate (if somewhat confrontational) image of physical lovemaking, 

however, it nonetheless seems initially surprising that the poet should proceed to 

dismiss the couple's efforts as "faible et folle". Moreover, the image of uniting in a 

"lutte" inevitably recalls the struggle of the Resistance fighters: thus this too is 

apparently being dismissed as "faible et folle", not at all what one might expect in 

a series assumed to be Resistance poetry. The reason for the poet's negative 

attitude towards what would appear to be positive things is explained in the 

second half of the poem. The lovers' isolationist approach to their love is 

insufficient: however immortal the love itself, the single lamp provided by one 

couple alone is not enough to hold the night at bay. The night is thus able to creep 

in and tear the couple apart, with the result of the apparently inevitable solitude 

and death of 11. 5-8. It is this which finally makes explicit the negative character of 

the night. It follows from this revelation that an isolationist approach to Resistance 

is also insufficient: if small groups struggle alone it leads only to a struggle which 

is "faible et folle". The alternative to this, of couples working together and 

combining their efforts, is finally revealed in Poem V: this strengthens their 

individual relationships, making them outward-looking rather than introverted, 

and ultimately leads to inevitable victory in Poem VII.

As in Poem II, the asterisk device is used in Poem III to mark a change of 

scene and of tone: the setting is still the night, but the move from unity to 

"solitude" and the opening of 1. 5 ("Et la nuit [...]") would both seem to suggest it 

to be a different, later night than that of 11. 1-4. Here the night is personified in 1. 5
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(as was "le soir" in Poem II, 1. 9), and is portrayed as actively working against the 

lovers (the use of "faire injure" also emphasising that the lovers are being unjustly 

ill treated, that they are innocent of wrongdoing). The result of this is described in 

11. 6-8: where the earlier scene was of the lovers together in bed, now it is of "le lit 

/ Vide" which is solitude. All this is described as being 'Tavenir d'une agonie": the 

inevitable consequence of "une agonie" is death, and so it becomes clear that the 

lovers' bed alluded to in 11. 1-4 has here been converted into an image of the grave 

(hence the significance of the "lit" being dug in 1. 6). Solitude is an empty bed, it 

is the grave. Lines 1-4 thus portray a "lutte" leading to total union, 11. 5-8 an 

"agonie" leading to total solitude, both as a result of the night: it is perhaps partly 

because the one follows directly from the other that the union of 11. 3-4 is "faible 

et folle".

Unlike Poems I and II, Poem III is mainly composed of octosyllabic lines: 

the relative regularity of these lines contributes to the impression of constant flow 

which builds up over 11. 1-4 (echoing the "source coulant" of 1. 1) and perhaps 

also, when it continues without change across the asterisk divide, to a sense of the 

apparent inevitability of the events of 11. 5-8. The disruption which the night 

brings to the couple, and the superficiality of its apparent 'flowing', is then marked 

by a return to heptasyllables in 11. 7-8. The rhythmic 'flow' of 11. 1-4 is generated 

partly through assonances on /u/ and /y/, which are extensive and which help 

simply to move the verse along in a regular way. In 1. 4 the sudden alliteration on 

/f/jars this regularity, marking the change of mood and tone which is to occur in 

1. 5.

Assonance is also used in 11. 5-8, but here it is on the sound /i/. This gives 

the impression of being a higher, shriller sound than either /u/ or /y/ so that the 

effect of the assonance in the second half of the poem is less one of flowing, 

instead tending (in combination with the enjambement between 11. 6 and 7) to 

accelerate the reading. The relatively harsh imagery of 11. 5-8 is also marked by an 

increase in the use of the velar plosives /k/ and /g/, sounds which are themselves 

often perceived as harsh. Despite this, however, it is important to note that the two 

quatrains are not completely separated by sound: the two halves of the poem are, 

for example, linked by alliteration and assonance on /n/ (found in 11. 1-6). 

Moreover, assonance on /i/ is briefly discernible in 11. 2-3, while /y/ can be found 

in 11. 5 and 7. This apparent crossover from the regular assonance pattern is
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interesting because of the fundamental similarity of the two sounds, both being 

front closed vowels. This, combined with the fact that both are arguably 

discernible within the central word "nuit" (the /i/ is clear, and I would argue that 

the semiconsonant /q/ is phonically similar enough to /y/ for the two to be closely 

associated in the ear), acts to underline the fundamental similarity between the 

loving night of 11. 1-4 and the "nuit qui [...] fait injure" of 11 5-8; they are as close 

as /i/ and lyl. Even the loving night cannot be trusted; it leads to 'Tavenir d'une 

agonie".

If Poems I and II were to be taken as representing the full extent of love's 

power, then Poem III could be seen as a somewhat depressing Resistance poem as 

it apparently shows love being overcome by the night. The theme of the strength 

and evil of the enemy is taken up and expanded by Poem IV, and so the picture 

becomes blacker still. However, the picture in France in 1943 was black, and to 

portray it otherwise would have been unrealistic and potentially patronising. More 

importantly, this is only half of the story. The love portrayed in Poems I and II, 

while strong, has its weakness: it is purely inward-looking, allowing the enemy to 

divide and conquer, effectively couple by couple. The latter half of the series, 

after the introduction in Poem IV of the enemy in all his horror, is to offer an 

alternative, outward-looking love which builds upon the strength of the individual 

couples and makes possible the enemy's eventual defeat.

Poem IV

Poem IV is the third poem in the series to make use of an asterisk, dividing it like 

Poem III into two exactly equal halves. As with Poems II and III the tone of the 

second section of Poem IV is noticeably darker than the first, in terms both of 

general atmosphere and of specific detail. This is, however, the first poem 

deliberately to step back from the lovers' situation, the poet adopting an 

apparently objective, quasi-journalistic tone for much of the text. This is not to say 

that the poet adopts "invisibility" within the poem; indeed, in 1 9 he highlights his 

presence through the only use in the series (excepting the epigraph) of the first 

person singular. However, the focus nonetheless shifts away from the couple and 

onto the enemy, who, while remaining shadowy and anonymous, appear for the
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first time in the series as actual people. A potential fate for the couple has been 

outlined in Poem III, anguish and solitude, so this could account for the poet's 

being alone in Poem IV. Equally, however, the poem outlines the challenge, the 

evil, which confronts the couple: the poet is here an observer, not a participant. 

(This underlines his apparent helplessness to affect what happens in the poem, 

although this helplessness is later [Poem V] shown to be false).

However, at the start of the poem, and indeed throughout its first eight 

lines, there is little or no sign of this evil. Instead the opening lines of the poem 

introduce the reader to "une plante qui frappe / A la porte de la terre" and to "un 

enfant" who is doing the same at "la porte de sa mere", these being the characters 

around whom the poem is constructed. The most usual reason for knocking at a 

door is to request admittance and, this being the case, the plant and child seem 

here to be requesting admittance to life itself: it is this search and zest for life 

which is to be contrasted later in the poem with the enemy's aims of destruction 

and the end of life. The couplets which introduce the plant (11. 1-2) and the child 

(11. 3-4) are almost identical, suggesting that the plant and child are intended to be 

seen as being closely linked or even fully equatable. This impression is reinforced 

by 11. 6-8, where (using a series of verbs which are rendered as similar as possible, 

through phonic echo in the case of "grandissent" and "fleurissent" and, more 

simply, through the visual effect of all the verbs ending "-issent") the reader is 

presented with a description of the plant and the child growing and flourishing in 

such a way as to suggest that they are almost interchangeable. This culminates in 

the use of "fleurir", a verb most usually associated with plants, in the context of 

the child.

The plant and child are linked not only with each other, but also with "la 

pluie et le soleil" (1. 5) which, as water and sunlight, perhaps constitute the 

fundamental necessities of life. Further to this, it should be noted that all of these 

images - water (the "navire" of Poem I as well as the "source" of Poem III), 

sunlight, plants, children and growth - have already been encountered within the 

series. Our reactions to them as readers have thus been primed before even 

starting to read Poem IV. The verdant growth of Poems I and II, like the "enfants" 

of Poem 1,1. 9 and the "soleil fluide et fort" of Poem II, 1. 6, was presented in a 

wholly positive light when first introduced to the reader. This primes the reader 

for a positive reaction to the images when they appear again, underlining the
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overall dynamic which links the series: each of the poems inevitably affects and 

feeds into the interpretations of the others. This can be seen as a simple extension 

of the standard situation for any reader approaching an Eluard poem for the first 

time, being prepared and primed by all the other Eluard poems he or she has read. 

While a reader has to be aware of such priming it is important, however, not to be 

blinded or lulled by it, either as a commentator or as a translator: the fact of poems 

overlapping does not make them simply the same. Here, for example, while the 

imagery is similar to imagery found earlier in the series, the poet allows the 

various images to interact in a novel way: specifically, the suggestion in 11. 5-8 

seems to be that the presence of living beings and of a quest for life (such as that 

demonstrated by the plant and the child) is as essential to the existence of the 

basics of life, water and sunlight, as the other way round. This perhaps suggests 

life to be a cycle, or even a being in its own right; it also provides a link with the 

earlier ST examples of interdependence (eg "navire" and "vent", "lampe" and 

"nuit", or "captif" and "liberte").

This apparent intermingling of plant, child, rain and sun suggests that the 

intention might be for them to be viewed all together as an attempt to capture, in a 

concrete way, the rather abstract concept of "life", with each of them forming a 

symbolic representation of life or of an aspect of life. This is perhaps reinforced 

by the repeated use in 11. 1-5 of "c'est", which creates the impression that the poet 

is grasping for a way to define the undefinable, the quality of "life". As the poet's 

images grow and develop, as the life they seem to represent increases, the poet is 

pushed to a personal statement in 1. 9: " J’entends raisonner et rire". It is as though 

the growth and development of the plant, the child, the rain and the sun, as 

described in 11. 5-8, lead to the spontaneous creation of this reasoning and 

laughter: these are two characteristics which can arguably be seen as defining 

qualities of humanity, so the poem seems to suggest that the growth of life is 

linked with the growth of reason and happiness, of positive human qualities4. This 

continues the cycle or 'chain’ of life suggested earlier: everything is linked 

(providing a clear contrast with the lovers’ doomed isolationism of Poems I-III).

With its move to the first person singular (which breaks out of the apparent 

objectivity of the earlier lines of the poem) and its placing apart from the body of 

the text as a line on its own, 1. 9 gives the clear impression of being a climactic or 

concluding statement. In addition to being a simple conclusion, however, it also
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provides a semantic bridge into the second section of the poem. In 1 9, reasoning 

and laughter are presented as positive, even as defining, human qualities. In 11 10

11, however, the reader is presented with calculation being used in a completely 

different, and wholly negative, way:

On a calcule la peine 

Qu'on peut faire & un enfant.

This is the reader's first clear introduction to the enemy within the actual poems of 

the series. Even here, however, they remain hidden behind the impersonal "on": 

this surrounds them in mystery, increasing the atmosphere of horror (and perhaps 

even of black magic, as with "beate d'horreur" of 1. 15) which builds up around 

them. In suggesting that they may be afraid to reveal their identities, preferring to 

remain cloaked in anonymity, it may also carry overtones of cowardice: these 

would seem compatible with the enemy's apparently choosing to conduct 

experiments on children in 11 10-14.

These experiments are described in a deliberately scientific, clinical 

manner in tune with the idea of the "peine" of 1. 10 having been precisely 

"calcule". In addition to misery or grief, "peine" can also be used of a penalty or 

judicial sentence so that it appears almost as though the child is being punished 

for some wrongdoing. However, the reader knows of no such wrongdoing; indeed 

children have been associated elsewhere in the series with innocence (Poem 111 9 

and 18). Moreover it would appear here that the child is being punished to the 

point of sickness and death, which would itself suggest that a very warped set of 

values underlies these 'calculated' punishments. While "tant de" in 11 12-13 can be 

read as an intensifier, the context of calculation and the clinical tone would seem 

to suggest that the enemy are measuring out doses of "honte" and "larmes", a 

scene reminiscent of a chemistry laboratory or of some inhuman type of recipe. In 

11 12-13, as later with "la misere" and "Iennui", the enemy's chosen weapons or 

instruments of torture are psychological rather than physical: this perhaps adds to 

the impression of them as being calculating and cowardly, unwilling to face a 

physical challenge.

At line 14 the scene shifts away from the laboratory, returning to the plant 

and child of 11. 1-8. Now, however, the reader knows the enemy to be
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approaching. Where their identity has thus far been concealed behind the 

impersonal "on", now it is concealed behind darkness. They are not seen, rather 

they are heard: "Un bruit de pas sous la voute". A "voute" is normally associated 

with stone and with a high, arched ceiling, so I imagine the footsteps to be loud 

and ringing: for a reader in 1943 France it seems likely that this would have 

evoked nights under curfew, blind to the world behind blackout curtains and 

boards, with only the sound of passing patrols to provide a link with the outside 

world. The description in 1. 15 of the "voute" as being "beate d'horreur" reinforces 

its religious, tomb-like connotations as well as underlining the air of satanic ritual 

or of black magic which is building around the enemy. With its darkness, 

suggestion of black rituals and ominous footsteps approaching in the gloom, this 

is a scene which appears modelled on classic Bella Lugosi-style horror films. Its 

effect is highlighted by the stark contrast between this scene and the lovers' world 

of Poems I and II: apart from the obvious contrast of bright sunlight with 

darkness, it is also noticeable that the lovers' world is characterised by its wide, 

open spaces and by imagery of the countryside (contrasting with the "voute" 

found here), while the emphasis on the sound of the footsteps in 11. 14-15 is made 

all the more striking by the fact of the lovers' world being so intensely visual, 

especially in Poem II.

When the immediate aims of this nameless, faceless enemy are made plain 

in 11. 16-18, they fit in very well with the atmosphere of horror which the poet has 

built up. From experimentation on the child, the enemy now appears to have 

moved to outright assault on both the child and the plant:

On vient deterrer la plante 

On vient avilir l'enfant.

This continues the parallel created in the opening lines of the poem, suggesting 

the destinies of plant and child to be intertwined. The use of "deterrer", which can 

be used both in the context of unearthing plants and of exhuming corpses, also 

again underlines the tomb-like connotations of the "voute / Noire et beate". In "la 

misere et l'ennui" of 1. 18, the enemy has chosen psychological weapons which, it 

would seem likely, will act only slowly. This suggests that they have no interest in 

making the fate of the plant or child either quick or painless; indeed, the
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'experiments' of 11. 12-13 would seem to imply that the aim is to keep the child (so 

presumably also the plant) at the edge of its resources without ever allowing it the 

release of sickness or of death, a slow and terrible torture.

Poem IV returns to the heptasyllabic line of Poems I and II, this time 

without variation. This line is to feature again in Poem VI, the fact of a relatively 

unusual line being used so widely within the series perhaps contributing to the 

reader's impression of the seven poems as constituting a single unit. The repetition 

which features prominently within the poem inevitably increases the assonance 

which can be found in the text: it is repetition, for example, which creates the 

assonance on /p/ which extends throughout 11. 1-5 (perhaps recalling the knocking 

of 11. 1-4). The use of repetition in the poem can perhaps be seen as beginning a 

move towards a more rhetorical style of speech: this use of rhetorical repetition is 

to become increasingly marked in the poems which follow, culminating in the 

formal vow of Poem VII. The parallel between plant and child which is 

highlighted by this repetition is in turn underlined by the rhyme on /en/ which 

links 11. 2 and 4 ("terre...mere"). A similar use of rhyme to highlight repetition, but 

this time involving a rhyme on /iR/, can be seen in 1. 12-13 ("vomir...perir"). In 

this case, the rhyme also acts to emphasise the contrast between these negative 

verbs and the "raisonner et rire" of 1. 9 (similar to the contrast between "jeunesse" 

and "sagesse" in Poem 111. 18-20, or "innocence" and "vengeance" in Poem VI,

11. 20-21). Beyond this rhyme in 11. 12-13, the lines also feature a marked 

assonance or /a/, supported by sound similarity through the /5/ of "honte": this 

emphasis on sound in 11. 12-13 perhaps prepares the reader for the semantic 

emphasis on sound which is to be found in 1. 14 (the "bruit de pas sous la voute").

Overall, Poem IV paints an effective and frightening picture of an enemy 

who remains unidentified: explicit identification would perhaps have been 

somewhat superfluous for a reader in Occupied France but, beyond this, the 

anonymous, shadowy nature of the enemy contributes to the sense of horror which 

is generated around it. The approach of the enemy, like the night in Poem III, 

seems inevitable: this is underlined in particular by the repetition of "on vient" in 

11. 16-17, giving an °f the advance asbeing completely

relentless. Thus the situation at the end of Poem IV appears extremely bleak: the 

enemy's approach seems unstoppable, the lovers appear to be facing death and
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solitude, and Resistance is "faible et folle". However, in Poem V a fundamental

change occurs.

Poem V

In Poems II-III it appeared that the lovers were too confident ("Notre lampe 

soutient la nuit", Poem II, 1 11), allowing the night to creep in unnoticed: this 

leads to the potential future of Poem III, 11 5-8, consisting of solitude and death.

In Poem V, however, this is corrected: now it is the enemy who is overconfident, 

dismissing emotion and spirit ("creur") as insignificant (fit only for "le coin du 

creur") when compared to the clinical, psychological warfare used by the enemy 

in Poem IV. The lovers are then able, however, to reveal the true power of love, 

when it is not focused inwards as in Poems I-III but is rather directed outwards 

with its "but dans la vie des autres" (1. 16): this is what ultimately provides the 

strength and the character which is gathered into the final battlecry of the series in 

Poem VII.

The image which opens Poem V is both complex and vital.

Comprehending it is central to an understanding of Poem V as a whole, which in 

turn is vital to the entire series. Building on association with idiomatic phrases 

such as "le coin du feu" and "le coin de l'reil", "le coin du creur" can be read as 

referring either to the smallest, most intimate corner of the heart, or alternatively 

to a small area set aside for the heart and its emotions: it is perhaps this latter 

reading which offers the best interpretation. The use in Poem IV of the impersonal 

pronoun "on" for the enemy leads naturally to an assumption that "ils" in Poem V, 

1 1, dso refers to the thus the enemy is seen to be speaking to

the couple, their superficial kindness potentially implying that bad news is being 

broken to the lovers. This bad news could be the existence of the "coin du creur" 

itself: the heart, with all its connotations of emotion, strength and character, is 

being consigned to a small area as though unimportant or obsolete. The couple 

are, however, able to respond to this, as the "coin du creur" is the "coin d'amour et 

de haine et de gloire", powerful and strident emotions and motivations: the "creur" 

cannot so easily be dismissed.
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The scene in 1. 3-4 appears to be one of the lovers' eyes meeting and 

reflecting "la verite" to form an "asile" for the couple. This is clearly reminiscent 

of Poems I and II where the eyes provide a world, a shelter, for the lovers. Beyond 

this, however, it also recalls the wider Eluardian theme which Daniel Bergez has 

referred to as "le principe d'une reciprocite infinie de l'echange" (Bergez 1982, 

p. 27), whereby the lovers become a "miroir", effectively escaping into one 

another. For example:

Dans notre miroir du crnur double 

Nos desirs vont batir ton crnur

("Une ptrtonnalrte", OC I, p. 418)

Et sur mon corps ton corps etend 

La nappe de son miroir clair.

("L'absence", DCI, p. 1077)

Notre amour a plus besom

D'amour que l'herbe de pluie

Il faut qu'il soit un miroir.

("Pour l'exemple", OC II, p. 10)

Quand le soleil l'amour equilibre nos armes

Nous pouvons nous voir vivre

Notre seve s'enflamme dans notre miroir

("Ecrire de^iner inscrire" 5, OC II, p. 430)

The image of the couple as a mirror, and of their love providing them with a 

shelter, is thus not a new one. In Poems I-III, however, this shelter was shown to 

be inadequate because it was introspective: in Poem V this is not the case, rather 

the love is shown to develop and grow beyond the confines of the couple 

themselves. This is the "verite" which is revealed in 11. 5-16, the universal side of 

love and the strength it conveys. The move from the effective introduction 

provided by 11. 1-4 to a more intimate tone for the detailed revelation of the power 

and universality of the couple's love is marked by a shift to a shorter line length,
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from decasyllables to octosyllables; the decasyllabic line returns only in 1. 16, 

where it creates an emphatic conclusion to the poem.

The love which is described in 11. 5-6 appears predestined, the lovers 

themselves having no choice or option in the matter; they were in love even

before they themselves existed:

Nous R'avons jamais commence 

Nous nous sommes toujours aimes.

This brings out the "immortalite" of love itself (Poem 11. 21), with the fact of 

time's apparent irrelevance being further emphasised by the poem's gradual shift 

to the present tense; this has the additional effect of lending immediacy to the 

verse and to the love which it describes. This is love which moves beyond the 

couple, however, as it expresses itself in altruism, as in 11. 7-9:

Et parce que nous nous aimons 

Nous voulons liberer les autres 

De leur solitude glacee.

Such altruism, a desire to "liberer les autres", is of obvious and immediate 

significance in a Resistance context. This is underlined by the fact of wishing to 

liberate people from "solitude glacee": this is clearly a reference to the bleak 

sterility of loneliness (contrasting starkly with the warmth and verdure of the 

lovers' world), a call for love and community, but when "solitude" has been 

associated with the malevolent effects of the night in Poem III it can also be 

interpreted as love standing directly against the enemy. The verb "liberer" is also 

used for the release of soldiers from military service: it can thus even be seen as 

looking ahead to final victory and demobilisation (this arguably bringing with it a 

release from solitude as couples are reunited).

The military overtones are continued in 1. 14, the image of "couples 

cuirasses d'audace" being of particular significance because a cuirass, being a 

breastplate, would protect not the head but rather the heart: the couples' "audace" 

is shielding their "crnur", the seat of their strength. Where Poems I-III seemed to 

involve only one couple, now there are many in what appears to be a self-
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perpetuating network. Taking the lovers as a representative couple, it appears that 

each couple wishes to "liberer les autres" ("ils ont leur but dans la vie des autres"), 

with the result that they themselves are strengthened ("cuirasses d'audace"); 

equally, each couple wishes for the other couples to be "perpetu[es]" by the light 

(11. 11-12), with the result that they themselves become "brillants de vertu". With 

each couple both sustained by the light of others and producing their own light, 

the light grows: where a single "lampe" cannot defeat the night (Poems II-III), a 

network of light can. Every couple aims towards the liberation of every other 

couple so altruism, born of the love of individual couples, grows into an 

unstoppable liberating force.

It is important to note that this is not a different love to that of Poems I-III, 

but rather it is a development of it. The basic unit for this love is still the couple, it 

still looks inwards:

Des couples cuirasses d'audace 

Parce que leurs yeux se font face.

Now, however, it moves beyond this to be expressed in an outward, universal way 

through the altruism of having one's "but dans la vie des autres". The image of the 

eyes "[qui] se font face" suggests not only that they are meeting but also that they 

are facing up to a challenge, the reflexive verb suggesting it to be a mutual 

challenge confronted together. Thus the "audace", like the light, is effectively self

fulfilling: the couple obtain it through the meeting of their eyes but, since this is a 

challenge, they also need it in order to achieve that meeting. The reason for the 

meeting of the eyes being a challenge is hinted at in 11 10-11: just as the lovers' 

interests and priorities move beyond the couple to become focused on "les autres", 

so within the couple their individual desires and aims merge to the point where it 

almost seems that their individual identities fuse into a single, joint identity. This 

links back to the theme of reciprocity, of the couple as a mirror, and again features 

elsewhere in Eluard's love poetry, for example:

Et je ne sais plus tant je t'aime 

Lequel de nous deux est absent.

("Le front aux vitres...", OC I, p. 238)
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Et la lumiere noue la nuit la chair la terre 

La lumiere sans fond d'un corps abandonne 

Et de deux yeux qui se repetent.

{Medieuses 4, OC I, p. 893)

In addition to the device of shortening line length after 1. 4, various 

techniques of prosody and sound are used, as in the previous poems of the series, 

to support the semantic content of the text. In the first line of the poem, the 

alliteration on the relatively harsh plosive /k/ stands in contrast to the idea of 

speaking "gentiment": this can be seen as highlighting the difference between the 

way the enemy speaks and the sentiments which underlie what is said. The 

technique of sound similarity is again used in 11. 3-4, where the combination of /e/ 

and /e/ ("refletaient", "verite", "servait") provides an echo-like effect which recalls 

the reflection back and forth between the eyes which is described.

It could be argued that this continues in 11. 5 ff. with "jamais", 

"commences" and "aimes", but I feel that the break in the text and change of line 

length which separate 11. 4 and 5 effectively act in performance to break this link. 

This second set of similar sounds does have its own effect, however; indeed, as 

the reader moves into the main body of the text in 11. 5 ff., the density of sound 

within the verse seems markedly to increase. In 11. 5-8, the combination of 

alliteration on /n/, rhyme on /e/ and sound similarity (on /e/ and /e/) seems to give 

the verse great intensity, this acting to support the sense of intimacy which has 

been created by the move to a shorter line. This impression of intensity within the 

text is perhaps due at least in part to the effect which the increase in sound density 

has on oral performance of the poem, as noted earlier: the concentration of sounds 

makes the poem slightly more difficult to read out, this leading to a more 

emphasised and deliberate reading which acts to underline both the intimacy and 

the importance of what is being said. This emphasis on performance and its role in 

the overall effect of the text, the text's "performability", has to be acknowledged in 

any successful translation of the series (see above, pp. 19-20). A similar use of 

sound for effect and emphasis in performance can perhaps be identified in the 

marked assonance and alliteration on /I/ of 11. 8-9. The same lines are marked by
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their use of enjambement, which can be seen as starting an important move 

towards greater momentum in the verse.

The repeated verbs of 11. 10-11 have the effect of breaking the lines down 

into short snatches of sound (this perhaps being highlighted by the lines' 

alliteration or /v/), which adds to the perceived briskness of a reading. This is 

followed up by further enjambement in 11. 11-12, so that the whole of this section 

of the poem has the feel of moving towards a final goal or climax, an impression 

which is intensified in the lines which follow. Sound is used in a more 

concentrated way in 11. 12-15 than anywhere else in the poem: rhyme (or /ty/ and 

/as/), alliteration (on /k/, but also or If! at the end of 1. 15) and assonance 

(especially on /s/) all feature in these four lines, contributing to an unmistakable 

sense of the verse building up towards something. In addition to the use of sound, 

the repetition of 11. 13-14 ("Des couples [...] Des couples") also adds to the 

reader's growing sense of excitement and enthusiasm: this ’ also echoes the enemy's 

relentless march of Poem IV, 11. 16-17 ("On vient [...] On vient"), suggesting that 

this is the reply of the many hundreds of couples who are linking with the lovers 

and creating a relentless movement of their own.

All this movement and excitement culminates in 1. 16: the fact of this 

standing alone or the page, and its reversion to the longer decasyllabic line, gives 

the final line the feel of a grand statement. The sense of moving from a storm of 

intensity (provided by the intense use of sound in the earlier lines) into a massive 

calm underlines the great step which has been made here: from the private, 

introspective "coin du crnur" into the universal altruism which now provides the 

lovers with their strength and purpose. This is a particularly triumphant step, and 

one which is of enormous significance within the overall series: it will, however, 

be immediately put to the test in Poem VI as the lovers are confronted to a greater 

degree than has yet been the case by the concrete realities of life under "1'ombre" 

of Occupation. It is their new strength which enables them to face up to this while 

maintaining their dignity, building again towards the final solemnity and call-to- 

arms of Poem. VII.
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Poem VI

A move to a rather more understated and sombre tone is effectively announced at 

the beginning of Poem VI, in what appears to be a direct statement made by the

poet and lover (perhaps now joined by all the other "couples" of Poem V) to the 

reader. (The line can also be read as the poet actually addressing the "trompettes" 

themselves, but I feel that the effect of the image - a rejection of "trompettes" and 

all that they are associated with - is little altered either way). This is perhaps 

reminiscent of the equally direct statement of Poem IV, 1 9, except that this was 

the poet standing and speaking alone; equally, in Poem IV the possibility was left 

open that the poet was simply speaking to himself. The precise interpretation of 

the opening two lines of Poem VI is far from clear but, if "chanter" is taken to be a 

simple assertion of the poem as being the poet's "song", then 11. 1-2 can be read as 

suggesting that the poet is deliberately adopting a style free of flourish and fanfare 

("trompettes") in order to highlight the stark realities of "le malheur". This can be 

seen as setting the poem up as a contrast to the prosodic and phonetic flourishes of 

Poem V (in particular of 11 11-15), with a link to the ideas and ideals of Poem V 

nonetheless being provided by the use of "le malheur" in place of "notre malheur" 

(since any such self-interest would have clashed with the aim of having "leur but 

dans la vie des autres").

Alternatively, "trompettes" can be read as signifying bugles, being thus 

suggestive of militaristic jingoism: in this way, 1 1 can also be interpreted as the 

poet refusing to glorify such militarism (particularly if "chanter" is read in its 

poetic sense of "glorifier"), and it is certainly true that there is relatively little 

overt bellicosity in the series taken as a whole (perhaps reflecting the fact of the 

poet's subject being "amour en guerre" rather than simply "guerre"). While the 

invented phrase "chanter trompettes" thus works and can be interpreted as an 

expression in its own right, it is nonetheless worth noting that it almost certainly 

achieves some of its effect in the reader's mind through association with other, 

more widely recognised phrases, notably "chanter victoire". This SL idiom seems 

particularly relevant to the ST phrase in that it shares the somewhat triumphant 

tone struck by "trompettes", but importantly it signifies not simply glory but rather 

self-glorification. If 1 1 can thus be seen as carrying a refusal of self-glorification, 

this would fit in very neatly both with the altruism expressed in Poem V and with
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Poem VII's apparent call to maintain the glory of the "innocents partout traques" 

(Poem VII, 1. 21). In any event, however, the poet's reason for refusing to 

"chant[er] [...] trompettes" remains clear: "pour mieux [nous] montrer le malheur".

The poet stresses immediately that this portrait is to be an accurate one (it 

is to show "le malheur / Tel qu'il est", 11. 2-3), but at the same time the reader is 

presented with examples of the deliberately understated style which the poet is 

claiming to have adopted. The reader is aware of the terrors of the Occupation: the 

modern reader can read of them, the contemporary reader was living with them as 

a daily reality, and the poet himself provides examples of them (for example in the 

epigraph, or the Poem VI, 1. 13 image of the "trains de supplicies"). Yet, despite 

this, for much of the poem the poet seems consciously to describe the reality of 

Occupation in such a way as to lessen its impact: "malheur", "grand", "bete", none 

of these are particularly strong or emotive terms. Even when describing the enemy 

as "bourreaux", the poet lessens the terror generated by making them "bourreaux 

absurdes". A similarly scornful tone is discernible in the description of the enemy 

as "amants d'eux-memes", a phrase which both heightens the perceived pomposity 

of the enemy and sets it in stark contrast to the altruism of Poem V. A further 

element of mockery can be found in 1. 4: while on one level the reference to "le 

malheur [...] entier" links up directly with the "mal illimite" of 1. 9, the secondary 

sense of "entier" (as in the phrase "cheval entier") leads to a sense almost of the 

poet poking fun at the cult of virility which surrounded the Nazis and their plans 

for the "Herrenvolk". This mockery is underlined phonically: the repeated use of 

/e/ in 11.1-4, in addition to providing the verse with phonic 'binding' (see below, 

p. 78), perhaps also suggests a bleating sound, so the Nazi stallions are shown to 

be simple sheep. In this way the Nazis are effectively dehumanised (through 

comparison with stud animals), at the same time as the narcissistic vanity which 

underlies their later description as "amants d'eux memes" is mocked. Throughout 

the poem, the poet can thus be seen to be undermining the enemy even as he 

outlines its "mal illimite".

Such mockery has a double effect, acting both to make the enemy appear 

ridiculous and to heighten the air of noble dignity which forms around the poet 

and his comrades. It is as though they aie somehow above the enemy, looking 

down upon them somewhat dismissively: this both reminds the reader of the 

poem's role as part of a Resistance series and prepares the way for Poem VII's
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direct call to stand against "1'ombre". However, the hardships and realities being 

described in the poem are far from trifling. It is thus only prevented from itself 

looking ridiculous by the aura of terror which has been built up around the enemy 

by earlier poems, especially Poem IV, 11. 10-18: having already created this, the 

poet can now undermine it through scorn.

However, even if the poet is thus able at times to adopt an almost mocking 

tone towards the enemy, he nonetheless makes it clear in 1. 5 ff. that he is far from 

being inured to the effects of their "mal illimite". This is achieved by the device of 

contrasting the views of the poet and his lover (perhaps rather now a greater 

group, the "couples" of Poem V) as they used to be, with those they find 

themselves holding "maintenant": where once they believed that they could only 

be limited by "la mort", and so by "la terre" in burial, "maintenant c'est la honte / 

qui [les] mure tout vivants". This can perhaps be linked with the change, the 

realisation, which occurs in Poem III as the night is revealed in all its 

malevolence; it is a device which is implicitly used again in 11. 19-21, when the 

reader is told of "sanglots" and "innocence" being replaced by "haine et [...] 

vengeance".

The idea of death being a great and final constraint is consistent with 

Eluard's communist views (which presumably carried with them a belief that there 

is no afterlife). Beyond this, however, it is interesting to note that if it is genuinely 

"seule la mort [qui] [...] nous limite" then this would seem to imply that in life one 

is limitless. Following and expanding upon the idea of love's timelessness this can 

perhaps be seen as drawing from an idea which is developed in other Eluard love 

poems, whereby love brings with it escape from not only the laws of time but also 

of space. For example:

Plaines toutes petites dans mes mains ouvertes [...]

Je te cherche par-dela l'attente 

Par-dela moi-meme

("Le front aux vitres...", OC I, p. 238)

Odorante et savoureuse 

Tu d6passes sans te perdre
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Les frontieres de ton corps

("Le baiser", OC II, p. 9)

Nous sommes corps & corps nous sommes terre a terre

Nous naissons de partout nous sommes sans limites

("Notre mouvement", OC II, p. 83)

Here, however, the lovers are constrained, a change which is made more stark by 

the fact of "[le] mal" now being "illimite" where once it was the lovers.

It is not, however, "[le] mal" which is itself imposing these new . 

constraints upon the loving couples, but rather it is "la honte" generated by the 

war which surrounds them. This is particularly striking since it entails their feeling 

ashamed for things and people over which they have no authority and no control: 

the poet and those around him cannot be considered responsible for the 

"bourreaux absurdes", nor for the "trains de supplicies", yet still they feel shame 

for both. Indeed, they feel shame even for the very words "terre brulee". This can 

perhaps be seen as linking into the altruism of Poem V, with the poet and his 

colleagues feeling shame precisely on behalf of those who are responsible for 

these things: their interest lying "dans la vie des autres", it is as though they feel 

shame on behalf of humanity as a whole for being capable of such things. 

Importantly, however, feeling ashamed is not the same as feeling responsible.

This is what enables the poet to stress in 11 15-16 that he is able to maintain his 

dignity despite everything: he and his comrades are not ashamed of their 

"souffrance" (because their cause is just), nor of their shame itself (since they are 

not the ones who have provoked it). This dignity in suffering greatly increases the 

effectiveness of the poet's scorn for the enemy. The importance of this for the poet 

is stressed by the fact of 11 15 and 16 being two of the three longest lines in the 

poem (being of 12 and 10 syllables respectively, the only other line of ten or more 

syllables being the decasyllabic 1. 21). It is further underlined by the layout of the 

two lines, since the fact of their being identical for the first seven syllables ("Mais 

nous n'avons pas honte [de]...") means that the ending of 1 16, the point at which 

the two lines differ, is emphasised: thus the surprising repetition of "honte" is 

given great stress, arguably also highlighting the dignity of the poet which stands 

in contrast to it.
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At 1. 17 there is a complete change of scene; this is not, however, 

accompanied by any particularly profound change of tone, and there is no use of 

the asterisk device which featured in Poems II-IV. The poet does not explicitly tell 

the reader what is being described in 11. 17-21, but the fact of it being a scene of 

such total devastation that "meme plus ne vit un oiseau" strongly suggests it to be 

an image of the aftermath of the "terre brulee" policy condemned by the poet in 1. 

14. It is certainly clear that the poet does not support the actions of these 

"guerriers". Indeed, he seems more scathing about them than he does about the 

"bourreaux absurdes": "fuyards" is an emotive term suggesting not only cowardice 

but actual desertion in the face of the enemy.

The image of the bird in 1. 18 is perhaps significant in a number of ways. 

Birds are obviously relatively helpless and innocent victims of war, and because 

of flight they are often used as symbols of freedom (also the dove, a symbol of 

peace), so the image of birds dying is itself significant. In addition, while the bird 

is far from being a simple symbol to interpret across Eluard's work as a whole, its 

use here can perhaps be associated with a strand of imagery which can be traced 

through his poetry linking the bird, wings and flight with a lightness and freedom 

of movement, escape from despair, and so with love:

Sur la maison du rire

Un oiseau rit dans ses ailes

Le monde est si [...] / [...] gai

Qu'il ne lui manque rien.

("Les petits justes", OC p. 151)

Leurs ailes sont les miennes, rien n'existe

Que leur vol qui secoue ma misere

Leur vol d'etoile et de lumiere

("Lems yeux toujours purs", OC I, p. 187)

Le paysage nu

Ou je vivrai longtemps [...]

Des bois ou les oiseaux
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Entr'ouvrent tes paupieres

("Le paysage nu", OC II, pp. 10-11)

De la douleur du fond des larmes 

Surgissait un oiseau sans ailes 

Puis sortait une barque vide.

("Ecrire dessiner inscrire" 5, OC II, p. 430)

The death of the birds here would thus seem to suggest that the time for sadness 

and naive innocence has now passed, and that into the space they have left has 

rushed "haine et [...] vengeance". The reader is not told whose these feelings are: 

they could perhaps be seen as springing up directly from the earth itself (since it is 

the earth which has been most offended by the policy of "terre brulee"), although 

Poem V, 1. 2 has made it clear that hatred is not alien to the lovers. Wherever the 

hatred springs from, however, the overall effect of the scene is to create a dark and 

emotionally charged atmosphere from which to launch into the final call to 

resistance which is Poem VII. This effect is heightened through rhyme, the phonic 

elements linking "innocence" and "vengeance" acting to emphasise the semantic 

and emotional features which divide them (similar devices being used in Poem I, 

11 11-20, and Poem IV, 11. 9-13). Indeed, the consciously ur^^^^e^r^ttai^d style which 

is adopted by the poet in this poem cannot conceal the extent to which, as in the 

other poems in the series, effects of prosody and sound are involved in its overall 

effect.

Metrically, the poem displays an interesting pattern: specifically, for most 

of the poem (stanzas 12,3 and 5), the first two lines of each stanza are 

octosyllabic, the second two lines heptasyllabic. It is debatable whether or not one 

can really discern a difference of a single syllable from line to line in a normal 

reading, but it does perhaps provide the ear with the impression of some metrical 

variety. This would seem to be particularly the case when the poet 'plays' with the 

line structure as he appears to in 11 11-12: the combination of repetition and of 

enjambement ends by blurring the division between the lines so that, in 

performance, they appear less to be two lines of seven syllables each than, for 

example, one of five syllables and one of nine (recalling the apparent blurring of 

Poem II, 11 3-4, see p. 55). As noted earlier, the poet also uses line length for
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emphasis at three points in the poem, 1. 15 (an alexandrine), and 11. 16 and 21 

(both of which are decasyllabic). In 11. 15-16 the longer line is apparently used to 

emphasise the dignity which the poet and his comrades maintain in the face of 

their suffering. In 1. 21, the climax to the poem, the "haine et [...] vengeance" 

which is described is emphasised both by the longer line and by the fact of 1. 21 

breaking out of the pattern of four-line stanzas which have made up the rest of the 

poem.

Phonic effects and devices are widespread in Poem VI. For most of the 

text they seem to serve no specific textual purpose, rather acting to ensure the 

general consolidation of the text, to give it weight and gravitas as a poem 

(appropriate to the dignity which is evoked). Phonic 'binding' of this type can be 

identified within the poem acting across entire stanzas, such as with the rhyme 

(/et/, supported by "etre") and internal rhyme (through the /e/ of "montrer" and 

"entier", again supported by sound similarity through the /e/ of "tres", "bete" and 

"Stre") of 11. 1-4. It can also, however, be identified within individual clauses, such 

as with the alliteration on /m/ and internal rhyme on /a/ (supported by the nasality 

of/o/in "honte") of 11. 7-8.

Such phonetic consolidation is not enough, however, to explain all the 

phonic devices which feature in the poem. The use of rhyme to highlight the 

semantic differences between "innocence" and "vengeance" has already been 

discussed, but a similar effect can perhaps be seen in 1. 17 when the sound 

similarity between "derriere" and "guerriers" (/deRjeR/ and /geRje/) arguably 

brings out the contrast between running away and being a warrior. In addition to 

its role in phonic binding (see above), the repeated use of /e/ in 11. 1-4 perhaps also 

contributes to the poet's mockery of the enemy, recalling the bleating of sheep. 

Even when links between semantics and phonetics are not this direct, sound-based 

effects can influence the performance of a poem (as in Poem V, 11. 12-16, for 

example), assonance and alliteration in particular providing a reader with a point 

of focus in a line or series of lines. While the precise effect of this inevitably 

varies with context, often in Poem VI it seems to enable a reader more easily to 

express something of the poet's bitterness and scorn by effectively 'spitting' the 

sounds out: this would seem to be the case, for example, with the alliteration on 

/m/ of 1. 2 (the same device as in "les maigres moissons humaines" of Poem I,

1. 14), the alliteration and assonance of plosive /t/ in 11. 3-4, and in the combined
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use of these two sounds in 11. 11-12. Further to this, in the case of "retentissant" in

I. 21, the combination of plosive /t/ and sibilant /s/ within the single word gives it 

an almost onomatopoeic quality as it appears to crackle with the "haine et [...] 

vengeance" being described in the line: the repeated use of /a/ in the line seems 

also to echo the reverberation which is described.

Perhaps the most interesting single device used within the poem is its 

rhetorical use of repetition. Apart from the obvious repetition of "honte", which 

features eight times in the space of ten lines, repetition of single words and of 

phrases is used in the poem both for rhetorical style ("tres bete [...] /Et plus bSte",

II. 3-4, or "vide de [...] /Vide de", 11. 19-20), and also for emphasis ("Toujours les 

memes toujours / Les memes", 11. 11-12). This last example is of particular 

interest as the repeated phrase is not only spread across two lines, but part of it 

("memes") is then repeated for a third time at the end of the line. This perhaps 

emphasises the idea that time alone will make no difference to the enemy; time 

can pass but they are relentless and "toujours les memes". This use of repetition, 

along with the pronounced repetition of 11. 15-16, can be seen as an expansion of 

the repetition noted in Poems IV and V: this prepares the reader for Poem VII, 

which takes the form almost of a chant or vow based around the repeated phrase 

"Au nom de". The gradual move towards rhetoric which this represents can also 

be seen as underlining the step from intimacy towards universality which was 

taken in Poem V.

Poem VI emphasises the extent to which the individual poems of the series 

need to be viewed as part of an overall unit: while undoubtedly an effective text in 

its own right, it is still unmistakably an integral part of the series, drawing from 

Poem V the strength and "cceur" which underlies its dignity and, at the same time, 

acting to set the scene for Poem VII. While never diluting the harsh realities of 

Occupied life, it adopts a tone of superiority and dignity towards the enemy which 

adapts very well to the triumphant note of Resistance which is to be the final aim 

of Poem VII. Equally, the heavily emotive imagery of its final lines provides the 

poet with a powerful starting point for the final poem of the series: the strong 

image "de haine et de vengeance" which closes Poem VI will inevitably remain 

with any reader of the entire series, colouring initial reactions to the poem which 

follows.
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Poem, VII

Since the poems of the series are both effective poetic texts in their own right and 

individual parts of an overall series, it is important that the conclusion to the series 

be one of some strength if the seven poems are truly to be taken as a single unit. 

Poem VII thus has to pull the various strands of the series together: the intimate 

intensity of the lovers, the universal love of the united couples, the concrete horror 

of the enemy which confronts them. This is particularly the case when it is 

remembered that this series, when first published, was poetry with a definite 

purpose: intended as poetry of Resistance, it will have been approached by its 

original readers with certain expectations and hopes firmly in place, expectations 

which Poem VII has to address.

The poem takes the form of a vow or oath made "au nom de" various 

things. The objects and people evoked by the poet are, almost without exception, 

incapable of defending themselves for one reason or another: this suggests that the 

central phrase "au nom de" can perhaps be seen as carrying the sense not only of 

"in the name of" (figuratively making the elements of the vow into battle- 

standards for the poet and his comrades), but also of "on behalf of" (implying the 

more active engagement of the people and things evoked).

Where Poem VI relied for some of its effect on structural irregularity, in 

contrast Poem VII is very consciously regular and structured. This is in keeping 

with its being in the style of an oath or vow, giving it an air of great solemnity and 

solidity (by which I mean purposefulness and self-assurance). The most obvious 

feature of this regularity within the poem is the quasi-incantatory repetition of "au 

nom de", used to begin 11 of the poem's 22 lines. Beyond this. Poem VII is the 

only poem in the series to employ a wholly regular, octosyllabic line throughout 

(Poem III reverting to heptasyllables for its final two lines). In order to provide the 

poem with a suitably climactic conclusion without disrupting its characteristic 

regularity, a sense of growth is created over the last two stanzas by a move from 

four- to five-line stanzas: this is accompanied by an increasing sense of 

momentum, and so perhaps of urgency, created through extensive enjambement in 

11 15 ff.
The overall structure of the poem is also deliberately ordered: two overtly 

positive stanzas, and two negative, are followed by the final conclusion to the
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poem (and to the series) in the fifth stanza. Of the first four stanzas, I would 

classify the imagery of stanzas 1 and 3 as being positive, and that of stanzas 2 and 

4 as negative: however, their organisation extends beyond this. While stanzas 1 

and 3 are both concerned with "amour", there is a significant difference between 

the two: stanza 1 focuses on the intimate, private love of Poems I-III, while stanza 

3 moves to the more open, universal love of Poem V. A similar distinction can be 

found in stanzas 2 and 4: both can be seen as dealing with the realities of 

Occupation, so with "guerre", but stanza 2 contains imagery of individual misery 

(made anonymous by darkness) while stanza 4 moves beyond the individual to 

focus more generally on "tous nos camarades". The first four stanzas are thus 

characterised both by an alternation between "amour" and "guerre", and by a 

general move from the individual towards the universal: this leaves the fifth 

stanza to pull this all together in an expression of the poet's original theme of 

"amour en guerre".

I will examine stanzas 1 and 3 together, then move to stanzas 2 and 4. The 

opening stanza of the poem is in many ways a celebration, both of physical beauty 

and of the love which it inspires in the poet. It is a very restricted portrait in that it 

is limited to the lover's face (and then to only three features of the face), and this 

gives the lines a feel both of great intimacy and of very concentrated adoration. 

The stanza is deliberately very sensual, not only in the sense that it is depicting a 

scene of obvious physical beauty, but also in that the poet evokes both sight ("je 

regarde") and touch ("j'embrasse") within that description. The visual element of 

the stanza is further emphasised by the poet's choice of facial features, since they 

effectively act to divide the face into thirds. These features - forehead, eyes and 

mouth - are also significant in other ways. The forehead, housing the brain, can 

perhaps be seen as representing rationality, while the mouth (and the kiss) can be 

seen as symbolising physical love. The importance of the eyes to Eluard's 

conception of love and of the couple has already been widely noted in the course 

of the series (in relation to Poems I, II and V in particular) and, especially when 

this is combined with the classic idea of the eyes as "windows to the soul", the 

eyes can here be seen as symbolising emotional attachment, security and love in 

general. The specific description of the "front parfait profond" is perhaps a 

comment on the thoughts as well as on the physical beauty of the forehead; in
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addition, "front" is often used to refer by extension to the entire face, so that the 

adjectives can be seen to reflect upon the whole picture.

While it appears clear that stanza 1 is a view of the poet's lover, the "tu" of 

Poem I, she seems strangely cold. In 1. 2, there is no sense of the mutual gaze of 

Poem V: in place of this reciprocity, the poet seems to be gazing in something 

approaching awestruck wonder (as in the opening line of "L'extase", "Je suis 

devant ce paysage feminin / Comme un enfant devant le feu" [OC II, p. 107]). 

Equally, there seems to be no response to the poet's kiss in 1. 3: indeed, while it is 

unclear whether 1. 4 forms part of the poet's vow or of his description of the kiss, 

the latter reading leaves open the possibility that the kiss is intended to be 

somehow symbolic of all such intimacy. I would argue that the stanza is not 

intended to be a celebration of the poet's own relationship, but rather of the type of 

intimate, personal love which it represents: thus the lover is presented here in an 

almost iconic form, the poet and his lover representing all the "couples cuirasses 

d'audace / Parce que leurs yeux se font face". This is a device which can be found 

in each of stanzas 1-4: even in stanza 4, the "hommes en prison" and "femmes 

deportees" are not limited to individual named examples but are rather held up as 

representative examples of a greater group of people.

The third stanza, like the first, is positive in outlook: it moves, however, 

from the intimacy of the couple to the more universal love of an apparently 

Utopian society. The imagery of 11. 9-12 is clearly not that of wartime occupation: 

the "rires dans la rue" of 1. 9 obviously suggest happiness but, more than this, such 

laughter suggests a freedom and lack of fear which stands in stark contrast to the 

"larmes dans le noir" of 1. 6. It also contrasts with the menacing image of "rires 

qui font peur", with this being particularly marked by the fact of the two examples 

of laughter occurring in adjacent lines (11. 8 and 9). The love expressed here is one 

which complements that of stanza 1: in place of physical sensuality, the emphasis 

in stanza 3 is on innocent and peaceful companionship, with hands being linked, 

we assume across the whole of society, by "douceur". The image of "fruits 

couvrant [les] fleurs" is clearly suggestive of bountiful growth and good harvests, 

thus of "la pluie et le soleil", the light and growth specifically opposed by the 

enemy in Poem IV; it perhaps also suggests a move towards maturity as blossom 

grows into fruit. Beyond this, flowers often carry connotations of delicate 

fragility, so the image of 1. 11 can also be seen as representing the Utopian ideal
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of the weak in society being protected by the strong (an ideal of obvious 

significance in a Resistance context). This scene of peace and harmony concludes 

in 1 12 with the poet apparently confirming the role of this society as being that of 

an ideal since the "terre" being described, while it is both "belle et bonne", is only 

"une terre": one possible Earth among many, a possible future for the poet and his 

"camarades" to aspire to, a representative ideal like the iconic lover of 11 1-4.

However, this ideal Earth is not allowed to stand alone as, surrounded by 

stanzas 2 and 4, it is framed by the realities of war: the realities of the life which 

confronts the poet and his "camarades". The second stanza is the only one where 

all four lines begin "Au nom de[s]", and it is noticeable that across stanzas 2 and 4 

this 'formula' is used seven times as against only four times in stanzas 1 and 3. It 

appears unlikely that the poet is drawing more inspiration from the negative 

imagery than from the positive, rather it seems that the positive stanzas are 

deliberately less fragmented than their negative counterparts: this perhaps reflects 

the unity which exists between the couple of stanza 1 and within the society of 

stanza 3, unity from which the Resistance can presumably draw strength.

Within stanza 2, however, there are few such hopeful signs: indeed, hope 

here is "enterre", an image which links directly with the grave imagery of Poem 

III, 11 5-8. The suggestion that hope is dead is clearly one of mourning and 

despair, and this leads into the image of "larmes dans le noir" in 1. 6; this darkness 

can be seen as representing both physical darkness and the moral darkness of the 

Nazis (pointing towards the explicit characterisation of the enemy as 'Tombre" in

I. 17). The tears in 1 6, as well as providing a direct contrast with the glad laughter 

of 1 9, appear to suggest fear. Fear of physical daikness is most usually associated 

with childhood, so the line creates the impression of a frightened child: building 

on the connotations of innocence and vulnerability which are built up around the 

young in the series (for example in Poem IV, or even in the apparent

protectiveness of Poem VII, 1. 11), this perhaps inspires a certain protectiveness in 

the reader. It also seems to suggest that the "ombre" is so great that it reduces all 

those who come into contact with it to the level of a frightened child: this perhaps 

recalls the imagery of Poem IV, 11 14-15, where the unseen footsteps and the 

night patrols act as a constant reminder of how genuinely vulnerable the civilian 

population were to "le noir". This sense of vulnerability then carries through into

II. 7-8 (in which I take "plaintes" to indicate physical moans and groans rather
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than complaints, since the latter can sometimes indicate a degree of pettiness 

which would be inappropriate here). As with the "peine" of Poem IV, 1. 10, the 

fact of "plaintes" leading to laughter suggests that a particularly distorted set of 

principles is at work, especially when the "plaintes" are set in the context of the 

obviously genuine fear of 1. 6. This is what leads to a perception of this laughter as 

being chilling, a point made explicit by the poet in 1. 8 where the "rires qui font 

peur" are clearly once again very different to the open and unafraid laughter of 

1. 9.

Perhaps the most striking single feature of the imagery of 11. 5-8 is its total 

anonymity: after the abstract "espoir" of 1. 5, the other images are associated 

(either directly or indirectly) with being "dans le noir". Just as the enemy are 

nameless and faceless in Poem IV, so here the victims are reduced to anonymity 

through the enemy's influence. We, as readers, are reduced to a single sense, that 

of sound, and to the emotions provoked by the sounds we hear. This is particularly 

striking after the emphasis which is placed on vision and on touch in 11. 1-4: it 

reduces the obviously concrete victims of 11. 6-7 to abstract sounds, allowing them 

to be representative of all such victims but also acting to dehumanise them. In 

stanza 4 there is not only a move from individuals towards groups (from a 

frightened child in darkness to "tous nos camarades"), but there is also a move 

towards the concrete: as noted above, the "hommes" and "femmes" of 11. 13-14 are 

still anonymous, but the ways in which they are made to suffer (prison and 

transportation to concentration camp) are no longer shrouded in mystery. 

Moreover, it is apparent that their punishments are aimed at breaking up the 

couples represented by these men and women, the central relationship for the poet 

throughout the series.

As the final specified group in whose name the poet is making his vow, the 

group described in 11. 15-17 is in some ways the most important one in the poem: 

it is through them that the poet sets the pace and tone as the poem (and so the 

series) builds towards its ultimate conclusion, making the reader's reactions here 

vital to the overall impression which is to be left by the series. So it is that the 

viewpoint of the poem again broadens towards universality, embracing "tous nos 

camarades", with the imagery becoming stronger as it moves through 

imprisonment and banishment ("deporter" is specifically used for transportation to 

concentration camps, underlining the strength of the imagery) towards torture and
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massacre. This, it is clear, is the full price of Resistance, for these people are 

suffering "pour n'avoir pas accepte l'ombre" (1. 17). The poet and those who 

remain are not disheartened by this, they appear in fact to draw strength from it, 

but this does not prevent the poet's anger; this heightening of emotion manifests 

itself in the alliteration of 1. 16 (emphasising the horrors which are described), the 

quickening pace which is generated by enjambement in 11. 15 ff., and by the move 

to a five-line stanza (as though the poet is no longer able to contain his emotion 

within the confines of a quatrain).

This sense of anger and of emotion is thus at its height as the reader moves 

into the fifth stanza and the climax of the poet's oath. Here it is that the poet 

finally reveals what it is that must be done "au nom de tous nos camarades":

Il nous faut drainer la colere 

Et faire se lever le fer.

This, like the image which opens Poem V, is vital to an overall understanding of 

the series; however, also like that earlier image, the precise meaning of these two 

lines is shrouded in ambiguity. The verb "drainer" can be read in the simple sense 

of draining (for example an abscess): this makes for a coherent reading of 11. 18

19, with anger being drained away to leave a clear head (or to leave space for "le 

fer" to fill, depending on one's reading of the noun), but it seems intuitively to 

raise problems. Any move to drain emotion in this way would appear to represent 

a change from the "crnur" of Poem V, with its "amour et [...] haine et [...] gloire" 

(Poem V, 11. 1-2), towards the clinical, quasi-scientific approach to war advocated 

by the enemy in Poem IV; it would also appear to be a rejection of the emotion 

which has been gradually built up by the poet himself in the course of Poem VII. 

For these reasons I feel that it is better to read "drainer" in the sense of channelling 

the anger, of collecting, directing and using it in the most efficient way possible 

(this perhaps contrasting with the apparently free-floating "haine" of Poem VI, 1. 

21).
Ambiguity also surrounds the versatile noun "le fer". Many of its possible 

interpretations (such as golf-clubs and curling tongs) can be instantly discarded, 

but two provide plausible and coherent readings. The first of these would see "le 

fer" as representing a weapon, most probably a sword, making 11. 18-19 into an
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explicit call-to-arms. Alternatively, "le fer" can be read as strength of purpose and 

character, an 'iron will'. Both of these readings are consistent with the poet's 

ultimate aim, protecting and keeping safe "l'image haute / Des innocents partout 

traques". The idea of "l'image haute" seems to carry with it an idea not only of 

height (one imagines this "image" being somehow above 'Tombre" which 

surrounds it) but also of nobility. These people are thus held above the ordinary in 

every way: this can be linked with the verb "martyris[er]" in 1. 16 which, while it 

can be read simply in terms of torture and persecution, also carries obvious 

connotations of martyrdom for a cause. It is in safeguarding this "image", in 

holding on to the example set by the values and principles of these people 

(emphasised by the fact of their being "innocents"), that the poet and his 

colleagues are able to remain true to themselves despite the darkness which 

surrounds them: this is what will finally bring them to their "triomph[e]". The 

significance of the final two lines is clear: the "innocents" are "partout traques", 

hounded and hunted, but despite this, their final triumph is not in doubt. The 

coordinating conjunction used to link 11 21 and 22 is not one of contrast as might 

be expected: "Et" is sufficient since final triumph, for historical record as for the 

poet in 1943, is only a matter of time.

As might perhaps be expected on the evidence of the previous poems of 

the series, the sti*uctured regularity of Poem VII extends beyond prosody to the 

level of phonetics and style. This is perhaps most evident in the rhetorical 

elements of the poem: these are evident in the repetition of "Au nom de" (which 

itself adds to the rhythmic regularity of the poem), but rhetorical repetition is also 

used elsewhere for emphasis or to mark a contrast (eg "rire[s]", 11 7-9, or 

"partout", 11 21-22). Beyond this, perhaps the most striking single effect in the 

poem is the phonetic and semantic chiasmus of 11 7-8 (with "plaintes" and "rires" 

becoming "rire" and "peur"); a variation on this is seen in 1 6, where three 

examples of alliteration (/n/, IdJ and /I/) aie condensed into a single line. 

Alliteration and assonance are once again widespread throughout the poem, for 

example the use of /p/ and /f/ in 1. 1 and the alliteration which is noticeable in 

each of 11 9-12 (this being underlined by internal rhyme in 1 10). As in previous 

poems of the series this contributes to any performance of the poem, affecting its 

overall impact on any reader or listener: here, the density of sound combines with 

the poem's formal, quasi-rhetorical structure to give it a solemn, almost majestic.
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feel which would seem to be wholly appropriate to its role as oath and call to 

Resistance. It is further noticeable that internal rhyme and assonance increase in 

the last ten lines, with particularly marked examples in 1. 13 (the rhyme on 75/ 

provided by "nom" and "prison" perhaps here being supported by the non-nasal /o/ 

of "hommes") and 11. 18-19 ("colere...faire...fer"). This, along with alliteration 

(/m/ in 1. 16, I// in 11. 19-20 and /p/ in 1. 17 and 11. 20-22) and enjambement, 

contributes to the sense of climax which is built up over the final lines.

Poem VII, at the same time as it forcefully reminds the reader of the harsh 

realities of life under Occupation, provides a suitably triumphant note on which to 

close a series of Resistance poetry. It also demonstrates, however, that the series 

as a whole is more than simply poetry of warfare: certainly this is present, along 

with threat and danger, but it takes the reader beyond this to offer a genuine 

alternative in the form of the Utopian vision of stanza 3, the love of stanza 1. The 

poet's war may involve "colere", even "haine", but it ultimately springs from the 

altruistic love which is expressed in Poem V. This is made clear by the features of 

imagery and style which act to link the series to early, and indeed to late,

Eluardian love poetry: this is poetry of militant Resistance and of war, and as such 

it is effective and well written, but more than this it is an expression of "amour en 

guerre" - this is the fundamental difference between the Resistants and the enemy, 

the love (of humanity and of country) which underpins Resistance.

Conclusion

It appears clear that, while each of the series' seven poems is quite capable of 

standing up to scrutiny as an individual text, the series as a whole also needs to be 

examined (both as a unit and as a part of Eluard's wider corpus) if it is to be fully 

appreciated: there is a constant dynamic at work, linking each of the poems to the 

others and thence to Eluard's wider work. At its simplest level this can be seen in 

the coherence of the series' structure. This takes an introspective view of love, 

revealing its strengths (Poems I and II) but also its ultimate weakness when 

confronted with the Nazi "ombre" (Poems III and IV), then reveals the way in 

which this love is able to move to a universality (Poem V) which enables it to 

confront the enemy (Poem VI) and finally to triumph over it (Poem VII). Beyond
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this, however, I would suggest that the poems are linked by theme and imagery in 

such a way as to make cross-referencing not only necessary but even unavoidable: 

Poem II is only comprehensible in the light of Poem I; Poem II then provides the 

context for Poem III, just as Poem VI sets the tone for Poem VII. Perhaps the 

single, key text is Poem V: Poems I-III all require Poem V before their sense 

becomes clear (otherwise the apparent weakness of love in Poem III is totally 

mysterious), equally Poems VI and VII spring directly from the altruistic, 

universal love which is expressed in Poem V.

Beyond even this, the dynamic continues between this series and Eluard's 

wider corpus: use of sound and awareness of performance, use of imagery, the 

"miroir" of reciprocity which empowers the couple, all these suggest that reading 

the series in isolation would simply be to constrain it. Inevitably, though, the 

acknowledgement of this 'dynamic' leads to the question of its actual role: what is 

its function? The fact of a coherent, linking structure being discernible within and 

between a series of texts by the same author is not, after all, particularly 

surprising: indeed, it would seem likely that, to one degree or another, such links 

are present in most texts. However, I would suggest both that they are more 

clearly defined in this series than is the case in most texts, and that they do play an 

active role in the overall effect of the series.

At its most basic level, the linkage which is present within and between 

the individual texts of this series achieves no more than one might expect in any 

text or series of texts: the binding of the individual pai ts into a single, complete 

unit. However, in this case, this apparently simple aim achieves particular 

significance. As Resistance poetry, the series of poems is consciously calling for 

people to stand together against the enemy (cf. the apparently all-inclusive cry of 

Poem VII, 11. 18 ff., "il nous faut drainer la colere..."), and so the ability of the 

poet to bind the disparate images and moods of individual poems into a single 

literary unit can be seen as reflecting the poems' own ability to bind people 

together. This perhaps recalls the power of the poet's voice as discussed in relation 

to Poem I (see p. 40). With each of the poems in the series relying upon the others 

for its clarity, the entire series becomes an example of the interdependence which 

is highlighted as a theme in several of the individual poems: the ship depends on 

the wind yet dominates it, the light is defined by the darkness even as it battles it, 

the lovers' altruism relies for its strength upon their private intimacy, and so each
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of the poems relies on the others. Equally, the poems are bound together through 

imagery, with the images of each poem affecting and influencing the reader's 

reactions to those images when they next appear. The call for everything and 

everyone to work together, to draw from each other and grow as a result, is 

precisely what is found in Poems V-VII; thus the series as a whole comes to 

reflect one of its central themes.

This can perhaps be taken a stage further, since the poems act not only to 

reflect the way in which the poet and his colleagues must draw together in order to 

escape the overwhelming influence of 'Tombre", but perhaps also to reflect or 

simulate the effects of that influence itself. In examining and analysing the series, 

the reader is frequently tricked and confused: readings overlay readings, and 

interpretations which appear initially obvious prove to be dead ends or 

unworkable when a poem is placed in the wider context of the others in the series. 

Thus a reader of the series is forced to remain constantly on edge, uncertain of 

precisely what is happening or being said. The ambiguities and uncertainties 

which lead to this effect are not dismissable as 'flaws' in the writing, however: 

rather they must be viewed in the context of war and Occupation which frames 

them. Just as existence for the poet is made difficult and uncertain by the war 

which surrounds him (this being very clear in the mystery and fear which 

surrounds the enemy in Poem IV, especially the blackout imagery of "Un bruit de 

pas sous la voute...", 11 14 ff.), so the reader's advance through the series is made 

uncertain and treacherous by the poems' layout and content: the reader too is kept 

groping in the darkness. This is not, perhaps, to say that these techniques are new 

to Eluard: the use of fluid imagery and ambiguity is a well-recognised feature of 

surrealist poetry. However, they come to serve a clear and functionally specific 

purpose within this series: for this reason, I would suggest, they have to be 

acknowledged and taken into account by any translator of the text. The way in 

which the ambiguities and confusions are resolved is as important as are the 

confusions themselves. For example. Poem II requires Poem I if its imagery is to 

be coherent as a part of the series. Poems I-III are explained through reference to 

Poem V, and the opening lines of Poem V are clarified by the rest of the poem: 

the poems thus become clear through being read together, providing a practical 

example for the Resistance of uncertainties and problems being overcome by 

working together.
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The uncertainties and mysteries within the poems create a marked sense of 

dynamism for the reader: one is kept constantly moving, cross-referencing ideas 

and images, as one attempts to reach a coherent interpretation of the individual 

poems and of the series as a whole. This sense of dynamism in the poems is often 

supported by their rhythm and sound in performance, the frequent use of the 

heptasyllabic line adding an impression of movement to the verse (see p. 48). In 

addition, the style of the poetry is not static; instead, it evolves from intensely 

private verse to a broad rhetorical style as the content of the poems moves from 

intimate love to the universal altruism of Poem V. Thus there is dynamism in the 

series on a number of levels: a constant to-and-fro of images and ideas as the 

reader works to understand the poems, the energy which is injected into them by 

an impression of them as demanding oral performance, and the general sense of 

movement and change which is given them by their metamorphosis from poems 

of intimacy to poems of universality and rhetoric.

This constant dynamism is significant in two ways. Firstly, throughout his 

poetry, but especially in his later work, Eluard associates movement with love and 

thus with life (remembering the creative powers which love holds for him), to the 

point where they become interdependent:

Tu te leves l'eau se deplie 

Tu te couches l'eau s'epanouit

("Tu te leves...", OCl, p. 459)

Le bien ne se pose jamais

N'a pas de nid n'a que des ailes

("Le bien", OC II, p. 11)

Les flots de la riviere

La croissance du ciel 

Le vent la feuille et l'aile

Et le fait que je t'aime 

Tout est en mouvement

("Ecrire dessiner inscrire" 1, OC II, p. 425)
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He expressed the same idea through negation:

Dans mon chagrin rien n'est en mouvement 

J'attends personne ne viendra 

Ni de jour ni de nuit

("Ma morte vivante", OC II, p. 109)

Thus, by building dynamism and movement into the poems themselves, the poet 

effectively makes them a part of this constant cycle of love and life: love cannot 

escape its difficulties and tensions ("amour" and "guerre" are inextricably linked) 

but the movement continues despite them just as life and hope continue despite 

the threats and dangers of "l'ombre". This, then, is a message of hope. A second 

and more blatant point of hope is that everything in the poems is portrayed as 

dynamic and so open to change (indeed, things do change in the course of the 

series), just as life and the situation of the lovers is open to change. The despair of 

the Occupation is not fixed, rather it too is in movement so Eluard is able to look 

ahead with confidence to the eventual triumph of the "innocents partout traques" 

(Poem VII, 21). In this way, the poems can be seen as canying a message of hope 

as much in their structure and style as in their semantic content, a fact which 

needs to be recognised in translation as in simple analysis. This, then, is a point to 

be borne in mind as the focus of the thesis moves from the French ST to the 

English translations which have been made of it.

f'Cinq poemes d'amour en guerre" (Poems I-V), Fontaine, Paris, 33, 1944 pp. 251-254.

2For a detailed study of the particular theme of duality in Les sept podmes d'amour en guerre, see 
Adamson (1986).

3Reading "soutenir" here as "subir sans flechir (une force, une action qui s'exerce)" (Le Petit 
Robert 1973, p. 1682).

4This is of course complicated by the fact that laughter can suggest more than simply happiness, 
cf. Poem VII, 11. 7-9; humanity is capable of more than simply the positive, hence the shared 
shame of Poem VI, 11. 9-16.
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PAUL GOODMAN: THE SEVEN POEMS OF LOVE 
IN WARTIME

The earliest of the TTs under examination is The Seven Poems of Love in 

Wartime, translated by Paul Goodman and published in 1946. As with the ST, an 

initial stalling point is provided by the title and epigraph. Goodman's use of a 

definite article to open the title preserves the ST impression of the seven poems 

being a single unit rather than a simple selection of seven poems among many. 

This prepares the reader to view the seven as an interconnecting series. The main 

phrase of the Goodman title, "love in wartime", seems clearly to suggest the idea 

of love existing in the midst of (and thus despite) war. While this reading is not 

inconsistent with the ST title, it nonetheless loses the primary ST sense of love 

being itself physically committed to warfare: love appears far more passive in the 

TT title than in the ST (which is not, after all, "l'amour en temps de guerre"). The 

TT title also loses the ambiguity of the ST title: this is of significance as the ST 

ambiguity gives a first hint of the duality which is to feature as a theme in the 

series (for example light and dark, good and evil, even ship and wind).

Goodman translates the epigraph into prose rather than verse, this being 

marked not only by a move to the lower case at the start of lines but also by a 

change of layout. This change in line layout breaks up the second line of the ST 

epigraph: the comma marking a central caesura in the ST line thus ceases to have 

a poetic effect in the TT. Despite this, however, the TT epigraph does retain a 

lyrical quality: it displays a quasi-formal metrical structure, consisting of iambs 

and anapests until the comma of the second line and then changing to a dactyl 

followed by a trochee to mark its conclusion. This impression of lyrical prose is 

underlined by its use of sound, the repeated sibilants of ST epigraph 1. 2 being 

echoed in the TT (/0/ being used in place of /s/ on two occasions). Here, the 

'hissing' of the sibilants enables a reader to inject a note of bitterness or of hatred 

into a performance of the TT, just as in the ST. The repeated plosive /p/ of ST 

epigraph 1. 1 is also echoed in the TT epigraph, but it actually seems to have a 

greater role in the latter. While it again contributes to performance of the line in 

both ST and TT, allowing a reader to 'spit' the words out and so perhaps assist in 

the generation of an impression of anger at what is being described, the plosives 

also act in conjunction with internal rhyme in the TT to provide sound symbolism
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where none exists in the ST (the internal rhyme on /en/ itself being "penned up" 

between the plosives).

The decision in the TT epigraph to use "they" in place of a simple passive 

construction retains the ST impression of someone, an unknown enemy, actively 

carrying out the things which are described: this acts to prepare the reader for 

Poem IV, 1. 9 ff., where "they" are introduced and described in more detail. 

Perhaps less successful, however, is the TT reference to "this land", an apparent 

Gallicism which has the effect in the TT of giving the land a rather strange 

emphasis. While the ST appears simply to be introducing the land to the reader, 

the TT seems instead to imply both that the land should already be known to us, 

and that the speaker has in fact been cut off before completion of his phrase:

I write in this land where... [in order to... etc]

The TT epigraph is attributed directly to Aragon, where many editions of 

the ST have instead his Resistance pseudonym "Francois la Colere". This can be 

seen as potentially leading to a reduced initial impression of this as Resistance 

poetry in the mind of the TT reader. However, here the "Editor's Note", which 

opens the collection of translations from which the Goodman TT is drawn, 

becomes significant: this introduces the translations as "a selection of the poems 

written during the occupation of France by Paul Eluard" (sic.) ("Editors' Note", 

New Directions 9 [1946], p. 333) and then goes on to describe at some length 

Eluard's contribution to the Resistance, so there seems little doubt that the TT 

reader will approach the poems fully expecting them to be Resistance poetry. This 

would particularly have been the case when the TT was first written, since World 

War 2 would have been very fresh in the mind of any 1946 reader.

The Editor's Note also makes it clear that the translations presented, 

including the Goodman TT, were completed in the space of a week. This great 

haste, which will itself prove to be of significance in considering the overall 

quality of the Goodman TT, is attributed to:

...the publication, with a certain amount of partially justified trumpet blowing, of the 

wartime verse of Louis Aragon. While Aragon is unquestionably an important poet, the 

idea that is being built up in American readers' minds that he is the poet of the French
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Resistance is far from accurate. The work of Eluard was known just as widely throughout 

France [...] ; as time goes on it will exert greater influence because it is better poetry.

(Ibid.)

Because of this the decision not to use Aragon's Resistance pseudonym can

perhaps be seen as a very conscious one, since the overall aim of the collection 

would appear to be to play down Aragon's role in the Resistance in order to build 

up that of Eluard.

The Editor's Note is unquestionably a rich source of background material 

to the Goodman TT. I would note in particular three points: firstly, the extract 

quoted above explicitly states that the collection as a whole is being targeted at 

"American readers", a fact which could have an effect on idiom within the TT. 

Secondly, the translations are described as being produced "through the kindness 

of a few poets who speak French" (ibid., p. 334) and the possibility has therefore 

to be acknowledged that Goodman's own style of poetry might influence his end 

result TT, especially when the translations have been prepared quickly: some 

examples of Goodman's poetry are included in Appendix Four, and it is 

immediately evident, for example, that the poems match the translations of the 

Goodman TT in terms of their 'modern' layout using mainly lower-case letters. 

Finally Goodman, unlike Alexander, does not present the ST alongside his TT; the 

apparent significance of this to an examination of the TT is, however, reduced by 

the assertion in the Editor's Note that the final aim was "to perfect these 

translations by later consultation [...] and then to publish the whole in book form 

with the original French texts en face" (ibid.). This ultimate aim was, to the best of 

my knowledge, never achieved.

Poem I

The opening line of Goodman Poem I retains the ST sense of a ship "in [the 

lover's] eyes". The paradox of ST 11. 1-4, whereby the eyes are a land and yet 

contain a ship is thus also retained in the TT. However, the emphasis of the ST 

opening line is altered in the TT through a change of word order, moving from the 

ship and the qualities it represents onto the eyes themselves. Since the image of
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the eyes is one which recurs throughout the series, while the image of the ship is 

not, the real significance of this shift in emphasis perhaps lies in the fact of it 

distracting the attention of the reader away from the ship, limiting the extent to 

which it can be seen as having evocative power for the TT reader. This loss of 

evocative power is perhaps increased by the introduction of an apparently banal 

interpretation into the TT, reading "in your eyes" in the TL sense of 'in your 

opinion'.

The losses can be taken a stage further when the TT image of the ship is 

viewed in its entirety. Great dominance over the wind is suggested in ST 1. 2 by 

the poet's choice of verb, "se rendre maitre" also carrying with it overtones of the 

military occupation which provides the poems with their real-life context. At the 

same time, the sailing ship's already dashing image is underlined by its having 

conferred upon it the quasi-noble title of "maftre du vent". While Goodman's use 

of "mastered" succeeds in capturing the active commitment of the ship suggested 

by the ST use of a reflexive verb, it seems to a British ear to suggest a learning 

process leading to a degree of proficiency rather than any kind of dominance: this 

can in turn perhaps be seen as reducing the overall impression of dignity 

generated by the ST image. Equally, while the wind in ST 1. 2 is apparently 

portrayed as one being who is dominated by another, the TT choice of verb seems 

to relegate it to the role of an action or task (as in, for example, "to master the art 

of driving"). This has the effect of blurring the ambiguous relationship between 

ship and wind, highlighted in the ST, whereby the ship can dominate the wind yet 

still be reliant upon it. Having already acknowledged from the Editor's Note that 

Goodman's original target audience was an American one, however, it is 

important to note that these perceived failings of TT 1. 2 may be due, at least in 

part, to an idiomatic clash: in an admittedly very limited straw poll1 it appeared 

that the verb "to master" might suggest a degree of dominance to an American 

reader which it does not to me as a British reader.

Following on from the emphasis given to "this land" in the TT epigraph, 

the change in TT 1. 3 to "the land" seems clearly to indicate this latter to be a 

different place. Assuming the land in the epigraph to be Occupied France, as 

would perhaps be suggested by the poet's use of the first person singular to 

indicate a personal involvement with the scene, the land of Poems I and II can 

thus be seen as representing somewhere else. This alone, however, is insufficient
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to preclude the possibility of these apparently distinct lands being separated 

simply by time elapsed. In the ST this problem was solved through reference to 

ST 1 4 and to Poem V, the eventual conclusion being that the "pays" of Poems I 

and II is the lovers' personal world which is recreated, and so "retrouv[e]", 

through the power of the poet's voice within the poems themselves (see p. 40). In 

the Goodman TT no such interpretatron is possible, because the decision to 

translate "on" as "we" in TT 1 4 makes it clear that here it is the lovers themselves 

who are "find[ing] again". If Poems I and II are still read in terms of a personal 

world for the lovers, the fact of their finding it again inevitably raises the question 

of how they first lost it. Given the known context of the series, enforced 

separation because of the war would seem to provide the most plausible 

possibility, with Poem II thus becoming a description of the lovers' reunion: the 

"find[ing] again". However, in the ST this interpretation was rejected because of a 

perceived clash with the timelessness of love evoked in Poem V. While the effect 

which this interpretative clash with Poem V will have on the overall TT series 

remains to be judged, it already appears clear that Goodman has created a problem 

where there is none in the ST.

Where the ST phrase "en un instant" suggests the speed with which the 

"pays" is rediscovered, Goodman's use of the adverb "suddenly" goes beyond this 

to suggest an element of surprise: this perhaps implies that the timing of the 

lovers' finding the "pays" again is not under their control, or that they do not in 

fact have any particular expectation of being able to find it again. In ST Poem I,

11 4-5 ii waa noted thaa the phoon; eeho 1 'intont / Patimts" aaced to hig^lilghi the 

semantic contrast between the two words, and Goodman's choice of "suddenly" in 

1. 4 aaso aate io break thii phomi tink. Howevee, evvn ii hh had opttd for 1 'instant" 

in 1 4, the link would "trll have been weakened because of the changed word order 

of 1. 5 (repeated in 1 10).

This change, "patient" no longer opening the line as it does in the ST, 

leads to the eyes' patience receiving far less emphasis in the Goodman TT than in 

the ST, becoming clearly subordinate to the eyes themselves: this shift in 

emphasis towards the eyes matches teat noted in relation to TT 1 1. It has the 

further effect of reducing the reader's impression thaS the patience of the eyes is of 

particular significance here: rather the TT line seems simply to suggest that the 

eyes are normally patient anyway, whatever they are doing. Also in 11 5 and 10
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there is a significant reduction of perceived compactness relative to the ST. 

Instead the line seems almost to unravel as the regular stress pattern of the first

half of the line breaks down in the second:

u — lu — lu —lu uu

your patient eyes were waiting for us

The final tribrach gives the line an ungainly feel overall, a fact which comes to be 

of added significance in TT 1. 15 since this line begins by echoing the final four 

words of 1. 10. In addition, where ST 1. 9 stands out because of its length, this 

effect is muted in Goodman by the length of TT 1. 10.

Given the fact that TT 11. 5 and 10 seem to lose compactness compared 

with the ST, it perhaps seems inconsistent that the translator should be concerned 

enough to truncate the opening word of 1. 6, "'neath". The effect of this is to give 

the line a self-consciously poetic, certainly archaic feel. In this it can be linked 

with "athrong" of Goodman Poem II, 1. 1 but also, more immediately, with "twixt" 

of Poem 11. 9. Indeed, this final example is probably the most marked of the 

three, being a poetic contraction of an already archaic word. The use of such 

words seems to clash both with the overall register of the Goodman TT and with 

its overtly modern layout, the use of lower-case letters to start most lines standing 

out as a distinctly modern device. It could be argued that this attempt to mix the 

modern and the archaic is intended to capture the sense of timelessness which is 

generated in the ST through prosody and content. However, I would argue that 

Goodman's overtly "poetic" words are too few and too random to create any kind 

of pattern, and that accordingly they succeed only in giving an impression of 

inconsistency on the part of the translator.

Whatever problems the prepositions of TT 11. 6-9 bring with them, they do 

succeed in suggesting that a wide range of places is being described (in, on, 

beneath and between). Equally, while the ST internal rhyme is lost in TT 1. 9, the 

choice of preposition ensures that the ST sense is maintained. However, in TT 1. 6 

the translation of "forets" as "woods" perhaps brings with it an impression of 

reduced size for both British and American readers, as well as connotations of 

fairy tales. Still more striking is the TT 1. 7 translation of "la tourmente" as 

"torment". This completely loses the ST sense of a storm, acting instead to make
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the link with the wartime context of the series far more explicit than in the ST. It 

also breaks the sense of linked continuity which is generated in ST 11. 6-9: 

"torment" stands out as an abstract, emotional noun among the concrete, natural 

nouns which make up the remainder of the list, and the Goodman TT lacks the 

semantic link of ST 11. 7-8. Following on from the possible Gallicism which was 

identified in the Goodman epigraph, the possibility has to be acknowledged here 

that the translator may simply have fallen into the trap of s faux ami, especially 

when the shift in sense from "tourmente" to "torment" stands out in a TT which 

otherwise seems to attempt to shadow the ST sense very closely.

Line 12 perhaps draws more attention to itself in the TT than in the ST 

through its heavy alliteration and assonance on /s/ (which continues into TT 1. 13): 

such alliteration is present in ST 11. 12-14, but it is far less striking. It can be 

argued that its extension in the TT is intended to compensate for the loss of the 

repeated use of /m/ in ST 1. 14. However, this appeared to have a practical role in 

ST performance, allowing a reader to express anger or bitterness. The alliteration 

and assonance of TT 11. 12-13 (arguably supported by sound similarity with 

fricative /0/ in TT 1. 14) seems to have a very different effect, lending the verse a 

languid feel and perhaps also suggesting a breeze blowing through the "grass" of 1. 

1'^:1 do not thus feel that this can be seen as an effective example of

compensation. Lines 11-14 of the TT also feature other sound use, assonance on 

/1/ in 11. 11-13 and on /t/ in 11. 12-14: combined with the sibilants highlighted 

above, the translator may have been attempting to compensate for the general ST 

impression of phonic density, unattributed sound symbolism giving the verse a 

certain mystery as well as suggesting the intensity of the lovers' relationship.

The decision to translate "plus tendre" as "softer" in TT 1. 12 not only adds 

to the alliteration of the line, but it also significantly changes its connotations: 

"soft" not only loses the maternal connotations of "tendre", but it can even be seen 

as replacing them with somewhat pejorative ones (even though these are perhaps 

unlikely to stand out in the context provided by the series). In TT 1. 13, the 

decision to translate "soleil" as "sunlight" perhaps leads to a greater sense of 

outward projection than would be the case with "sun": in turn, this can perhaps be 

seen as suggesting rather more explicitly than in the ST the idea of the eyes' 

influence and power reaching out beyond their physical boundaries. In the same 

line the insertion of an article is used to break up the usual idiom "to lend weight
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to [something]"; since this idiom is usually associated with an argument or 

hypothesis, breaking it in this way allows it more naturally to be used of a 

"harvest", although a certain degree of association with the usual idiom seems

unavoidable.

In examining ST 11 10 and 15 it was noted that 1. 15 begins with the final 

words of 1 10 so as to give the impression of a single sentence, continuing despite 

the quatrain which separates the two lines; this provides a practical example of the 

eyes' patience. Goodman attempts to use the same device, but does so less 

successfully than in the ST: the lack of stresses highlighted in studying TT 1 10 

makes 115 seem unfocused, while "for us" appears syntactically redundant when 

it is followed by "to see us". This syntactic problem is followed by a semantic one 

in TT 1 16 since the ST "Toujours" can be confined to the past (eg "autrefois je le 

fai"ar" toujour"..."), while the TT "Forever" extends both backwards and forwards 

in time. This change can be seen as producing a potential clash with Poems II and 

V: in Poem II the lovers appear to be united so the eyes having to wait forever 

does not seem to make sense, while in Poem V love is also shown to be forever so 

that any resulting association between love and waiting would seem likely to 

confuse.

Even allowing for possible variation in pronunciation between /fo:/ and 

/fo/, the repetition of "for" in TT 11 15, 16 and 17 remains striking and would 

appear to be intended as compensation for the use of /ur/ in ST 11 15 ff. It can 

perhaps only be seen as partial compensation since it extends for only three lines 

as against six in the ST, but as in the ST it nonetheless acts to mark the final 

section of the poem as being in some ways separate from the rest. This appears to 

suggest a certain awareness of the role of sound in the poem: indeed, given the 

problems highlighted above, it might even suggest that consideration of sound and 

its effects is, at least in this instance, being put above consideration of syntax and 

semantics.

Arguabiy, a similar point can also be made for the final section of the 

Goodman TT. The ST /es/ link between "sagesse" and "jeunesse" is lost in the TT, 

along with the corresponding emphasis on the semantic differences between the 

two. However, a secondary role of this link is the simple consolidation of the final 

section of the poem in conjunction with the /ur/ rhyme mentioned above. This 

secondary role is achieved in the Goodman TT by the repetition of /iq/ in 11 17
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and 19 (also 1. 15, but this is separated from the others by the heavy emphasis 

placed on TT 1. 16). This is phonically successful, but brings with it semantic 

problems. The tense of 1. 17 raises the possibility that the lovers might have been 

bringing love but never actually arrived: this might explain the eyes waiting 

forever but would again appear to clash with the lovers' union/reunion in Poem II, 

and intuitively it seems unlikely. Equally, Goodman 119 seems to refer to the 

action of love reasoning in place of the ST reference to its general faculty for 

reason. Thus here again, phonic effects appear to be a higher priority than 

semantics.

Taken as a whole, Goodman Poem I is an intriguing text. It succeeds well 

in drawing the reader further into the series: we know these to be poems of "love 

in wartime" and Poem I is clearly a poem of love, yet the couple are apparently 

"waiting [...] forever" and even "in torment" so we are eager to know if these 

bleak overtones are signs of what is to develop. Imagery and sound are used well 

and the power of the lover's eyes is made clear. However, it is also a very 

inconsistent text. Its layout and informal use of metre suggest it clearly to be a 

self-consciously modern poem, yet this clashes with its occasional use of 

archaism; its evident awareness of issues of sound suggests the translator to be 

very aware of oral performance, yet its metre is sometimes unfocused and flabby. 

At this stage these apparent contradictions act only to create questions in the mind 

of a reader, so effectively increasing the extent to which one is drawn on into the 

series; the effect such inconsistency will have across seven poems remains to be 

seen, however, for already a number of potential clashes with other poems have 

been identified.

Poem U

Goodman Poem II, like Poem I before it, clearly aims to remain close to the ST in 

terms of basic structure: four couplets followed, after an explicit text-break, by a 

single quatrain. In the ST, an air of continuity between Poems I and II is created 

through the repetition and development of certain images; the TT does the same 

thing, but a sense of continuity is also underlined here by the distinctively 

'modern' style of the poems' layout, notably their lack of capitalisation.
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The opening line of the TT is especially marked by particularisation: while 

this is often difficult for a translator to avoid, its effect can nonetheless be very 

noticeable, particularly if it appears in a prominent position in the poem such as 

the opening word. Translating ST "jour" as "day" provides the poem with an 

undoubtedly coherent interpretation: the lovers' union being implied, as in the ST, 

by a shift from second person singular "your eyes" to first person plural "our 

eyes", "Day of our eyes" immediately appears to be a reference to the day on 

which this union is achieved. Its importance, an almost triumphant note, is 

underlined by the capital letter accorded "Day" as the opening word of the poem. 

However, the reading of ST "jour" as explicitly referring to the daylight of the 

eyes, perhaps the more likely interpretation of the ST given its emphasis on light 

(first seen in the "soleil" of ST Poem 11. 13), is completely lost in the TT. The 

second example of particularisation in the line is perhaps more a matter of nuance: 

"athrong with people" captures what appears to be the primary sense of the ST, 

the idea of a great number of people, but it loses the implied value judgement 

which seems to underlie the ST image (see p. 52).

"Athrong" in TT 1. 1 appears to suggest the idea of a massed crowd before 

the comparison with a battle is even made in 1. 2. "Mieux peuples", on its own, 

seems to carry no such suggestion: thus the TT is perhaps more emphatic than the 

ST on this point. In addition, the use of "athrong" provides a further example of 

inconsistency within Goodman's writing style: just as with '"neath" and "twixt" in 

Poem I, "athrong" stands out from the TT's overtly modern layout and tone as an 

apparent aberration. It does so especially strongly because of the caesura which 

comes directly before it, marked by a comma which itself stands out as an 

inconsistency in a poem which is otherwise almost devoid of punctuation.

Stylistic inconsistencies within the text are inevitably highlighted to some extent if 

they are grouped together: in addition to the two already mentioned, a third can 

arguably be identified in TT 1. 3. The Goodman TT is known to be American, 

aimed at an American readership (see p. 94): indeed, the use of "mastered" in TT 

Poem 11. 2 was partially explained with reference to American idiom. However, 

"garden-cities" (TT 1. 3) is identified by the Collins English Dictionary (1991) as 

being specifically British English. It seems likely that this type of idiomatic 

inconsistency would introduce an element of exoticism to the poem for its 

intended American audience where there is none in the ST.
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In ST 1. 3 there is a sense of movement both from large to small and from 

urban to rural; this latter change in particular can be seen as heralding the 

countryside imagery which follows in 11. 5-8. In addition, the repeated /v/ of ST 11. 

3-4 is used to break up the rhythm of the couplet and emphasize the enjambement 

between 11. 3 and 4. However, with the exception of the enjambement itself, all 

this is lost in the TT. The list which makes up TT 1. 3, containing two elements in 

place of the three of the ST line, leads to a reduced impression of movement in the 

line; furthermore, the movement which does exist is limited since it involves no 

change of scale. If there is a link between TT 1. 2 and the rural imagery of 11. 5-8, 

it is the rather tenuous one of the shift from "cities" to "garden-cities" involving an 

increased use of landscaping. "Garden-cities" are perhaps also a more modern 

concept than "cities", introducing a temporal movement which is not present (or 

which is arguably even reversed) in the ST. This can be seen as linking with TT 

1. 4, espeeinlly sincc the TT phrase ' 'viccoriouu over time" ccn iiself be? i nterpreted 

in terms of a victory which takes place over a period of time: this is an 

inteaprstatioc which is not available in the ST, and it seems to reduce the 

impression of the eyes' power as it suggests that it takes them a certain time to 

achieve a victory which is immediate and complete in ihs ST (recalling 

"msetsasd" in Goodman Poem 11. 2, which left open the possibility that the ship 

found the domination of the wind more of a struggle than in the ST).

In both the ST and the TT, the imagery of 11. 5-6 recalls the "valley" and 

"sun" imagery of Poem I. The descriptions in Poem II are, however, more vivid 

and make increased use of adjectives to suggest the increased energy which has 

resulted from the lovers' apparent union. While this is effective in both the ST and 

the TT, I would nonetheless argue that the adjectives used in TT 1. 6 subtly alter 

the effect of the line from that of the ST. While "liquid" seems to crsats a simple 

oxymoron, "fluid" is more complex (as a gas can also be fluid): this arguably 

makes the TT seem more directly tactile than the ST, which is more visual. In 

addition, both ST "fluide" and TT "liquid" can be used for movements and 

outlines as well as for the scientific description of substances but, I would suggest, 

the TT adjective less commonly so. The TT thus tends towards a more scientific 

feel than the ST, an impression which is increased by the use of "strong" in TT 1.

6: where ST "fort" clearly links with "brule" in 1. 5, "strong" would normally be 

used not of a fire but of a taste or chemical. While it can be argued that "strong" is
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used at least in part for phonic reasons, the afliteration of TT 1 6 mimicking the 

ST use of sibilants to emphasise the sun's fluidity, I would suggest thas this is only 

partially successful as the sibilants are too dispersed in TT 11 5-6 to be prominent 

in a normal reading. The choice of "strong" thus seems to suggest a failure to 

consider the details of 1 5 in translating 1. 6, perhaps an extreme example of 

isolationism in translation rather than any real phonetic strategy.

While there is a reduced role for sound symbolism in TT 11 5-6 relative to 

the ST, the opposite appears to be the case in TT 11 7-8 where the repeated plosive 

/p/ is used to punctuate the couplet. This contrasts with the "liquid" sun of the 

preceding couplet and perhaps also acts to suggest the staccato movement of the 

bird which "springtime" is implied to be, the TT use of the verb "to preen" being a 

far more explicit reference to a bird than the ST "se pavaner". Indeed, the TT 

would perhaps appear to represent a further example of phonics taking priority 

over semantics since the ST does not refer to preening at all. Instead "se pavaner" 

refers to a strutting movement which is not explicitly present in the TT but which 

is rather implied through effects of sound symbolism and, for the first time, of 

metre; the iambic metre of TT 11 7-8 stands out from the largely informal metre of 

the rest of the TT, again acting to recall the strutting movement of a bird's mating 

display. This impression of a mating display perhaps provides a more explicit link 

with "springtime" than in the ST.

It is also noticeable within the TT couplet that the line break is altered, 

apparently in order to keep 1. 7 and 8 of roughly equal length in the TT. If the aim 

of shi" is to avoid placing marked emphasis on one or other of the lines, however, 

it is only partially successful: the changes result in "flesa" being made the opening 

word of TT 1. 8, and thus receiving a greater sSres" than "chair" in the ST. The 

image of the "chair rose" is perhaps already confused in the TT by its explicit 

linkage with the image of a bird, but with stresses being placed on both "pink" and 

"flesh" the TT image of "flesh [...] preen[ing]" is also made more overfly physical 

and potentially grotesque than the ST image. In addition, by being moved to the 

end of the couplet, the couplet's verb is given more emphasis in the TT than in the 

ST.

The break between 11 8 and 9 is marked in both the ST and the TT by an 

asterisk device, but in the TT it is emphasised stifl further by the fact of 1 8 

finishing with a full stop. It can be argued that a bridge between the two sections
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of the poem is created in the TT through bird imagery, the preening of 1. 8 leading 

to the evening's "wings" in 1. 9. However, evening would appear in TT 1. 9 to be 

something more than a simple bird, as shown by its personification being taken a 

stage further than in the ST: the capital letter given to "Evening" suggests not only 

the start of a new section but also a proper name, and evening is also assigned a 

gender in TT 1. 9 ("his wings"). Both of these can appear to suggest human 

qualities for the evening.

While there is technically an element of ambiguity in ST 1. 10 as to 

whether it is "le soir" or Paris which is "desespere", the structure of the ST line is 

common enough to make it relatively clear that Paris is being described: in the TT 

the ambiguity alone is retained, making the end result rather more obscure than 

the ST. However, the ST appears genuinely ambiguous as to the role of "le soir": 

the act of folding the wings can be taken either as a comforting gesture or as a 

threatening one, underlining the ambiguous nature of the night at this point in the 

ST series. In the TT, the image of the evening closing its wings "on" Paris seems 

unusual: if this is not simply idiomatic weakness (perhaps attributable to 

Goodman's haste in translating the text) then it can perhaps be seen as a deliberate 

attempt to link the wings to a known idiom such as "closing the book on 

something", making the image of the evening more overtly ominous than in the 

ST. This is perhaps underlined by the personification of the evening highlighted 

above, as this can be seen as suggesting a specific identity for the evening: the 

most obvious possibilities are perhaps a vampire or the "angel of death", each 

clearly threatening figures.

The final two lines of Goodman Poem II provide a further significant 

example of particularisation, confusing a simile which is complex even in the ST. 

The idea of the lamp "hold[ing] up the night" captures one sense of "soutenir" but 

loses the sense of the lamp withstanding the night, thus ruling out what I feel is 

probably the most coherent interpretation of the ST. The verb "to hold up" can be 

used in the sense of "to impede" and the TT can thus be seen as introducing an 

interpretation not available in the ST. Indeed, this could be seen as creating a very 

plausible and potentially very useful reading if the light could be seen as impeding 

darkness in the same way as a prisoner, by being a prisoner, impedes the cause of 

liberty. However, this is ruled out by further particularisation in TT 1. 12, since the 

prisoner is not affecting the general cause of liberty as in the ST but is rather
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"hold[ing] up" his own, personal freedom. The prisoner could, of course, be seen 

as "hold[ing] up" his freedom in the sense of maintaining it as a personal aim; but 

this would imply teat the lamp is holding up the night as a personal aim, which 

would seem paradoxical unless it is because the lamp views the night as the only 

time it can be of use. This is clearly not the sense of the ST, and it is not terribly 

coherent as a reading in its own right. The overall impression in the TT couplet is 

one of some confusion: it would appear that Goodman, perhaps because of time 

pressure, has translated the ST simile without fully interpreting or understanding 

it.

Goodman Poem II can be classified as a success in several ways. Like the 

ST it maintains links of imagery and theme with Poem I, underlining the idea that 

the poems are intended to form a continuous unit. Further to this, the imagery of 

Poem I is seen here to evolve and broaden, leading to an impression of increased 

vitality and power: the lovers' relationship is clearly shown to be one of growth 

rather than "Snsis. At the same time TT 11 9-12 provides the reader with an initial 

view of the reality of the lovers' situation, the precise details of which remain 

obscure: this again acts to draw the reader on into the series.

However, there are already problems becoming apparent. Goodman seems 

on several occasions to be unaware of nuance and of the impact it can have on an 

overall text: thus, for example, the eyes' power is apparently undermined in 1 4, 

while the ominous nature of the evening is made more explicit in 11 9-10. 

Goodman seems in TT 11 7-8 to repeat his Poem I strategy of partially sacrificing 

semantic precision in favour of phonic effect, but this would appear to be a 

strategy which he adopts only intermittently and it is accordingly difficult for a 

reader to know how to view individual incidences of sound apparently being 

favoured over semantics: thus it is unclear whether "strong" in TT 1 6 is part of a 

phonic effect or simply a weak translation, a failure to look any further than the 

immediate word or line which is being translated. Such a "piecemeal" approach to 

translation, isolating elements and units of the text rather than viewing them as an 

integrated whole, may also account for the confusion which is generated in the 

simile of TT 11 11-12.
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Poem III

Poem III is the shortest poem of the series, being only eight lines long. In the ST 

series it stands out for its particularly rich use of sound and for the vital role it 

plays within the the overall structure of the series, making clear the malevolent 

nature of the night for the first time as well as revealing the potential weakness of 

the lovers' introversion in Poem I, Poem II and 11. 1-4 of Poem III (see p. 60). 

Despite its brevity, it arguably causes more problems for Goodman than any other 

poem in the series; certainly Goodman Poem III is mainly remarkable for its 

weakness as a TT, which in turn weakens the TT series as a whole.

An immediate element of obscurity is perhaps introduced into TT 1. 1 

through the creation of an apparent association between "Spring" and "springtime" 

of Poem II, 1. 8, an association which does not exist in the ST. This TT link is 

perhaps only fleeting, since the context of Poem III, 1. 1 is sufficient to suggest 

springwater rather than springtime, but it nonetheless acts to cloud the reader's 

entry into the poem. The momentary association between "springtime" and this 

"spring" is perhaps also reminiscent of surrealist-style wordplay. For any reader 

familiar with Eluard's association with the surrealists it can thus be seen almost to 

suggest a deliberate play on words or pun; this could imply a lightening of the 

tone, almost to jocularity, which is wholly out of place in the deadly serious 

context of "amour en guerre". It could also appear to imply that it is the physical 

form of the words which is leading the poet to his imagery, which would appear to 

be at odds with the idea of the poet's concrete intention being that of articulating a 

Resistance 'message'. The "spring" itself is described as being "sweet and bare". 

"Sweet" captures the ST suggestion of fresh water ("eau douce"), and it also 

implies that the poet feels positively towards the spring. "Nue" is a surprising 

choice of adjective to describe the ST springwater, and "bare" retains this element 

of surprise in the TT; moreover, both ST and TT adjectives can be seen as 

suggesting defencelessness and a potential for sensuality. Both also carry mild 

overtones of an almost pejorative plainness. The TT does, however, fail to capture 

the ST sense of everything proceeding smoothly, suggested by association with 

the SL phrase "couler de source".

The use of "opening" in TT 1. 2 loses an important element of the ST verb 

"epanoui[r]", which specifically pictures the night opening like a flower: indeed,
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in describing the night as "opening everywhere", the TT seems to create overtones 

of a cinematic or theatrical 'opening'. The TT also loses the secondary ST sense of 

the night being 'lit up' as with joy. The change from an adjectival past participle in 

the ST to a present participle in the TT ("epanouie" becoming "opening") also 

influences the overall effect of the TT. It creates an overt link between the flowing 

of the "spring" in 1. 1 and the opening of night in 1. 2, perhaps suggesting more 

explicitly than in the ST the idea of the spring as a direct image of time or of the 

night itself. More importantly, the series of present participles in TT 11. 12 and 5 

contributes to an impression of the nights of 11. 1-4 and 11. 5-8 being directly 

linked: a grammatical bridge is thus established between the two halves of the TT 

poem where none exists in the ST.

As in the ST, TT 11. 3-4 can be seen as providing a double image linking in 

with the central theme of "amour en guerre" (an ambiguity which is, however, lost 

in the TT title, see p. 92): in the context of wartime Resistance poetry the imageiy 

of TT 11. 3-4 can clearly be seen as a reference to the political and military 

struggle against the "night" of the Nazis, while the suggestion of the lovers 

"unit[ing]" also indicates a possible sexual reading following on from the imagery 

of Poem II and from the "bare" spring of Poem III, 1. 1. However, this latter 

reading seems weaker in the TT than in the ST. "Fight" seems to imply a greater 

degree of overt violence than the ST "lutte", making a sexual reading less likely; 

equally, "foolish" is a weaker adjective than the ST "folle", undermining the 

lovers' efforts through apparent dismissiveness on the part of the poet. It was also 

noted in relation to TT Poem II that the night was more explicitly evil than in the 

ST, where the role of the night remains ambiguous until Poem III. It seems likely 

that this would lead a reader to choose a reading of TT Poem III, 11. 1-4 which 

sees the night as something overtly malevolent, again leading away from a sexual 

reading of the lines: the translation of Poem II is thus feeding into the 

interpretation of TT Poem III, underlining the extent to which the series has to be 

regarded in overview as well as in focused detail if a TT series is to be successful.

It is noticeable that TT Poem III, 11. 1-4 is the only section of the Goodman 

series to display a completely formal scheme of metre and rhyme. The lines fall 

into two simple rhyming couplets, 11 1-2 using a rhyme on /eo/ and 11 3-4 /ait/, 

this latter being reinforced by an internal rhyme in 1. 3 ("night [...] unite"). 

Metrically, 11. 1 and 2 both consist of a spondee followed by two iambs while 11. 3
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and 4 are iambic trimeters. It seems clear that phonic and prosodic effects are both 

of marked significance in ST Poem III (see pp. 59-60); in their respective use of 

such effects, however, I would argue thaS there are fundamental and irreconcilable 

differences between the ST and the Goodman TT. In ST Poem III a regular 

octosyllabic line is used for six of the eight lines, emphasising the flowing of the 

"source" of 1 1 but also the apparent inevitability of the solitude and death of ST 

11 5-8. Howeveer whUe an inm^rr^^^ti^ll of flowing' ii aaguabby g^n^er^a^d in TT 

11 1-2, it is in 111 3-4. This is a(^le<3l^^d not only by the

change of metre but also by the phonic effect of the lines: in 11 1-2 five of the 

eight words end either /iq/ or /eo/, sounds which are without an abrupt close and 

which can therefore be allowed to 'linger' producing a sense of smoothness or 

flow. In 11 3-4 the words which rhyme end with a plosive /t/ giving the impression 

of an abruptness which is absent in 11 1-2, this being reinforced by the equally 

abrupt "she" (/do/) which opens 1. 3 and perhaps also by the ending /bl/ of 

"feeble". The effect which this has on the couplet can be demonstrated by a simple 

experiment, substituting it with another which has the same metre but different 

sounds (notably no plosive endings):

Spring flowing sweet and bare 

Night opening everywhere 

The day when we delay 

With no more words to say

This is hardly great poetry (but nor is the TT), and the change of metre from 11 1

2 to 11 3-4 is still evident; but it is nonetheless far less pointed and abrupt than in 

the TT.

In TT 1 4 it seems likely that Goodman's decision to use "foolish" and 

"fight", despite the semantic problems which this introduces into the TT, is at least 

partly prompted by a desire to retain, and indeed to extend, the ST 1 4 alliteration 

on /f/. In the ST sais aiiiteraSion is used to provide a contrast with the phonic 

effects of the rest of the quatrain: it thus provides a jarring note, leading into the 

far 'darker' imagery of 11 5-8. However, such a contrast is not achieved in the TT. 

Instead of appearing to break out of the phonetic 'network' established in 11 1-4 

and so reach towards the second half of the poem, the TT alliteration remains
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bound within the formal rhyme scheme selected by Goodman: it thus seems to 

esrvs no particular purpose within the vsrss, succeeding only in drawing such a 

heavy emphasis onto itself as to be almost comical. The overall effect of TT 11. 1-4 

is somewhat grotesque, the facile rhymes and clumsy combination of metre and 

phonics seeming to succeed only in trieialisicg the ST.

The first three lmes of the ST all open with a deficrte article, creating an 

explicit eaitsrc for the reader which only proves its significance when 1. 5 breaks 

away from it: when tere starts "Et la nuit..." following a text break, the effect is to 

create the clear impression that a change has occurred, that a different night is 

now being discussed, allowing the poet overtly to contrast the two nights. 

However, this effect is partially undermined in the TT. Goodman slects to omit 

the coordinating conjunction which begins ST 1. 5, instead beginning with "the 

nighi" in ths same way as 1 3. He then opts for a present participle "^^0^", 

creating a link with the sequence of participles "flowing" and "opening" of 11. 1-2. 

The overall effsct thus seems to be two contrasting scenes drawn from ths same 

nighi rathsr than two wholly separate nights as in the ST.

While the image of the nighi "msulting" the lovers retains ths ST esnse of 

ths night, personified, playing an active role in what is happening, it also changes 

the emphasis of ths ST line in a significant way. "Injure" can certainly mean 

"msuR", but "faire injure" carries a more active secis of physical wrongdoing. Ths 

TT line thus loses the ST implication of the lovers being treatsd unjustly, as well 

as bring semantically wsaksr than the ST: the actions of the TT night appear to be 

petty and childish rather than actually malevolent. This can perhaps be linked with 

"foolish" in TT 1. 4: just as Goodman seems mors dismissive of ths lovers' 

struggles there than does ths ST poet, so the night is reduced to simple insults in 

1. 5. Moreover ''insultmg” tn t. 5, updike ' TooHsh" tn t. 4, doer noo seem to have the 

potential justification of aiming for a phonic effect: rather it appears to suggest a 

lack of understanding, or of awareness of nuancs, on the part of ths translator.

A lack of understanding would also appear to be a problem in TT 11. 6-7, 

which in my opinion represent a fundamental mretraneiatioc of ths ST. This lack 

of understanding is perhaps exacerbated by an oesr-rsliance on ths lms as ths 

default unit of translation. Where ths ST lines are linked by enjambsment to form 

a single, coherent image (solitude bring dspicted as an empty bed and so, by 

extension, as an image of the grave), they art read and translated in ths TT as
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individual lines. While an impression of the night as an active participant in 

events was retained in TT 1 5, the same is not true of the bed in 1 6: despite the 

reflexive verb of ST 1 6 the bed is simply described as being "hollow", apparently 

playing no part in this itself. This translation also loses the ST sense of digging, 

further weakening any impression within the TT of this as an image of the grave. 

Line 7, translated in isolation, becomes incoherent since the bed is logically full of 

companionship if it is empty of solitude: this seems to fit in neither with the 

overall tone of the quatrain nor with the TT image of the bed being "hollow". The 

line thus seems almost to be reduced to the level of a pun, whereby the bed cannot 

be full of something as negative as solitude so must be empty: given the context of 

the image, any kind of pun perhaps seems inappropriate here.

"Agonie" in ST 1. 8 refers specifically to 'mortal agony': death being 

inevitable, the grave image of ST 11. 6-7 thus becomes 'Tavenir d'une agonie" in a 

very real sense. However, TT 1 8 gives no suggestion that death is inevitable, 

"agony" being a far more general descriptive term in the TL than "agonie" is in 

the SL: this acts further to obscure the imagery of TT 11 6-7. Moreover, Goodman 

chooses to omit the opening article of ST 1. 8: this leads to an apparent parallel 

being created between lines 7 and 8 of the TT, both lines being dactylic and 

having a superficially identical structure. This appears to suggest "future" in TT 

1. 8 to be an adjecttve, following on from ' in 1. 7, ineviiably leading to

further confusion on the part of the reader. This confusion acts simply to reinforce 

that which is generated by the apparent obscurity of TT 1 7.

In the ST, Poem III forms an essential part of the overall series, making 

clear the evil power of the night and revealing that the couple need more than just 

each other if the night is to be overpowered: this leads on in Poem V to the vital 

revelation of the altruistic power of love. If Goodman Poem III achieves any of 

this, then it is only at a very superficial level: TT 11 5-8 do appear bleaker than 11 

1-4, so the poem can at least be seen as moving towards the 'darkness' of Poem 

IV. However, the TT is weakened before it begins by the 'surprise' of the night's 

malevolence being relatively clear in Poem II. The TT then undermines itself both 

by appearing to trivialise the imagery of 11 1-4 through grotesque imagery and 

rhyme and by making the imagery of 11. 5-8 so obscure as to be incomprehensible, 

this latter apparently by mistake. Goodman Poem III seems overall to break the 

coherence of the TT series rather than to support or reinforce it, and there seems
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no way in which it can be judged a "ucce"s either as a TT or as a poem in its own

right.

Poem IV

The opening lines of ST Poem IV establish a parallel between "une plante" and 

"un enfant". The fact that the two images are being actively linked is underlined 

through repetition, both of words and of sentence structure, and by rhyme in 11 2 

and 4 (/er/). Along with the associated images of "la pluie" and "le soleil", the 

plant and the child appear to represent an attempt to capture an abstract concept 

(perhaps life) in concrete terms; this is suggested by the repeated "c'est" of ST 

11 T 3 and 5, which conRures up an of ihe poet ieaping from to

image as though struggling to capture the concept in its entirety (see p. 62).

The effect of the opening lines of the Goodman TT differs markedly from 

thi", however. While the parallel between 11 1-2 and 11 3-4 is still apparent in the 

TT, it is nonetheless weakened to some extent by the loss in 11 2 and 4 not only of 

rhyme but also of the 'structural echo' of the ST. Moreover, the apparent sense of 

the lines is altered by Goodman's decision to change the word order in the TT: 

moving "it is" into the middle of the line not only increases the emphasis which is 

placed on the plant and the child but aho, unless TT 11 1 and 3 are read as pseudo- 

Iei"e cleft sentences (which seems highly inappropriate), it leads to the TT losing 

any sense of the poet attempting to capture an abstract concept. Instead "it" in TT 

11 1 and 3 ss^i^imi to refer io tt^^ plant and ihe chUd the effeci b^iiRg

that 11 1-2 and 3-4 seem either to be marking a kind of exclusivity ('only a plant 

can knock at this door, only a child at that door') or to be standing as answers to 

unheard questions (eg 'what is that noise?'). The issue of word order in TT 11 1-8 

perhaps again reveals a certain inconsistency on the part of the translator: 11 1 and 

3 of the TT stand out as using a relatively unusual construction, TT 1 6 appears to 

be written using a self-consciously 'literary' inversion (creating a declamatory 

effect), while the other lines are unremarkable in style.

Lines 6-8 appear less forceful in the TT than in the ST, lacking the 

emphasis provided in the ST lines by the visual and phonic similarity of the three 

verbs (see p. 61). In their visual effect upon the page (simply the number of words
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used), 11. 6-7 of the TT art also lsss concise than the ST. These two changes 

combine in the TT lmss to reduce the impression of anticipation and impending 

climax which is built up in ST 11. 6-8. "Fleurir", the verb used to dsscribs the child 

in ST 1. 8, is most usually used to dsscribs plants: this underlines the fact of the 

plain and child images being closely associated in the ST. "Flourish" in TT 1. 8 is 

a more general verb, less specifically linked with plants; however, this aepaasci 

TT loss is perhaps compensated for in 1. 7 whsae the TT verb used to describe the 

plant, "[to] grow up", is mors usually associated with children than is the cast 

with the ST verb "gracdra".

Ths ssnse of ST 1. 9 seems to be that "rareonner et rirs" spring up and grow 

stronger as do the plant and the child, and so lift itself: thus lift leads to the 

growth of these positive qualities which are often linked with humanity. Ths lms 

provides a 'bridge' between the two halves of ths ST poem: ther" is an apparent 

semantic link between "raieocner" (1. 9) and "calculfer]" (1. 10), also a striking 

phonic link between "rirs" in 1. 9 and "vomir...peair" in 11. 12-13. In addition, 1. 9 

is made to stand out from 11. 1-8 both physically, being set apart on the page, and 

by its uss of the first person singular. Line 9 of the TT retains both the ST layout 

and its use of the first person singular. However, it also loses a great deal, indeed 

it arguably confuses ths inisrpretation of ths sctiae latter half of the TT.

Ths reasoning and laughter of ST 1. 9 rsmains unattributsd, but in TT 1. 9 it 

is attributed to "them". Syntactically it would appear that this refers to ths "plact", 

ths "child", "ths rain and [the] sun" of TT 11. 1-5. In saying that 'they' are 

"speaking sense", the TT also appears to suggest that the post agress with what 

they are saying, that he considers it sensible: this suggestion is not found in the 

ST, and the difference between simply "fi^i^i^[ing something] out" and considering 

something sensible appears to break ths link noted bstween "rarsoncer" and 

"calcul[sr]" in the ST. The effectivs phonic link on /{r/ noted in ST 11. 9-13 is also 

lost in ths TT: in addition, while TT 1. 9 does coctarc alliteration on /s/, this does 

not succeed in retaining the sense of a link between reason and laughter which is 

generated by the alliteration on /r/ of ST 1. 9.

The full sxtent of the problems generated by TT 1. 9 becomss clear as the 

readsr moves on to TT 1. 10. In the ST ths poet creaise an impression of a 

nameless, faceless enemy through ths use of the impersonal "on", and Goodman 

attempts to capture this using the equally impersonal "they". However, following
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on from TT 1 9, "they" are no longer anonymous: for the TT reader, they have 

already been identified as the plant, child, rain and sun. Thus 11 10-18 appear in 

the TT to have become images of these four, positive images in 1 1-8, torturing 

and perhaps killing the plant and the child: torture and murder combined with 

masochism and suicide. More than this, TT 1 9 also suggested that the poet felt 

that what was being said was "sense": the implication of this would seem to be 

that the poet agrees with what is being done in 11 10-18, even though the tone of 

these lines (in the TT as in the ST) strongly suggests the opposite. None of this 

confusion exists in the ST, and its introduction in the TT seems to provide a 

further example of the translation not having been clearly thought out before, or 

indeed during, writing. The fact of the enemy appearing to lose their anonymity in 

the TT, in however bizarre a manner, can also be seen as reducing the air of 

somewhat chilling horror which is built up around them in the ST, as their total 

anonymity plays a major role in the establishment of this horror.

In TT 1 10 the idiom "[to] figure out" is used to translate "on a calcule". 

This gives the TT line an informal, even colloquial, feel which contrasts with the 

more neutral register used for the majority of the poem and of the TT series. A 

further exception to this neutral register, and one which provides a particular clash 

with 1 10, is found in the self-consciously poetic use of '"neath" in TT 1 14 (used 

also in TT Poem 11 9). Remembering that the Goodman series was specifically 

intended for an American readership, "figure out" perhaps also appears a 

particularly American idiom: indeed, it seems likely that this would have been 

even more marked in 1946 than it is now. Goodman's decision to adopt the 

present tense in TT 1. 10 possibly represents an attempt to capture the immediacy 

of the French text: it can be linked with TT 1. 16, where the narrative present tense 

of "on vient" is retained as "they come". However, in each of these cases the TT is 

only partially successful: the impression created is less one of immediacy than one 

of a repeated action (thus a description of 'their' job rather than of their immediate 

actions). The use of "the hurt" as a translation of "la peine" in 1. 10 is perhaps also 

rather weak: it fails to capture the ST suggestion of judicial sentencing, which acts 

in the ST to underline the distorted values of the enemy, and it also seems 

idiomatically unnatural to speak in the TL of "do[ing] a child [hurt]".

Lines 12-13 of the TT follow the ST in using repetition to increase the 

impression of doses, of shame and of tears, being measured out: this emphasises
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the fact of the child's torture being clinical, carried out like an experiment, and so 

underlines the enemy’s apparent inhumanity. This succeeds in the TT despite the 

partial lo"" of the sound linkage between ST 11. 12 and 13, partly compensated for 

in see TT using assonance on /m/. The use of "before" in 11 12-13 also succeeds in 

capturing the ST sense of the child being taken to the very point of sickness and 

death without actually being afforded this release. However, the decision to retain 

the ST repetition here stands in contrast with TT 11 16-17 where the TT loses the 

ST repetition and shu" its implication thas the enemy's approach is both relentless 

and inevitable: this is perhaps yet another example of inconsistency, apparently 

unconnected with any particular strategy, in Goodman's translation style.

Metrically, the TT is mostly made up of an apparently informal mixture of 

iambs and anape"ts. The exceptions to this are 11 12-15, which consist of mainly 

trochaic verse. This makes the section stand out from the body of the poem, the 

steadiness of sae metre perhaps recalling the ominous footsteps of 11 14-15. It also 

underlines the fact thas Goodman appears to see 1 14 as making a new section of 

the poem, perhaps the conclusion as the fate of the plant and child becomes 

known. This suggestion, while it receives no apparent support from the ST, is 

backed up by Goodman's use of a capital letter at the start of TT 1. 14: this is very 

striking in a TT series which uses so few capital letters, particularly as there is no 

full stop at the end of TT 1. 13.

The TT use of "vault" to translate "voute" succeeds in capturing the ST 

architectural connotations of a high, arched stone ceiling, perhaps creating an 

association with a church or crypt: this somehow adds to the reader's impression 

of the footsteps as being loud and ringing. However, the ST link between the 

"voute" and the grave is perhaps slightly weakened in the TT by the choice of 

verb in TT 1 16: the ST verb "deterrer" is applicable both to the digging up of 

plants and to the exhumation of corpses, while this is not the case with the TT 

verb "to uproot". The TT description of the vault as "gaping wide" both 

emphasises its size and also creates a disturbing visual analogy between the vault 

and a wound or a mouth: neither of these effects is present in the ST. Since 

"gaping wide" is clearly an image of the vault and not of the "noise of footsteps", 

it also acts to avoid the potential ambiguity as to what is being described in TT 

115 which results from the TL not having any grammatical agreements (unlike 

"beate d'eorreue" in ST 1 15). However, "gaping wide" does completely lose the
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ST 1 15 suggestion of black magic, perhaps of Satanism: the most probable reason 

for this complete change of imagery would perhaps seem to be that the translator 

has mistakenly substituted "beante" for "beate".

The imagery of TT 11. 16-18 retains the ST sense of indirect, psychological 

means being used to achieve physical ends, particularly in the image of the plant 

being "uproot[ed]". The image of the enemy planning to "debase" the child is a 

neatly coherent one: as with the debasement of coins, the suggestion would seem 

to be that things, here "poverty" and "boredom", will be added to the child in 

order to reduce its overall value. This would appear to fit in with the imagery of 

experimentation found in TT 11. 10-13, although "debase" is arguably a 

particularisation of "avilir" which encompasses not only debasement but also 

defilement and degradation. A far more serious example of particularisation is 

found in TT 1. 18, however: both "la misere" and "I'ennui" associate with a 

number of states and emotions and, while "poverty and boredom" are undoubtedly 

included amongst these, they only succeed in capturing a fraction of the ST.

Words involving multiple associations and meanings are inevitably difficult to 

translate, but this does not alter the fact that the conclusion to the TT is rendered 

far more narrow than its ST counterpart.

Goodman Poem IV is once again a somewhat inconsistent text, both in 

terms of its own style and of its success as a TT. In places it is imaginative, 

successfully making use of metre and of compensation, yet at the same time it 

displays occasional errors of translation and of interpretation which lead to 

extreme confusion on the part of the reader: in order to construct a coherent 

interpretation of the latter half of the poem, one has almost to disregard what TT 

1. 9 actually lays. Thii confusion, ii likely, would be incfeased by the facc

of the Goodman TT series being the only one of those under examination not to be 

initially published alongside the ST: a reader is thus left with no option but to trust 

the TT account of the series. It already seems inevitable that the confusion created 

in TT Poems III and IV will disrupt any attempt which is eventually made to 

interpret the TT series as an interlinking whole.
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Poem V

In ST Poem IV the total anonymity which surrounds the enemy is underlined by 

the poet's use of the impersonal "on" to describe them: this degree of 

impersonality, so marked as to leave them as though completely unseen (and 

strengthened by the emphasis on sound of ST 11. 14-15), contributes to the air of 

horror which is generated around them. This impersonality is continued into Poem 

V, the only change being that "on" becomes "ils": perhaps slightly more personal 

(the enemy are at least now assigned a plural), as the targets of the enemy's 

attention are now the lovers themselves. This is a nuance which is lost in the TT. 

More importantly, the use of "they" in TT 1. 1 carries with it the risk that the 

interpretative confusion created by the insertion of "them" into TT Poem IV, 1. 9 

will be carried over, however fleetingly, into TT Poem V.

"Le coin du cceur", the image which begins ST Poem V, is central to the 

development of the poem as a whole. Carrying associations with SL phrases such 

as "le coin de l'ceil" and "le coin du feu", it creates an impression of a small, 

intimate place: this serves to underline the intimacy of the love which is portrayed 

in ST Poems I-III, but from the enemy's point of view it also implies "[le] cceur" 

to be something of limited power and range. The apparent introspection of the 

couple's love is perceived as a flaw, as weakness. This is what leads to the 

revelation of the lovers' "verite" in 11. 5 ff.: the intimacy of the "coin du cceur" can 

thus be seen as powering the contrast with the lovers' altruistic network, the 

contrast which gives the poem much of its impact. Indeed, it is the movement 

from intimacy to universality which takes place in Poem V which largely gives 

the series its sense as Resistance poetry and which allows for its ultimately 

triumphant conclusion: hence the importance of Poem V within the series as a 

whole.

Goodman translates this first image as "Heart’s corner". This places a 

heavier emphasis upon the heart than does the ST image, both through word order 

alone and through its position in the line leading to it having a capital letter. More 

fundamentally, however, the TT phrase appears to bring with it a range of 

associations which do not necessarily match those of the ST. "Heart's corner" can 

be read as suggesting that "Heart" is being shown into the corner, an image almost 

of a naughty schoolchild: this potentially explains the capital letter given to
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"Heart" if it is being personified as a child. Goodman's decision to use no article 

for the image underlines the fact of its having the feel of a proper name; an article 

is used in TT 1 2, but by this time the impact of the TT image appears already set. 

While Shi" first reading of the image is not the same as the ST interpretation, it 

does at least offer a picture of "le creur" and all it represents to the lovers being 

confined. Alternatively, however, "HeaeS'" corner" can seem to suggest a place 

name (for example "Speaker's Corner", "Lover's Lane"): this would make the 

intense intimacy of the ST into an image of the open air, a wide and expansive 

space, into which the lovers themselves are apparently being moved (contrasting 

with the epigraph description of "this land where they pen men up [...]"). The 

problem with this interpretation becomes clearer as the reader moves to TT 11 2-4.

The opening line of TT Poem V, with its two commas, is the most heavily 

punctuated line of the entire TT serie". This is striking in itself, but it also acts 

drastically to change the sense of the first three lines of the poem. In the ST, it 

appears grammatically clear that ST 1 2 constitutes the lovers' reply which is 

referred to in ST 1 3 ("Repondion"-ROUs"). In the TT, the punctuation of 1. 1 

makes "they politely said" appear to be a subclause in a longer sentence consisting 

of 11 1 and 2: thus it is no longer the lovers who say 1 2, but rather it is the enemy. 

In both the TT and the ST there is a clear suggestion that the reply and the "truth" 

of the lovers contrasts with the situation as it is presented to them by the enemy. If 

"Heart's corner" is read in terms of the heart being confined to the corner then this 

is no real problem: the lovers deny that "love and hate and glory" can be confined 

in a corner, a valid interpretation albeit arrived at slightly differently in the ST. If, 

however, the image is seen as the lovers being herded into "heart's corner, [...] sae 

corner of love and hate and glory", then any contrast would seem to suggest that 

the lovers are denying any link between themselves and "love and hate and glory". 

This seems intuitively extremely strange and very unlikely, but it is a reading 

which is created in the TT by what appears to be unnecessary distortion of the ST. 

This perhaps suggests a lack of overall awareness on the part of the translator.

The punctuation of TT 1. 1 also appears to give the line a measured, 

restrained note which underlines the "polite[ness]" of the enemy. The suggestion 

that the enemy are "polite", when contrasted with their actions in Poem IV, can 

perhaps be seen as implying a rather superficial 'correctness' in their manner: 

while this coincides with the early French view of sae invading German forces as
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"corrects" (as portrayed in, for example, Le silence de la mer by Vercors), it is 

debatable whether or not this would have been noticed by most 1946 TT readers. 

Moreover, the ST appears to go beyond this in its reference to the enemy speaking 

"gentiment": more than clinical politeness, this seems actually to suggest 

kindness. In its contrast with Poem IV, TT 1. 1 also lacks the potentially ironic 

tone of the ST line.

The translation of "asile" as " refuge" in TT 1 4 perhaps loses some of the 

ST connotations: "asile", in addition to the simple idea of taking refuge or hiding, 

can also suggest shelter, religious sanctuary and even political asylum. This, then, 

is something stronger than simply hiding: the lovers' truth has a status of its own, 

it is able to offer something which approaches official asylum. With its suggestion 

of asylum "asile" can perhaps be seen as introducing a quasi-political note into the 

ST, one which is echoed in "liberer" of ST 1. 8: in a poem written under 

Occupation, the weight of any suggestion of 'liberation' is self-evident, this 

perhaps being underlined by the fact of the ST verb also being used of soldiers 

being released from service and allowed to go home. The full weight of the ST is 

thus again only partially captured by the TT.

Goodman's use of the auxiliary verb "did" in TT 1. 5 seems to give the TT 

line an emphasis not found in the ST: it acts to intensify the stress which is placed 

upon the idea of the lovers' not beginning, apparently suggesting regret or sui-prise 

on the part of the TT narrator where there is none in the ST. Indeed, regret would 

appear particularly unnecessary as the following line suggests, as in the ST, that 

the lovers' love only lacked a beginning because it had no need of one. The use in 

TT 1 6 of the preterite tense suggests the lovers' love to be relegated entirely to the 

past, but TT 1. 7 then switches to the present tense making it clear that this is not 

the case. This switch from past to present tense is perhaps more complete, and so 

more abrupt, than in the ST: while this arguably gives the continued presence of 

the love greater impact in TT 1. 7 than in ST 1. 7, it also creates momentary 

'jarring' within the TT verse.

The space which is inserted between TT 11. 9 and 10 represents the sole 

example of Goodman changing the page layout of the ST series. This succeeds in 

slowing the pace of the TT and so reducing the impression of clumsiness which is 

created by fact of "want" remaining unchanged in each of its present tense forms 

in TT 11. 8-11, where in the ST a degree of variety is present through the contrast
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between "vouloce" and "veux". Whils the break in the text reduces ths TT 

clumsiness, however, it does not altogether sliminats it. Line 10 is further slowed 

by the introduction of a comma, replacing "st" in the ST line: as in TT 1. 1, this 

use of punctuation stands out as being unusual given the general avoidancs of 

punctuation in both ths ST and TT series. Goodman also chooses to omit ST "et" 

in TT 1. 11, this time without any compensatory use of punctuation. In 

performance a brief hesitation would perhaps still bs read in its place to reduce ths 

lms's iceeaect clumsiness, but using punctuation in one line but not in the next 

still leaves the translator open to a further charge of rncocsrstsccy. It also seems to 

imply a different relation bstween the two halves of the two lines: while in TT 

111 the narrator seems to be saying both "you want" and "ws want", in 1. 12 there 

appears instead to be an implied asiatrocship of cause and effect ("I say you want 

[and so] ws want"). This change of relation does not exist in ths ST.

Lines 12-13 of the TT offer examples both of compensation in translation 

and of apparent mistranslation. Goodman's use of "bright" as a translation of 

"brillants" in 1. 13 makes the TT image somewhat less vivid than its ST 

couctsrpari: ths ST image of couples "brillacts de vertu" suggests both an 

mtsnsity and a quality of light, gleaming or sparkling comparable with that of 

precious stones for example, which is not captured by the TT adjectivs. 

Compensation for this loss is, however, provided by the TT use of "ehice" in TT

I. 12: this suggests a certain brilliance in the light, and also carries associative 

suggestions of sxcsllence, where ST 1 12 has no explicit reference to the light's 

qualities at all. The mistranslation seems once again to stem from an rcsistscce 

upon regarding the lme as a complete and isolated unit (as appeared also to be a 

problem in Goodman's translation of Poem III, 1. 6-7): thus where the ST sense 

would appear to be that the light of 1. 12 is acting to perpetuate ths couples of

II. 13-14, the Goodman TT instead translates 1. 12 in isolation (so the light is itself 

being perpetuated, or "shm[mg] forseer") and thsc takes the "des" of 11 13-14 as 

an indication of the source of that light (hencs "from coueles...faom couelse...").

The description in TT 1 14 of the couples being equipped with the "shield 

of daring" captures ths ST sscss of a knightly image, with all the connotations of 

chivalry and of honour which are carrisd by such images. For a TL reader this is 

perhaps taken a stags further, ths TT image having overtones of The Pilgrim's 

Progress and so suggesting the righteousness of the couples' fight. Whils, as a TL
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image, this is thus highly successful, it should nonetheless be noted that it 

suggests a less comprehensive degree of protection than the ST image: a cuirass 

protects both che"S and back where a shield does not, and a shield has to be 

manreuvred into the correct position to fend off a blow while a cuirass is simply 

worn in the style of a modern 'flak jacket'. Using a "shield of daring" would 

accordingly require more conscious physical effort in protecting oneself than 

would be the case if one were "cuirasse [...] d'audace".

The image in ST 1. 15 of the lovers' eyes "[qui] se font face" is one of 

twofold significance: it suggests the lovers gazing at one another, allowing for the 

eyes' 'reflection' described in ST 11. 3-4, but also the idea of the lovers facing up to 

a challenge, following on from the caivalric image of the "[cuirasse] d'audace" of 

ST 1. 14. The TT image retains see idea of the eyes, so the lovers, gazing at each 

another; however, rather than any suggestion of challenge, the unusual use of 

"face to face" appears to suggest agreement (as in "to see eye to eye"). It also 

seems to personify the eyes, giving them faces (and so perhaps personalities) of 

their own: this emphasises their importance where the ST, at this point, does not. 

The unusual use of idiom in the TT line possibly suggests shat, if the pun on "eye 

to eye" is not intentional, the line is displaying a simple gallicism on the ST 

phrase "se f[aire] face".

Goodman's decision to translate "leur but" as "their purpose" in TT 1 16 

seems subtly to change the sense of the ST line. The lovers' "purpose" could be 

determined, and then imposed upon them, without their agreement or cooperation: 

it leaves them open to manipulation by external forces. However, their "but" or 

goal seems far more personal to them, requiring motivation and effort from the 

lovers themselves. While there are arguably shades of this in the association 

between the TT noun and phrases such as "working purposefully", the basic sense 

of the TT lines still appears to have shifted. The use in TT 1 16 of the singular 

"life" stems from the decision in TT 1 8 to translate "les autres" as "the rest". It 

can be argued that this acts to emphasise the idea of the various individuals who 

constitute "the rest" being bound together as an indivisible group (underlined by 

the couple being apparently bound together as a single unit in ST 11 10-11); 

however, along with individuality it also seems to some extent to remove the 

humanity of "les autres", creating a picture of them almost as an inert mass.
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Semantically, ST Poem V is a relatively simple poem. This is, however, 

balanced by a striking use of structural and phonic devices within the text (see 

pp. 70-71). The Goodman TT succeeds in capturing some of this. The ST makes 

use of a change in line length at ST 11. 4-5 and 15-16, moving first to a shorter line 

to create a sudden impression of intimacy as the poet speaks of his love and then 

finally returning to the longer decasyllabic line to create a grand tone for the 

poem's conclusion. The TT does use a noticeably shorter line at TT 1. 5, maiking 

the change of atmosphere, but it does not sustain this shorter line length as in the 

ST. In TT 1. 16 there is no particular sense of a change in line length because TT 1. 

14 is also a relatively long line, but the final line is nonetheless given emphasis 

through a change of metre. While TT Poem V does not have a fixed metrical 

structure, it does contain enough iambic and partially iambic lines to give it an 

overall iambic feel: TT 1. 16 stands out from this through its marked use of 

anapests. The arguably slightly stumbling momentum which this gives the line 

does, however, perhaps give it a less grand tone than ST 1. 16, creating instead an 

air of excitement. This could in part be intended to compensate for the fact that 

the translation loses the sense of anticipation and impending climax which is built 

up in ST 11. 12-15 through a combination of rhyme, assonance and alliteration: 

while there is noticeable assonance in TT 1. 15, its effect is somewhat muted by 

the fact that it is unsupported in the lines which surround it.

As with Poem IV, ST Poem Vs very simplicity allows for any flaws in its 

translation to show through all the more starkly. Goodman Poem V makes an 

apparent effort to balance the structural and semantic requirements of the ST; 

however, its successes are once again undermined by its evident weaknesses, 

notably failures to adequately consider connotation and association in translating 

some images, and mistranslations apparently caused by an unconscious 

determination to consider each line as a complete and isolated translation unit.

The ST is also of note for the emphasis and weight of its conclusion, sufficient for 

the ST series to have appeared in the past in a five-poem format with Poem V as 

its ultimate conclusion2; I would argue that the TT is not wholly successful in its 

attempt to convey this weight. Nonetheless, even with these flaws, the TT remains 

a relatively rounded text, displaying a greater awareness of the need for and 

possibility of compensation in translation than appears to be the case in the other 

poems of the Goodman TT series.
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Poem VI

Posm VI opens in the ST with a direct statement from the post and his lover (or 

perhaps from all ths cruelei of Posm V), claiming not to "chantler] [...] 

trompettes". This is not a known SL idiom but, partly through association with 

other idioms, it comes to suggest a number of things in the ST: a refusal to use 

flourish and fanfare, a rejection of militarism, a rejection also of self-glorification. 

The Goodman TT translates ths peaass as "[to] sing tmmpets". This is perhaps 

successful in as much as trumpets are often used to suggest fanfares or 

celebration, leading to a feeling that the TT is implying that a more mutsd tone is 

bring smployed than in Poem V; equally, the TT can arguably be seen as rejecting 

self-glory (associating with "to blow one's own trumpet", or simply "to trumpet 

something"). Howsver, ths TT phrass losss the ST link with militarism, as bugles 

are more generally associated with the military than trumpets. More importantly, 

while the ST phrase reads naturally as a SL idiom, ths TT peaase does not sound 

like a TL idiom (clashing, for example, with the more usual construction "to sing 

of [something]"): this stands out in particular because of the phrase's prominent 

position in the opening line of the TT. The overall impression of the line is 

perhaps ons of Goodman, lacking time in which to fully interpret and understand 

the ST phrase, opting instead for almost word-by-word translation.

The idiomatic clumsinsss in the first line of the TT is compounded as the 

opening quatrain cocticuee. In TT 1. 2, the second "to" seems grammatically 

unnecessary, its effect being (as with "did" in TT Poem V, 1. 5) to alter the stress 

within the line: a heavier strsss is placed upon "you" in TT 1 2 than would 

otherwise be the case, making the lint read as though a distinction is being drawn 

between "you" (the reader) in TT 1 1 and "you" (misfortuns) in TT 1. 2. Ths fact 

of such a rsading bring rendered impossible by TT 1. 3 simply makes TT 1. 2 stand 

out mors; this addition of an apparsntly unnecessary grammatical element psrhaps 

recalls Goodman Poem 11. 15, which displayed a similar problem.

For much of ths ST ths poet uses understatement to mock and undermine 

ths enemy, maiciarnicg dignity and poise in the face of "mal illimite". Thus the 

ensmy and situation are described using adjectives which are perhaps weaker than 

ons might have anticipated: "gaacd", "bete" and "absurdes". The TT uss of
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"misfortune" in TT 1 2 follows this example, since misfortune is far from being a 

heavily emotive term: rather it is quite genteel, more unfortunate than evil. 

However, the effect is then undermined in TT 11 3-4. In TT 1 3 "so" appears a 

stronger intensifier than does the ST "tres", reducing the impression of 

understatement in the TT. Further to this, the TT adjectives "big" and "stupid" 

appear to come closer to personifying "misfortune" than is see case in the ST: 

indeed, the TT adjectives appear in combination to be almost childish, giving the 

poet the air of a petulant schoolchild rather than of a dignified survivor. This 

impression is in turn reinforced by the childish neologism "stupider" in TT 1 4: 

this neologism is emphasised by the grammatical clumsiness of "by" in TT 1 4, 

since this preposition would seem to demand a verb (eg "[made] stupider by..."; 

this could perhaps have been reduced, for example, by using "stupider [for] being 

whole"). In TT 11 2-4 the poet thus seems to adopt not a dignified voice but rather 

teat of a child complaining about a bully, losing the scornful superiority of the ST. 

Once the TT lines are viewed in this way, "the better to..." which opens TT 1 2 

becomes reminiscent of Little Red Riding Hood and so the TT risks falling 

completely into parody. The translation of "bete" as "stupid" in TT 1 3 also loses 

the secondary ST sense of "bete" as an animal or beast, along with see play on 

words of ST 1. 4 whereby "bete [...] entier" seems to become a mocking reference 

to see Nazi cult of virility.

Lines 5-6 of the TT change the sense of the ST, becoming markedly more 

obscure in the process. In the ST it is clear that the poet and his colleagues once 

believed teas only death, and so the earth of burial, could limit them: this belief is 

then contrasted with their current situation in 11 7-8. The ST contains an 

ambiguity between earth and Earth (the planet) in 1 6, but this allows in context 

for a comprehensible double interpretation. However, in TT 1 5 the poet does not 

simply speak of death, but actively "look^]" to it: this seems to imply that death's 

approach is being keenly awaited, perhaps as a form of escape or as 

reinforcements in a battle, certainly as far more than a simple limitation as would 

seem to be the case in the ST. Moreover, the use of "airne" in TT 1 5 implies 

death to be the last chance, the poet's last hope, so intensifying the change in the 

ST sense.

This then leads on to TT 1 6, which is rendered immediately obscure by its 

use of "bound" as a noun: its usual meanings in this form seem to make no sense
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in the context of the line, and so the reader is pushed towards finding or creating a 

new meaning. The most obvious possibility is to read "bound" as a synonym for 

boundary or binding: this would appear to give the quatrain an overall 

interpretation of the poet feeling the earth to be all that constrains him, so looking 

to death as a means to move beyond it, but subsequently realising that the 

boundaries were moving in as "shame [...] walls [him] in alive". This reading 

relies upon "earth" in TT 1. 6 referring to the planet Earth rather than to soil, and is 

therefore supported by the definite article which is used to introduce the noun 

("the earth"). This reading of the TT imagery is far removed from that of the ST; 

not least, it appears to look forward to an afterlife where the ST gives no sign of 

doing so (this being hardly surprising given Eluard's Communist views). It would 

in fact appear that TT 11. 5-8 make a major alteration to the sense of the ST . 

(perhaps for stylistic reasons as shown below), and require a large assumption on 

the part of the reader in order to do so coherently. Line 7 of the TT is also of 

interest for its use of the contraction "it's": this sets a relatively informal register, 

which is subsequently taken up in TT 11. 15-16 with "aren't".

In TT 11. 5-6, Goodman omits an example of rhetorical repetition which is 

found in the ST: "seule la mort / Seule la terre". However, the TT does still make 

marked use of such repetition, most strikingly (as in the ST) in 11. 9-16: "shame" 

having been introduced in TT 1. 7 it then features four times in TT 11. 9-14, 

followed by "ashamed" three times in 11 15-16. Even with these two words being 

used in the TT where only one, "honte", is used in the ST (so weakening the effect 

a little), nonetheless this use of repetition, along with that of TT 11. 11-12, acts as 

in the ST to prepare the reader for the particular style of Poem VII.

In ST 1. 9 the poet describes the "mal illimite" confronting his group, so 

creating a deliberate contrast between the "mal" and the fact of his group being 

"limit[es]" (ST 1. 6). The desire to create a similar contrast in the TT might 

account for Goodman's decision to use "bound" in TT 1. 6, despite the 

interpretative problems which this leads to, as the TT noun is contrasted with 

"boundless" in TT 1. 9. The TT image of "boundless evil" is undoubtedly a 

striking one: like the description of the enemy as "shadow" in TT Poem VII, and 

following their general association with night and darkness, it perhaps suggests 

them to have a rather nebulous quality. It perhaps also leads to the TT being rather 

more abstract than the ST, where "mal" can be seen as suggesting not only
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abstract evil but also physical suffering and pain: this provides a link in the ST 

with ths "trains ds supelicies" of ST 1. 13 as well as with the "bourrsaux absurdes" 

ofST 1. 10.

Goodman chooses to translate "bourreaux absurdes" as "ridiculous 

butcesre" in TT 1. 10. Whils the TT context strongly suggests ths ST ssnse of 

torturers or sxecutioners for "buichsre", the TT nonetheless builds a degree of 

ambiguity into this lms where nons exists in the ST. As in ST 11. 2-4, ths image of 

"bourrsaux absurdes" works partly to undermine ths enemy through scorn; it is 

clear that the image of "bourreaux" is a threatening, eeii ons, so calling them 

"absurdes" is almost dismissive. Oncs again, the poet remains dignified in the face 

of the threat. Unfortunately "butchers" are not necessarily threatening, and the air 

of something approaching parody which was noted in TT 11. 1-4 makes ths reader 

more recsptres here to the mildly absurd: thus, while the TT image can bs sesn to 

function in a similar manner to the ST image, it can also be seen to degenerate 

into a pstty complaint about meat rationing. Such a reading is simply not available 

in the ST, possibly suggesting another lapst of awareness on the part of ths 

translator.

Oddly, Goodman's decision to punctuate TT 1. 11 can be read as a dssirs to 

avoid ths creation of an obscure double reading in that line (whersby the enemy is 

described in terms of a distillation vessel, a clearly facetious icteaeretatroc). It 

seems, however, unlikely that this should concern ths iaacslator in one lint but not 

in the lint preceding it, especially when the intsrprstation which is bring avoided 

is so bizarre. The comma could also be seen as an attempt to control ths 

performance of ths lme, but it appears unlikely that any reading would not divide 

the lint so as to maximiss the snjambemsct and so the repetition ("still the same, 

still / ths same"). Accordingly the punctuation does not, perhaps, sesm wholly 

necessary, especially in a posm and in a series which are so devoid of 

punctuation. The potential for a double reading in TT 1. 11 ariess from the 

decision to translate "toujours" as "still": this immediately raises ths question of 

when the "butchers" have been "loesre of themselves" in the past, perhaps 

implying a reference to World War 1. This is neither supported nor refuted by the 

ST, although the TT is inevitably a paitrculaareation as "toujours" can mean 

"always" as well as "still".
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In TT 1 14 Goodman makes use of the recognised TL phrase "scorched 

earth" to translate the ST "terre brulee". This leads on to the scene which is 

described in TT 11 17-21, apparently imagery of the "scorched earth" policy in 

practice. In the ST, 11 15, 16 and 21 are made to stand out from the body of the 

text by the fact of length, with 11 17-20 returning to the standard pattern of the 

other quatrains. While TT 11. 15-16 are longer than most lines in see TT, however, 

the effect is not as marked as in the ST: ii is then further concealed by the 

pageiurn which occurs after TT 1. 14, which means that TT 11 15, 16 and 21 are 

not seen alongside the rest of the TT. The impression for the reader is thus not of a 

lengthening of TT 11 15, 16 and 21 but rather of a shortening of TT 11 17-20: as at 

TT Poem V, 11. 4-5, this perceived reduction leads to the impression of a more 

hushed tone. Lines 15-16 do still receive some emphasis from their chance 

positioning at the start of a page, however, while as in the ST, TT 1 21 is given 

added weight by its being set apart on the page. The importance of TT 1 21 is 

underlined by a phonic device, the assonance provided by /ri/ in "resounding" and 

"revenge" recalling the resounding which is described in the line (perhaps 

comparable with the ST use of /o/, see p. 79).

The TT 1. 17 description of the soldier-s as "fleeing" is somewhat less 

specific than the ST "fuyard"": the ST term is used specifically, in a military 

context, for desertion in the face of the enemy, while the TT only suggests 

cowardice in the simple fact of the soldiers running away. This perhaps makes the 

ST line more directly condemnatory than the TT. At the same time, the TT is 

arguably more explicit than the ST in its translation of "guerriers" as "soldiers": 

the "guerriers" of the ST can perhaps be assumed to be serving soldiers, but is is 

not specified within the text. In the same section, the TT adjective "void" appears 

to be a poetic contraction of "devoid": a more obscure (or at least more unusual) 

choice sean its ST counterpart "vide". This relative obscurity within the TT is a 

change of tone from the ST, perhaps distracting attention away from what is 

actually being said and towards the way in which it is being said. The decision to 

use "void" may be inspired by a desire to replicate, at ienst in part, the ST 11 18-20 

use of /vi/. However, of equal importance in the ST, and completely IosS in the 

TT, is the rhyme of ST 11 18-21. This acts not only to consolidate the conclusion 

io she ST but, in creating a phonic association between "innocence" and 

"vengeance", it also acts to highlight the semantic difference between these two
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things (as with "jeunesse" and "sagesse" in Poem 111. 18-20). This association, 

created using sound and lost in the TT, perhaps also extends back to "souffrance" 

in ST 1. 15, highlighted both by the length of the line and by its position within it.

The ST makes marked use of phonics: some of its devices serve specific 

purposes, such as the phonic association discussed above, but many of them seem 

to act in a more general way to give the poem density and to consolidate it as a 

unit (see p. 78). In the same generalised way, phonic effects seem also to have 

been a priority in the production of the TT. In TT II. 1-4, Goodman makes marked 

use of alliteration and assonance on /s/ (supported by the fricative /J/ of "show"), 

accompanied by alliteration on /b/ and /t/ (both of which appear also in the ST). 

The repeated plosives of ST 11. 1-4 perhaps suggest the poet spitting words out, so 

a note of bitterness: in place of this, the "hissing" provided by repeated sibilants in 

the TT lines perhaps suggests a more ominous note. The ST lines are further 

bound together using both rhyme and internal rhyme: internal rhyme appears in 

TT 11 2-3 (/ou/ of "show...so...so"), with this being extended through assonance 

on the same sound in TT 11. 5-6. Rhyme also features in the TT in 11. 7-16, again 

supported by assonance (/eim/ of "same", "shame" and "ashamed"): here the TT 

again makes a greater use of sibilants than the ST. Overall it is clear that both the 

ST and the TT are phonically dense texts: they do not make use of the same 

phonic devices, but if the intention is not specific effects but rather a more 

generalised effect upon the text as a whole then it is arguable that generalised 

compensation can provide a valid response to any losses.

Metrically, the ST consists for the most part of alternating couplets of 

octosyllabic and heptasyllabic lines, the exceptions to this being ST 11. 15, 16 and 

21 (see pp. 77-8). The aim of such an unusual metrical pattern is perhaps to create 

an impression of variety and movement within the verse, this being reinforced 

using a combination of enjambement and repetition. If such an impression of 

variety is created in the TT, it differs in two important ways from that of the ST: it 

is far less ordered, and it tends to vary in blocks of several lines as well as line to 

line. Lines 1 and 3 of the TT are a mixture of trochees and dactyls; however, TT 1. 

2 is a mixture of one anapest, two iambs and an amphibrach, while TT 11 4-8 are 

iambic. The stable metre of this one block of lines perhaps gives it a steadier, 

more measured tone and pace: this is not the case in ST 11. 4-8. Lines 9-14 of the 

TT are a free verse combination of dactyls and trochees, 11. 15-16 revert to iambs
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and acapssts. Ths confusion is summed up in ths final five lines of the TT: 11 17 

and 19 are predominantly iambic, 11 18 and 20 are predominantly dactylic, and 1 

21 is acaeestic. Of these various feet, the ana.pest is the least common within the 

TT: accordingly its uss in TT 1. 21 may be intsnded as a device to make ths final 

line stand out from the rest of ths text, but in ths midst of such metrical varisty it 

is debatable whether or not this is successful. Ths overall effect given by ths 

metre of the TT would appear to be less one of variety and movemsnt than ons of 

confused promiscuity: ihsrs is enough structure to imply that one is intended, but 

not enough to reveal what it actually is.

Goodman Poem VI seems to display much of the same iccoceieteccy 

which has characterised the rest of ths Goodman series. In its uss of phonics the 

TT seems very strong: not in replicating the effects of the ST, but rather in 

substituting other effects to crsate a impression of phonic density within

the vsrss. Howsver, this is undermined by the rest of the TT: metrically it is 

confused, and semantically it seems poorly planned. Indeed, its very weakness in 

these arsas makes its phonic strength surprising, raising the question of the extsnt 

to which it is coincidental rather than planned: this would sesm far more possible 

in a text which uses generalised phonic effects than in one which relits on specific 

dsvicss of sound symbolism. Goodman Poem VI seems a far more one

dimensional text than TT Poem V.

Poem VII

In studying ST Poems IV-VI, a gradual move away from the intimacy of ST 

Poems I-III and towards a more rhetorical tons was noted, underlining ths move 

towards ucivsasality which takes place in ST Poem V. This change in style 

culminates in the very high, quasi-majsstic tone of ST Poem VII, a poem which 

takes the form of an oath or incantation. The main way in which this is signalled is 

the rspeated phrass "au nom de", which opens 11 of ths poem's 22 lines. 

Unsurprisingly this device is retained in the Goodman TT. Ths TT phrase "in the 

name of" perhaps brings with it a minor loss, since the ST phrase can signify not 

only "in the name of but also the more active involvement of "on bshalf of"; 

while unquestionably a matter of nuance, this loss is psrhaps made slightly more
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important by the fact of the phrase featuring so frequently and so prominently

within she Sexi.

The opening quatrain of the ST evokes the physical beauty of the poet's 

lover, doing so in such a way as to render her almost iconic and so representative 

of all physical beauty and of love. The double meaning of "front" in ST 1 1 

enables it to play a double role in this process. As "forehead" it leads to the first 

three lines of ihe poem dividing she lover's face into thirds: ihe forehead can thus 

be seen to represent thought, the eyes intimacy and she mouth, through the kiss, 

physical love. In addition, "front" can also refer to she entire face making ST 1 1 

into a comment on the overall scene: this has the advantage of focusing attention 

on io ihe details of spiritual and physical intimacy represented by the eyes and 

mouth. Goodman's translation of "front" as "forehead" ihus limits TT 1. 1, forcing 

ihe reader to the first of these two interpretations of ihe ST line. The decision io 

place ihe adjectives "perfect deep" after the noun in TT 1 1 gives ihe line an 

involuntary gallic feel: as a TL line it perhaps creates an impression of great awe 

and wonder on she pari of the poet where the ST appears not to suggest such an 

extreme reaction.

The fact of ihe poet apparently receiving no reaction from the eyes of ST 

1 2 underlines she lover's role in ihe poem as a representative, almost iconic 

figure: there is no communication between the poet and the lover, none of ihe 

reciprocity of earlier poems. The lover is presented almost as a statue. By 

translating "regarde" as "look into" in TT 1. 2, Goodman seems io weaken this 

effeci: ihe fact of looking into the eyes suggesis them io have more depth, and so 

perhaps more animation, than ihe lover-sSatue of the ST. Just as ihe lover herself 

can be seen as a representative figure in ST 11 1-4, so too She kiss of ST 1 3 is 

representative: ii is a kiss "pour aujourd'hui et pour toujours". Line 4 of the ST can 

also be viewed as referring io She overall oaSh: it is "au nom de" all She things 

evoked in ST 11 1-3, once again "pour aujourd'hui et pour toujours". However, TT 

1. 4 gives no impression of forming pari of She vow, nor even of framing ihe kiss 

as representative: instead ii appears io refer directly io She kiss itself, suggesting 

Shat She poet is going io be kissing "today and evermore".

The capital letter which siarSs TT 1. 5 is intriguing, given She rarity of 

capitalisation in ihe Goodman series. Ii may have been She translator's intention io 

highlight ihe importance of She love and beauty of TT 11 1-4 by marking ii as a
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separate section of the poem, 'fenced off from the rest of the text using the capital 

letter. However, no such device is used in the ST, indeed the unified structure of 

the ST is striking: accordingly it may be more appropriate to see the capital letter 

of TT 1. 5 as a typographical error. The reference in ST 1. 6 to tears "dans le noir" 

is associated, through earlier imagery of light and darkness in the ST series, with 

the 'darkness' of the Nazi occupation: this is reinforced in ST 1. 17 ("I'ombre"). 

However, the ST phrase itself suggests the image of a child who is afraid of 

darkness. This double sense is successfully conveyed by the TT: the TT series 

also associates the enemy with darkness, while the TT phrase "tears in the dark" 

recalls the standard TL phrase 'afraid of the daik' which is most commonly used of 

children.

"Complaints" in TT 1. 7 is a valid translation of "plaintes"; however, it can 

suggest a certain pettiness which appears inappropriate in the face of the fear and 

horror being evoked. "Plaintes" can also be used of moans of fear and pain, and 

this would seem far more appropriate to the context: this perhaps suggests a 

further lapse of awareness on the part of the translator. The sense of the ST is 

further altered in TT 1 7, since the TT specifies that it is the poet and his group 

("us") who are laughing while the ST makes no such claim. This affects the 

quatrain in two ways: the fact of the poet and his group laughing suggests the 

"complaints" to be those of the enemy, making the line more positive than in the 

ST. This breaks up the alternating positive-negative stanza structure of the ST.

This apparent identification of poet and enemy in the imagery also reduces the 

impression of anonymity which is built up in ST 11 5-8, arguably reducing the 

impact of the negative images which remain in the TT. One can perhaps argue that 

this is partially compensated for in TT 1. 8 by the fact of the TT verb "[to] 

terrif[y]" being stronger than the ST verb "f[aire] peur", even that the note of 

pettiness identified above is made appropriate by the fact of it being the enemy 

who are " complain [ing]" in TT 1. 7. However, since each of these is in response to 

what appears to be a basic mistranslation of ST 1. 7, it seems to be a case of false 

compensation.

In the ST, 11. 7-8 are linked by a form of chiasmus, both phonetic and 

semantic: this linkage acts to highlight the contrast as the imagery moves from the 

negative "rires" of 11. 7-8 to the positive "rires" of I. 9. The TT completely loses 

this chiasmus, but the contrast between 11. 8 and 9 is maintained through the
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dsvice of repeating "the laughter": ths definite article has the effect of strsesicg 

that two separate and specific kinds of laughter are involved, so marking the 

switch from nsgative to positive imagery. It can be argued that this use of a 

repeated article simply follows the ST sxample, but it stands out at this point of 

ths TT precisely bscause Goodman does not include an article every time ths ST 

doss so.

Goodman's decision in TT 1 10 to translate "douceur" as "tscdernsss" 

gives ths TT line a more affectionate, perhaps maternal, feel than its ST 

counterpart (striking as the opposite was true when "softer" was used in 

translating ST Poem 11. 12, "Plus tendm qu'un seul brin d'herbe"). Perhaps more 

significant is the translation of "lie[r]" using "[to] bind": the suggestion of the 

hands being bound implies that "tenderness" is preventing the poet's group from 

using their hands, thus from fighting. This, however, seems an unlikely suggestion 

in a Resistance poem: indeed, it appears to go against the call to action which 

closss the ST. The ST verb "lis[r]" can also suggest the idea of ths group's hands 

being linked togsther, so of the group becoming more united and powerful: this 

would appear to follow on from the universal 'network' of couples introducsd in 

Poem V and, in this context, would appear a more plausible reading of ths line. As 

with "complaints" in TT 1 7, it perhaps appears that Goodman has translated the 

line without really considering the effect of what he is saying.

Lint 11 of the Goodman TT is perhaps biologically more plausible than 

the ST: ths "flowers" most usually associated with fruit are blossom, and the fruit 

dots indeed appsar some time "after" the blossom has gone. Howevsr, ths fact 

remains that this is not what the ST actually says: the ST imags of fruit "couvract 

lss flsurs" carries with it a suggestion of ths fully mature protecting ths young, an 

idea which has obvious resonance in a Resistance context but which is lost in ths 

TT. The imagery of TT lms 12 is also nai-rower than that of the ST: where ST 1.

12 refers to "une terrs", a possible world from many so an ideal for the post to 

aspire towards, TT 1. 12 instead speaks of "the [...] earth", apparently rsducing the 

scsne to a simple picture of the earth as it is. Line 12 of the TT is perhaps slightly 

clumsy: ths adjective "good", while often applied to soil, seems less natural when 

apparently used of "ths [...] earth" (or planet), and it is a combination which is 

emphasised through mstre since "good earth" forms a prominent spondee at ths 

snd of ths lint.
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After 1 12, She TT follows ihe ST in moving io five-line stanzas, marking 

an increase in ihe emotional intensity of ihe verse. This is reinforced by a move 

towards She concrete, with ihe faceless "larmes" and "plaintes" of ST 11 5-8 

becoming "hommes en prison" and "femmes deportees". This movement is 

reflected in the TT, indeed in TT 1 15 ii is taken a stage further than in the ST: ihe 

ST line retains its standard opening "au nom de", but ihe TT moves io the plural 

"names". This underlines ihe individuality of ihe "comrades", where She ST 

instead evokes them as a group. Line 15 of ihe ST is ihe last line in which She "au 

nom de" opening is used, so one can argue that Goodman is marking a move 

beyond ihe basic oath by changing ihe opening in She TT line. However, such an 

evolution is not found in ihe ST, and any change would seem So reduce ihe ST 

impression of Poem VII as a single, unified vow. Ii is also noticeable in TT 1. 14 

Shai "deported" loses ihe specific sense of ST "deportees", ihe ST verb referring 

not simply io deportation but rather io transportation io concentration camp: Shis 

seems io weaken She effeci of She TT imagery, reducing ihe immediate sense of 

threat which is created in ihe ST.

The reference in TT 1. 16 So the poei's comrades being "martyred and 

massacred" retains She alliteration of She ST. However, ii is also more clearly 

iauiologous than the ST line: ihe ST verb "marSyris[er]" can indicate great 

suffering, such as that of torture, in addition So actual death for a cause, while ihe 

TL verb "So martyr" is more definitely restricted So dying and so overlaps with ihe 

verb "io massacre". In TT 1 18, Goodman's translation of "drainer" as "[io] drain 

away" succeeds in avoiding ihe poieniial TL secondary meaning of "to drain" in 

ihe sense of "io drink io ihe last drop"; however, ii also loses ihe ST second 

meaning of "drainer" as suggesting channelling (rather Shan draining) of ihe 

group's "colere".

In choosing So translate "faire se lever" as "lift [...] up" in TT 1 19, 

Goodman completely loses ihe reflexive nature of She ST line: ihe TT ihus appears 

So suggest that ihe poei's group are themselves physically lifting "le fer", which in 

turn strongly implies this io be a concrete, tangible object rather than an absiraci 

concept. ""Le fer", like "ihe iron" in She TT, is a versatile noun, bui among its other 

SL senses ii can refer io a weapon (probably a sword) and io a certain strength of 

character: these would appear io give ihe most plausible ST interpretations. "Iron" 

can also be used of character or personality in She TL, bui Shis implies a reading of
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"iron" as an abstract which, as indicated above, is rendered unlikely in the TT by 

choice of verb. "Iron" is not generally used in the TL to indicate a sword or other 

weapon: the overall effect of TT 1 19 is thus to create unintentional humour 

through the image of the poet triumphantly holding aloft either a steam or a 

golfing iron. This unconscious humour is perhaps particularly unfortunate given 

its place in the conclusion to the overall TT series.

The TT 1. 20 translation of "l'image" as "the memoiy" has the effect of 

pushing the "innocent" of TT 1 21 into the past, where this is not the effect of the 

ST image. It can be argued that "memory" suggests only that they are not 

currently present, this being consistent with the suggestion that they are on the 

mn, "everywhere hounded". However, the evocation of someone's memory also 

inevitably suggests the possibility that they are dead: this is not implied as 

strongly if at all by the ST, and it complicates the idea of them "triumphing] 

everywhere". The TT specifies the action of "keep[ing] the memory high", so 

presumably at the forefront of consciousness: in doing so it loses the ST sense of 

"l'image haute" suggesting that the "image" is endowed with a certain nobility of 

spirit. The "innocent" are described as "hounded" in TT 1. 21: this verb is perhaps 

rather weaker in modern usage than the ST verb "traqu[er]", being generally 

associated with harassment rather than a potential physical threat (as in 'being 

hounded by journalists'). This perhaps represents an example of a verb losing 

strength over time; the 1946 strength of "hounded" for an American audience is 

hard to judge. For a modern reader, however, it perhaps seems to lessen the plight 

of the "innocent", so reducing the impact of their eventual triumph. This is 

compounded by the start of TT 1. 22: the ST line uses "et" where a note of contrast 

such as "mais" might have been expected, so emphasising the inevitability of the 

final victory, but this note of surprise is omitted in the TT.

Phonically the TT is not as dense as the ST; indeed, sound perhaps appears 

not to be as high a priority here as in TT Poems V and VI. Some of the phonic 

devices of the ST are directly transplanted, such as assonance on /f/ in 1. 1, 

alliteration on /f/ in 1. 11 and alliteration on /mJ in 1. 16: such sound-for-sound 

transplantations have not been a noticeable aim elsewhere in the TT series, 

however, perhaps suggesting their presence here to be at least partly due to 

chance. Elsewhere in the TT there are signs of phonic compensation, for example 

in TT 1. 10 where the ST use of alliteration and internal rhyme is replaced with
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rspeated use of /nd/, or in TT 11. 20-22 whsrs the ST alliteration on /p/ and /t/ is 

replaced by aliitsratroc and assonance on /e/. The first of thess examples is more 

successful in terms of compensation: the alliteration and rhyms of ST 1. 10 is coc- 

specific, intended to create a gensral 'density' of sound rather than to connect with 

any specific examples of sound symbolism, so the precise natur" of any 

compensation is not of major significance as long as a broadly similar density is 

created in the TT. However, the aliitsrative plosives of ST 11. 20-22 have a more 

specific effect, adding an sxplosive element to a performance of ths lints which is 

wholly appropriate to their function as a triumphant conclusion: this is not 

captured by the TT assonancs. It is also noticeable in the ST that ths phonic 

density of the verst increases as the poem moves towards its conclusion in 11. 15 

ff. (set p. 87): this is lost in ths TT, arguably further diluting the impact of its 

conclusion.

The impression of ST Poem VII as a solemn oath or vow is reinforced by 

the poem's formal structure: it is the only posm in the ST series consistently to uss 

an octosyllabic line. This rhythmic rsgularity is underlined by the rspeated perase 

"au nom ds", which gives 11 of the posm's 22 lines rhythmically identical 

openings. Werle ths TT does not achieve ths same degree of formality as the ST, 

it is cocsthsless noticsably more regular in its metre than most of the Goodman 

TT series. In this it, like the ST, is assisted by its use of repetition. The TT has 

four iambic lmes (11. 3,4, 19 and 22) and thres anapestic lmes (11. 2, 14 and 21); of 

ths remaining lints all but one consist of a combination of thsss two metres, the 

exception to this being 1. 16 which is dactylic. The overall regularity of ths TT 

metrs is perhaps reducsd by the fact that nine lines have a 'spare' unstressed 

syllable surplus to the lme's basic iamb/amapest metre: these unstressed syllables 

all occur at the end of ths line (TT 11. 2, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 21 and 22). The 

length of ths TT lines varies from two (1. 16) to four feet. (Line 16 of ths TT is 

thus eiresssd both by length and by metre, giving it far more emphasis than in the 

ST). Even if the TT regularity is not as formal as that of the ST, it is nocsteslsss 

noticeable relative to ths other poems of ths TT series.

In translating Poem VI, Goodman perhaps appeared to focus on the 

phonics of ths poem above all else. Poem VII of the TT eerise seems to strike 

more of a balance betwesn the various categories of ST textual variables. Even so, 

like earlier TTs of the striss, it still displays what appear to be occasional lapses
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of awareness on She part of the translator, leading So problems of connotation and 

of literal meaning. In combination with She reduced phonic density of ihe TT final 

section, they perhaps lead So the TT series having a less climactic conclusion than 

ihe ST series. Nonetheless, as a TT, Goodman Poem VII is far from being a 

failure.

Conclusion

Overall, the Goodman TT series is successful in a number of ways. In particular, 

several of ihe individual TTs display particular strength in their use of phonics, 

notably TT Poems I and VI; this reflects Eluard's widespread use of 'phonic 

density' in She ST series. As texts in their own right, She style of ihe TT poems is 

often concise, almost clipped, and this combines with the consciously modern 

layoui of ihe TT series (marked by its avoidance of capitalisation) io give ihe TTs 

noticeable immediacy. Their layoui also contributes io a impression of ihe poems 

as being almost conversational in Sone at times, this increasing ihe immediate 

accessibiliiy of She texts.

Ii is perhaps striking Shat ihese perceived successes are all ai ihe level of 

She individual TT rather Shan of She series. Translation problems and errors are 

also clearly apparent at Shis level: ihese can perhaps most easily be grouped 

together under two main headings, namely awareness and continuity. Problems of 

awareness include both fundamental mistranslations and more subtle errors where 

She TT displays interpretative flaws, often as a result of connoiative problems 

which are introduced into She text. There are three examples of fundamental errors 

in ihe TT series, one in Poem III and two in Poem IV: of these, two are of 

particular interest. In TT Poem III, 11 6-7 represent a complete misreading of She 

ST lines, perhaps suggesting an over-reliance on ihe line as She basic unit of 

ieaR"laiion: ii is apparently Goodman's stricS adherence io a line-by-line reading of 

the ST which leads io his failing io notice She ST enjambement. This is significant 

as ii is not only ihe Goodman TT series which relies upon She line as ihe basic unit 

of translation: as I show below, So some extent Shis appears also io be true of She 

Alexander (and Bowen) TT series. In Poem IV, 1 9, ihe TT directly attributes its 

"sense and laughter" io "them", where in the ST no such attribution is made: this
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addition, perhaps intended as a rationalisation, leads to a complete change to the 

sense of the ST and so to major interpretative confusion. Of importance here is the 

fact that this confusion is not confined to the section of the poem in which the 

error actually appears, rather it extends into and is indeed compounded by the 

section which follows, a point to which I will return below.

Less fundamental interpretative flaws are quite widespread in the various 

TT poems, but they vary in their precise effects. Most commonly, they simply 

lead to a certain degree of confusion or to the introduction of semantic ambiguity 

where none exists in the ST: for example, in Poem VI, 1. 5 and Poem VII, 1 10 the 

Goodman TT appears to push the reader towards interpretations of the lines which 

do not exist in the ST (see p. 124, p. 131), this being made arguably more serious 

by the fact that the Goodman TT series does not print the ST alongside the TT. 

Such confusion is sometimes limited in its scope, and a certain degree of obscurity 

is actually made use of in the ST series (see p. 89). However, the TT confusion is 

not always limited or 'controlled': for example, the connotational weakness of 

"Heart's corner" as a translation of "Le coin du crnur" in Poem V, 1. 1 can be seen 

to have a bearing on the interpretation of the entire poem and so, arguably, of the 

entire series. The same can be argued of the translation of the series title (see 

p. 92). A further effect which can result from a lack of awareness on the part of 

the translator is unintentional humour: in the case of "ridiculous butchers" in 

Poem VI, 1. 10 and of "lift the iron up" in Poem VII, 1 19, this humour is perhaps 

rendered particularly unacceptable by its undermining of the overall movement of 

the TT series towards a weighty and dignified conclusion.

Questions of continuity within the individual TTs focus on register and 

style. The layout of the TT series is consciously 'modern', perhaps even modern 

American, with few capital letters and minimal punctuation: Goodman himself 

was, of course, an American poet translating with an American readership in 

mind. However, the writing is not consistent: thus the modern layout of TT Poem 

I clashes with its apparently anachronistic use of '"neath" and "twixt" (11. 6 and 9), 

and the generally neutral register of TT Poem IV clashes both with the poetic 

'"neath" of 1. 14 and the colloquial "figure out" of 1. 10. In TT Poem II there is not 

only a further archaism ("athrong", 1. 1), but also an anglicism ("garden-cities",

1. 3).
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This can all be taken a stage further, however, bscause Les sept poemes 

d'amour en guerre art not simply sevsn separate poems but art rather a series of 

poems which work togsthsr as a unified whols. This means that both continuity 

and awareness can bs extsnded to this level, and hers ths problems are stark. In 

ths ST series thers is conticuiiy of style not only within poems but also bstween 

them, but this appears not to be the case in ths TT series: thus TT Poems I and VI 

appsar to show a marked priority being given to the role played by sound in ths 

ST posms, while TT Poems II, V and VII appear to suggest a more balanced 

consideration of the ST textual variables. In TT Poem III, 11. 1-4, Goodman's use 

of sound and metrs seems almost to suggest parody (see pp. 107-108).

Continuity within the ST ssrise does not suggest a lack of movemsnt, 

howsvsr, for thers is movement both of theme and of style: in ths TT series, this 

is where the problems created by an apparsnt lack of awareness coms into play.

To begin with, it is perhaps inevitable that the profound confusion which has 

already been dsscribed as forming part of the individual TTs should havs some 

effect on the sxtent to which it is possible to view the TT poems as a coherent 

stries: this is particularly striking in ths case of Posm III, which plays a vital rols 

in ths ST esriss but which is rendered almost meaningless in the TT. Beyond this, 

however, it was notsd above that ths effect of an error in TT Poem IV, 1 9 became 

clear only as the poem continued: in ths same way, errors and flaws in ons poem 

of the TT series can bs seen to create problems when viewed in ths wider context 

of the series as a whols: for example, the translation of "toujours" as "forever" in 

TT Posm 1,1. 16 provides a point of confusion in ths TT eerise, but only when 

placed in ths context of Posms II and V. Ths translator's awarsness thus nesds to 

extend beyond the role and effect of individual TTs to the role and effect of the 

overall TT series.

This can also be sesn if one considers the style of ths ST senss, for here 

too movsmsnt is clsarly discernible. As the stries progrssses, ths introvsried and 

intensely private lovs of Poems I-IH is confronted by evil and shown to be 

inadequate on its own: ths move towards an outward, universal lovs in Po"m V, 

springing up from the lovers' inwardly focused rntscsity, is ths response to this 

ceallscge, and it is ihie which permits ths poet's dignity and ths certainty of 

evsniuai triumph in Posms VI and VII. The progression from intimacy to 

uHivsrsairiy is reflected in the ST esrss by a movement from ictsces, visual (and
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more generally sensual) imagei’y towards a more measured, overtly noble tone, 

marked by a noticeable increase in the use of rhetoric. Phonic devices which are 

not directly linked to sound symbolism are involved in both these styles, although 

sometimes it would appear that their precise effects are different in each case. For 

example, the effect in Poem II, 11 5-6 or Poem III, 11 1-4 is one of great intensity, 

while in Poem V, 11. 12-15 or Poem VI, 11 17-21 it is rather one of weighty 

dignity. Goodman does not appear to be aware of this movement or sense of 

change in the ST series, indeed he appears even to undermine it: the connotational 

problems which are built into TT Poem VI act to lower it from the dignified tone 

of the ST to something almost approaching parody.

Some of the flaws and problems of the Goodman TT series can perhaps be 

attributed to the exceptional time constraints under which it was prepared, since 

the Editor's Note which introduced the collection of Eluard translations of which 

the Goodman TT formed a part stated that all were prepared "in the week which 

intervened between the arrival [...] of a copy of Eluard's book in New York and 

[the editor's] deadline" {New Directions 9 [1946], p. 334). The editor's note tells a 

reader more than simply this, however. Indeed, for a TL reader it is hugely 

important because it represents the only information which he or she has on the 

ST: although we are told that the original intention was "to perfect these 

translations by later consultation [...] and then to publish the whole [...] with the 

original French texts en face" (ibid.), the Goodman TT is nonetheless the only one 

of the TTs under examination which is not printed alongside the ST. The editor is 

extremely complimentary about Eluard, but more importantly he also offers a 

simplistic introduction to Eluard's poetry. It seems very likely that this will 

influence the way in which a reader unfamiliar with the ST will approach the TT. 

Conceivably, given the time constraints which are placed on the translator, the 

editor's view of the ST could also have some influence on the TT which is 

produced. While there is no direct evidence of this, the editor does appear to 

emphasise the part played by effects of sound in the poems while almost 

completely dismissing a role for formal line structure, an emphasis which would 

seem to match Goodman's own priorities in at least some of the TTs:

Eluard is extremely difficult to translate [...] because of the original way in which he uses 

the French language. First he constructs by association. Then he has evolved a syntax of
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his own [...] Eluard cienR" words of saeie encrusted layers of n""rcinSirR [...] while aS She 

same time he eR"aeine" them in an atmospheric Sone ShaS ecare" She "rRreIsIes of 

traditional French verse. To put Shat differently: on She semantic level he dissociates, 

while on She aural level he nppeni" heavily So whaS you might call ence-sruRd-memrey.

He weISe" a subtly cadenced free-vene line which She ear easily accepts [...]

(Ibid., pp. 333-4)

Perhaps more significant still io ihe preparation of She TT series is She 

description of She iransiaSor" behind She collection, and thus of Goodman, as "a 

few poets who read French" (ibid., p. 334). Ii is certainly She case ihai Goodman 

published a great deal of poetry in his own right: given Shat his personal area of 

expertise is Shus poetry rather Shan ieaR"laSioR, and Shai he had only a week in 

which io prepare his TT series, we might expect his own poetic style io have some 

bearing on his final translation. Even a brief examination of a few of his poems 

(see Appendix Four) suggests this indeed So be She case, as several elements of ihe 

poems are reminiscent of the TT series. The poems use ihe same overtly modern 

layoui as She TTs, using little capitalisation or punctuation. They also reveal a 

willingness So vary Sone and register, as can be seen from She following extracts:

My new license plate 

is Shirty zip six 

orange on black 

and cosS me Swo bucks.

("MrSrecycle Song", Poetry 96, 1960, p. 345)

BlesS are Thou, O Lord, 

who niirwe"S me to triumph in my spite 

guiiSies".

("Lme" in Spite", Poetry 94, 1959, p. 292)

Siill more striking is She way in which register is mixed in ihe single poem "My 

daughter veiy ill": Shis recalls ihe occasional archaisms which characterise cerSain 

of the individual TTs. The opening section of ihe Goodman poem is also marked
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by an apparently rather facile use of rhyme, which in my opinion wsaksns the 

poem as it does in TT Poem III, 11. 1-4:

My bids daughter looked so eais today 

fading away

pining and thic like ths iaacseaisci moon 

ic the afisacrrc

I cannot sisse, obsessed by Susie's cririlsii 

cessaisii fact [...]

Nay! esaa my prayer,

Nature! who alone esalsii acd cot wishes 

cor art cor pity,

acd do thou, Crrator Spirit, visit her 

with ihs quick future

that alocs itiii io courage acd io walk 

acd to work.

("My Daughter Very 111", Poetry 90, 1957, p. 211)

Finally, remembering that ihs Goodman TTs sometimes appsar rhythmically 

rathsr loose, it is notsworihy that Goodman's own poetry also tends ai times 

towards exceptionally fret, or loose, verst. This cat be seen it ths following 

extracts from "Long Lints" and "Ths Cape Cod Canal", which appear to havs no 

particular rhythmic siructure at all:

Ths quirt hour whsc ws havs put ths good-looking diccrr it ihs ovsc

after busy litils eiseaaaiirni acd eicceicg pinches of spices

acd we iise out under ths opsc sky in ihs grtsc yards, it is sundown

("Long tmes", Poetry 90, 1957, p. 210)

Among vistas acd panoramas fair

acd vivid ic recognition is ihs great

Caps Cod Cacal, acd notably wesas ic stair
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he rounds She turning and She "aIps of war

recede toward Newport.

("The Cape Cod Canaf, Poetry 96, 1960, p. 344)

Overall She Goodman series, for all its successes, is inconsistent and 

limited. This is perhaps partly due So She simple factor of time - She editor's note is 

ai pains So stress Shai these are only "preliminary drafts" - bui I believe the 

problem io be more fundamental Shan Shis. The translator gives no sign of having 

considered She ST series as a whole: lacking Shis overview of She series (even, ai 

times, of its individual poems), he approaches ihe construction of his TT without 

any sense of an overall strategy or, basically, of what he is aiiempting io achieve. 

This leads So a piecemeal translation strategy, apparently adopting She line as an 

adequate unit of comprehension and of translation, which inevitably results in a 

disjointed TT series: ihus, even when individual sections of a TT are well 

translated, they give no impression of being bound into a larger structure. This is a 

basic problem, undermining She iran"iaior's efforSs before a TT is even begun: ii , 

also provides an important lesson for subsequent translators.

1Conducted at the University of St. Andrews, in November 1994. 
IFontaine, 33, 1944 pp. 251-254.
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LLOYD ALEXANDER: SEVEN POEMS OF LOVE
IN WAR

The second published TT under examination is taken from a wide-ranging 

selection of Eluard works translated by Lloyd Alexander. This was first published 

in America in 1951, although the TT examined in this thesis is drawn from the 

1952 (London) edition of the text. At the front of the collection is a 'Translator's 

Note' in which Alexander thanks Eluard "for his guidance in the translation of 

many of these pages and for his encouragement in preparing this book"i. No other 

information is given on the translation of the texts, and there is obviously no way 

to judge whether or not the "many [...] pages" referred to in the note include those 

of Les sept poemes d’amour en guerre, but the suggestion of a degree of 

cooperation between the translator and the original author is nonetheless striking 

as no such cooperation was available for Goodman in the preparation of his TT 

(or for Bowen, whose TT is provided in Appendix Three).

Alexander's chosen title for the series is Seven Poems of Love in War. The 

decision not to open the title with a definite article leads to an immediate 

impression of the texts as being seven poems drawn from a larger collection of 

"poems of love in war" rather than a complete unit in themselves: this is a marked 

change from the ST title, potentially influencing the way in which a TT reader 

will approach the series. "Love in war" captures the sense of love existing despite 

war raging around it (as does Goodman's "love in wartime") and also of the 

possibility that love might exist as an integral part of war itself, this latter acting to 

prime the reader for the other examples of duality, relationships of ambiguity, 

which feature in the series: the ship and the wind, light and dark, solitude and 

community, good and evil. However, the full ambiguity of the ST title remains 

elusive, the Alexander title failing to grasp the essential ST sense of love actually 

being physically at war, either with itself or with something else: as well as losing 

the physical commitment of love to war (important in a Resistance context), this 

also loses the ST 'mirror' reflection whereby love is suggested to be a part of all 

war just as conflict is a part of all love.

The Alexander epigraph, unlike that of the Goodman TT, remains clearly 

in verse. As in the Goodman epigraph, heavy emphasis is given to "this land", but 

this appears less disruptive in Alexander because of his use of "I am writing" in
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place of Goodman's "I writs": this gives the Alexander epigraph the feel of a 

Harratorial ittroductioH to ths series as a whole, wheae the Goodman seigaaeh 

seems rather to be a speech in need of a conclusion. Ths dsvice of a narrative 

beginning it the first person befors the narrator 'fades' and the text or story takes 

over is a relaiiesly common one from old films: its use here cat thus perhaps be 

sett as introducing a quasi-cinsmatic fetl into the start of ihs striss, consistent 

with the occasionally very visual nature of the imagery used within the poems. As 

it ths Goodman epigraph, the use of "they" in the Alexander TT maintains the ST 

setse of at unseen person or power carrying out ths "p"^^] up" which is 

described, preparing the reader for the anonymous enemy of Poem IV.

The fact of "met" being penned up is emphasised ic two ways in ihe first 

lint of ths TT epigraph. Firstly, it is more usual io speak of animals bring 

"pen[ned] up": by dslaying "men" to the final word of the lme ths translator 

allows this usual expectation to dsvelop in the mind of the reader, so giving ihe 

eesttuai disruption of the stacdard imags added impact. The ittsrHai rhyme 

"een...msH" perhaps also contribuies to ters. Secondly, if it a performance of the 

TT lits the /p/ of "up" is fully pronounced, thsn ii takes a conscious effort on the 

part of the rsader to move from the bilabial plosive /p/ back to the bilabial nasal 

/ml of "msn": ths latter syllable is thus given an almost involuntary stress. Neither 

of thess sffects seems to bs it response to ST devices (although "psn up" perhaps 

echoes the ailitsration ot /p/ of the ST epigraph): they would noteteetess appear 

to suggest possible awareness of a role for performance it the coHsimctiot of a 

translation.

The second lite of ths Alexander epigraph retains and indeed extsnds ths 

ST use of sibilants, using a combination of /f/, /s/ and /0/. Perhaps in part as a 

cotsequetce of this, however, the ST sense is partially altered; more erscisely, ii 

is added to. "Offal" does perhaps carry with it a sense of filth, but inevitably it is 

also specifically associated with internal organs and blood: ii thus provides a very 

graphic suggestion of the physical results of war and also continues the process of 

bsstialisation begun in 1. 1 of ths epigraph, where "ordure" in the ST doss tsithsr 

of these things. Equally, while "starvation" provides aniteration with "eilsncs" (as 

with ST "eoif" and "sil"^""), it is also stronger in tone that the ST "faim". Ths 

epigraph as a whole is attributed dirsctly to Aragon, as it the Goodman TT: the 

same is also true in the copy of the ST epigraph which features alongside the
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Alexander TT, but She effect could nonetheless be So reduce, however minimally, 

a reader's initial impression of these as Resistance poems.

Poem I

Unlike Goodman, Alexander decides So maintain ihe ST word order, and so She 

ST emphasis, in TT 1 1: ihus ihe heaviest emphasis fans on ihe image of ihe ship, 

allowing She overall emphasis on She eyes io develop gradually over ihe first five 

lines. The ship is described in TT 1 2 as "be[coming] master of ihe wind", this use 

of 'io become' capturing ihe ST sense of change occurring without really 

suggesting ii io be change as a result of the ship's own effort as is implied by She 

ST use of a reflexive verb. As with She ST "maitre du vent", "master of ihe wind" 

is a iisle which suggests a cerSain nobility; for a British reader ii is perhaps 

reminiscent of ihe title "MasSer of ihe Rolls", carrying with ii a sense of power and 

seniority bui also ihe idea Shat ii is a job which one is appointed io like any other. 

"Ma"See" has harsh overtones of slavery and domination, hinting ai She ambiguous 

relationship between ship and wind suggested by ihe ST (see p. 41) but ai"o losing 

ihe implicit ST reference io "pecifIcaiiy military domination.

The TT 1. 3 reference So "She country" cleaiiy contrasts wish "Shis land" 

described in ihe epigraph: taking ihe "land" So be wartime France ihe TT thus 

suggests ihe country in the eyes to be somewhere else, a haven for ihe lovers. A 

significant difference between Alexander 1 3 and ihe ST is ihe coordinating 

conjunction "and" which siarSs ihe TT line. This makes it clear ihai ihe "ship in 

[ihe] eyes" of 1 1 and ihe idea of She "eyes [being] ihe country I Found again in an 

instant" in 11 3-4 are So be considered as two distinct images, so removing She 

sense of paradox generaSed by the ST ime". The impression created by She TT is 

not, however, ihai of two parallel images being used io describe ihe eyes: ihe 

retention of ST word order in TT 1. 1 makes Shis reading appear implausible 

(conirasi "Your eyes were [...] and your eyes were [...]" [as used in ihe Bowen TT, 

see Appendix Three]). Instead ihe Alexander TT suggests a temporal succession, 

or perhaps even a causal link (ihe eyes becoming "the country" of 1 3 as a 

consequence of She ship in ihe eyes becoming "master of She wind").
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This TT link can be extended into a connection between "the country 

[which is] found again in an instant" and the lover's freedom and independence 

represented by the image of the ship becoming "master of the wind". The 

implication of this would appear to be that when liberty is denied, as appeared to 

be the case in the epigraph, so access to the lovers' "country" is denied. This does 

not seem to clash with the timelessness of love as expressed in ST Poem 5, as the 

lovers' country does not cease to exist but rather it is simply out of reach: thus the 

"f[inding] again" of TT 1. 4 becomes both an expression of the poet's voice (as in 

the ST interpretation, see above p. 40) and also an image of the lovers regaining 

their world as freedom is restored to them. In fact, if the liberty sought by the 

lovers is seen at least in part to be liberty from "solitude", then far from clashing 

with Poem V the possibility is created of a complete cycle: the acquisition of 

liberty leading to access to love, in turn leading to an altruistic desire to "free 

others from [...] solitude" (TT Poem V, 11. 8-9) so giving them liberty, and so on in 

a self-fulfilling cycle. This provides the potential for a very neat and very coherent 

interpretation of the two poems; it is also a TT creation.

In 11. 5 and 10, the Alexander TT maintains the ST use of word order for 

emphasis, placing "Patient" at the head of the line. This leads to the ST phonic 

link between 11. 4 and 5, created by the juxtaposition of "instant" and "patient", 

also being retained in the TT: as in the ST, this has the added effect of 

highlighting the semantic contrast between the juxtaposed words. The second 

example of this device in the ST, "jeunesse" and "sagesse" in 11 18-20, is however 

lost in the TT. Alexander makes use of the same verb as Goodman in TT 1. 5, but 

his decision to use it in the preterite avoids the clumsy stress pattern of the 

Goodman line (see p. 97). While Alexander 115 clearly continues the sense of 

1. 10, it does not attempt to replicate the ST device of making 1. 115 a diir^e^^ 

grammatical continuation of 1. 10: this perhaps lessens the sense of anticipation 

which builds up in the ST as the eyes' wait continues. Phonetically, the TT 1. 4 

phrase "again in an instant" presents the reader with a performance challenge: the 

combination of sounds /en in on in/ which appear in this phrase can seem clumsy 

if not read relatively slowly and in a very deliberate manner. As with "pen up 

men" in the TT epigraph, this can be seen as a deliberate attempt to manipulate 

performance of the line, but whether deliberate or not it seems to be unrelated to 

any ST device.
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In TT 11 6-9 She impression of a wide range of places being described is 

once again generated through ihe use of a selection of prepositions io open ihe 

lines, with "forests" in TT 1 6 actually creating an image of a far wider expanse of 

land than in She Goodman TT. Alexander's translation of "entre" as "among" in TT 

1. 9 pei'haps abeer a rr^i^c^^r'^ perceptSon of ti^^ llne: where ST L 9 seems tso ee^ot^i] 

the distance between a child and his or her own game, so seeing She children as 

individuals, She TT line seems instead So crraie a more grnrral view of the 

children and their games as a collective group. "Among" can arguably be srrn as 

contributing io She assonance on Im/ of TT 1. 7-9, bui I do not feel ieai this 

asefRance is marked enough risaer io stand oui in a normal reading or io have an 

effective consolidation role wiihin the quatrain. This is especially ihe case as the 

cferrrnce of TT 11 7-9 is weakened, as in She Goodman TT, by She SraRelaiion of 

"tourmente" as "torment" in TT 1 7: once again I would argue ihai this does not 

accurately convey ihe sense of ihe ST.

Alexander's SransiaSioR of "Srndrr" as "Sender" in TT 1 12 retains She ST 

connotations of maternal grnilrness lost in the Goodman TT. Indeed, ii can br 

argued ihai the Alexander TT goes beyond ihe ST: in addition io ier simple idea 

of adding io She harvest yield, ier TT 1. 13 reference io the sunlight "g[iving] 

substance" io She harvest also seems io have overtones of actual creation as 

though of birih. Thus She eyes are shown io have She Srnderness of a mother, and 

also io be leading io the creation of a "human harvest" (She translation of "soleil" 

as "sunlight" adding So She image of the eyes' power or light radiating outwards 

beyond ihrir physical boundaries, as in the Goodman TT). This perhaps gives She 

eventual image a double-edged quality not found in She ST, as ihe ryes are 

contributing io the creation not simply of a "human harvest" bui raiher of a "lean 

human harvest": this is a clearly negative image which can perhaps be linked with 

ier stark idea of war reaping men like corn (an appareni connection with She 

image of She Grim Reaper).

As with 11. 12-13 of She Goodman TT, sibilant assonance is far more 

marked in 11 12-13 of ihe Alexander TT Shan in ihe cfsreepoRding section of ihe 

ST: this is particularly evident in TT 1. 14, where "eubsiancr" alone contributes IsI 

three times. This provides sound symbolism for ihe ecenr which is being 

described ('rustling' as of a breeze through ihe grass), and in She Goodman TT an 

increase in sound use in 11 12-13 could prreape also be seen as an attempt io
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compensate for the loss of the alliteration of ST 1. 14. However, Alexander astaite 

allitsratiot in 1. 14 ("human harvest") so this explanation appears unavailable, 

making the translation loss more stark.

It 1. 17 as it 1. 5, Alexander usss the same verb as Goodman but it a 

difftrsti form ("wsrs bringing" becoming "brought"). This renders ths Alexander 

lint more compact on the page that its Goodman counterpart, bringing it mors 

cleariy into lits with the series of short statements which makes up 11. 17-21 of ths 

TT. The change of tenss also rsduces the impression gsnerated by ihe Goodman 

lite that ths lovers might have been "bringing" love without actually arriving. It 

does, howevsr, perhaps increase the extent to which ihe Alexander TT is 

reminiscent of ihs Biblical Nativity story, ths bringing of gifts. Ths lick between 

11. 19 atd 20 is both mors coherent acd closer to the ST in ihs Alexander TT than 

it the Goodman, as "reason" and "wisdom" art both mental faculties (reflecting 

'’raison" atd "sagtsse" in the ST).

The metrical structure of the Alexander TT is largely informal: while 

elements of formal metre cat be idetiified within ii, mainly mapesis and iambs, 

the overall formal structurs of the ST is lost. Equally, while sectrote of the TT 

suggest at awareness of sound atd of ths rsadsr as performer, this would 

tonsthelese appear to be far less ihs case than it ihe ST. This perhaps suggests a 

differeni priority to that of the Goodman TT, the initial emphasis of the Alexandsr 

TT appearing to be on literal semantic meaning. Certainly the tsxi sesms fluent 

atd coherent, and ii also appears that licks between TT Poem I and ths other 

poems of the series have been more closely considered that was the cast with ths 

Goodman TT. It is Hoticrablr, however, that ihe apparent licks which art 

established between TT 11. 1-4 and Posm V, while coherent, art tot necessarily 

the same as those of ths ST. It the addition of a coordinating conjunction into TT 

1. 3 and of an expHc^ subjecc into TT L 11, Alexander's quesS fluency

atd coherencs also appears to lead to a desirs for a certain formality of grammar. 

Still, the TT does convey a ssnse of ths ryes' beauty and of the power of the love 

carrisd within thrm, and this acts to eniics ihs readsr into reading furihrr. This is 

"sp"^^ the case when the poem is iaket in conjunction with the TT series title: 

ihe rols of lovs "it war*" remains obscure and so intriguing.
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Poem II

As with the opening word of Goodman Poem II, partrcularisation plays a role at 

the start of the Alexander TT. However, the two translators opt for different 

readings: where Goodman chose to translate "jour" as "day", Alexander instead 

uses "light". Of the two, this latter perhaps provides a more effective reading of 

the ST line: it links naturally with the imagery of light and fire which features 

later in the poem ("light", "sun", "burns"), so contributing both to the picture 

which is built up of the brightness and vibrance of the lovers' world and to the 

contrast with the imagery of night and evening of the final section of the poem. 

However, the Alexander translation remains a particuisrisation. While this is often 

difficult to avoid, it is underlined here by the translator's decision to use "light" in 

place of "daylight": this perhaps weakens the extent to which the TT phrase 

appears to be a direct description of the lovers' world and, through association 

with the TL phrase "light of my life", instead seems to emphasise the couple and 

their relationship.

The choice of "light" over "daylight" was perhaps prompted in part by a 

rhythmic concern, aiming to avoid three unstressed syllables appearing together in 

the line:

— u u u —

Daylight of our eyes...

Whether or not this was the case, it certainly appears that Alexander 11. 1-2 is 

written in a tighter, less verbose style than the opening couplet of the Goodman 

TT: this is visible not only in the simple fact of fewer words being used, but also 

in the largely iambic structure of Alexander 1. 1. "Populous", while of a noticeably 

elevated register, does not introduce the same anachronistic clash as "athrong" in 

the Goodman TT; its slight suggestion of "pc^p^uIs*" may also be an attempt to 

reflect the implicit value judgement which arguably underlies the ST "mieux 

peuples" (see p. 52).

In the second couplet, Alexander remains closer to the ST than Goodman 

in a number of ways. In 1. 3, Alexander retains the ST sense of movement by 

following the ST device of using places ranging outwards from the urban to the
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rural. Ii is noticeable ihai ihe Goodman TT reduces She immediacy of ier 

rRjambemrni between 11 3 and 4 by making 1. 3 appear a complete unis in itself: 

two items grammatically linked together, the line both beginning and ending with 

"ciiire". However, She Alexander TT uses syntax io emphasise She rnjambemeRi 

as in She ST: Shus She first two elements of ihe list which comprises 1 3 are linked, 

bui ser third is unconnected, leading ihe reader naturally io make a syntactic link 

with 1 4. In TT 1. 4, Alexander retains She ST ambiguity as So whether ii is She 

"ryee" or She "towns and suburbs" which are She "conquerors of time", and does so 

without introducing an additional inierpseiaiion as in She Goodman TT (see 

p. 102). Finally, wailr the TT loses ihe distinctive use of Ivl as a marker io divide 

11 3 and 4 into three pcur.s, the divisSon ts nonerheiess made: the use of syntax to 

link "villages" onio TT 1 4 has already been mentioned, and Shie is combined with 

a mrSsicai 'marker' with each of She 'parts' of She couplet being announced using a 

dactyl ("villages" and "conquerore").

In 11 5-6, where Goodman adheres eSsicSly io ihe ST word order,

Alexander chooses instead io exchange "She euni and "burne". While this simple 

exchange of theme and rheme perhaps leads io She Alexander couplet reading 

more naturally as a TL phrase, ii also inevitably changes ihe emphasis within She 

TT sentence: the weight given So "Le sfiril" in She ST, as a result of its position of 

prominence ai the eSasS of 1 6, goes instead io "Bums" in She TT. This is fusserr 

underlined by She alliteration on IbI which opens TT 1 6, itself emphasised by ihe 

change of word order which juxtaposes "bright" and "burne". The decision So 

move the verb io ihe start of 1 6 leads io She adjectives of ST 1 6 having a quasi

adverbial function in ihe TT: ihIe combines with She alliteration of ihe line io 

make ihe image of burning seem more vivid in ihe TT Shan in She ST. "Bright" 

follows ihe ST in Shai ii is an adjective which is idiomatically compatible with 

"bum[ing]" (unlike Goodman's "strong"); however, for a TL reader this 

combination perhaps also introduces an unconscious element of danger into She 

image through association with "Tiger tiger burning bright". The TT couplet 

displays markedly less sound symbolism than its ST counterpart, bui an element 

of ii is perhaps inSroduced in "fluid" of TT 1 6 where She combination of fricative 

IfI and long rounded vowel itself leads io an impression of fluidity.

The following couplet, TT 11 7-8, provides an even more marked example 

of the interchange of theme and rheme (again with She apparent aim of ensuring
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that the TT couplet appears fluent and natural in the TL), with the ST lines being 

exchanged in their entirety. In addition, the verb of TT 1 8 is moved to the start of 

the line, giving it greater emphasis than in the ST. The strutting movement which 

it describes is echoed by metre and sound: the largely iambic metre of the line 

stands out from the informal metre which makes up most of the TT, while the 

impression of the line itself appearing to strut is heightened by its succession of 

plosives (/t/, /p/ and /g/). The structure of TT 1 7 appears to leave open the 

possibility that the poet is actually referring to the rose (the flower) and describing 

it as "flesh of springtime". This would not only complicate the interpretation of 

the overall image, but would also introduce a great many connotations and 

associations springing from the image of the rose: for example, the rose is 

frequently used to evoke love, romance, thorns and, at least for a British reader, 

England. Such a reading of the TT line is perhaps made more likely by the fact 

that "rose" is not a particularly common adjective of colour in the TL, and even if 

some readers of the Alexander TT are 'saved' by reference to the ST which 

features alongside the TT, it seems unrealistic to assume that all readers of the TT 

will speak French.

Unlike in most editions of the ST2, the TT makes no use of any explicit 

textual device such as an asterisk to mark a division between 11 1-8 and 11 9-12: 

the only immediate sign that a change has taken place is the move from couplets 

to a quatrain. Nonetheless, the change of time, place and mood occurs in the TT as 

in the ST. While ST 1 10 could possibly be seen as ambiguous, its structure is 

common enough in the SL for it to be clear that it is Paris (and not "le soir") 

which is "desespere": Alexander inserts an indefinite article into ST 1 10 in order 

to make this interpretation plain.

However, he also chooses to insert a conjunction at the start of TT 1 11, 

apparently suggesting that TT 11. 11-12 stand in contrast to TT 11 9-10: this is not 

the case in the ST, and Alexander's 'clarification' of the relationship which he sees 

existing between the lines appears in fact to complicate them. As Paris is "without 

hope", the choice of verb in the description of Evening "fold[ing] its wings" 

around the city strongly suggests this to be a comforting gesture, reminiscent of a 

mother hen: this is a more explicitly positive, quasi-maternal image than in the 

ST. If TT 11. 9-10 are thus positive, the insertion of "But" at the start of TT 1. 11 

seems to suggest TT 11. 11-12 to be negative: this again contrasts with the ST
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where, svet while the precise nature of the tight remains deliberately unclrar, the 

closing lines of the poem appear positive.

A reading of TT 11 11-12 is further confused by the translation of 

"soutirtt" as "sustains", and by the structure of TT 1. 12, The most cohereni 

itirrpaetatiot of ST 11 11-12 seems to stem from a reading of "eoutrnrr" as "to 

withstand" (see p. 54), while "sustame" seems instead to suggest an imags of 

medication or of food: it appears possible that the TL verb may havs been chosen 

in part for iis superficial similarity, both visual and phoctiic, io the SL verb. 

Furiher io this, it is clrar in ST 11 11-12 that the poet intends the lints to be read 

as a simile, but this is obscured in TT 1 12 by a combination of ihs translator's 

decision to uss no article and his choice of "captive", a noun which is also a 

common adjective (compart Goodman's "As a prisoner his freedom"): the effeci 

of this is that ihe TT lines appear to suggrst tot a simile but rather a descrietier 

phrase, with eithrr the "iame" or the "Hight" of TT 1 11 (which ote is unclear) 

being described as "a captive liberty". The overall interpretation of the TT 

quatrain is thus radically diffrrent to that of the ST: either the nighi is bring kept 

alivs or "sustain[ed]" in captivity by ihs lamp, or eisr ihe lamp is the "captive 

liberty" and is being consumed by the night in what appears to bs a quasi- 

eampiric image. It can bs argued that this retains ihe ambiguity of ths ST image as 

to ths naturr of ihe tight, but it still repareents a major translation loss perhaps 

suggesting, as was noted oh a cumber of occasions in the Goodman series, a 

failure to fully interpret and understand ths ST imagtiy befors undertaking a 

translation of ii.

Despite thsss interpretative problems, Alexander Poem II remains a 

largely precise and fluent TT. While its use of textual, and particularly photic, 

devices is less marked than in the ST it does demonstrate a futciiotal awareness 

of metrs atd phonic featurrs: ihs style of ihs TT is rhythmically tight atd cotcise, 

the lattrr arguably to ihe point of incurritg untecessary translation loss in TT 11 1 

and 12 (as I show above). On ihs whole, however, literal meanitg appears to be 

the translator's priority as in TT Poem I, indeed ihe addition of "bui" ai ihs start of 

TT 1 11 seems to suggest a readiness to alter the ST in an attempi io clarify its 

meanitg (although in this instance he is utsuccessful it this aim, as I havs 

shown). Alexander shows a willingness to change ths structure of the ST in order 

to maximiss TL idiomatic fluency, but interesiingly he sein seems to take ihs lice
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as the basic unit of translation; when he moves away from this he does so as little 

as possible, exchanging either single words (11. 5-6) or else almost the entire line 

(11. 7-8) rather than breaking the line in any major way. In retaining (in fact 

increasing) the ST ambiguity as to the true nature of the night, the TT does

provide an effective lead into Poem. III.

Poem III

In the opening line of Alexander Poem III, as in that of Goodman Poem III, an 

element of confusion and a potential clash of tone are introduced for the TT reader 

by the presence of a TL homonym, "spring" appearing at first to create a link or 

pun with "springtime" of Poem II. This, while still fleeting, is perhaps slightly 

more marked in the Alexander text than in the Goodman: the retention in the 

Alexander TT of the definite article which opens the ST line appears to imply that 

"the spring" has been mentioned before, immediately leading the reader back to 

the Poem II reference to "springtime".

Alexander, like Goodman, chooses to translate "douce" as "sweet": this 

both captures the ST sense of the spring being freshwater and suggests that it has 

positive connotations for the poet. "Sweet" also plays a phonic role within the TT 

line as the rapidly flowing stream which is being described is suggested by sound 

symbolism, the sibilant /s/ and 'long' sound /i:/ contributing to a sense of flew and 

momentum in the opening words of the line; this is supported by other sibilants 

and by the repeated /iq/ ending ef "spring flowing", but Alexander avoids the 

obvious rhymes of the Goodman TT so avoiding its somewhat grotesque effect.

In the ST the relationship between the "source" and the "nuit" is unclear, 

but the possibility that one is intended to represent the other is left clearly open. In 

the Alexander TT two things weigh against such a reading. Firstly, the "flow" 

which is created in TT 1. 1 is broken before TT 1. 2 is reached, the harsh velar 

plosive /k/ of "naked" clashing with the sounds which predominate within the 

line: this seems to suggest a break of any link between TT 11. 1 and 2, the 

phonicahy jarring note which is introduced into the text also appearing to contrast 

with the ST implication (through association with the SL phrase "couler de 

source") that everything is proceeding smoothly in the opening lines of the poem.
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Secondly, ihe omission of She ST definite article at She start of TT 1 2 seems io 

change the relationship between ihe lines so ihai they appear So suggest Shat "night 

sSrricers everywhere" while "She spring [is] flowing sweet and naked".

"Naked" in TT 1 1, white ii carries a similar degree of impact io the ST 

"nue" (both being unexpected in context) and suggesis potential vulnerability like 

ihe ST adjective, is perhaps more explicit in its evocation of blatant physicality. 

This links with the imagery of TT 11. 3-4 So place She emphasis on a reading of the 

lines as a scrnr of physical lovemaking. The alternative reading of She lines, as an 

image of Resistance, thus only fully manifesSs itself in retrospect orc: the night 

has been clrarly revealed as a ihreai in 11 5-8. If ihe "epring" of 1. 1 is Shus 

explicitly linked io a scene of ihe couple making lovr, Shen ihe suggestion might 

be ihai this is distracting them, allowing for ihr night's sSeaiiay approach: thus ihe 

nighi "stretches everywhere" while their attention is elsewhere.

Alexander's description of ihe night "stretching] everywhere" in TT 1. 2 

links in very well with ieis suggestion of a eSeaiihy and insidious approach: ii 

creaies an apparent impression of ihr infiniiy of ihe night sky and, through simple 

association with ihe fluidity evoked by TT 1. 1, ii perhaps also conSribuiee So a TT 

image of ihe nighi as a dark liquid stretching oui So cover She world. Ii can also 

and paradoxically be seen as suggesting ihai ihe nighi is somehow under Seneifn. 

However, ihe TT choice of verb loses both She specific ST image of ihe nighi as 

an opening flower and its secondary suggestion of ihe night "lighting up" (like a 

face, for example). The ovrraii effect of Shis would appear So be io make She nighi 

inio a more immediately iesrairning image in TT 11. 1-4 Shan in ST 11 1-4: where 

there is no suggestion of the nighi acting against She lovers in ST 11 1-4, or of 

doing anything beyond providing a background for their lovemaking, ihe TT 

appears So suggest that ii is using She opportunity So pursue its own agenda.

Taken in combination with ihe obscurity introduced into ihe imagery of 

Alexander Poem II, 11. 11-12, this amounts io a significant change from She sense 

of She ST. The ST srrsrs appeared So suggest an overconfidence on the pari of the 

lovers in their own ability, as a single couple, So withstand She night: ihus ii 

appears at She end of ST Poem II Shai their lamp is holding off the night on its 

own, allowing them So revert io their lovemaking in ST Poem III, 11. 1-4. It is only 

in ST Poem III, 11 5-8 that ihe futi malevolence and power of the nighi is revealed 

as the couple are overrun: seIe underlines that an introspective love is not enough
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to hold off the night ot iis own, it is only when it is used to empower a universal, 

altauretic love (as in ST Poem V) that the night can be successfully ceailrnged. 

This is rffrctivs in the ST partly because the irue nature of the night is shrouded 

it ambiguity until Poem III, 11. 5-8; ihe reader like the couple is lulled into 

underestimating its power.

However, in the TT the possibility of the night as a quaei-eampiric 

character was introduced into the final lines of Poem II (see above, p. 151) atd, in 

combination with the apparent insidiousness of ihe night's approach it TT Posm 

III, 11. 1-4, this suggests the negative nature of the nighi more clearly than in the 

ST. Thus it appears that the loeeas are not underestimating the powrr of the night 

in ths TT, rathsr that thry are simply distracted, with ths rrsult that ths night is 

allowed to steal in unseen. This raises the possibility of a changed relationship 

with Poem V, sincs the emphasis in the TT would seem noi to bs ot ths idea of 

the singlr couple lacking ths power to coHfroti the night, but raihrr ot the idea 

that ths couple might be distracting tach oiher from the night or from what they 

'ought' to be doing. Thus, where ths stress in ST Posm V is on ths increased 

powrr which is created by the 'network' of lovers, ihe TT emphasis appears to be 

ot the way it which ihs outwardly projected lovs of Poem V allows for increased 

awareness ot the part of ths loerrs. This is a major change from the ST senss.

Despite these itterpaetatiee problems, Alexander TT 1. 4 remains closer to 

the setse of the ST than its Goodman couttei■eaat: "mad" appears io grasp ths 

wright of ths ST "folls" mors effectrerly than the Goodman TT "fooliee", werle 

"struggle" stems less overily violent that "fight" and so lends itself mors naturally 

to a double reading of ^"making and Resistance. The impact of "farbie et folls" 

at ths snd of ST 1. 4 is generated partly by its aniteratioH on /f/, this acting to ja" 

the reader and to indicate that a change of some sort is under way within the 

poem. While ths fact of the poet bring apparently scornful of the loeeae' rfforts is 

still striking in the TT, the alliteration is lost along with its 'jarring' effect. 

However, ths TT 1 4 succession of plosives ”/d/, /b/ and /g/) dots still suggest the 

idea of a struggle going on wiihin the lint, whils ihe similarity of ihe two endings 

/bl/ atd /gl/ ("feeble struggle") is perhaps sufficient to mark that the snd of a 

section, a turning point, has been rrached: this latter is made mors important by 

ihs fact that, as in Alexander Poem II (bui unlike in ihs ST), to asterisk or other 

rxplicii textual device is used to mark the snd of ihs section.
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The change of scene and of tone which occurs at 1. 5 is very clear in the 

TT, as in the ST. Alexander's decision to retain the article which opens 1. 5 assists 

in this, underlining the contrast which is being drawn between the night of TT 1. 3, 

apparently a passive frame for the lovers' actions, and the actively malevolent 

night of TT 1. 5 "cursfing]" the lovers. This image of the curse is more specific 

than the ST "faifre] injure": it loses the ST suggestion that the lovers are being 

treated unjustly, and it also creates a specific visual image in the TT of the night 

as a witch, this being perhaps supported by the night's obvious association with 

darkness. In addition, "fai[re] injure" would appear to be largely confined to the 

present while a curse may have an ongoing influence rather than an immediate 

effect: the night's evil can thus be seen as being carried into the future in the TT, 

establishing an overt link between the curse of TT 1. 5 and the "future of an 

agony" ofTT 1.8.

The actual effect of the night's "curse" is made plain in TT 11. 6-7 with the 

image of the "empty bed" contrasting, as in the ST, with the lovers' total union as 

portrayed in 11. 1-4. Unlike Goodman, Alexander correctly identifies the 

enjambement which links ST 11. 6-7: the Alexander TT loses the ST emphasis on 

the bed's emptiness (this being generated by the prominence of "Vide" at the start 

of ST 1. 7), but it is coherent. The TT 1. 7 description of the bed being "dug" 

suggests the bed to be an image of the grave more clearly than in the ST, where 

"se creusejr]" can offer more than this one meaning (such as the possibility of the 

bed 'hollowing' under the lovers' weight). If the TT is more uni vocal than the ST 

in 1. 7, however, it is less so in 1. 8: "agonie" refers specifically to mortal agony in 

the ST, where "agony" in the TT is open to a broader interpretation than this and 

does not necessarily involve death at all. It can perhaps even be argued that this 

constitutes compensation for the loss incurred in 1. 7, although it seems highly 

unlikely that this was part of a conscious translation strategy.

The Alexander TT makes use of a less formal verse form than either the 

ST or the Goodman TT. While it does appear to make some use of sound 

symbolism, this appears slight when compared with the intricate and marked 

sound use of the ST. Equally, it has no particular metrical structure: while 

predominantly iambic, other feet (notably trochees and anapests) also feature. 

Indeed it is noticeable that the metrically most regular lines in the TT, the wholly 

iambic TT 11. 7 and 8, are the two lines in the ST which are not octosyllabic.
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NoRrieelrse, Alexander Poem III is a far more coherent Sexi Shan Goodman Poem 

III: ii appeal's once again io aim for semantic clarity and, even if ihe interpretation 

of ihe TT series which seems So be developing is noticeably altered from that of 

the ST eeriee (perhaps indicating a lack of planning or of overview on ihe part of 

ihe translator) ii does ai least remain a largely coherent Sexi in its own right.

Poem IV

In the opening lines of ST Poem IV, ihe repeated use of "c'esi" appears io suggest 

that the poet is using a number of individual images - "une plante", "un enfant", 

"la pluie et le solrii" - in an attempt io capture a larger and wholly implicii 

concept such as life. In ihe TT, these individual images are introduced in 11 13 

and 5 with no pronouns ai all. This makes an initial reading which seee them as 

repeated analogies for an implicii absiraci seem less likely Shan in She ST, She 

immediate TT emphasis appears io be placed squarely on She images themselves 

rather than upon anything which they might represent. This is underlined by the 

relative brevity of TT 11 1 and 3, their concision giving She images of the "flower" 

and She "child" noticeable stress.

Alexander's decision So particularise She ST "une plante" as "a flower" 

introduces a number of connotations into the TT which are noi found in She ST, 

and loeee oShm. Flowers often connote delicate beauty and a cerSain fragility: this 

suggestion of frailty or vulnerability can be seen as underlining She enemy's 

cruelty in She second half of the poem. Ii also creates an associative link with ihe 

"child" (see also below), a link which is reinforced by She fact of the flower being 

an essential pari of a planS'e reproductive cycle. Through TL phrases such as "ihe 

flower of youih", flowers are associated wish being at one's peak or "in full 

bSfom": ieis again makes ihe actions of She enemy appear particularly cruel. Ii is 

perhaps poeeiblr saai ihe translator was influenced in his choice of noun by his 

desire io use She verb "io flower" in TT 1. 8, although I would suggest ihai a link 

between noun and verb would siill have been clear if 'plant' had been used in place 

of "flower". The loss of the specific image of She "plante" perhaps lrade io She TT 

imagery, ihe growth and ultimate destruction of She flower, appearing 

fundamentally weaker than ihe ST imagery; ihe flower is only a pari of She plant,
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an important atd emotive part but a part nonetheless, so that the loss of the flower 

does not necessarily entail the catastrophic loss of ths sniire plant as is suggested 

it ihs ST.

Litrs 1-4 of ths TT retain ihs ST setse of being two parallel scttes, with 

11 b2 and 11 3-4 being ali^<r.si identical in stnucture. This emphasSses the lmk 

which is being implied betwesn the plati atd the child. It is nonetheless 

noticeable ihai, where the ST uses "porte" in both 11. 2 and 4, the TT arfrrs first to 

"gates" and then to a "door". "Gates" conjures up a larger and more imposing 

image that "door", the intrntioH of this perhaps being to mark the difference in 

scale beiweet a human mother and the Earth. This contrast of scale is not found in 

ihs ST, nor does it exist to the same sxtent between a small child atd a youtg 

plant: if ihe mother and the Earth are thus bring compared or equatrd in the poem, 

ii might appear in the TT that the plant would bs far more intimidated 

approachitg "the gates of the eaaih" than would the child approaching "the door of 

his moteer".

The use it TT 11. 1 and 3 of simple declarative utterances (without the ST's 

relatier highlighting of the prssencs of a speaker or narrator, "CW une plants 

qui...") could suggest simple generalisation (as ic "a horse likrs sugar cubes").

This appears to make little sense as a reading, however; ii can perhaps also be 

argued that, for a modtrt reader (more than for a reader in 1952), the fact of the 

child's gender being specified in TT 1 4 seems to suggest more specific than 

generalised imagery. Instead, ths use of the parseni tetse seems to provide the TT 

lmes with a descriptive immediacy3. Like ths ST, ths TT has almost no 

punctuation: this combines with the fact of the "rain and sunlight" of TT 1 5 

having to introductory pronoun to give ths impression that the "rain atd sunlight" 

are it fact the "mothrr" of TT 1 4. As it the ST the image of ihs plati and child 

"knock [itg]" cat be mterparted as them demanding entrance, so effectively an 

image of imminent birth: thus a reading of the TT gradually emerges which has 

11. b4 as of (wo births which ihemsetves lead to the

birth of the "mother" of the child (atd so, by implication, the "mother" of the 

plant), this "mother" being ihe "rain and the sunlight".

This adds a layer of complexity to ths TT image which is not preseti in the 

ST. It ths ST a cycle of life is implied whereby "la pluie et le soleil", themselves 

fundamentals of life, are born and flourish alongside ihe plant and ihe child. It the
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TT this is also the case, but in addition the "rain and sunlight" are apparently 

identified as being the "mother" of the child. While it seems highly unlikely that 

this element has been added te the ST image deliberately, it does actually link in 

with an Eluardian idea: thus in the following examples the birth ef a child leads 

also te the birth of Eluard himself, either as father (in the case of Cecile, his 

daughter) or as lever (the date in the second example is the birthdate ef Nusch, 

Eluard's second wife):

A Cecile

ma petite fille

petite mere,

Paul Eluard

(Dedication of Le dur desir de durer, OC II p. 974)

Le 21 du mois de juin 1906 

A midi

Tu m'as donne la vie.

("N" V, OCIp. 1116)

Despite this apparent coincidence, the introduction of this complexity into the TT 

image remains a clear example ef translation loss; in complicating and rendering 

mere difficult the TT image, it risks detracting from its immediate impact upon 

the reader. The ST portrays a cycle ef life, which is disrupted and ultimately 

destroyed by the enemy, and se its focus is en the contrast between the positive 

growth and development ef life, and the evil inhumanity ef the enemy: any less or 

change ef this focus caused by the introduction ef obscurity into the TT image is 

liable te weaken the overall effect of the ST contrast.

In describing the child as "flowering" in TT 1. 8, Alexander retains the ST 

device of using a verb more usually associated with plants than with children in 

order to emphasise the parallel which exists in the poem between the "flower" and 

the "child". It is possible that the direct juxtaposition of "flower" and "flowering" 

in TT 11. 7-8 is intended further to emphasise this, in which case the translator may 

have been influenced in his choice ef noun (despite the additional connotations 

which this brought te the TT) by his choice ef verb; however, as noted above.
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there seems little doubt Shai a clear link would also have been discernible if 

"pIcrS" had been used in place of "flower". While ihe verbs of TT 11 6-8 lose She 

visual and phonetic links of She ST verbs (ihe ending IigI providing no real 

subsiiiuie as a link), they do provide ihe verse with increasing momentum as ier 

reader moves from the monosyllabic "Born" io She trisyllabic "Flowering". In TT 

1 8, horveveir tSui haa lt^i: effeec of iI^trs^tdK:^ii^g a degree oo 016^^1 ccumsmess 

inio the line as ii contains a euccrssioR of four unstressed syllables (a stress on 

"wiie" being unlikely after TT 11. 6-7):

— u u u u —

Flowering with sar child

As in Poems I and II, Alexander makes no use in Poem IV of an asirssek or 

other explicit device io mark She break which occurs in ihe Pleiade edition of She 

ST. The break is, however, made clmr through punctuation, a full stop being 

inSroduced ai ihe end of TT 1 9. While Shis punctuation does feature in some 

editions of ihe ST, notably in Shai which features aiongeidr the Alexander TT, ii 

does noi appear in ihe Pleiade ffiuvres completes or in any of ihe other TTs. While 

the full stop provides enough of a break in She text io make ii clear seai "they" in 

TT 1. 10, like "on" in ST 1 10, refers io a new and unnamed group in ihe TT 

(avoiding the problems of ihe Goodman TT), I would argue that it is eiili less 

complete a break Shan in most ediiions of ihe ST (where it is reinforced by page 

layoui). This perhaps leads io She conirasi between 11 9 and 18 being clearer in the 

TT thaR in mosi editions of ihe ST: both lines stand apart from ihe main body of 

ihe Sexi, both contain two nouns, but one describes "reasoning and laughter" 

apparently springing up as a positive resuli of ihe cycle of life while the oiaes 

describes how "misery and weariness" nre io be used So destroy ihai cycle. This 

cfnirasi follows on from ihai beiwern "reasoning" and "calculat[ion]", identifiable 

in 11 9-10 of both ST and TT.

In translating "la peine" as "She sorrow" in TT 1 10, Alexander loees the 

euggreiioR of a judicial sentence which arguably acts in She ST So underline ihe 

warped values of ihe enemy. In iis reduction, however slighi, of ihe terror created 

by ihe image of She enemy, this can perhaps be linked with TT 1 11 which 

suggests that "they" have calculated She amount "Shat a child can bear": ihe ST
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rmphasis is placed oh the scemy, which acts fuaihrr to dehumanise ths "tHfani", 

whils the TT perspective is changed to focus oh ths child and what ii can bear. 

This shift of perspective, while a matier of tuatcr, nonetheless influences the 

rffect which the text atd its imagery havs on the reader.

Lites 1, 3 and 5 of ths TT are toiablr for being mors concis" than their ST 

counterparts, ihs images they contain bring presetied with no suggestion of a 

speaker or narrator (as I show above). IttaiguiHgly, the opposite appears to bs the 

cast in TT 1. 14. It ST 1. 14 the "bruit de pas" is presented very directly: this gives 

the imags marked immediacy, and perhaps a certain shock value givst the air of 

horror which is built up around the enemy. In addition it leads to a very sharp 

focus on ihs sound of the footsteps, ters playing a sigcificani role in ths rffect of 

the section (see p. 64). However, the Alexander TT introduces a pronoun at the 

start of the line. This gives the sentence a verb and also makes TT 1 14 into the 

longest tine of the TT, psrhaps creating at impression of TT 1. 14 as the start of a 

nrw atd concluding section of the poem whsrs there is co such division in the ST. 

It also reduces ths immediacy of ths tiHe's imagery; in particular ths TT appears to 

suggest the overt pareeHce of a narrator, reducing the textual focus upon the sound 

of the steps.

The TT 1. 14 translation of "voute" as "archways", combined with the loss 

of focus identified above, perhaps leads to ths TT imageay having a leee overtly 

intense and claustrophobic effect than ihs ST. "Archways" can be seen as creating 

a more airy impression than "voute": the TT use of the plural perhaps carries a 

grratrr ssHse of space than the ST, and it also stems not to carry tvst mild 

connotations of the tomb but rather to be a clear image of some form of 

colotnade. The air of terror generated by ST 1 14 is also undermined in ths TT by 

involuntary humour, "under ths archways" bring immediately associated by 

British readers with Flanagan atd Atiat. While the Alexander TT was originally 

publishrd in America, ihs edition studied here was published in London so 

destined for a British readership; moreover, it can be assumed that ihs association 

with Flanagat atd Allan would have appeared sven clearer to a reader in 1952 

that ii does now.

Lines 14-15 of ths TT make effective use of sound and mstre. While TT 

1 14 is m^t^o^^i^^^l^;^ ragged there is a hint of trochaic metre imdtine which is then 

cotfirmrd in TT 1. 15: this trochaic mstre, punctuated by the TT 1 15 altiieraiiot
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on /bl/, echoes the regularity ef the "sound of footsteps" being described. This is 

perhaps a reflection of the ST use of a particularly regular (quasi-dactylic) stress 

pattern te suggest the footsteps in ST 1. 15. The ST also features repeated plosives 

in ST 11. 14-15, again suggesting the regularity ef the footsteps. The TT use of 

metre at this point stands out in a text which gives little suggestion of a formal 

metrical structure: beyond the regularity introduced by rhetorical repetition in TT 

11. U4 and 111 16-17 ((he ffrss of these suggesting the textua! paradee between plant 

and child, the second the relentless approach of the enemy), the only ether 

rhythmic device appears mere one ef syllable than one ef metre (the verbs ef TT 

11. 6-8). As wiih the ST plnr^^^ ' ’beate d'^^<^lr^^ul^'' the TT 1, 15 ph^aae ' ’Wees wiih 

horror" emphasises the evident evil of the enemy by suggesting a link between 

them and black magic, perhaps Satanism. The TT connotations ef black magic are 

perhaps heightened by the unusual archaic spelling ef "blest", but it still loses the 

overtones ef smug self-satisfaction carried by ST "beate".

In TT 11. 16-18 the aim of the enemy is shown, as in the ST, te be that ef 

inflicting physical punishment or torture through non-physical means ("misery 

and weariness"). "Uproot" in TT 1 16, used also in the Goodman TT, loses the ST 

overtones ef exhumation but does suggest the physicality of the enemy's act. The 

translation ef "avilir" as "vilify" in TT 1. 17 is striking, as it seems initially te alter 

the ST image quite radically. However, a reading of the line using the usual sense 

of "vilify", so ef the enemy maligning the child, is incompatible with the idea ef 

the vilification being carried out using "misery and weariness": thus the reader is 

pushed towards an interpretation using the rarer sense of "vilify", namely 'to 

debase'. The TT thus comes to carry a sense both ef the enemy's action and ef the 

malevolent intent which underlies it, an apparently very neat piece ef translation 

although it seems likely that the use of a rare sense of the TT verb will lead te it 

drawing mere attention onto itself than does its ST counterpart. It also seems 

possible that, as with the choice ef "sustains" in TT Poem II, 1. 11, a factor in the 

choice ef the TT verb was its superficial similarity to the ST verb. In 1. 18 the 

Alexander TT, like the Goodman TT, only captures part of the sense ef the 

complex ST nouns "la misere et l'ennui": in "misery" Alexander loses the sense ef 

poverty which was highlighted by Goodman and, while "weariness" comes closer 

than Goodman's "boredom" te suggesting the full sense ef listless, apathetic
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melancholy carried by ST "ennui", ii siill perhaps fails io capture the scope and 

weight of She ST noun.

Alexander Poem IV is an inSerrsSing text. Like ihe earlier texts of the 

Alexander eeries ii is confident and coherent, bui again like them iis coherence is 

noi always She same as that of the ST: ihus, as I have shown above, ii undermines 

the ST interpretation of 11 1-8 only io substitute n new one. As a text in its own 

right, ii is perhaps most striking in iis generation of an impression of ieReifn and 

of impending horror in 11 14-17, despite She unintentional humour introduced by 

"under the archways" in TT 1 14: this reflects She evocative power of Shis passage 

in the ST, bui ii is also of note because ihie is the section of She TT which makes 

She clearest attempt So translate in such a way as So reflect She ST's functional 

IRSrsaciifR of meaning, phonic effects, metre and rhetoric. Overall ii perhaps 

remains one of She least flawed of She TTs examined Shus far.

Poem V

Alexander Poem V, like its Goodman counterpart, opens with the image of the 

"heart's corner". Accordingly, srvrrai points made in relation io ihe Goodman 

image apply equally well So Alexander: for example, ihe natural word order in 

each TT leads io She emphasis of She image shifting from She heasS'e constrained 

situation on io She hears itself. However, unlike Goodman, Alexander follows She 

ST in introducing the image with an article: this prevenSs She Alexander image 

from giving the impression of a proper name, a particular problem in ihe 

Goodman TT. The image of ihe "cfsnes" does suggest a small or confined area in 

She Alexander TT, as it does in She ST, but Shis is noi reinforced by idiomatic 

association io She same extent in ihe TL as in the SL. Because She TT phrase is not 

immediately linked with known TL idiom in She same way as "le coin du creur" 

seems io associate with "le coin de l'^il" or "le coin du feu", it perhaps leaves the 

TT image slightly more open So generalised inSerpseSaiIon Shan She ST image: ihus 

even far-feSched readings, such ns "She hrasi's corner" as an image from boxing, 

cannot strictly be ruled out. The TT 1 1 description of She enemy speaking "effsly" 

loses She ST sense of kindliness, carrying no suggestion of emotion nt all bui 

rather concentrating solely upon She volume of what is being said. The idea of
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speaking softly seems to imply marked self-control, which can perhaps be linked 

with the stsmy's clinical, quasi-scientific matter in Posm IV: this makes the 

etrmy appear far more clearly menacing in TT 1. 1 that in the ST.

As it the Goodman TT, an slsmett of ambiguity is introduced itio the 

Alexander TT in 11 2-3. In ST 1 3 the invrrsion of "repotdions-noue" provides an 

effectier link between ihe vrrb and ST 1. 2: this lrads to the ^"^^0^ of the 

ST lites, artificially highlighted below using punctuation, being clear and 

unambiguous:

"Ls coin du creur", disaiect-rli gsctimsct.

"Ls coin d'amour st ds haics si ds giriis",

Reercdirci-crui, st nos ysux refleiaisci 

La verite qui nous sraeart d'aiils.

It the TT, however, thers is ho such syntactic link, indeed the placing of ihe vrrb 

at the start of TT 1 3 seems rather to suggrst it to be the start of a nrw phrase. 

Thrrs is thus nothing to preernt the TT lines bring read as follows:

"Ths esaii's cr:msi", they said softly,

"The corcer of lovs acd hate and glory".

Ws answered, acd our eyes isflscird 

Ths irute which was our sanctuary.

This does tot necessarily lead to a major interpretative change; ths lovrrs can still 

be seen as rtfusing cotfinsmeHt on the grounds that "love atd haie and glory" are 

too powerful to bs ignorrd (as it the ST). Nonetheless, in the TT this requires ac 

assumption on the part of ths reader where it ths ST the lovers' reply is rxplicit, 

so ths ambiguity still makes itOsrprstaOiot of the TT more difficult than 

^"^^0^ of ths ST.

Ths translation of "asils" as "sanctuary" in TT 1. 4 suggests, as it the ST, 

that the truth is providing ths loerrs with an official refugs: mors than simply a 

hiding placs, rather ths equivalent of seeking sanctuary in a church, so suggesting 

both a greater degree of security and ths idea that ihs truth has eigtificat0 status of 

its owt. The ST "asils" cat suggrst both religious sanctuary and political asylum
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but, while the latter is lest in the TT, it perhaps seems that the former is mere 

appropriate in context: political asylum would suggest the levers attempting to 

flee abroad, where their aim is rather te reclaim their own country, and the 

religious overtones of "sanctuary" allow the "truth" to stand in clear opposition to 

the dark religion of TT Poem IV, 1. 14.

The concept of the levers' "truth" having been introduced in TT 1 4, it is 

then expanded in the lines which fellow. In TT 11. 5-6, Goodman's choice ef tense 

led to a sense of the couple's love being relegated entirely to the past (see p. 118): 

Alexander's use of a compound tense with "have" avoids this, establishing a link 

between what is being described and the present. This also prevents the 'jarring' 

which occurs in the Goodman TT as the tense changes te the present in 1. 7. 

Nonetheless, "we have never begun" arguably gives the Alexander text slight 

negative overtones in TT 1 5 (suggesting "we have never [even] started", "we've 

never had a chance") where no such overtones seem present in the ST.

The Alexander TT does net introduce a break into the text after 1. 9 (the 

device used in the Goodman TT), but the impression of such a break is 

nonetheless created in the published edition by the presence ef a fortuitous 

pagebreak. The potential clumsiness ef the repetition ef "want" in TT 11. 10-11 is 

further reduced by the conjunctions which are used to break up the lines. In 

addition te the two conjunctions which are present in the ST, the Alexander TT 

also introduces one subordinating conjunction ef its own ("that", TT 1. 11). This 

net only acts to break up the line, but it also suggests a desire for grammatical 

clarity which has also been evident elsewhere in the Alexander TT (such as in the 

addition of conjunctions in Poem 11. 2, Poem II, 1 11 or Poem III, 1. 5). A further 

example is provided in Poem V by the introduction of "but" into TT 1. 6, rendering 

explicit a contrast which is wholly implicit in the ST. It is noticeable, however, 

that this clarity is net wholly consistent', thus the addition te Poem II, 111 made 

its interpretation more difficult and obscure (see p. 150), while nothing is dene te 

avoid the creation ef ambiguity in Poem V, 11. 2-3 (see above).

In the TT 1. 13 translation of "brillants" as "shining", Alexander captures 

both the ST sense ef an intense brilliance ef light and its overtones ef excellence. 

However, in TT 1. 14 the ST sense is altered in the translation ef "cuirasses" as 

"armed": where "audace" is clearly a defensive piece ef armour in the ST, the 

impression in the TT is rather ef "audacity" as a offensive weapon. In offering the
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couples protection, She ST "audace" can perhaps be seen as linking with "la v£riie 

qui nous servaii d'asile" of ST 1 4; ihe TT image seems rather io look ahead io the 

final call-to-arms of Poem VII. Alexander's decision io use "armed with audacity" 

in TT 1. 14 may have been partly influenced by a desire io reflect the ST 1 14 

alliirsaiifR on IkI: while "armed" and "audacity" begin with diffrsrRi sounds (In:I 

and Io:I), ihe fact of both being low back vowels perhaps leads io n perceptible 

similarity between the two.

Line 15 of the TT clarifies and simplifies She ST image, making She 

description of She lovers gazing into each osees's eyes into an explicit statement of 

fact. This moves She emphasis from She eyes themselves onto ihe lovers as n 

whole: She ST does noi refer io ihe lovers in a generalised way ai all, bui directly 

io "leurs yeux". The TT line nlsf loses She ST suggestion of She eyes sfmrhfw 

taking up a challenge in gazing ai each other. Finally, ii is noticeable ieai She 

length of TT 1. 15 prevents the final line of ihe TT receiving ihe same emphasis as 

its ST counterpart. Indeed, both lines have an iambic feel in She TT so ieaS TT 

1 16 hardly seems io stand out from TT 1 15 at all, bui rather simply io follow on: 

if the closing line of She TT receives any particular emphasis it seems almost 

entirely due So page layoui, which is as in ihe ST, with slighi reinforcement 

perhaps coming from its anapestic eSasS. In comparison wish She Goodman TT, 

Alexander's choice of "goal" as a translation of "but" in TT 1. 16 comes closer io 

suggesting She ST sense of She lovrre' decision So work for "la vie des autres" 

being both personal and conscious.

Semantically, Alexander Poem V is for She most part clmr and precise. 

However, structurally ii is lees succresful, perhaps less so Shan the Goodman TT. 

Textual features beyond She purely semantic play n very significant role in She full 

effeci and power of She ST (see p. 70-71), bui such features seem largely lost in 

She Alexander TT. The TT follows ihe ST in moving io a shorter line length at 

1 5, bui as in She Goodman TT the effeci of Shis is muted by an immediate return 

io n longer line in TT 1. 6. Equally, She Alexander TT fails So suggest She heavy 

emphasis which is placed upon ST 1. 16, either through She ST device of line 

length or through any kind of compensatory device.

Metrically, ihe TT appears somewhat inconeisSrni: mosi of ihe lines have 

an iambic feel, as in She Goodman TT, bui TT 11. 12-14 then switch io dactyls and 

trochees. This gives marked emphasis io the notion of other couples in the Sexi,
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perhaps mors emphasis than in ths ST, but otherwise seems to serve no particular 

strategic purpose. If ths chatgr of meirs is intended to compensate for ths loss of 

ths phonetic richness of ST 11 12-15 ihen it appears unsuccessful: whsrs ths ST 

lites give ths impression of building up towards a climax, ths TT lines crsate no 

such sense of anOicipatioH in ths rsadsr. Phonic sffects are discernible it ths TT 

but they seem neither to corrsspotd to, nor to compensate for ths loss of ihs 

various ST devices; moreover, ihs TT effects are far from striking it ordinary 

reading. Examples of such effects are ths assonance on /i:/ used to close TT 11. 1,2 

and 4 or, arguably mors rffsctier but not forming part of ths ST, ihe association 

which is created in TT 11. 6-8 between "loes" and "others" through assonance ot 

/a/. Overall, ihs Alexander TT can perhaps only bs sett as a genuinely rffsctres 

translation on ihs semantic lserl, whereas ths ST operates on a number of lresle 

simultaneously. Indeed, ths HOt-srman0rc dsvicss in ths ST art mads io stand out 

by its relativs semantic simplicity: in ths same way, ths semantic simplicity of ihs 

TT acts to highlight iis iimrtatrots.

Poem VI

In ST 1 1, Eluard makes uss of a verbal peaass, "chant[sr] [...] trompsttse", which 

achieves its rffsci ai least partially through ths way in which it rrcaiie known SL 

idiom ("chanter victoirs", "chanter pouillss"): it thus takes on at idiomatic feel 

atd also draws associations from those other phrases. Alexander chooses to 

translate this using ths TL verb "[io] trumpet", a decision which affrcts ihs TT in 

two ways. Firstly, it psrhaps makes TT 1. 1 less immediately striking that ST 1. 1 

since ths ST phrass, raising ths possibility of an invented SL idiom, intrigues ihs 

rsadsr it a way which ths TT phrase doss not. Secondly, ihs TT verb is mors 

cotcise than ths ST, and it demands an immediate object where "trompr0tss" is 

itself at object in ths ST lint: both grammar and rhythm thus require Alexander to 

introduce an element into TT 1. 1, and so ST "malheur" is effectively split across 

lites 1 and 2 of ths TT as "misfortune" and "unhappiness".

Ths uss of "timmpst" as a verb perhaps also acts to lessst ths rxtsnt to 

which ths TT reflects ths ST 1. 1 suggestion of militarism: "trumpst[s]" are 

arguably less associated with ihs military in ths TL than bugles, and this is
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reinforced in the Alexander TT by the emphasis being not on the trumpets 

themselves but rather on the act ef trumpeting. The TT verb does, however, 

capture the ST rejection ef fanfare and of flourish, as well as ef self-glorification 

(through an association with TL "te blow one's own trumpet"). Such self-glory 

would clash with the altruism ef Poem V, but Alexander Poem VI, 11. 1-2 can 

perhaps nonetheless be seen as suggesting more awareness of collective self than 

one might expect if the levers' "goal is in the lives ef others". Speaking in the first 

person, the TT couples make it clear that they are speaking of "[their] misfortune", 

"[their] unhappiness": this can be contrasted with the more general "le malheur" ef 

ST 1. 2, an effective contrast with the ideals of Poem V thus being created. This 

contrast is then emphasised by being spread across two lines as noted above.

The ST makes use of a degree of understatement in ST 11. 1-4 to emphasise 

the lovers' dignity and their superiority over the "malheur" which confronts them. 

The TT makes use of a similar device in 11 1-2, as neither "misfortune" nor 

"unhappiness" are particularly powerful or emotive nouns. However, in TT 1. 3 

there is an apparent clash ef tone as "very great", which suggests no element ef 

understatement but rather a move away from it, contrasts with the assertion that 

this is the levers' "unhappiness / Such as it is", a phrase which seems to suggest 

scorn or total dismissiveness en the part of the poet. "Great" is a recognised 

translation of "grand", but its overtones of grandeur appear to contrast with the 

poet's TT 1. 1 decision not to "tmmpet" the misfortune. "Such as it is", on the ether 

hand, changes the sense ef the ST phrase "Tel qu'il est", which suggests nene of 

the apparent scorn of the TT but rather a desire to portray things as they really are. 

The translation ef "bete" as "stupid" in TT 1 3, as in the Goodman TT, loses the 

secendaiy ST sense of "bete" as a beast or animal: this in turn leads to the less ef 

the ST 1. 4 allusion te the Nazi cult ef virility ("bete [...] entier").

In TT 1. 5, word order perhaps leads to "death" receiving slightly less 

emphasis than "la mort" in the ST, the privileged final word ef the TT line being 

"alone". A further change ef nuance can be identified in the TT link between 11. 6 

and 9: while a semantic link between the idea ef being "limited]" and that of 

being "unbounded" is still clear, it is less emphasised than in the ST where the 

same root is used in each line ("limite" and "illimite"). Like Goodman, Alexander 

chooses te translate "bourreaux" as "butchers" in TT 1. 10: while this again 

introduces the possibility of a reading which does not exist in the ST, it is perhaps
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lree of a problem in the Alexander TT than in ihe Goodman TT as ihe Alexander 
reader has noi been primed for absurdity in the same way as n reader of Goodman 

Poem VI, Again like Goodman, Alexander pasSiculasisee "toujours" in his choice 

of "always" in TT 1 11; however, such pasiIcularIsaSifn seems very difficult So 

avoid and, unlike ihe Goodman translation "Still", ihe Alexander TT does not 

immediately create an apparently unnecessary question in ihe reader's mind.

In comparison with Goodman's use of ihe childish neologism "stupider" in 

TT 1 4, ii is noticeable that Alexander remains strictly grammatical in translating 

ST 1. 4. Where Goodman's translation created problems of register and 

connotation, however, ii can be argued iaai Alexander's SraRsiaSioR creaies 

rhythmic problems: TT 1. 4 is n strikingly long line and gives an impression of 

wosdiRres. However, is was noted earlier seaS ihe TT "[So] trumpet" is more 

concise than ihe ST: accordingly this early concision could perhaps have been 

used So break down She relatively 'weighty' TT 1 4. This perhaps euggeeis ihai too 

much emphasis is being placed upon the line-by-line nature of She translation (as 

is arguably also She case in TT Poem II [see pp. 151-152], or again in TT Poem 

VI, 11. 17-18 [see below]); it appears Shai insistence upon She line as fundamental 

unit of isanslaiifn is creating or exacerbating problems for ihe translator.

In translating ST 1 4, Alexander's main aim seems io have been io retain 

grammatical and semantic clarity, Shis apparently taking priority over all rl"r. A 

similar tendency has already been identified in easlIes TTs of the Alexander srrirs, 

and it again seems io influence Alexander's TT of Poem VI in 11 6 and 13. In TT 

1. 6 Alexander eacsificrs concision for clarity in ihe addition of She auxiliary verb 

"could". In this iRsSancr ii can be argued that Alexander is acting in part for 

rhythmic reasons (making TT 1 6 wholly iambic) bui Shis appears noi So be ser 

case in TT 1. 13, where Shere are two changes from ihe ST. Firstly, ihe TT 

"SraiRloade" is more explicit Shan She ST "trains", bui it also loses an element of 

She ST sense: the ST can be read as describing either mechanical trains or She 

tortured being herded in 'trains' like pack animals (recalling the epigraph wish sie 

suggestion of humans being treated like animnle). Secondly She repetition of "ihe" 

in TT 1. 13, while grammatically precise, is noi wholly necessary (compare 

Goodman's "SraiRe of tortured") and its effect is io make ihe line somewhat stilted 

in performance: this is perhaps due not only io its length bui also io She clumsiness 

of ihe sounds which are being repeated ("of ihr", Iov dsI). Given seis apparent
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willitgtses to add elements to ths lms in ordrr to ensure iis grammatical clarity, 

Alexander's decision to omit ths conjunction which opens ST 1. 16 is perhaps 

surprising: it seems to yirld no particular rhythmic advantage, but wsaksns ths 

rhetorical style of ST 11. 15-16 and also gives great emphasis to ths speakers 

("Ws") at ths start of ths Hns whsrs ths ST focus is instead oh their lack of shams. 

This counter-example is striking, apparently suggesting occasional inconsistency 

on ihe part of ths translator which could potentially bs due io ths lack of an 

overall translation strategy.

It 11 17-18 of ths TT, Alexander reverses ths order of ths ST lines. Even 

mors clsarly than it TT Posm II, 11. 7-8, when ths ST lines wsrs again reversed, 

ths lines are not broken but are rather clranly exchanged: ths line-by-lms 

approach to translation which was notsd above is thus mamtamsd. Ths ST lits 

order is psrhaps altered here it an attempt to "Hsurs a mors natural TL syntax, but 

ths rffect doss not appsar marked. Alternatively, it could bs intended as a 

comprtsatoiy device: ths imags of ths bird receives particular rmphasis in ihs ST 

as a result of SL structure, and ths change in line order doss lead io mors weight 

being given io ths bird in ths TT. Furihrr compensation is perhaps identifiable in 

TT 1 18: "in ths wake of" carries a greater esner of ths warriors' momentum and 

speed of movement than ST "derriere", bui "coward" has co sens" of movement at 

all whsrs ST "fuyarde" dots. "Coward" is a less specific term that "fuyaads", 

lacking ths explicit ST suggestion of desertion, but it does lead to ihs TT 

capturing ths deliberate crlloca0ies clash of "guerriers fuyards"; indeed, it 

arguably increases it, as "coward warriors" appears almost oxymoronic. Ths 

translation of "derriere" as "it ths wake of also leads to TT 1. 18 bring a 

noticeably long line: this, along with ths length of TT 1. 13 and ths relative brevity 

of TT 1. 16, means that ths ST drercs of highlighting 11. 15, 16 and 21 using lint 

length is lost in ihe TT.

The TT iosse ths rhyms of ST 11 18-19, but retains ths haif-rhyms of 

"innocstcs [...] vengeance" in TT 11. 20-21; as it ths ST, ths soutd-basrd link 

which is thus created bstween innocence and vengeance acts to highlight ths 

semantic differences which exist between thrm. Like Goodman, Alexander also 

features an extended internal rhyme on /sim/ in TT 11 7-16, largely dur to ths 

repstitiot of "Shams". Beyond this, howsvsr, ths Alexander TT is toi as 

ehoticaily dense as ritesr ths ST or ihs Goodman TT. Phonic devices can bs
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identified in individual lines, such as alliteration and assonance on /t/ in TT 1 13 

or en /w/ in TT 1. 18; they also extend across lines, such as with the repeated 

plosives ef TT 11 9-10. However, these devices seem not te play any particular 

role in sound symbolism, nor are they widespread enough to have an impact en 

the overall feel or density of the verse as they de in the ST.

Metrically the TT is far less structured than the ST, being basically free 

verse: the rhythmic variety which exists in the ST stands out because of the formal 

structure which underlies it, but the TT displays no such underlying structure. As 

in the Goodman TT, 11. 5-8 of the Alexander TT are predominantly iambic, 

making this the most formal section of the TT: even this is fragmented, however, 

since only TT 11. 5 and 8 are completely iambic. Elements of formal metre can be 

identified within individual TT lines, perhaps most commonly a combination ef 

dactyls and trochees (eg TT 11. 3, 13 and 14) or of iambs and anapests (eg TT 11. 4, 

7 and 15): this latter combination is also used in a section comprising TT 11. 17-21. 

However, the change between these combinations seem to mark ne particular 

change in tone or momentum, since both dactyls and anapests create an 

impression of momentum within a line, and overall the TT appears te display ne 

real metrical pattern or structure.

As was the case with Poem V, Alexander Poem VI seems generally te give 

priority te semantics over considerations ef ST phonic qualities or structure. The 

exceptions to this stand out precisely because they are exceptions te what appears 

te be an overall pattern. The result, it can be argued, is a largely accurate but 

unbalanced TT, one-dimensional in comparison with the ST. Alexander Poem VI 

also raises questions about the apparently inflexible line-by-line approach te 

translation which the TT suggests is being used. This was also seen to cause 

problems for Goodman (notably in relation te Poem III, 11. 6-7, see pp. 109-110). 

As a 'default' unit for the translation ef poetry the line is obviously appealing, 

however arbitrary it may sometimes appear: it seems clear, however, that a line- 

based approach te translation can place unacceptable and unnecessary constraints 

en the translator if it is allowed te become fixed and dogmatic. This is a point 

which will be ef obvious importance in attempting a new translation ef the ST.
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Poem VII

Alexander, like Goodman, uses "In she name of" So replace She repeaSed "Au nom 

de" moiif of ier ST: ier use of n repeated phrase contributes io a degree of 

metrical regularity within She poem as well ns heightening t■ar impression of sar 

text ns oath or vow. However, as with ihe Goodman TT, "in ihe name of" loses She 

secondary reading of She ST as 'on behnlf of and so its suggestion of ier active 

engagement of ihe objects and people evoked in ihe struggle which is under way. 

The TT 1 1 isanslaSifn of "front" as "face" lfers She double sener of ihe ST as 

both comment on ihe overall picture of 11. 1-4 and also specific reference io the 

lover's forehead, so by extension So her mind and ihoughSs. Lines 2 and 4 of She 

Alexander TT both retain more of ihe seRer of ihe ST Shan their Goodman 

couRiesparSe: TT 1. 2 suggesis the complete lack of response of the ST 1 2 lover 

(so presenting the lover as quasi-iconic, a repseeenSaSive figure), while TT 1 4 

captures ihe ST suggestion ihai She kiss itself fosme n part of She overall vow ("[a] 

kiss I For today and for always", Shis contrasting with Goodman's version "mouth 

I kiss I Today and evermore").

As translations of ST 1 6 "dans le noir", neither Goodman's "in She dark" 

nor Alexander's "in She darkness" is 'wrong'; however, She two TT perasee do 

carry different emphases. Nyctophobia, which is generally associated with 

childhood, is mni commonly referred So in ihe TL in terms of being "afraid of ier 

dark": by adopting She set phrase "in She dark" She Goodman TT seue evokes ihe 

idea of childhood fears more directly Shan ihe Alexander TT. As ihe Alexander 

TT does not suggest such n set phrase, iis use of ihe definite article prseape 

instead implies seai "She darkness" being referred io is a specific one: this movn 

the emphasis of ihe line away from childhood fears and towards the moral 

darkness of She Nazis, "She shadow" of TT 1 17. Images of childhood and of ihe 

Nazis as darkness or nighi can both be traced So earlier poems of ihe series, and 

both are evoked by She ST line; indeed, both ideas are contained in each of ihe TT 

liRes, She basic difference being ihai childhood is emphasised by Goodman while 

moral darkness is emphasised by Alexander. Any judgement of such seifis of 

emphasis, of nuance, is inevitably subjective; however, I do feel that ihe image of 

childhood is perhaps the slightly more weighted of ihe two in ier ST line 

(recalling She standard SL phrase "avoir peur du noir"), with its overtones of moral
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darktrss then being brought out by ths laier explicit reference to "rombre" it ST 

1 17.

Ths TT 1. 7 taaHelatiot of "plaintss" as "sorrow" avoids ths implied 

prOtitree of ths Goodman TT noun "complaints", but it dors introduce loesre of its 

own. Ths ST lint gains strength from ihs fact of drpicting, in "plarnOse" and 

"rirse", things which are basically similar: whils ons suggests sorrow or pait 

whils ihe other suggests joy, both art non-verbal sounds and this underlines ths 

clash which is created bstween them. Ths TT "sorrow" doss not suggest aty kind 

of sound at all. Equally, "plaintss" implies ths involvement of physical pain 

(moaning or groaning) whsrs "sorrow" is instead limited to emotional distress.

The TT uss of "that brings" in 11. 7-8 lrads to ths TT being less explicit than ths 

ST in iis suggestion of a causal link existing betwesn ths sorrow and ths laughter, 

ihet between ths laughter atd ths fsaa; it can psrhaps also bs seen as implyitg 

ihai ihe "iaugetrr" is actually being brought to ths post and ths loerrs (cf the 

bringitg of love atd of ihe attributes of love in TT Posm 111 17-20). Ths 

chiasmus of ST 11 7-8 is lost, but ths ST uss of repetition first to link ihe images 

of 11 7-8 and then io contrast ths "laughter" of 11. 7-8 with that of 1 9, is retained.

Ths TT 1. 10 description of "gentleness [linking] hands" appears accurately 

io cotvsy the ST image of hands being joined togsthsr ic a physical eraeron of the 

'network' of Posm V (unlike with Goodman's uss of "[to] bind"). Ths apparently 

utopian imagery of TT 11. 9-10 is carried on into 11 11-12. In 1. 11 ihs TT follows 

the ST it portraying fruit covering, so shrltsrmg, flowers: this suggests a good 

harereO but also, mors figuratively, it suggests ths fully maturr protecting ths 

young. It 1. 12 of ths ST, ths positioning of ths adjectives at ths snd of ihs lits is 

unusual: this acts to mark ths adjectives and so io give them particular emphasis.

It stems possible that ihe word ordrr of TT 1. 12 is intended to reflect this; 

however, ihs unusual TL structure combines with ths juxtaposition of stressed 

syllables it "rarte good" to give ths TT lint a somewhat clumsy rffrct, mors 

bizarre than striking.

After 1. 12 the TT, like ihs ST, moves to fier-lmr stanzas marking ihs 

post'e itcrrasrd emotion as ths poem, and so ihe errrrs, moves towards iis final 

cotclusiot. In TT 1 15 Alexander maintains ths standard lits opening "In ths 

name of", whsrs Goodman instead uses "in ths names of"; bryond this and 

Goodman's standard rejection of caeitaireation, howsvsr, 11. 13-17 are identical in
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the two TTs. It follows that TT 1 14 loses seme of the ST strength, since the ST 

verb "deporter" is used specifically of transportation te concentration camps while 

"deport[atien]" carries less of an immediate physical threat. Equally, 1 16 ef the 

Alexander TT, like Goodman 1 16, is more clearly tautologe^ than the ST line: 

the TT "martyred" clearly involves death, where this is not necessarily the case 

with the ST "martyrises".

In TT 1. 18 Alexander loses one reading which is present in the ST, and 

introduces another which is not. The ST verb "drainer" can indicate either that the 

poet is suggesting that "la colere" should be drained like an abscess, or (mere 

probably) that it should be channelled and se focused. This second reading is lost 

in the TT, but in its place the TT introduces a possible interpretation which sees 

the "rage" being "drain[ed]" as though drunk from a cup (as in 'drained to the last 

drop'): this is perhaps made more striking by the translator's choice ef noun,

"rage" being stronger in sense than the ST noun "colere". Line 19 ef the TT 

succeeds in suggesting the reflexive nature ef the ST verb "se lever": it is net the 

poet and his colleagues who themselves lift "the iron" up, but rather they enable it 

te "rise up" on its own. In comparison with the Goodman TT this perhaps makes it 

easier to read "the iron" in terms of an abstract, thus of an iron character or force 

ef will: however, as in the Goodman TT, "the iron" loses the important ST sense 

ef a weapon or blade.

"L'image haute" in ST 1. 20 suggests both that the "image" is high up, 

somehow above the "ombre" which surrounds it, and that it is 'high' in the sense of 

noble. The Alexander TT seems only te retain the latter of these two readings. 

Alexander, unlike Goodman, follows the ST in using a coordinating conjunction 

(importantly one which carries ne sense ef contrast) te link 11. 21 and 22: this acts 

to underline the inevitability of eventual triumph for "the innocent everywhere 

hunted". The connection between 11 21 and 22 ef the TT is, however, rendered 

slightly clumsy by the word order of TT 1. 21. In the ST the contrast between 

"traques" and "triompher" is emphasised by the fact ef the verbs being placed at 

the end of their respective lines, but since this device is lost in TT 1. 22 there 

seems little advantage in retaining the marked word order of TT 1. 21.

Lines 1-4 ef the Alexander TT are phonetically more effective, and closer 

te the ST, than 11. 1-4 ef the Goodman TT: the obvious alliteration en /p/ and 

assonance on /f/ of ST 1. 1 is retained in the adjectives "perfect profound" ef TT
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1. 1, while She TT also suggests, albeit in a reduced form, She assonance of ST 1. 4 

("today", "always"). Ii can be argued, however, ihai She effeci of the heavy use of 

sound in She opening linee of ihe ST seems io be io create an immediate 

impsreeifR of phonic 'density', setting an appropriate Sone of gravity for She 

poem's role as formal oath or vow: ihe TT seems only partially So capture this, 

losing examples of internal rhyme (ST 1 1) and of nssonnRcr (ST 1. 3). Overall ihe 

Alexander TT is phonically far less dense than She ST: iis use of repetition gives is 

n rhetorical feel, and it captures She ST aliiiesaSifn of 11. 11 and 16, bui its only 

other marked use of phonic features is in TT 11 18-22 where aniteraSioR and 

assonance on IrI is supported by aeeonaRce on III (TT 11. 20-22). This is far less 

striking than ihe sfundplay of ST IL 18-22 (see p. 87); moreover ihe ST builds 

upon mrlier phonic devices which are lacking in ihe TT, leading io a generalised 

TT loss of texture and of graviins.

Metrically, She Alexander TT is noticeably less regular than either She ST 

or the Goodman TT. The repeaSed phrase "In ihe name of" gives She verse an 

immediate nnapesticIiambic feel, and for ihe most part this is eusiainrd as in ihe 

Goodman TT. Where Goodman features one dactylic line, however, Alexander 

uses dactyls and/or trochees in four lines (TT 11. 1112, 16 and 20). The metrical 

regularity of ihe ST underlines She impression ii creaies of formality, a vow or 

onih; ii also perhaps suggesSe ihe ineviSabiHSy of final triumph (compare ihe use of 

octosyllables in ST Poem III io suggest She inexorable flow and advance of She 

nighi). Each of ieree effects is Shus So some extent undermined in ihe TT.

The power of ST Poem VII ns a conclusion io She overall ST series is due 

ai least in pari So iis gravity. Ii builds upon ihe rhetoric which has increasingly 

featured in ST Poems IV-VI io create ihe impression of a formal vow, and Shis 

implied formality is reinforced using both ihe textual density which is provided by 

extensive phonic devices and by the insistent regularity of octosyllabic verse. This 

latter gains its effeci in part because of iis striking rarity in She ST sesiee as a 

whflr. The Alexander TT reproduces She cumulative, rhrioricai repetition of ihe 

ST and so secrraSre She superficial appearance of a vow; however, as in his earlIrs 

TTs, Alexander appears So give a relatively low priority io either phonic or 

metrical features of ihe ST. Waiie She metre of TT Poem VII is perhaps more 

regular Shan ihai of most of She TT eerirs, Shis eeeme largely due io ier extensive 

repetition which features in ihe poem. PhfRscally, ihe densest lines of She TT
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appear to bs 11 1-4, leading to ths impression of a relatively attrclimactrc closs to 

ths text and so to ths TT series. Overall, ths TT is competent and clrar but 

unsatisfying, losing ihe communicative impact of ihs ST ot ths phonic and 

prosodic levels even as it successfully conveys its lexical and coHnotaties

meaning.

Conclusion

Ths Alexander TT eraiss is, in general, a far mors solid piece of translation than 

ths Goodman striss. SOyirsticaliy, ths two striss ait very different. Whsrs ihs 

Goodman series often appears rhythmically loose, Alexander's writing style seems 

grterally far tighter: tvst when writing in apparsnt free esres, such as in TT 

Posm VI, ths Alexander TT displays lsee overt metrical clumsiness than ths 

Goodman series. Ths Goodman series sometimes descends into something 

approaching incomprehensibility, whils ihe Alexander series is grterally 

coherent: ths clsai-sst rxamplr of this is psrhaps found in Posm III, 11. 6-7. Both 

TTs were originally published it America, presumably intrHdrd for at American 

readership; werrr this is occasionally apparent in Goodman's selection atd use of 

idiom, howsvsr, Alexandsr adopts a far mors literary, neutral tots which 

generally strikes ths rsadsr Hsithrr as overtly American nor as overtly British.

All this is not to say, howsvsr, that ths Alexander TT is flawless. Despite 

Alexander's apparent awareness of idiom atd of connotation, simple slips cat sOUI 

bs identified. Thus, for sxample, unnecessary ambiguity is introducsd into ths TT 

at Posm II, 1 7 and Posm V, 11. 2-3 (set p. 150, p. 163); major cottotaiiotal 

changes are introducsd into Posm 11. 7 (see p. 146); and unintrttrotal humour is 

identifiable in TT Posm IV, 1. 14 (see p. 160). Mors generally, whils ihs 

Alexander TTs art noi only coherent but also form a coherrtt errire, it 

occasionally appears that this is due as much to chance as to conscious decisions 

on ths part of ths translator: thus it TT Posm 111 1-4 and TT Posm IV, 11. 3-6 

coherent in0srprstatioHe can bs identified which do not exist it ths ST (sss 

pp. 144-145, pp. 157-158), whils ihs link beiweet TT Posms I and V also appears 

to differ from that which exists between ths ST posms.
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It is also noticeable that Alexander, like Goodman, places immediate 

constraints upon himself by his adoption of the line as the basic, default unit of 

translation. Even when the order ef the lines is altered, the line itself remains all 

but unchanged: in TT Poem II, 1 7-8 only one word is altered, while in TT Poem

VI, 11 17-18 the lines are exchanged in their entirety. The only major exception te 

this is Poem III, 11. 6-7, which is grossly mistranslated by Goodman. The line, 

however appealing as a default unit ef translation, seems largely arbitrary: through 

enjambement the poet often makes use of units which move beyond the line, so it 

would appear that the translator is constraining himself unnecessarily if he insists 

upon retaining the line as an unchangeable unit. In the Alexander TT this is 

perhaps demonstrated by TT Poem VI, 11. 1-4, where the translator has the 

possibility ef using natural TL concision in TT 1. 1 in order te avoid TT 

clumsiness in TT 1 4 but is unable or unwilling to de so apparently because it 

would involve breaking the line unit.

Beyond this, it is debatable whether or net the generally tight rhythmic 

style of the Alexander TT represents a true awareness ef 'performance' in 

translation. If it does, it would appear to be a limited one. Individual examples ef 

prosodic clumsiness, such as TT Poem 11. 5 or TT Poem VI, 11. 4 and 13, can be 

identified in the TT series. These latter examples in particular can perhaps be 

traced to a general tendency in the TT series towards striving for semantic and 

grammatical clarity above all else. This leads the translator en a number ef 

occasions to make conjunctions, which are wholly implicit in the ST, explicit in 

the TT (for example TT Poem II, 1. 11, TT Poem V, 11. 6 and 11); in addition, ST 

paradox and ambiguity is occasionally 'sanitised' in the TT (TT Poem 1,11. 1-4,

TT Poem VI, 1. 13). This creates a generally literary, sometimes overtly wordy, 

style in the TT which dees not always match the style of the ST.

The general priority which is given te semantics, to lexical meaning, in the 

TT also leads the translator te disregard or te underestimate the major role played 

by phonic features in the ST series: this is particularly evident in TT Poems V-

VII, where I would argue that the resultant less of textual density means that the 

conclusion ef the TT series is noticeably less effective than that ef the ST series, a 

significant loss in a series which aims te conclude in so triumphant a fashion. 

While the Alexander series is thoughtful and precise, it is also one-dimensional: 

where the ST series involves a rounded use of metre, sound and meaning, each
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working in combination with and as a function of ths other to product an overall 

rffrct, ths TT focus upon semantics and lexical clarity results it a errirs which 

occasionally gives ths impression of pros" set it a vsrss form. Its flaws are 

psrhaps less ituHsdraOsly rerdsnt than those of ths Goodman series, but I believe 

it to bs flawed nonetheless. In ths next chapter, I will move oh to examine my 

owt translation of ths ST ssriss, The Seven Poems of Love in Combat.

1Alexander 1952, n.p.

2Notably in the Pleiade (Euvres completes (H, p. 1184).

3This descriptive and poetic use of the present tense has been identified as the "^;yric present" by 
G.T. Wright (see his article "The Lyric Present" [PMLA 89, May 1974, pp. 563-79], where he also 
provides a useful insight into the lyric present's effects and impact on a text).
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MICHAEL BOTLY: THE SEVEN POEMS OE LOVE 
IN COMBAT

Le tout est de tout dire et je manque de mots 
Et je manque de temps et je manque d'audace 
Je reve et je devide au hasard mes images 
J'ai mal vecu et mal appris a parler clair...

("Tout Dire", OC II, p. 364)

The iisle of She TT series retains She definite article of ihe ST, highlighting ihe fact 

of ihe seven poems forming a single and complete unit. The phrase "Love in 

Combai" aims io capture ihe ambiguity of the ST "amour en guerre". In the TT ns 

in She ST, ihe primary seRee of ihe title is that of "Love" (which is personified) 

being actively engaged in warfare. This is aciually eironges in ihe TT title than in 

the ST, as being "in combai" implies that ihe enemy is currently being engaged, 

while being "en guerre" does noi necessarily suggest Shai you are under fire.

"Love in Combat" can also be rend as suggesting Shai love is a part of combat, so 

bringing oui the ambiguity which is a part of their relationship in the ST. The 

phrase "in combai", in ihe sense of aciually being physically engaged in battle, 

perhaps has a more modern feel So is Shan, for example, "ai war": however, n 

World War II context is clearly set for She reader by ihe date of ihe series (1943) 

and by She use of one of Aragon's Resistance pseudonyms ("Francois ln Colere") 

in She series epigraph. Ii can also be argued Shai "combat" is phonicany less 

striking Shan She monosyllabic "war", bui ihe duality of ihe ST title introduces a 

general theme of duality which is central io the series ns a whole so iis retention in 

the TT justifies Shis phonic loss.

As in ihe Alexander epigraph, She narrative present ("I am writing [...]") is 

used in order So give ihe TT epigraph ihe feel of nn introduction io ihe series. The 

ST epigraph is in alexandrines, and She TT attempts io create a similarly 'classical' 

line using a combination of iambic and nRaprsSic verse. Similar iambicIanapesiic 

combinations feature widely in ihe TT series, including in TT Poem I (see below). 

I wanted, however, io reflect She increased momentum displayed by the ST as ii 

moves from She alexandrines of She epigraph io She hepSnsyiiablre of ST Poem I: 

accordingly, each line of the TT epigraph has a caesurn as close io She centre of 

ihe line ns possible, giving the lines a eensr of ordered poise and balance which 

leads So TT Poem I, with its increased rhythmic freedom, creating an immediate
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impression of movement. This 'poise' in the TT epigraph is particularly noticeable 

in 1 2, which actually falls into two rhythmically identical halves:

U — U U — I U — U u —

In silence and thirst, in famine and filth

The order of the ST nouns is rearranged to heighten this rhythmic 'balance' in the 

line. "Famine" is stronger than "faim", but it has lest the particular prominence 

which is given te the ST noun by its position at the end of the line; "filth" new 

holds this position, "ordure" receiving emphasis in the ST through its position at 

the start of the line. "Silence" thus perhaps receives greater stress in the TT than in 

the ST, but this is net out of place given the importance which is placed on 

companionship in the overall series. The ST epigraph is noticeable for its phonic 

density, featuring alliteration on /p/ and /s/, and assonance en /d/ and /f/; this is 

reflected by the TT epigraph, which uses assonance on /p/ in 1 1 and then 

extended use of fricatives (/s/, /0/ and /f/) to create a 'hissing', ominous tone in 

1. 2.

Poem I

The opening lines ef the TT are marked by a number of examples ef

compensation. These stem largely from the retention in the TT ef an ST sound 

device. The final section ef the ST (11. 15-21) is net only set apart from the 

remainder of the text visually on the page, but also phonically: the repeated sound 

/ur/, which features only once in ST 11. 1-14, is used to mark the final section of 

the poem as being distinctive. This is important as it signals a distinct change in 

the poem. Lines 1-14 of the ST discuss the lover's eyes and make it clear that they 

are waiting; in ST 11. 15-21 the reason for their waiting is revealed, and love and 

its attributes become the focus. I felt that page layout alone might net mark this 

shift of focus clearly enough, while an explicit break (such as an asterisk) would 

weaken the links which are evident between ST 11. 15-21 and the 'refrain' of ST 11. 

5 and 10.1 therefore chose te adopt an analogous phonic device te that ef the ST, 

using the sound /w/: accordingly this features five times in TT 11. 17-23, as against
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only tei'sr timrs in TT 11. 1-16. While this is not as effective as ths ST device, it 

tonsthsisss acts to support ths visual break provided by page layout in marking 

ths shift within ths posm.

The decision to itcluds this phonic device it ths TT necessitates ths 

cotscious avoidance of ths sound /w/ it TT 11. 1-16. Ths first result of this is ths 

tratelatiot of "vent" as "seas" in TT 1. 2. Ths ST "navire" depends on ths wind, is 

powerless without it, but ai ths same time it is portrayed as being it control, ths 

"maftrs du veti": an ambiguous relationship of quasi-symbiosis is thus created. A 

ship is also dependent ot ths sta, it is again powerless without it: ths substitution 

of "seas" for "vrnt" cat thus bs seen as creating a similarly ambiguous 

rslatiotseip in ihs TT as in ths ST while deliberately avoiding "wind" for phonetic 

reasons.

However, ths imags of ths ST "naviar" as a sailing ship raoerr than any 

other type of ship carries with it a number of secondary effects: for rxamplr, it 

provides a link with antiquity as well as connotations of adventurs and of a certain 

nobility. Thsss art not lost in ths TT as ths specific imags of a sailing ship is rs- 

setablrserd by ths TT 1 1 uss of "tall serp". This phrass also suggests great height, 

emphasising both ths dignity of ths ship (and so perhaps of ths seas) and also ths 

grrat size of ths eyes. The size and depth of ths eyes is underlined by ths uss of 

ihs plural "eras" in TT 1. 2, since ths singular would have best very restrictive, 

and perhaps also by ihe progrsesier fetl of TT 1 2: ihs seas are very great, so ths 

ship does not take control of them immsdiatrly but rathsr gradually. This is 

important as ths size of ihs wind is very difficult to gauge, it is everywhere at 

otcs, so its replacement it ths TT with a assOrrctivr or limited imags would have 

been a major loss. Ths ST uss of "se rrnd[rr] maitre" carries with it overtones of 

military occupation and domination, overtones which are echoed in ths TT 1 2 

suggestion of naval domination: ters is psrhaps particularly sirikitg for a Britiee 

rsadsr givst Britain's reputation as a naval power. I felt it important io retain ths 

implications of ths ST uss of ths imprrfscO in TT 11. 2-3; ths ST imptrfsci is lost 

it TT 11 5 and 11 (avoiding ths /w/ of "waiting" or "awaiting" for ths reasons 

outlined above) so I felt it necessary to establish ihe tense before thre, and thsn io 

reinforce it in TT 1 13.1 chose to translate ths imperfect in TT 11 2-3 using ths 

past progressive ("Was taking control [...]"): this emphasises ihs scals of ihe seas 

as shown above, but it also acts both to give ths imagrry mors immediacy than
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would have been the case with 'used to' or the preterite (important in the opening 

poem of the series, which needs to draw the reader in te read further), and to set 

the overall tone ef the poem, maintaining the sense ef mystery which surrounds

the ST imagery.

The element ef mystery which is introduced in the TT by use ef the past 

progressive (the imperfect in the ST) is continued in TT 1. 3 by the translation ef 

"le pays" as "a land". The ST definite article could also have been translated using 

a definite article (as in the Goodman and Alexander TTs), but this would have 

made the TT more emphatic and restrictive in its effect than the ST. The use of an 

indefinite article in both TT epigraph 1. 1 and TT Poem 11 3 also lessens the 

likelihood that an overt association will be created between the two "land[s]" 

which are evoked. The translation ef "retreuve[r]" using "[to] regain" in TT 1. 4 

can be seen as continuing the military overtones ef TT 1. 2 through the image of 

regaining lest ground or cities in warfare. More simply, however, it also indicates 

the idea of regaining somewhere in the sense ef going back to it, as well as 

suggesting the regaining of memory. The suddenness with which the "land" of TT 

1. 3 is ''regained" ii peehaps underilned by the appaaent change of tenne created by 

the use ef the passive in TT 1. 4. However, this I felt to be the only practical way 

to translate the ST 1. 4 use ef "on" as ether possible translations would create 

confusion when linked with later poems in the series ("we", "you" and "they" 

linking with the couple, the lever and the enemy respectively). "Moment" was 

chosen as a translation for the ST "instant" te avoid the phonetic clumsiness of 

"regained in an instant" (such clumsiness being created in the Alexander TT line, 

"[...] found again in an instant").

"In vigil" in TT 1. 5 suggests the idea of waiting and, through association 

with 'vigilance', also strengthens the direct link with the image ef the eyes 

themselves. It dees, however, bring with it two particular losses: it introduces 

overtly religious (particularly Christian) connotations into the line where there are 

nene in the ST, and it also loses (or rather delays) the specific ST suggestion that 

the eyes "nous attendsient". While these are major losses, they are difficult te 

avoid if attempting net to use the verb "te wait". Any use ef /w/ in TT 11. 5-6 

would have been particularly prominent because of these lines' status as a form of 

refrain in the text, repeated at TT 11. 11-12 and referred to again in TT 1 17. "In 

vigil for us" would simply have changed the sense of the line, giving the
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impression Shai She eyes were in vigil on 'our' behalf, so as n siand-in. I felt that 

She apparent suggestion of religion, while a TT invention, is Rrisees marked 

enough io be really disruptive nor totally out of place in She srrire (bearing in 

mind, for example, She overtones of black religion which surround the enemy in 

Poem IV). Furthermore, compensation for iis introduction hrrr is perhaps 

provided by ihe loss of apparent Biblical connotations in She translation of ST

I. 14 (see below). The lfes of ST "nous" in TT 1. 5-6 is acceptable because ii 

contributes io She mystery which already exists in She ST, but more particularly 

because ii is only temporary: ii is not test altogether, bui rather delayed.

In ST 1. 5 "patients" is given greet emphasis through its position ai ihe 

head of She line: I therefore decided io break She ST line, giving She word a line of 

iis own, in order io maintain ieai emphasis in the TT. Any translation of "patients" 

using She adverb "patiently" would have shifted She emphasis of She text from ihe 

eyes themselves onio whatever She eyes are doing, so in common with both 

Goodman and Alexander, I chose So keep She adjectival form "patient". Linn 7-10 

of She TT maintain She ST device of using a range of prepositions io suggest a 

great expanse of land. The ST emphasis is arguably moved from ihe irm io ihe 

forest in TT 1. 7, just as from She snow So ihe mountain in TT 1. 9. However, I feel 

this So be a minimal change justifiable on She grounds of rhythmic regularity (TT

II. 7 and 9 being iambic and trochaic respectively, this attempt io avoid rhythmic 

saggedness also accounting for She choice of "beneath" in place of 'under' in TT 

1. 7) and ateo d concirton, 111^ llntse aClowing fo* ti^^ llngd ofT L 9 to ggve ii 

particular emphasis. In ST 1 7, "dans la pluie" is marked for a SL render’ (ihe more 

usual expression being "sous ln pluie"), so a slightly unusual phrase is also used in 

TT 1 8, "in rainstorm". Being stronger Shan simple 'rain' Shis also leads into the 

idea of "tempest": Shis noun aims io capture She double sense of ST "tfusmeRir", 

both storm and political upheaval. The semantic link between ST 11 7 and 8 

(through SL "tousmrnie de neigr") is ifei in She TT: She link between TT 11. 8 and 

9 is far more visual than semantic, with ihe implied oppressive darkness of 

"rainstorm" and "tempest" suddenly opening oui io She implied brightim of 

"mountain snows". This impression of nn outward movement towards n wide area 

is underlined by She TT 1. 9 plural "enowe", Shis also providing effective 

compensation for She loss of She ST 1. 8 plural "sommeSs".
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Lite 9 of ths ST is a complex line which is given particular emphasis by 

its length relative to ths lines which surround it. "Entrs lss ysux" as a SL phrase 

ot its own carrire negative connotations similar to ths TL peaaer 'beiwsst ihs 

syrs' (as in 'io shoot someone between ths eyes'). However, in ths ST line this is 

overturned by ihe combined physical and phonic proximity of "ysux" and "jeux": 

"lre jrux [...] des rtfaHts" being clsarly positive, ihs overall imags thus becomss a 

positive ons with only very slight ergative overtones. Thsar is no corrsspotditg 

phonic link between "eyes" and "games", so I felt that any TT such as 'Betwesn 

ths ryes and games of children' produced a negative and somewhat itcongruous 

rffect as well as losing ths distinct ST impression of phonic juxtaposition and 

linkagr. A photic link can bs created in ths TT by referring to "syrs atd crirs" 

and thsn qualifying thrss as being of cerldrrt at play. However, "caiss" carries a 

certain ambiguity, as crirs can bs negative (of pain, for example) as well as 

positive; whet combined with ths negative connotations of 'between ths ryes', ths 

overall balance of ihs image becomes far mors overtly ergative than that of ths 

ST. These problems are overcome it ihs TT by substituting "Amid" for 'Between'. 

This dots not, psrhaps, make rxplicit ths ST sense of slipping between two things 

which art physically atd phonically closs togsthsr, but thre is implied by ths 

photic link between "syrs" and "crire". Ths overall effect of ihs TT lms is 

positive, as with the ST line, seeming to suggest a playground scrts; ai ths same 

time, ths slight negative potential of ST "Entrs lss ysux" is suggested by ths 

implied ambiguity of TT "crise". Ths TT lms is also highlighted by its length 

relative to ths oiher lmes of ths text, as with ths ST lice.

Followitg on from ths liHS-lengih device of ST 1. 9 and ths octosyllable of 

ST 1. 10 (repeating ST 1 5), ST 11 11-15 thsn rev"# to regular hsptaeyllabic vsrss: 

ths apparent difference in lstgih between ST 11. 11 and 12 as viewed ot ths page 

is illusory, this being of particular significance given ihs apparsnt ST emphasis on 

oral performance (see pp. 19-20). A directly line-by-lms translation of ST 11. 11

12, however, creates a genuine imbalance of length: this is striking it itself, atd 

also moves ihs emphasis firmly otto ths srcond of ths two lmes. Ths TT avoids 

this by breaking ST 1. 12, ai ihs cost of a degree of emphasis ot ths imags of ths 

valley; "tendre" in ST 1. 12 is stressed through its prominent position at ths start of 

ths lint, bui this emphasis is retained in ihs TT by placing ths word ai ths rtd of 

TT 1. 13. Ih describing ihs grass of TT 1. 14, 'blade' would perhaps have been a
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more usual translation of "brin" than "stem"; however, I felt that, in the context of 

"love in combat", this would have introduced clear overtones ef weaponry and 

warfare wholly inappropriate te the tone of "tender[ness]" which is set by the ST 

at this point. "Stem" avoids this, and also contributes to ailrteratifn and assonance 

in the TT line (see below); 'wisp' would have dene the same while also 

emphasising the fragility ef the "seul brin d'herbe", but in addition this would 

have undermined the phonic division between TT 11. 1-16 and TT 11 17-23 by 

introducing a further /w/ into the section.

In TT 11. 15-16, the ST "maigres moissons" is translated as "harsh 

harvests". This is a move te a more complex image, both mere active and more 

directly anthropomorphic: the ST harvests are passively "maigres", while in the 

TT they are actively "harsh". Equally, it can be argued that the ST image relates te 

the victims ef "I'ombre" while the TT image relates mere te the oppressors 

themselves. 'Lean harvests' would have captured this, and would also have offered 

univers alising overtones through its Biblical connotations (particularly ef the 

Genesis story of Joseph and the interpretation of Pharaoh's dreams), connotations 

which are also present to some extent in the ST image ef "maigres moissons". 

However, 'lean' would have led te a major phonetic less in the TT line; 

furthermore, in modern TL usage 'lean' can also carry positive connotations ef 

fitness and athleticism where nene are intended in the ST. 'Thin' would have 

avoided this problem but would also have incurred a major phonetic less. The TT 

image ef "harsh harvests" loses the Biblical connotations of the ST, but this 

compensates for the introduction into the TT of Christian overtones through the 

use ef "vigil" in TT 11 5,11 and 17 (see above). "Harsh" brings out the negative 

connotations of the ST image and also maintains the ST use ef sound: if it has a 

problem in this area it is perhaps phonic gain, with the ultimately positive 

culmination ef the TT image being emphasised by the contrast between the long 

sounds of "ripened gold" (/'rarpfnd gould/) and the ugly /h/ alliteration which 

precedes it. This combination gives an overall impression of the TT lines moving 

towards a final resolution, this being somewhat different to the effect ef the ST 

lines. Like the ST 1. 14 alliteration it seems to mark a conclusion, suggesting a 

move te a new section ef the poem, but the implied resolution can arguably be 

seen as making the break between the sections of the poem more explicit than in 

the ST. Effective compensation for this is perhaps provided by the assonance en
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III of TT 11 13-16 continuing into TT 11. 17-23, providing a phonic 'bridge' 

between ihe sections which is noi present in She ST. The change from "maigsrs" io 

"har•ee" makes ihe ST image of gaining weight inappropriate, hrncr ihe move in 

TT 1. 16 from nn image of weight io one of colour ("gold"): both ST and TT 

images suggesi a movement towards ripeness, so perhaps towards health and a 

good harvest.

Line 17 of ihe TT can be seen as n direct continuation of TT 1 11, just as 

ST 1. 15 continues on from ST 1. 10. As in each of She other TTs, TT 1. 18 is a 

clear pasSiculasisaSion of ihe ST "Toujours". However, I felt Shai any suggestion of 

'Still' would have provided an unacceptable clnsh with She lovers' apparent union 

in Poem II (as can be eren with "Ffrevrr" in ihe Goodman TT, which appears So 

suggest Shai She eyes are ssIIS waiting), and it could also require expansion of She 

line which would reduce ihe marked emphasis which ii receives as n einglr word: 

ii would ihus represent, in my opinion, false compensation.

The final four lines of the TT reflect an ST structural device. Lines 20 and 

22 of ihe TT, like ST 11 18 and 20, are structurally identical:

The [nrstsncS noun] of love

This primes ihe render io expect She structure of TT 11. 21 and 23 also io be 

similar, especially when both linee begin "And". When TT 1. 23 breaks away from 

Shis, referring noi io a specific attribute "of lovr" bui saShrs So "immortality" (ST 

1 21 "immorraliie"", ii ggves the fnal tine of the poem partSsurln emphasSs. 

"Youiefulnrse" in TT 1. 20 captures Sir ST erRse of "jrunesse" bring an aitiiudr, 

somrsaiRg cnpiurrd or expressed as a pari of love, ns well ns a simple expression 

of ngr: Shie would have been lost with "youth" (as used by Shr other TTs). Thr 

translation of "raison" as "logic" in TT 1 21 psfvidre for a clear coniraei in ihe 

linr between Shr cerebral and ihr emotional. "Logic" also allows for ihr link 

beiwern ST 1. 19 and ST Porm IV, 1 9 io be maintained in She TT, along with ihe 

aiiiirsaiifR of ihai iaies line (ser below, p. 198). The phonic link between ST 

"jrunrsse" and "eagesse" is losi in TT 11. 20 and 22, but Shr conirasi between 

"youthfulness" and "wisdom" remains clrar at a semantic level.

The ST emphasis on oral performance, or raiher on 'performabiliSy', is 

reflected in Shr TT: Sils can, for example, be seen in She Hne-break which is
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introduced into ST 11. 11-12, as I havs shown above. Considerations of mstrs and 

sound also play a rols. Ths TT dors tot havs a formal metrical structure, bui it is 

largely a combination of iambic and anapestic vsrss (arguably 19 of ths 23 lines 

consist predominantly of such a combination); this gives ths posm a structured 

feel whils maintaining ths impression of movement given to ths ST by its uss of 

ths heptasyllabic lits. Howsvsr, ths thasr hnss which involve only a single word 

(TT 11 6,11 atd 18) art all trochees, ths fact of their opening with a sOrsessd 

syllable giving them particular emphasis in performance. Equally, whsrs ST 11 5 

and 10 art marked using octosyllables, ths breaking of ths lines into TT 11. 5-6 and 

TT 11. 11-12 leads to a slowing of any rsading, this giving an impression of 

deliberateness and perhaps underlining ths eyes' patitHcr.

In irrms of sound, ths ST makes uss of phonic 'networks' to bind and 

consolidate ST 11 1-14 and thsH io differentiate them from ST 11 15-21 (see 

pp. 48-49). Ths uss of a phonic dsvice to mark ihs final section of ths TT has 

already best discussed (see above, p. 179-180). Whris ihs uss of sound in ths 

earlier sections of ths TT is mors fragmented than ths extsnded networks of ths 

ST, it is still evident. Ths TT features assotancs ot /k/ in lines 1-2, ot /m/ atd /z/ 

in 11. 7-10 and ot /I/ in 11. 13-16 (this latter extending into He 17-23, set above), 

also allitsratiot and assonancs oh /i/ in TT 11. 1-2 and 7-8 and ot /s/ in 11. 7-9 and 

14-16. It cat bs argued that ths alliteration and assonance on /s/ of TT 11. 14-16 

has at rffect as sound symbolism, evoking ihs wind blowing through ths grass 

which is bring described, an effect which is not present in ths ST. Howsvsr, its 

primary function in ths text, like that of ths majority of ths ST atd TT photic 

effects, is ton-specific; rathsr, it acts to bind ihs text and io give it a degrss of 

textual density.

Posm I of ths ST introduces a number of themes acd strands of imagsiy 

which are io bs traced and developed through ths posms which follow. Ths 

specific description of ths lover's eyes in terms of a sunlit vallry is io bs iaket up 

it Posm II; in addition, ths duality implied by ths imags of ths "navir" [qui] se 

rsndart maitre du vsti", ihs association between the lovers and ths light, and even 

ihs ST 1. 19 referstcs to "la raison d'amour", art all to fraturs later it ths series in 

ote way or another. Accuracy and awareness in iranslating thess images, atd terrr 

lairr development in ths stries, thus havs to bs a priority. Bryond this, however, 

ihs ST posm also has a mors general rols to play: it sets it place a powerful air of
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mystery and intrigue which acts te 'snare' and entice the reader, carrying and 

encouraging them further into the series. If a TT fails to reflect this, it seriously 

limits its effectiveness both as a translation and, en a strictly practical level, as an 

introduction to the TT series: accordingly, a TT needs to suggest net only the 

mysteiy of the ST on the semantic level, but also both its density and the sense of 

movement (from section te section, and se into the later poems ef the series) 

which it generates. This requires awareness and use of textual devices ef rhythm 

and phonic effect which only fully reveal their impact upon the poem in 

performance: it is only if the ST and TT are considered en each ef these levels, 

and in terms ef the functional effect which each level has in interaction with each 

ef the others, that a complete TT becomes possible.

Poem II

Poem II ef the TT series opens, as in each of the other TT series, with a 

particularisation. Given the importance which is placed on the images ef light and 

darkness, both in this poem and in the series as a whole, I felt it important to retain 

the ST suggestion ef light in the opening image (even the opening word) ef the 

poem; however, 'light' alone would have been toe general and too reminiscent of 

cliches such as 'light ef my life' (as demonstrated by the Alexander TT), while 

"daylight" retains the important ST distinction between the day which is within 

the levers' eyes and the "night" which is moving in en Paris in the final four lines 

ef the poem.

The translation ef ST "mieux peuples" using "filled by crowds" avoids the 

idiomatically stilted style of the other TTs (for example the noticeably high 

register of Alexander's "more populous"). The TT use of the noun "crowds" to 

make it clear that people are being described (as opposed to 'filled with light', for 

example) leads to the TT image being mere heavily reinforced than the ST image, 

since "crowds" is in a particularly prominent position at the start ef TT 1. 2. The 

placing of "Crowds" in TT 1. 2 does, however, bring out the TT association with 

the usual TL phrase 'great crowds ef people', emphasising that the primary sense 

ef the TT phrase "crowds greater than armies" is in terms simply ef the number of 

people present, as with the ST image; however, again as in the ST, there is also an
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implied value judgement as tie people associated with She lovers can br virwed as 

"greater" Shan armies in a moral sense as well as numerically. "Armies" is used in 

TT 1 2 io retain ihr military rlemrni of ihe ST image, because ihe TT use of ihe 

noun "crowds" mads ii unnatural So use a comparison with 'baiSlee': n large group 

of people being contrasted in terms of numbers with an event, a bniilr, would not 

have made ssnsr.

Linn 3-4 of ihe TT retain not only Shr ST sense of movrmeni from largr 

io small and from urban io mral, bui also ihr ST ambiguity as So whether 

"vaInqueuse du temps" refers io Sir "vines [...] banlieues [et] vIiiagre" of ST 1. 3 

or io tie ryes themselves. The translation of "villes" as "ciiire" has iwo effecSe. 

Firstly, ii provides aiiiirraiion on IsI within She TT line: Shis links in with 

ailiirsaiifR and assonance on ihr same sound in TT 11 5-8 and is significant 

becausr, despite She assonancre on InsI in TT 11. 1-2 and on IslI in TT 11 1 and 3, 

iis opening linrs of She TT remain peonically iess Cenee then Shosr of ihr ST. 

Secondly, it extends a metrical device employed by Alexander: whrrr ST 11 3-4 

are effectively broken into three uniSe using She sound IvI io mark tie divisions,

TT 11. 3-4 arr divided up in tie same way using dactyls So mark ihr breaks:

— u u — u I — u u

Cities end surusr" vIlinrs" 

u u — / — uu u —

Of ous eyes cfnqursfs" of Slmr

Tie TT changes the order of ST 11 5 and 6 allowing for She reference So 

"gsase" in ST 1. 7 io be moved into TT 1 6 in a natural manner. This lrads So the 

link between 11 5-6 and 11 7-8 being more explicit in ihr TT than in Shr ST, but is 

also gives She isaRsiaSfs more room (and so more freedom) in which So aSSempt So 

capture tie complex imagr of ST 11. 7-8 whilr maintaining the relative 

compactness of She ST. This is important becausr the imagery of Sir ST is 

particularly vivid and intense as this point, and Shis could be weakened if the TT 

were allowed io sprawl. The TT 1. 5 verb "[io] blaze" is stronger tian the ST verb 

"brGle[r]", bui this compensates for Shr marked emphasis given io tie ST verb by 

iis position in She line. "Fierce" in TT 1. 5 capSum the eense of "fori" whilr 

remaining appropriate io tie context of a fire and so of Shr sun (unlike, for
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example, "strong" [as used in the Goodman TT]). It also contributes te the sound- 

play of the line: the repeated sibilants of TT 1. 5 contribute te a sense ef the 

fluidity which is being described, a similar device to that of ST 1. 6. Moving the 

image ef the valley from ST 1. 5 to the end ef TT 1 6 leads to a risk that the ST 

emphasis on the image will be weakened; the TT compensates for this by 

translating "la fratehe vahee" as "that cool valley", the use of "that" acting te 

maintain the ST degree ef emphasis.

The imagery ef ST 11 7-8 is somewhat obscure, and in translation it risks 

becoming completely grotesque (this arguably being the case in the Bowen TT, 

see Appendix Three). The TT therefore attempts to break the ST image up and 

then te reconstruct it. In the ST it is the "chair rose" of springtime which is 

personified, while in the TT it is springtime itself. Both the aggressive sexuality ef 

the ST image and the implied vulnerability ef the "chair rose" are suggested in the 

TT by the fact ef springtime being "naked". The ST use of "se pavane[r]" suggests 

movement but also great pride, carrying with it both a sense of nobility and a 

potentially pejorative element ef 'posing': the TT uses "[to] walk" to suggest the 

movement of the ST, combined with "stately in display" to capture both the ST 

sense of a degree ef nobility and its implied narcissistic overtones. The pride is 

underlined by the positioning ef "stately" at the start of TT 1. 8, where it receives 

great emphasis as an opening stressed syllable in an otherwise iambic line. 

"Display" also serves a secondary purpose, as it suggests the image ef spring as a 

bird (such as a peacock or robin) performing a specific mating ritual or display, an 

image which appears to be implicitly contained within the ST lines.

Following 1. 8, in the TT as in the ST, there is an explicit text-break 

marking a change ef scene and of mood. The TT then reverses the order of ST 

11. 9 and 10, foe two teasons. Firsity, the expl^R tuggeetion of springtime a^ a bii-d 

in TT 1 8 has the side-effect of creating a clearer link with the image ef dusk 

"closing] its wings" than in the ST. While separating the two images by a line 

does not prevent this strengthened link from forming, it does perhaps prevent its 

impact being toe great. Secondly, while the ST does contain an ambiguity as to 

whether it is "le soir" or "Paris" which is in despair, the primary sense is clearly 

the latter. If the ST is translated directly, this is reversed and the primary reading 

becomes that ef "le soir" being in despair (as in the Goodman TT). The TT keeps 

both readings open as possibilities (unlike the Alexander TT) while making the
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primary rsading of ths ST ths mors likely of ths two. In describing ths dusk 

closing its wings "around" Paris, ths TT makes clear ths imags of Paris being 

covered and also brings out ths potsttiaiiy maternal, comforting oerriotss of ths 

dusk's gesture, so maintaining ths ST ambiguity as to ths irus naturr of ths night. 

"Dusk" is errfsrrrd to ths mors usual 'resHitg' bscause it suggests late sesnitg, 

atd thus ihe onset of night as implied by ihs image of it "clos[ing] its wings" 

around ihs city, bui also for rhythmic reasons. Following ths rhyihmic varisty and 

clearly implied movement of TT 11 7-8, TT 11. 9-10 ssttire into a steady iambic 

rhythm which continues into TT 1. 11: this implied reduction of movsmsnt within 

ths posm srress to reinforce both ths "despair" of Paris and ihs city's apparent 

move towards night atd sleep.

Ths simile of ST 11. 11-12 operates on two lserls because of ihs doublr 

meaning of ihs vrrb "soutenir". Thus on otr lrerl ihs lamp can bs said to 'support' 

ths night, as a captive does freedom, bscause the existence of otr implies and so 

utderlmss ths existence of ths other (as with, for example, Yin and Yatg): this 

dialectical style of linkage is typical of Eluard, as can bs seen in ths ST 

rrlationseie betwesn ihs "navirr" and ihe "ernt" (Posm 111. 1-2) or bstwrrn ths 

lovers themselves ”sg Posm V, 11 10-11). At ths same time, however, ths light is 

able to 'withstand' ths night just as a capirvr (at imags which immsdiatrly links 

with ths "hommes tn prison" of Posm VII, 1. 13) withstands ihe despair which 

ihrsatrte to develop from the thought of ths liberty of which he or she has been 

deprived. This double reading of 'support' and 'withstand' is noi possible in a 

single TL vrrb, but ths TT makes uss of ths verb "to contain" to achieve a similar 

Owo-lserl rffect. Thus ths lamp "coHtams" ths eight by confining ii or holding it 

back, just as ihe presetcs of a captive constrains freedom, with this potentially 

obscure reading being underlined by ths description of ihe lamp as "steadfast". 

Equally, ihs lamp "cottains" ths night in ths dialectical sense of ths existence of 

ons implying that of ths othrr (compare ths double sense of "Love it Combat", 

set above p. 178), whils ths captive "contains" freedom as a hops inside his mind 

which cannot bs chained. "Freedom" is used in TT 1. 12 instead of 'liberty' to 

avoid clositg ths posm with two unstressed syllablrs, which would havs 

weakened ihs conclusiot. Ih the same line "captive" is prsfrarsd to 'prisoner' for 

rhythmic and phonic reasons, 'As a prisoner...' being both rhythmically ragged and 

involving an ugly assonancs ot /z/: either of thess would again havs detracted
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from the apparently positive conclusion io Porm II, which could have ihr effeci of 

weakening ihr impact of Porm III (whrrr She malevolence of She night is finally 

revealed).

Poem II of the TT series predominantly uses a relatively informal mrire 

consisting of a combination of iambs and aRapesis. As in TT Porm I, this creates 

ihr impression of structured verse whilr allowing for a sense of movement as 

created in ihr ST by She use of She eepiasynabic line. The main exceptions So She 

TT use of iambs and anapeeSs arr She dactylic device used in TT 11. 3-4 (srr 

above), and Sie second half of TT 1 2 which (following ihe perSiany ragged meirr 

which psecedre it) iee a strong dectyllcISrochalc feel. The TT features widespread 

alliteration and assonance on IsI, supported by other sibilants especially in TT 

11 5-6; tlke the ST, is all^o uses ptostves t^llieealson on IiC and aasonance on tp/I 

io mark a darkening of ihe tone in 11 9-10, supported in Shr TT by a move io 

wholly iambic versr (see above). In 11. 8-9 the TT creaies Shr effeci of explicitly 

contrasting tie "display" of springtime and She "despair" of Paris through ihr 

aesoRaRce on IdispI of ihe iwo words, a devicr which doee noi exist in sie ST; 

however, Shr effeci of Shis is reduced by Sir explicit Sexi-break which separates 

tie two lines. In ST 1. 12, She TT loses iir specific use of plosive IkI So highlight 

She iareiRrss of tie ST image, bui tie TT image rrmains clear on iir srmaniic 

lrvrl and Sie difficulty of Shr captive's task is underlined by his association with 

Sie specifically "sSeaCfasS" lamp (Shis bring a more emphatic imagr tian in ihe ST 

for reasons outlined above).

Poem II of ihe ST srriee directly follows on from and builds upon Poem I 

in several ways: its imagery involves many of iir same elements ("yrux",

"vaner", "soleil", "herbe"), ii ueee tie hrpSasyllabic line io create an impression of 

movement in Sie verse, and ii makes extensive use of pUmic devices io underline 

its effeci in oral performance. Ii is important that iiese links with tie opening 

poem be clrer in translation: thus, for example, a combined IambicIannpesSic 

metre having been used io crrair an impression of structured movrmeni in TT 

Poem I, iir same is used in TT Porm II. Equally, phonic devices arr again used So 

create an impression of 'density' in tie writing. Poem II is noi simply iir samr as 

Poem I in Sie ST srries, however: iSs imagery is more intensely visual, more vivid, 

and in iir imagery of ST 11 7-8 and iir simile of ST 11 11-12 ii is niso morr 

overtly complex. This increased intensity, apparently a result of iir lovers' union.
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has te be suggested by the TT if it is successfully to suggest the impact of the ST. 

This requires an analysis ef the ST in depth, not simply of the superficial semantic 

'meaning' ef each ef the words in turn but also of their combined effect upon the 

ST series reader and the functional role played in this by ether textual features, 

also a willingness when necessary to move beyond the words ef the ST in order to 

grasp, with minimal less, the effect ef its complexity in the TL. Thus the simile ef 

ST 11. 11-12 is effective in part because it works en two levels, this being 

important within the ST series precisely because it keeps the nature ef the night 

shrouded in a degree ef ambiguity for the reader: the lovers themselves 

underestimate the night, and the readers ef the series are lulled into doing the 

same thing. If the TT loses this duality, this uncertainty, it undermines net only 

the poem but also the series as a whole. In considering the combined elements ef 

content and expression employed by Poem II, the translator thus has to consider it 

net only as an individual text, but also as a single part ef an overall series.

Poem III

The TT 1. 1 translation of "source" as "welisprrne" avoids the creation ef a link 

between the "springtime" of Poem II and the 'spring' of Poem III. "Wellspring" 

suggests the spring te be the very origin or fountainhead of something (as perhaps 

implied by the ST "source"); it also, through its connotations of plenty or 

abundance, suggests that the springwater is plentiful. It does, however, lose the 

implicit ST reference te the SL idiom "couler de source", along with its 

suggestion that everything is proceeding smoothly. "Wellspring" is also a mere 

striking noun than either SL "source" or TL 'spring'. Partial compensation for this 

latter problem is provided by a rearrangement of the ST word order, with the 

image of the spring being moved into a slightly less prominent position in the 

middle ef the line: this also ensures an iambic metre in the line.

The emphasis provided by a position as the opening word ef the poem is 

new given to "Bare". This is wholly consistent with the ST, however, as "nue" in 

the ST is stressed both by its position at the end of the line and by its being a 

surprising choice ef adjective for the description ef springwater. As in the 

Goodman TT, "Bare" suggests both the vulnerability and the potentially pejorative
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overtones of ST "tus" in addition to its physicality. Its suggestion of sexuality is 

psrhaps slightly less explicit than that of ths ST, but "naked" would havs created 

at unintentional link with TT Posm II, 11. 7-8; ihs uss of ths verb "[to] grapple" to 

dsscribs ths lovers' activity it TT 1. 3 also acts io bring out ths physicality of thrir 

actions mors strongly than ths ST verb "e'utir", providing partial compensation 

for this loss. "Sweet" (used also it ths Alexander TT), like ST "doucs", carries ihe 

idea that ths spring is of freshwater and also suggests, in a generalised way, ihai 

ths imags is a positive one. Ths night is described it TT 1 2 as "bioom[mg]": this 

is at attrmpt to capture ihs doublr meanitg of ST "epaHouh", used noi only of a 

flower opening but also of a fact 'lighting up' with health or happinrss. In addition 

to thsss, ths TT verb perhaps introduces connotations of youth into ths text; 

fireworks are also described as "blooming]", arguably making ths TT mors 

overtly visual it its effect than ths ST, even quasi-magical.

Posm III is ths shortest poem of ths ST series, and it gains a grrat deal of 

impact and intensity from this; its structure is also clear-cut, coHtrasiitg ons night 

(a passive backdrop for ihs couple's lovemakmg) it ST 11. 1-4 with another (ihe 

actrer and malevolent night of ST 11. 5-8). Ths mstrs of ths ST is also significant, 

it that ths opening six lints of ST Posm III comprises one of ths few erctioHs of 

ths ST series to uss a regular octosyllabic line. This reflects ths 'flowing' of ihs 

water, acd so of ths night, rserrtrng to ihs less regular hsptasyilabic lit" it ST 11. 

7-8 as ihe night's malevolence becomes aeearstt. I felt it important to uss a 

similar structural device in ihs TT. Accordingly ths TT features iambic meirs in 

11 I16, with the opening unstressed syllables omiiied in TT 111 1 and 5 (a standard 

variant ot iambic verse, its only real rffect being to mark ths start of each half of 

ihs posm): this rsgularity thsn breaks up it 11. 7-8 as ihs iambs art combined with 

aHapesis and 'spars' syllablrs, reflecting ihs chatgr in ihs ST mstrs. All this 

crratrs difficulties for ths translator in taansiaticg ST 11 3-4: if ths nighi is not ths 

clear subject of ihs image thet ihe contrast with ths night of TT 11 5-8 is liable to 

bs obscured, but any major expansion of ihs image could lead io a marked loss of 

intensity whils ihs strict marnOsnancr of iambic mstrs is also desirable. This 

leaves minimal room for manoeuvre.

Lits 3 of ths TT, like its ST couttsrpaai, opens with ths imags of ths night 

itself: this maintains ths emphasis on ihe night, bringing out ths contrast in TT 1 5 

as ihs posm shifts to "the spiteful nighi". This complicates ths choice of vrrb used
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io describe She lovers' actions, however. Translating "s'unir" using iir verb 'So 

unite' (ns in She Goodman TT) iende io a grotesque rhyme with "nigii", while 

using 'io join' risks riiirr confusion ('tie night we join together' appearing io 

suggesi iiai Sie nighi is Sie direct object of tie verb) or a marring of iir iambic 

verse ("iir nigii wien we join together", Sie Alexander TT line). Other verbs also 

inve weaknesses: for example, 'So combine' makes tie lovers sound like 

ingredients while 'io come together' reducrs She poem So She lrvrl of n Carry-On 

film through its obvious innuendo. I iirrefore decided So turn Sie ST image 

around, effectively using tie ST 1. 4 noun "luiSr" ns tie verb of TT 1 3 and vice 

versa. This leads io a greater rmphesls on iir raw physicality of iir lovers 

"grapplbiRg]" tian in iir ST, although tais perhaps provides compensation for 

"bnsr" in TT 1. 1 lacking tie obvious physicality of ST "nue"; ii also lrade So iir 

adjectives of TT 1 4 qualifying tie lovers' union raShes Sian their "luiie" ns in She 

ST, bui ns onr is lending io Shr other I frel that they are closely enough aesociaSrd 

for Siie So be only a relatively minor loss. I preferred "grapple" So "struggle" in TT 

1. 3 became the taCtse wouM have empha^ied noo the l^r^^i'^' p^^a^st^i^l 

rRinRglemrni bui rniier ihe idea Shai ihry find Shr "creai[ifn]" difficult, Sint iiey 

struggle io aciievr ii: ihe verb "So grapple" can also be used in ihIe figurative 

ernsr, bui iis more overt physicality leads io Shie noi being She primary ernse of 

ihe image. "Grapple", often used of wrestling, can be applied So lovemaking or So 

more explicitly violent fighting: whilr Sie overtones of Resistance fighting in ihe 

TT are far iess clrar Shan in She ST, it can nonetheless eiiii be seen ns implying a 

drgrer of potential violence.

Line 3 of Shr ST appears genusRriy positive, an image of fulfillment: She 

realisation in ST 1. 4 tent Siere is something wrong, Shai She lovers' struggle is 

"faible et folle", Sius comrs ns a surprise or even a shock So tie rendrr. Tiis 

'jarring' of an apparently positive image, both semantic and phonetic, lends into 

ihe blrakness of Shr inSSrs half of ihe poem, and is reflected in TT 11. 3-4. The 

imagr of crrniioR is a cieesiy positive one: She use of "io create" ni She end of TT 1,

3 ihus leads So ihe rrader anticipating a posiiivr continuation of She imagr, bui 

insSend She image of TT 1. 4 is tent of a "cracked and brittle bond", a negative 

image. "Cracked" and "briisir" are appropriate So She image of n "bond" and, like 

ihr ST 1 4 adjectives, Siry suggest ihr idea of being weak and flawed. Although 

"cracked" can be used in She context of insanity, Shis does noi stand oui in ihr TT
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context; the precise connotations ef ST "fehe" are thus lost, arguably weakening 

the TT imagery. However, the image ef a "bond" can suggest a link beyond the 

purely physical, something of some depth: this makes the fact of it being "cracked 

and brittle" all the more striking, perhaps compensating for the strength of the ST 

line. Line 4 of the ST makes use ef alliteration en /f/ te jolt the reader out ef the 

sense ef flowing which has been created in the earlier lines: line 4 ef the TT 

achieves a similar effect through its proliferation of plosives, alliteration en /b/ 

and assonance en /k/ being supported by /t/ and /d/. These plosives also act 

phonically te suggest the idea ef "brittle[ness]" which is introduced in the line, 

their 'crispness' effectively shattering the line into pieces.

An explicit break is again made use of in the TT, as in the ST, dividing the 

text into two halves. The translation ef "la nuit qui nous fait injure" as "the 

spiteful night" in TT 1. 5 captures the ST sense of the night's unjust maliciousness, 

but dees se at the cost of the idea that the night is being specifically unjust to the 

levers: compensation for this is provided by the insertion into TT 1 6 ef the 

explicit idea that the "solitude" described is that ef the lovers, "our solitude". As in 

Alexander TT 1. 7, the passive is used in TT 1. 6 in order to suggest the reflexive 

nature of the ST verb "se creuse[r]". This verb can indicate net only digging but 

also hollowing: the ST image thus suggests not only the digging ef the bed as a 

grave, but also the simple hollow produced in a bed by someone lying or sitting 

on it. In order to capture both of these images, the TT image is slightly expanded 

to make both the digging and the hollowing explicit: this is made possible, 

without any marked loss ef intensity, by the relative concision of the TL. In TT 

1. 8, no use is made of' agony’ tunHke in the oHioe TTsS as ST ' ’agorne" c^irr^^ no 

specific connotations of pain or anguish; equally, I felt that the TL phrase 'death 

agony' was both obscure and posed metrical problems. Instead, the image of "a 

final breath" is used in an attempt te capture the ST sense of the final moment or 

moments preceding death.

The ST is particularly rich phenicahy (see pp. 59-60), and the TT is less 

so. Nonetheless, phonic devices do feature in the text. Most ef these are intended 

once again simply to provide the TT with a degree of density as a poetic text: this 

is especially true in TT 11. 1-2, which feature assonances on Is/ (1. 1) and on /I/ (11. 

1-2). The plosives ef TT 11. 3-4 (especially 1. 4) and the marked assonance en /ait/ 

of 1 5 (which continues in 1 6 and, as /ai/, in 1 8) act te underline the division
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betwesn ths two halves of ihs posm, hrghiightmg ihs shift of mood and tons 

which occurs as ihe posm moves to 1 5. Ths ailitsratioHS on /s/ and on /f/ which 

occur it ihe second half of ths posm arguably also add to this shift, providing TT 

11 5-8 wiih an ominous ' llrrsiitg overtone i(vfcerii can perhaps be isen aa 

compensation for the ST move to ihs 'higher' sound of /i/ in 11. 5-8, see p. 59).

In approaching Posm III, ths translator's priorities are somewhat difftrstt 

from those adopted for Posms I and II; in particular, coHsrdsra0ioHe of mstrs 

become more prominent. Ths octosyllabic line used ic ST Posm III, 11. 1-6 has a 

noticsably differsti effsci from that of ths heptasyllabic lms of Posm II: its 

regularity combines with ths imags of ihe "source couiant doucs st nue" to creais 

an impression of flowing, lulling ths rsadsr just as ths loerrs themselves art 

lulled, only for this to bs shattered in ths lattsa half of ths posm as ths 

malevolence of ths tight is mads eiam. I frlt it important to mark both ihe change 

from ths largely compound mstrs of TT Posm II and ths effective 'ehatiraitg' of 

Posm In's flow in 11 7-8: this is achieved by using regular iambic errer in TT 11. 

1-6, ths metrical regularity of the lines thus becoming mors of a priority than in 

Posms I and II (whsrs an element of rhythmic varisty was used, atd indeed 

encouraged, io promote a sense of movement it ths vsrss). A 'taui' style of writing 

is also of particular importance in translating Posm III, since any marked 

expansion of ths imagery would affect ths very focused impression givst by ths 

ST. This is tot to say oeat wholly difftrstt elements art being considered in 

tranelaiitg Posm III than was the cast with Posms I or II; ihs 'categories' which 

compriss content and expression in ths posm remain ths same, but in moving 

from otr text to ths next ths traHela0or'e priorities have shifted slightly as ths 

active futcttotal role atd effect of each textual element has shiftrd relativs to 

each of ihs oiesrs. Imagery and soucd-based devices ars cot dismissed in the TT, 

itdred thry each play a major role in its overall rffect, but, just as ihs relation 

between contrnt acd expression is cot fixed acd unchanging in the ST series, so 

neither is ii fixed acd unchanging ic ihs TT series.
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Poem IV

Tie opening lines of ST Porm IV create pnranrl imagrs, a plant and n child, 

which arr used throughout ihe poem apparently So suggest a force such as Sie will 

io live: ihr enemy's brutality towards Shr plant and She child, as described in ST 11. 

10-18, Sius Sakes on en extra dimension rsyfnC Sir simple inhumenliy of 

ifrSusiRg tie young and vulnerable. The use in TT 11. 1 and 3 of She present 

pasiIciplr gives She imagrs of She plant and Shr child a certain timeless quality 

which emphesises Shr possibility of iirir representing an attempt by She poet io 

capture a larger, abstract concept. As in Shr ST Shis is fusShes emphasised by tie 

use of ihr same grammatical structure in TT 11. 3-4 as in TT 11 1-2, so underlining 

ihe parallel nature of ihe iwo images; Shr structure used in TT 11. 2 and 4 is 

preferred So 'At tie door of [She rarseIiis mothrr]' because this alSrrnniivr stmcture 

(while ii would hnvr clarified Sie rhythm of TT 1 2, making ii fully anapestic) 

would iavr led io TT 1 4 ending with She weak, unstressed syllable IoI, which I 

frit would weaken ihe overall effect of TT 11. 1-4. Thr TT verb "[io] pound" is 

morr forcrful Sinn tie ST verb "frappe[r]", bui ihe ST verb is given extra wrighi 

by iis io ihe nssonancr on plosive IpI of ST 11. 1-4: Shis euggeeie ihe

knocking sound which is bring described, and I felt teat TL 'So knock' would have 

appeared weak in comparison. "Pounding" similarly suggests knocking (through 

its contribution So alliteration on IpI and assonance on IdI), and also iir insistent 

strength of She plant and Shr child's desire So gain entry So life.

Thr repeated verbs of ST 11. 6-8 arr linked visually by Sheir usr of ihe 

ending "-isseni"; in ihr case of "grandiseeni" and "fleurisseni" (11. 7-8), there is 

also a phonic link between tie two endings. This leaCs to a senee of ihr entire 

procrss of growth and drvelopmeni which is being described forming a whole, so 

again underlining ihe linkngr which exists between She individual images of She 

plans and ihe child. Tie TT attempts io capture Shis by using iirer verbs which all 

begin with IbI. Since ihe link beiwern She verbs is provided by ihrir opening 

irtier, it is far clearer in TT U. 7-8 tian in 1. 6: Shis is similar io ihe effeci of She 

ST, whrrr Sie verb of ST 1 6 is linked So She oShers only visually. Thr translation 

of "grnndisseni'’ using Shr TL verb "[io] bud" makes TT 1. 7 more specifically 

plaRi-osirnSnSrd than ST 1. 7; however, ihe image of a child "budding]" is a 

comprehensible one (ns in She phrase 'budding youth'), just as is iir idea of a plant
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being "born", and the overall effect is simply te underline the merging of the two 

images in TT 1. 8 when the usual plant verb "[to] blossom" is used ef the child.

The device ef ST 1. 8 is thus emphasised rather than altered, a less but net a major 

one. In ST 1 9 allrieratron is used te link directly two contrasts, rational intellect 

and emotional laughter, and a similar device is used in TT 1. 9. The use ef the 

noun "logic" also maintains the link which is created in the ST series between ST 

Poem 1,1. 19 (corresponding to TT Poem 11. 21, where contrasts are again linked 

through alliteration, "the logic ef love") and Poem IV, 1. 9: the ST lines use 

"raison" and "raisonner" respectively, while the TT lines both use "logic". In 

addition, the decision te use two nouns in TT 1. 9 in place ef the ST verbs acts 

both te prevent notable rhythmic raggedness in the line and te avoid an ugly 

assonance en the nasal /g/ (as in, for example, 'I hear reasoning and laughing').

As in Poems II and III, an explicit text-break is used te divide both the ST 

and the TT into two sections. In ST 1. 10 a physical enemy is introduced for the 

first time but, through their being described simply as "on", they retain a shadowy 

quality without name or face: their very anonymity adds te the air of terror which 

is gradually built up around them. Similar anonymity is maintained in the TT 

through the enemy being referred te only as "they". The use in TT 1. 10 of 

"calculated" emphasises the enemy's cold rationality, underlining the impression 

which is created in the ST ef their being almost scientific in their torture ef the 

plant and of the child. "Sentence" in TT 1. 10 brings out the judicial sense of ST 

"peine", while losing the suggestion that this unjust sentence involves grief or 

pain. However, compensation for this loss is provided in TT 1. 11 by the reference 

te the sentence being "inflict[ed]" en the child: this is far stronger than the ST 

"faire" and clearly suggests the maliciousness ef the enemy's actions.

A translation of "Tant de [...] Tant de" in ST 11. 12-13 as 'so much [...] se 

many' (as in the other TTs) leads te a potential misreading in terms of the poet 

admiring how much suffering a child can stand. I therefore chose te make the TT 

more explicit in its suggestion ef the enemy measuring out amounts as in an 

experiment: "The weight ef shame [...] The number ef tears". The emphasis en the 

enemy seeking the amount "before" the child vomits or dies underlines, as with 

the ST "sans", that they are looking to push as far as they can without actually 

inducing sickness or death, either ef which would both give the child a form ef 

release and make it less useful; the device is also used in the Goodman TT. The
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impersonal tots of TT 11. 12-13, referring to ihs child as "it", is psrhaps 

unforiutats but it is toi out of place given ths enemy's clicical approach; aty 

getdrr earticularisation would, I felt, havs stood out unnaturally (this bring 

noticeable in ths Goodman TT uss of "he"). Lines 12-13 of ths TT suggest an 

element of rhetoric through their repeated grammatical structure, as is ths case it 

ths ST: like ths saaiisr rsps0itroH in ths poem, this begins ths move towards ths 

overt rhetoric of Posms VI and VII.

Ths taanslatiot of ST 11. 14-15 presented a couple of particular difficulties. 

I frlt it imporiant to maintain ths ST emphasis oh ths sound of ths stsmy's 

fooistree (see p- 64), whils avoiding ths ambiguity created in ths other TTs as io 

whether ii is ths vault or ths footsteps which art being described it ST 1 15. In 

addition I frlt it necessary to split ths ST imags of "beats d'eoaasua" in oadrr to 

capture its sense adequately. Keeping ths image of ths "footsisps" at ths very 

beginning of TT 1. 14, and thus ths emphasis which is placed upon ths sound, was 

mads possible by ihs addition of a verb "[to] ring": ihis strssere both ths sound 

itself and ths acoustic effect of ths vault's presumed architecture. Lit" 15 of ihs 

TT is then expanded to make its subject explicit. This has ths additional effect of 

emphasising the scale of ths vault, an impression of size (and so of increased 

"rmg[itg]") being created by ths uss of ths plural "wans": ths singular would have 

been both rsetrictres and mildly ridiculous (raising ihs question of why ths vault 

has only ons black wall). Ths verb "[to] loom" is used to bring out ths thrsaOsHing 

taturr of ths scent: I frlt that to uss ths mors straightforward verb 'to be' (making 

TT 1 15 into a simple expression of colour, 'it is black' or 'its walls art black') 

would bs to risk a marked element of acticlimax ic ths middle of a particularly 

powerful and emotive section of ths posm and of ihs series. "Loom" also 

contributes to ths particular phonic density of TT 11 15-16: assonance ot III and 

/m/, along with ailitsra0ron ot /h/ in TT 1 16, act to make ths TT imagery, like its 

ST counterpart, particularly vivid atd striking. Ths verbs in TT 11 14 and 15 ars 

both it the 'lyric present' ”sss Chapter 3, Note 1 [p. 177]), supporting ths 

impression of drama in ihs imagery by giving it great immediacy and force for ths 

reader. Thsss expansions mads it necessary to create a new line in ths TT, 

"specially when combined with ths compensation by splittiHg which is used to 

bring out ths doublr stHsr of "beats d'horrrua": smug ssif-satiefactron and a 

suggestion of being blessed or chosen for some dark religion, so "Smugly horror-
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hallowed". Thr creation of a new linr iSself carried a risk of ambiguity: TT 11. 15 

and 16 ind io be explicitly linked io make ii plain that 1 16 refrsseC io ihe walls of

I. 15 and noi io tie enemy in 1. 17. The insertion of a blank line between TT 11 16 

and 17 would also have avoided this nrw ambiguity, but would hnvr created a 

major lfss of empiaeie in ihr final line of Shr poem by making ihr fact of ii 

standing alone on ihe page lese CisSincSive.

Lines 17-18 of ihe TT, like ST 11. 16-17, make use of repetition So 

emphasisr She relenilessRess of tie enemy's approach: ihe use of ihr present 

progressive ("They arr coming [...]") continues She immediacy created by TT

II. 13 ff., ii is noi simply Shat She enrmy 'come' io do Siese things (suggesting ii So 

be their job or hobby), but raiher ihry "are coming" even as She poet writes - their 

threat is real and immediate. The TT 1 17 verb "io dig up" is grnrral enough, like 

ihe ST verb "deterrer", io be used eiiier of plants or of, for exampir, corpses. I 

chosr io use "dig up ihe plant" rather than ihe arguably more usual construction 

"dig ihe plant up" for rhythmic reasons: TT 1 17 is anapestic, whilr ii would hnvr 

been noticeably ragged (and would also hnvr finished on a weak unsirresed 

syllable) if ihe nlirrnaiive coneiruciifn had been used. "Degrade" in TT 1. 18 

suggests ihr idea of somehow making ihe child less, so of debasement; it also 

contributes io She phonic effeci of TT 11. 17-19, She repeated plosives (IgI, IdI and 

IpI) providing n 'hammrrblow' effrci io point and highlight She bleakness of what 

is being said. While ST 1. 18 is separntrd from She rest of ihe poem for emphasis, 

iis particular link with ST 11 16-17 is underlined phonically using ihe sound IdI: 

"plantr", "enfant" and "ennui". In tie TT, there is no particularly strong pionic 

bridge between TT 11. 17-18 (IdsgI in "dig" and "degrade" not providing a very 

rffeciive link), bui ihe iwo liRre arr clrarly linked by structure and repetition; a 

strong phonic bridge between TT 11. 18 and 19 is ihrn provided by IgrrsI in 

"degradr" and "grey". Compensation by splitting is again made use of in TT 1 19: 

"CesolaSifR" does not explicitly capture iir ST reference io poverty, bui in its 

srRse of abandoned devastation ii does perhaps implicitly suggest ii. Ii also, in 

combination with "grief", euggrsie ihe solitary isolation and misery of Sie ST: Shis 

is uRdrrliRed by Sie rrfrrencr io ihe desolation being "grey", suggesting a numb 

misery as well as ihe dull sense of overwhelming boredom or spiritual atrophy of 

ihe ST "rnnui".
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Metrically, the TT is far from regular. It is perhaps arguable in TT 11 1-4 

that the use of an irregular rhythm in 11 1-2, which is then repeated almost 

identically in 11. 3-4, underlines the parahel which is being created, but it remains 

irregular where the ST is not. However, the predominant metres in the poem are 

again iambic and anapestic: the one totally clear exception to this is TT 1. 16, 

which is trochaic, but the impact of this is perhaps lessened by the unstressed 

syllable which ends TT 1. 15, providing an effective link with TT 1. 16. Thus, 

while the rhythm ef individual lines of the TT is arguably occasionally ragged, 

when viewed as a whole the text can be seen as returning to a similar composite 

metre te that of TT Poems I and II, just as ST Poem IV returns to the heptasyllabic 

line which predominates in ST Poems I and II. This underlines the breaking of the 

sense ef ordered 'flow' ef TT Poem III, 11. 1-6 (which is only to return, along with 

certainty of eventual victory, in Poem VII) and, like the ST use ef the uneven 

heptasyllabic line, it acts to give the TT apparent structure without allowing the 

reader fully to settle into a set pattern: this uncertainty reflects the uncertainty ef 

the poet's own situation, apparently ever-run by the night at the end of Poem III. It 

should be noted, however, that this use of irregularity also allows for regularity te 

stand out: for example, the steady iambic metre of TT 11. 14-15 reflects and 

highlights the steady and relentless pace of the enemy "footsteps" which are 

described.

Poem IV marks the beginning ef a precess of metamorphosis in the ST 

series: just as the lovers are te move in Poem V from a wholly introspective love 

to a more universal love, se the textual style gradually changes in Poems IV-VII 

towards a mere universal, declamatory tone. This is marked, in particular, by an 

increasing use ef rhetorical repetition: the introduction and maintenance ef this 

repetition is thus an obvious priority for the translator. In addition. Poem IV acts 

partially te reveal the enemy who, up to this point, have remained entirely 

shrouded in mystery. If this lacks emotive power then it will inevitably weaken 

the remaining poems ef the series: for example, without an impression ef the 

enemy as a truly terrifying force, the dignity of the poet's tone in ST Poem VI 

would be far less impressive. The force of the ST imagery is thus ef great 

importance. As in the ST, however, the semantic level alone is only a part of this: 

without the support and density given by ether textual devices, such as the 

repetition described above and phonic devices, it remains hollow in its effect. As
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with each of ths other individual poems of ths ssrrre, ths ST achieves its total 

rffect through ths interaction of its various textual lrvrls: it is only through 

conscious acknowledgement of ihre intrractiot, and cocscious and detailed 

asssssmrnt of it, thai ihs iraneiaior can hops accurately io reflect that total effsci 

in a TT.

Poem V

Ths imags which opens ST Posm V, "ls coin du crnur", has connotations of a very 

small and intimate arsa: it suggests not only ths farthest recesses of ths heari itself 

bui also a small arsa in which ths "cmur" is bring confined by a rathsr dismissive 

stsmy. Ths reader's impression of intimacy in ths imags is reinforced by 

association with SL idiom, 'ls coin ds I'oeil' and 'ls coin du fru'. "Comer" on its 

owt, tot supported by TL idiom in ths same way, fails to capture ihe scals and 

feel of ths ST imags: ths TT attempts to compscsats for this by expanding ths ST 

imags itio "the littls corner of ths heart", bringing out ihs size of ths "comer" atd 

so ihs stsmy's dismissivstsss. Ths enemy, "they", ars dsscribed as speaking 

"ewrrtiy". This carries ihs ST sense of their being gentle and polite but, in 

combination with ths chiidirkr uss of "little", it also gives ths snemy a somewhat 

paironiertg air which captures ths potentially superficial and saccharin overtones 

of ihs ST "gentiment"; thrss overtones ars reinforced in TT 1 1 by ths inversion 

"sweetly said". Lint 2 of ths ST constitutes ths lovers' reply to ths stsmy 

statement, as is mads clear by ihs ST 1 3 iHesasion "Repondrots-toue"; howsvsr, 

each of ths oiher TTs creates ambiguity and svsh misreading by appearing to 

suggest thai the ensmy statement consists of both 11 1 and 2 (see, for example, 

p. 163). I chose instead io break 1 2, using unambiguous enjambsment between 11 

2 and 3 io make ths TT ssHse explicit. This gives great rmphasis to ths word 

"Glory", which now begins 1 3, but ths ST also has a sense of building towards 

"gloiar"- The rspeated TT 1. 2 errpositiot "of" deliberately slows a performance 

rsading of ihs lit", pointing and rmphasisitg each of ths touts as in ihe ST. In 

both ST atd TT, ths excitement and anticipation which is buili up by ihs highly 

emotive touns of 1 2 and ihs rnjambsmsnt between 11 2 and 3 leads to a sense of
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great intensity being crraSed as She poet moves io speak of his "timih" and his 

"love".

In TT 11 3-4 ihe passive is used ("tie truth [...] was mirrored") becausr I 

felt tint keeping ihr ST construction, with tie eyes as subject ini. 3, would have 

been noiicrnbly more striking in ihe TL Shan ii is in She SL, whilr tie paseivr is a 

more common cfReiruciion in ihe TL than in ihr SL. The primary sensr of "ln 

verite" in ST 1. 4 seems io be tent of a single, specific "truth" rniirr than of 'Shr 

Truth' ns an overall concept: using "Shr Smth that" rather than 'She iruii which' in 

TT 1. 3 highlights this ST sense of ihe line. I chose So usr "mirrored" in place of 

'reflected' in TT 1 4 bosh because I preferred its rhythm end becauer ii left mr She 

option of using Shr verb "[io] reflect" in TT 1 15 (see below). "Sanctuary" is used 

ns a SrnnsinSioR of "asile", as in Sie Alexander TT: 'asylum' and 'rrfugr' would 

each have introduced unwanted connotations into ihe Sexi (of insanity and bniirred 

wives respectively), while "sanctuary" givn She "Srath" a crriain eSaius tarougi its 

ovesSonrs of religious or diplomatic sanctuary.

The ST makes use of a shorter line length in ST 11 5-15 So highlight Shr 

more iniimnir ionr adopted by She poet as tie poem focuses on tie lovrse, 

returning io a longer line in ST 1 16. This device is partially lost in Sir TT: Sie 

shorter lines begin ni TT 1. 4 (although TT 1. 4 is arguably of Shrer feet while TT

I. 5 is of iwo), and eny impression of a return io n longer line ai TT 1 16 is 

prevented by Sir lrngShe of TT 11 13-15. However, tie relatively short linre of TT

II. 5-9, combined with Sie rrpenieC references So ihe lovers Siemsrives ("we [...]"), 

do siill give nn impression of increased intimacy in Shis ssciifn, while TT 1 16 

receives n drgree of empinsis (as in She other TTs) from Sie fact of ii standing 

alone on tie pngr. The Goodman, Alexander and Bowen TTs all usr a form of ihe 

verb "to begin" in TT 1. 5, placing tie emphasis on Sie idea of Shr lovers never 

aciually having begun; by using ihe noun "beginning" I aimed io move Shis 

emphasis onto Sie image of Sie lovers as a constant which has no beginning bui 

which Reeds none. This srn"e of She lovers' iimelessness ffllfwe on from ihe 

"immortality" of TT Poem 11. 23, and is underlined in TT 1. 6 by Sie word order: 

iiie eisrsses "always", and so avoids virwing tie love as being confined io Sie 

past. The effeciivr repetition of "[So br] in lovr" in TT 11 6-7 is very maskrC, 

iigiligiilng and seinffscIRg Sie lovr: Shis follows ihe ST, where iir love is 

marked in 1. 7 by She poei's unusual use of "pnrcr que" ("puisque" perhaps being
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the more usual SL construction). The verb "[to] release" is used in TT 1. 8 for 

reasons ef sound and idiom: I dismissed 'to liberate' because I felt that it would be 

idiomatically unnatural in the context of the line, while any use of 'to free' would 

have created a particularly ugly and clumsy alliteration with TT 1 9 ('We want te 

free ethers / From their frozen solitude). This would perhaps have been lessened 

by using 'icy' in place of "frozen", but I felt that this would have nuanced the 

image of TT 1 9, causing it to focus explicitly on the ice rather than en the 

temperature: ice is generally portrayed as glittering white, se I felt that any 

emphasis ef this association between ice (as opposed to the state ef being frozen) 

and solitude could potentially lead te an apparent clash with the general series 

association between the enemy, the enemy's actions, and darkness. "Solitude" is 

used in TT 1 9 to avoid ending the line en an unstressed fricative ('loneliness'), 

which unnecessarily marks the line in performance: "solitude" creates assonance 

en /s/ with "release", and both words also support the assonance on /I/ ef 11. 6-9, 

but both effects act to reinforce the overall density and effect ef the verse rather 

than to draw attention away from it.

As in the Goodman TT, a space is inserted between ST 11. 9 and 10 in an 

attempt to slow the reader and so minimise the potential clumsiness of the TT 

11. 10-11 repetition of ’(more marked in the TT than in the ST because of 

the different forms ef SL "veuloir" which are used in the ST ["voulons" and 

"veux"] both being translated as "want" in the TT). In TT 11. 10-11 the verb "[to] 

mean" is used as a translation ef the ST verb "di[re]": this is an attempt te remain 

as close as possible to the sense ef the ST without unduly lengthening the TT 

lines, important given the TT use ef a short line for intensity in TT 11 5-9. "Vertu" 

in ST 1. 13 is a hyperonym ef TL "virtue" alone since it covers net only moral 

excellence but also, for example, courage in battle: this stronger side ef the ST 

noun is suggested in the TT by expansion of the image to "resolute virtue". Line 

14 ef the TT loses the specific ST sense of the cuirass or breastplate, an 

unfortunate loss since a breastplate is designed to cover the terse and thus the 

heart. However, I could find ne TL verb with the specificity ef "cuirass[er]" se 

any attempt te have included the idea ef a breastplate would have involved 

drastically expanding the ST image to include a more general verb ('wearing', 

'clad'). This would have risked weakening the impression of rhetoric which is 

created, in the TT as in the ST, by the repeated structure ef 11. 13-14, a potentially
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major loss given ths ssrire-wids move towards a mors ahrtorical style as ths 

poems build towards Posm VII. I iesrsfors choss icstsad to uss ths TL verb "[io] 

armour", preferring this over "[to] shield" (ths verb used by Bowen, see 

Appendix Thrss) because of this iattrr verb's connotations of guarding someone, 

for example from ths truth. "Armoured in" is used rather than "armoured by" it 

order to avoid psreonifymg "daring". This choice of verb had an added advantage, 

as I frlt it necessary to expand TT 1 15 it order to capturr ihs doublr meaning of 

ST "se f[airs] face". This could potentially have mads TT 1 15 into a noticeably 

long line, reducing still furihrr ths impact of TT 1 16; equally, if TT 1. 14 wsrs 

noticeably longer than TT 1 13, ihis could again disrupt ths impression of 

rhetorical arpstitiot which is generated by ths two lines. However, this is avoided 

because ths succinctness of "armoured" in TT 1 14 allows for ths taatsfrr of 

"because" from ths start of 1. 15 io ihs end of 1 14 weiis still maintaining a 

rslatierly evsc line length in TT 11 13-14. This change also acts to improvs ths 

rhythm of TT 11 14-15. Lint 15 of ths TT thsn suggests ths ST doublr ssHse of 

ths eyes meeting (so "eyes reflecting] [...] eyes", this idea being asinforcrd by ths 

repetition) atd also facing up to a challenge (hsHcr their "dsfiactes]").

The final line of ths TT is ths same as that of ths Alexander TT. It cat bs 

argurd that ihe TT line is mors marked in its coteiauciion than ST 1 16 is as a SL 

lits: this leads to a greater emphasis being placed oh ths "iivre" that in ths ST. 

Howsver, I felt thre to bs at acceptable loss for reasons of sound. Using "othrre' 

liers" to std 116 (perhaps a less marked construction) would have strongly 

etrsssrd ihs /ai/ assonance of "eyes" and "liers", weakening ths extent to which 

ths lits would bs seen as standing apart and so weakening its impact (already 

reduced because of ths loss of ths ST lins-isngih device). Ic ths ST, 1. 16 is linked 

to ihe preceding section of ths posm using assonance oh /y/ ("p"^^", "vrriu", 

"but"), but because "but" is not in a particular position of prominence it ST 1 16 

this link is not overstated; by keeping "liere" away from ihs std of TT 1 16 a 

similar effect is created through its assocatcs with "shimHg" and "defiati ryes" 

(TT 11 13 and 15).

Beyond this uss of assonance for linkage, sound is also used in TT 11 1-2: 

assonance on /I/ and /i/ combines with ths rspeated "of" of TT 1 2 io make 

performance of ihs lines r"^^^ difficult, so slow and dsirbsaaOs. Ths 'hissing' 

alliteration on /s/ of TT 1. 1 generates an air of menace in ths lits, particularly
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striking given the description of "them" as speaking "sweetly". Together these 

effects make the opening lines of the poem particularly effective in performance. 

Elsewhere in the TT, repetition gives the impression ef a certain density ef sound 

such as in the alliteration on /w/ ef TT 11. 5-8 and 11. 10-11; this contrasts with the 

marked use of fricatives in TT 1. 10 (/f/, /z/ and /s/), which makes the negative 

imagery of this line stand out from the positive imagery which surrounds it. The 

concentration ef fricatives in TT 11. 9-10 also challenges the reader to seme extent, 

which perhaps slows a performance ef the lines a little: this both emphasises the 

lines themselves, and acts te bring out any acceleration prompted by the repetition 

and enjambement ef TT 11. 10-15 as the poem builds towards its conclusion. 

Metrically, the TT uses a mixed iambic/anapestic metre like earlier TTs in the 

series: as in previous poems ef the TT series this provides a superficially 

structured impression while leaving the translator room to move, but in this 

instance it dees lose the regularity ef the ST use ef decasyllables and 

octosyllables. Elsewhere in the TT series (Poems III and VII) pure iambic metre is 

used te suggest the regularity ef octosyllables, but I felt that the use ef the 

octosyllabic line was a less prominent feature of Poem V than the difference in 

length between the octosyllables and the decasyllables which surround them: I 

therefore felt that an attempt te use wholly iambic verse in TT 11. 5-15 would be 

unnecessarily restrictive and would probably lead to a less ef the impression of 

simplicity which is an important feature ef the poem. The only TT lines which 

clearly differ from the dominant metre are 11. 13-14 (as far as "daring"), which are 

in a mixed dactylic/trochaic metre; this makes these lines stand out more clearly 

than in the ST, but this can perhaps be seen as reinforcing the impression of the 

lines being linked together, se underlining their rhetorical use ef repetition.

The device ef rhetorical repetition identified in ST Poem IV is expanded 

and developed in ST Poem V: this is a device which is of marked significance in 

the series, reflecting its movement from introspection to universality, so it once 

again forms an obvious priority for the translator. Semantically, beyond its 

rhetoric, ST Poem V is a relatively simple poem, and its simplicity acts te focus it. 

There is none of the swagger ef Poem Il's "chair rose du printemps"; instead, 

confronted with the horror ef Poem IV, the tone in ST 11. 5 ff. is one ef quiet 

certainty as the levers reveal their "verite". This air ef simplicity is a very 

important factor in the overall impact ef the ST: it underlines the fundamental
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nature of ihe coupir's lovr, and it also allows for Shr poem So build up (supported 

by all iis pionic flourish [ser p. 70-71]) io a more sSriking climax. Ii is ihus vital 

Sint this should be reflected in ihr TT: She siort lines and sifri, simple parnses of 

TT 11 5-9 echo ihe simplicity of She ST, with Sie repetition and enjnmbrmrRi of 

TT 11 10-15 (following ihe line-bsrak inSroducrd between TT 11. 9 and 10) ihrn 

aciing So give tie impression of ihe poem growing ifwasde Sts rvrniual 

conclusion. Ii can be argued sent, in approaching the isnnslniioR of Poem V, ii is 

morr important tian rvrr io regard Shr Sexi on all its levels: Sis rrlaiivr simplicity 

on onr level, the ermaniic, makrs its complexity on other levels all iir more 

prominent. Any failure io adopt n balanced approach So ihe translation of Sir text 

is thus made io eiand out all ihe more clearly.

Poem VI

In 1. 1 of ST Porm VI, Eluard makes use of a phrase, "chanS[er] [...] iromprSSrs", 

which ias an idiomatic feel nisiough ii is not a recognised SL idiom. Ii is rich in 

connotations and associations suggesting Sie poeS'e 'song', glory and fanfnrrs, 

militarism through tie "tsompettes", and also an eirment of self-glorificntloin 

tirougi nssociniion with "chanter victoire". In addition, Sir phrasr crrntes inirrrst 

for Sir rendrr at She start of tie poem Shrough Sie simple fact of being a fme and 

unknown image. Tie TT attempts to capture taese various elrmrRSe of the ST 

image through use of the invented TL noun "SsumprSsong". Tais use of a 

nrologism provides immedlaSe interest for tie seades, while the combined imagery 

of trumpets and song suggest the ST associations with poetry and fanfare. Thr TT 

noun also carries Shr ST hint of self-glorification, tirougi association with tie TL 

verb 'io trumpet'. As with thr other TTs, thr link with tie military is initially fas' 

morr understated in the TT Sian in Sie ST because there is no dirrct TL link (SL 

'tromprttes de cnvalerie' bring usually irnnelated as 'bugles' in She TL). However, 

tie TT introduction of "braid", as well as sriRffscIng tie ST rejection of 

decoration and flourish, also provides a link with Sie military tirougi thr gold 

braid worn by senior officrrs; tiis ncis to bring out ihe militaristic riemeni of tie 

"trumpetsong" imagr.
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The ST structure is altered in ths opstitg lines of ths TT, avoiding the 

Little Red Riding Hood overtones of a direct 0raneposrtroH of ST 1. 2 (a problem in 

ths Goodman and Alexander TTs). Ths move from a verbal phrase to a tout in 

TT 1 1 makes for a far mors natural link between TT 11 1 and 2, with "to rresai" 

becoming ths sols vrrb of ihs grammatical sentence. Lies 2 of ihe TT loses ths 

apparent ST rtferstcs to ihs posm showing "le malheur" to us, ths readers 

("vous"): while ths TT verb "to reveal" doss cover ihs idea of showing "misery", 

teis revelation is mors general than in the ST psrhaps leading to a loss of 

immediacy for ihs rsadsr (although compensation for this is arguably provided in 

TT 11 3-4, whsrs ths imagery is mors striking than in ths ST, see below). Ths TT 

uss of "io reveal ths truth" is, however, intsnded to capture both "montrer" of ST 

1 2 and "tel qu'il esi" of ST 1 3. This allows for an expansion of ths imagery of ST 

1 3, ainmntg to take in the douhbe meantng of' 'Vete"i wiihouu any storking increaae 

it line lstgih. This is important because ths expansion of ths imagery of ST 11 3-4 

leads to ii bring mors visual and striking in ths TT than in ths ST: this acts as 

partial compensation for ths loss of immediacy in TT 1 2, but if combined with a 

marked extension of ihs lits it could also lead to ths TT 11 3-4 imagrry distracting 

from ths lites around it, incurring a greater loss than that for which it is eroerdrtg 

compensation. "Misery" in TT 1 2 suggests ihs ST sense of both adverse foriuns 

atd of wrstchedtsss: it might normally bs sett as somewhat stronger that ST "ls 

malheur", bui this compensates for ths added emphasis given to ihs ST toun by 

allitsra0rot in ST 1 2.

In TT 11 3-4 ths changes to ths ST imagery, which ars inOrtdrd as an 

attempt to grasp ths full sens" of ths ST lines, lead to ths TT prrsonification of 

"missiy" as a "beast" being explicit where it is implicit it ths ST. "Whols" 

(suggesting ST "rntirr") and "gasaO" (ST "grand") exchange lites in ths TT: TT 

1 3 is effectivety a description of whaa the ' 'boasf of mire"y i^ ilke, whUe TT i, 4 

is a description of its behaviour, making "whols" (an expression of ths beast's 

completeness) idiomatically mors natural it TT 1 3 thac in TT 1. 4. "Grrat" and 

"imbscilic" ars stronger than ST "grand" and "bets", but ths ST adjectives ars 

specifically reinforced by "1^" (ths latter of ths two also by repstitiot) whsrs ths 

TT adjectives havs to such support. "Bets" is split into "beast" and "imbscitic" in 

TT 1. 3, this aiming to capture ihe doublr sens" of ths ST noun. Ths TT 1 4 imags 

of ths beast as being "great and rampant in its heat" is misHded simply to suggest
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its size, but also that this power is increased - the beast is made "rampant" - by its 

"heat". "Heat" is a TT addition, which can be seen as a reference te the hot- 

blooded nature of the beast, this bringing out its gross physicality (which, like the 

implied narcissism of the TT 1. 12 image ef the enemy as "lovers ef themselves", 

undermines the enemy by standing in stark contrast to their 'clinical' portrayal in 

Poem IV). At the same time, the image ef the beast "in [...] heat" clearly evokes 

its lustiness, this acting (as with the ST association ef "bSte [...] entier") te mock 

at the Nazi cult ef virility; the Nazi stallions, clinical and proud, are simply 

slavering beasts driven mad by lust. It can be argued that the TT imagery is less 

understated than that of the ST but, in appearing to build the Nazi "beast" up (it is 

"whole" and "great") and at the same time undermining it (it is "imbecilic" and 

"rampant in [...] heat"), I feel that it retains the dry tone and dignity of the ST.

Lines 5-8 are the same as in the Alexander TT (see p. 167-168), with the 

exception of the verb of TT 1. 6. "Confines" maintains the ST use ef the present 

tense: this gives the verb striking immediacy after the preterite "claimed" ef TT 

1. 5. The i mplied dbeec 1 ink bdween ST 11. 6 aad 9 ( ""imite" and ’ ’0016"" i skeS 

in the TT, but a contrast between confinement and "limitless ivE" is still cldae at 

the semantic level. I chose net te use 'Emits us' in TT 1. 6 for reasons ef rhythm 

and sound: following the clearly iambic structure of TT 1. 5 and TT 1. 6 as far as 

"alfdd", "limits us" would have lnd te a noticeably clumsy close te the line with 

juxtaposed stressed syllables followed by juxtaposed unstressed syllables. This 

clumsiness would have been compounded by the marked assonance on /s/ ef 

"limits us", which is rnlatrvniy difficult te say and so leads to a performance ef the 

linn ending with an appaeedtiy very dnirbeeate 'hiss':

u — u-------u u

hesi naete slfdn limits us

"Honte" in the ST suggests net only that the various items and people 

described are shameful, but also that they are somehow ashamed. The TT uses the 

repeated definite article "the" to mark the noun, bringing out this petndtiai duality; 

it also gives an elnmedi of structure te the repetition, important because otherwise 

a rnpntitied ef "shame" is liable te suggest nothing mere te a TL (British) reader 

than a parliamentary debate. "heeiuenes" in TT 1. 10 is a particularisation of the
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ST, since "bourrrnux" suggests noi only torturers but also executionm and lrse 

explicitly physical tormentors. Howrver, I felt "Sfrturers" to have been tie best of 

sir available options, ns 'executioners' would have given She rnemy Soo clinical nn 

air in ihe linr, whilr 'tormentors' would have been weak. Line 10 of iir TT loses 

She specific ST indication that these are our "bousseaux". Inclusion of 'our' would 

hnvr led to three unstressed syllables occuring together in Sir middlr of Sie line, 

wiici would inve made it noticeably ragged. Tie introduction of such a rhythmic 

'stutter' would have distracted attention away from Shr powerful image of tie 

"torturers", and would hnvr also broken She impression of insistencr created by 

repetition in tie poem:

u — uuu — u u — u u

Thr shnmr of our sICIculfU" SfsSusss"

This rhythmic clumsiness would hnvr brrn still more noiicenbir if 'absurd' had 

been used in place of "ridiculous", with three unstressed syllables being followed 

by iwo sSressrd:

u — uuu — — uu

Tie siemr of our er"usC SfsSsssss

In addition, tie loss of "our" from iir line ias tie rffeci of partially CietnncIng tie 

poet and iis colleagues from Sie torturers: this avoids tie unintentional iumour 

created in iir oiier TTs, and also irigitens ihe ST mockery of Sie rnrmy - Siese 

are torturers, and therefore clearly rvil, bui ii appears that iiey are not even very 

good ni tint as they arr "ridiculous". In 11. 11-12, both ST and TT feature 

aeefRnRce on ImI; while ihie is less rxirnsive in tie TT Shan in iir ST, ii can be 

nrgurd that She TT also gains emphasis from Sie rhyme beiween "shame" and 

"snmr". Nonetheless, iir sprcific idea of ihe enemy being tie "snmr" is reinforcrd 

ai tie end of ST 1 12 by She third repetition of "meme" (as a pari of "eux- 

memre"), while no such repetition forms part of ihr TT: Shr idea of Sir enrmy 

remaining iir same is therefore rmphnslsed in TT 1 12 by use of "self-eame" in 

plncr of "eamr".
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"Supplicies" it ST 1. 13 is generally used of those who ars physically 

tortured; however, ii can also cover a wider rang" of physical torment, and 

'tortured' would have crrated a direct link with ths "tratursre" of 1 10. Ths TT lint 

thrrrfors broadens ihe ST image by using '^0^"; this, in ths context of war, 

seems to suggest not merely ths physically tormented but also and specifically 

those who art suffering unjustly or for to rraern- "Trams", as in ths ST, evokes 

tot only mechanised trams bui also people being herded in "trains" liks pack 

animals (recalling ths dehumanisation implied by ths stries epigraph). Lints 15

16 of Ohs ST ars emphasised by their particular lrngth, and no such dseirr is used 

it ths TT. Howsvsr, the TT uss of rspsirtrrt for emphasis is mors marked than in 

ths ST lines, as in ths TT ii is only ths fital word which differs brtwrrn ths two 

lites; equally, ths TT lines ars structurally mors striking than ihsir ST 

counterparts ”so as to maintain uss of ths tout "shams" ratesa that move to ths 

adjectives "shamed" or "ashamed").

"Fuyards" in ST 1 17 suggests toi only cowardice bui also actual drsrriirn 

in ths face of ths enemy. "Cowards" in TT 1 17 is thus a particularieatioH but, as 

in ths Alexander TT, compensation for this is provided by ths translation of 

"derriere" as "it ths wakr of": this emphasises ths warriors' movsmsnt more than 

ths ST phrass, strsssing their running away atd so bringing out ths idea of 

desertion. "Warrior cowards" follows ths ST it presenting a highly unusual 

juxtaposition of images without resorting to at unusual linguistic structure, sshcs 

"warrior" is a standard TL modifier (cf "warrior nation"); 'coward warriors' would 

havs been mors unusual, as 'cowardly' might havs been expected. Lint 18 of ihs 

ST is structurally unusual, marking ths lms as a whols and ths imags of ths bird in 

particular. I frli, howsvsr, that attempting io make ths lits stand out structurally 

carried ihs risk of obscurity (perhaps a problem it Bowen's "Not svet a bird 

lives", see Appendix Thrss), whils rserrsing 11 17-18 in order to emphasis" ths 

bird (as in ihs Alexander TT) would risk seriously weakening ths imags of ths 

"warrior cowards" (an tvsn more major loss). Ths TT therefore simply broadens 

ihe ST image, making ihe bird plural rathsr that singular, in an attempt to suggest 

the rtormrty of what has best doHs.

Ih 0x1^110^ "sanglrts" ic ST 1 19,1 choss to move away from "sobs" for 

phonic reasons: I felO "eobe" slots to bs too abmpt an ending Oo ths line and found 

"sobbing" unsatisfying because of its ending ths lits on a tasal /q/ sound.
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Restructuring ihe linr io move "sobbing" away from ihe end was impractical, both 

becausr it would iavr reduced she emphasis on tie grirf bring described and 

because ii would iavr affected tie structures of TT 11 20-21 (ihe "empty [...] 

empty [...] reverberant" pattern of TT 11. 19-21 bring a striking one, following She 

ST). Thr physicality of "sanglots" is nn imporiani pari of its effrct; ii rrpersrnie an 

outpouring of emotion which would be quite loss in, for example, 'weeping' or 

'grief: I therefore frit ii necessary io move io a noun of Sie strengSi of "despair" in 

order So capture this sense of a grrni drpth of grief. "Despair" unfortunately also 

produces a potentially ugly inSrrnal rhyme wish "air": Shis is noi necessarily a 

problem, bui ii requires carr in performance if ii is noi io sound flippant. 

"Innocence" in TT 1. 20 links pionlcnliy with "vengeance" in TT 1. 21, this link 

acting as in tie ST io underline Sie semnniic conirasi between tie iwo words.

A further pionic device is found in TT 1. 21, ihe IvI nt She einri and end of 

she line emphasising Sie reverberation or echoing which is described within is; this 

perhaps compensates for tie lfse of She almost onomatopoeic qualities of 

"retrntissaRi" in ST 1 21. Beyond Shis, ihe TT is relatively rich on ihe pionic 

level. As in Sir ST, alliteration and assonance on ISI act io stress and sirrngthen 

iir opening three lines of Sie text. Equally, nn effective break beiween ST stanzas 

4 and 5 is marked by iir length of ST 11. 15 and 16, and by Sie sound similarity of 

ST 1 17 ("derrierr" and "gurrriees", /deRjeR/ and /geRje/); in Sie TT this division 

is marked by She alliteration and assonance on IwI of TT 1. 17, ns well ns by ihe 

rrpetliion of TT 11. 15-16. Repetition in She poem also adds So its phonic density, 

and Shis is clearer in She TT Shan in Sie ST: aeefRnncr on IesmI (tarougi 

"claimed", "siame" and "same") extends acsfss TT 11. 5-15, supported by IrsI 

through "braid" in TT 1. 1, and "iraim" in TT 1. 13. Thr TT use of repetition also 

contributes io iis relatively regular mrirr, which again predominantly consieSs of n 

mixture of iambs and annpeeis; Sie impression of rhythmic variety and movement 

wiici this creates in She TT, while noi as eSrscSured as Shat of tie ST, rrmeins 

clearly apparent.

Thr terrors wiici confroni Sir poet in Poem VI ere vivid and sscI: 

"misery", "lImiilres evil", "vicSims" and "despair". Howrver, ii is striking in She 

ST tint in reacting io Sinr threats and horrors tie poet always retains iis digniiy, 

and St is partly ihie wiici gives iis words iirir force: he describes sinmrful 

iiings, hr can feel tie shame of Shrm, bui hr himsrif is not ashamed. This dignity
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is thus an important feature of the poem's overall effect, making it of particular 

significance for the translator. It is conveyed in part by the poet's measured use of 

repetition: example after example of "the truth of misery" is presented to the 

reader, each with its shame. In comparison with Poem V, Poem VI represents a 

further move towards rhetoric, with repetition ("the shame of [...] the shame of") 

now extending across several lines: in the poem's development of style, and in its 

particularly emotive ending, it gives the clear impression of building towards 

Poem VII and the eventual conclusion to the series. A view of the text which fails 

to take this sense of development into account is liable to result in a limited and 

disjointed TT series, something which will inevitably affect the overall picture of 

the ST which it is able to offer.

Poem VII

Poem VII is the only poem of the ST series to feature a wholly regular 

octosyllabic structure; previously Poem III comes closest to this, but it reverts to 

heptasyllables for its final two lines. This regularity at the heart of the ST poem 

combines with its use of repetition to give it a strongly oratorical feel, reminiscent 

of an oath or even of a prayer. This oratorical, almost majestic effect is an 

important factor in ST Poem VITs success as a powerful conclusion to the ST 

series, so I felt it vital to aim for a similar effect in the TT. In translating ST Poem 

III, the noticeable regularity of the octosyllabic line was suggested using iambic 

metre; accordingly, while I felt that it would be artificially restrictive to impose a 

purely iambic metre on the whole of TT Poem VII, I nonetheless decided to give 

the TT an iambic feel by using iambs whenever possible. This not only reflects the 

regularity of the ST but also, as in the ST series, acts to associate it in the mind of 

the reader with that of Poem III.

The TT, like the ST, makes use of overt repetition and of certain phonic 

devices to heighten its oratorical effect, although the use of sound-based devices 

remains less marked in the TT than in the ST. The most striking example of 

repetition in the ST is found in the recurring phrase "au nom de", which suggests 

not only "in the name of but also the more active participation implied by "on 

behalf of". The TT translates this phrase using "for this" or "for these", which
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keeps open this double potential. In comparison with "in ihs name of', ths ehaasr 

used by each of ihe other TTs, "for this" also adds to rathsr than undermines ths 

generally iambic mstrs of ths TT. IO has Ohs further advantage of bring concise, 

allowing both for a ehrrisHsd line ItHgOh (see below) and for ths expansion of 

complex imagsi-y (notably in TT 1. 11) without ths creation of exceptionally long 

lines which could act unnecessarily to draw emphasis away from the tints around 

them. Ths ST makes uss of photic features to give ths text a certain degree of 

ittensity it performance, contributing to ihs dignified power of Ohs poem. The TT 

compensates for iis partial loss of phonic intensity using punctuation: this is 

notable it itself, bscsuss it represents ihe first uss of punctuation it ths TT series, 

but it also acts to slow a performance reading of ths posm, and so generates an 

impression of measured intsHsity. This is increased fuaierr in 11 14-15 by a sm 

to a shorter lins-lstgih as ihs poem moves towards its final conclusion. Ths 

iHtensity which Ohis lins-lengih device mtroducss into this section of ihs Orxt, and 

into TT 11. 18-19 in particular, compensates for ths loss of ihs ST's photic 

iti"^^, but it also threatens to break ths momentum of ths TT as it returns to a 

longrr lit" for its final conclusiot: enjambsment is thrrsfors iHtroducsd itio TT 

11 19-201;o ensure ihai ihe iext’s momentum bunds up as iis 00^^^ 

approaches. This combines with Ohs colon at ths snd of TT 1 20 to push Ohs rsadsr 

ot towards ths final climax to ths poem (and so to ths series), aiming to "Hsuas 

that ths reader's anticipation and rxcitsmsHi increases throughout ths final srctioH 

of ths text. This uss of a lins-ltHgth device, intended to provids both iti"^^ and 

emphasis for ths poem's conclusion, cat bs seen as an adaptation of ths device 

used it ST Poem V, 11 5 ff..

In TT 1 1, "brow" is used it an aiirmpi to capturr ths ST doublr sens" of 

"front", which indicates both ths forserad and ths face as a whols (this being a 

device also used by Bowen [set Appendix Thass]). "Dsse" is also used by both 

Goodman and Bowen: ihe "brow" can bs seen as suggesting not only ihe lovrr's 

physical featurrs but also, by rxtscsion and association, her mind and thoughts, 

and "deep" can bs used both of a forehead and of thoughts. IO thus acts Oo support 

ths sstss of ths TT lines and it also, in comparison with "profound", reinforces 

rathsr than undermines Ohs text's dominant iambic mstas- "Flawless" in TT 1 1 

carrirs ths sense of "parfaio" and is also more usually associated with beauty that 

'prefect': Ohs lover's beauty, psrhaps her flawless skin, is thus naturally evoked. In
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TT 1. 2 "contemplate" adds an element to the sense of the ST since it explicitly 

suggests thoughtfulness where the ST does not. However, it allows for a fa* less 

clumsy line than either 'to look' or 'to gaze' because it demands no preposition 

(contrasting with, for example, 'the eyes I gaze at' or 'the eyes at which I gaze'), 

and it follows the ST in suggesting no reciprocation of the poet's gaze; moreover, 

in its overtones of gazing at a painting or statue as though in a museum, I feel that 

the ST does contain an implicit suggestion of thoughtfulness.

In TT 1. 3 the TT repeats "for this" where the ST does not use "au nom de". 

This is done for rhythmic reasons. If the line consists simply of 'And for the 

mouth I kiss' then, in performance, the reader is presented with two options: it can 

be read as iambic, but following the naturally iambic TT 1. 2 this appears stilted, 

or else it can be read in a more natural rhythm as shown below:

u u u — u —

And for the mouth I kiss

However, if this 'natural' speech rhythm is used, the reader tends to leave a slight 

pause between TT 11. 2 and 3: this leads to TT 1. 3 receiving notably more 

emphasis than ST 1. 3, and also seems to push TT 11. 3 and 4 together when TT 1. 4 

aims to retain the ST ambiguity as to whether the line is referring to the kiss of 1. 3 

or is instead forming a direct part of the overall oath. The TT line, using the same 

formulaic phrase as the earlier lines, acts to lessen the impression of a break 

between TT 11. 2 and 3; its punctuation, by dividing the line, also acts to bring out 

its iambic latter section:

u u — u — U —

And for this, the mouth I kiss

"Evermore" in TT 1. 4, which also features in the Goodman TT, is rhythmically 

less clumsy than 'always' (which would also have created an ugly assonance with 

"today" in the same line, a problem for Alexander); it perhaps also contributes to a 

certain air of formality, appropriate in the 'oath' which is the conclusion to the

series.
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Thr TT 1. 5 description of hope as "ly[ing] interred" pueiee ihr linr 

towards an overtly negative interpretation, of hope as dead, wierr some embiguiiy 

perhaps remains in tie ST. Tie negative rending of ihe ST line is co nsIeirni with 

my iRSrrpretnilon of ihr ST as consisting of aliernnSing positive and negaiivr 

stanzas leading up So a final conclusion, bui it has nonetheless So be acknowledged 

iiai TT 1 5 is nn interpretative cioicr advantaging a single reading of tie ST. The 

decision io use tie line was partly prompted by considerations of meirr: stanza 1 

of tie TT displays a little variety around She basic iambic metre, giving ii a sense 

of movement, but I wanted a eiricier metre in stanza 2 io emphasise Sie shift So 

more negative imagery (as though She negative imagery has stopped this 

movement and variety in She verse). Compared with eny use of 'buried' ('tie 

buried hope', 'She hope which is buried'), TT 1. 5 provided both Sie negativr 

imagery and ihr stricter iambic mrtre. Tiis metrical device can perhaps be 

compared with tie ST device of marking tie negaiivr stanzas by a more frequent 

use of Sie "au nom dr" phrase: tais is largely lost in She TT because of ihe 

inclusion of tie phrase "for SiIe" in TT 1. 3 (see above) and becausr of TT 1 4 

beginning "for" (so recalling She formal TT opening wiShoui actually featuring ii). 

A degree of mrSrical variety is inSroduced into She negative imagery in TT stanza 

4, bui Shis coincides with tie move from four- io five-llnr stanzas, Sie impression 

Shus bring ihai ihr poet's rmoiion cannot be contained any longer.

The TT uses "grieving" io translate "larmes" in TT 1. 6, so ns io leave Sie 

specific imagr of "teaes " available for use in TT 1 7 (srr below): "grieving" 

rrtalns iir ST sensr of great sorrow, and perhaps also reinforces iir formal tone 

of TT 1 4. As in Goodman TT 1 6, "in She dark" brings out Shr ST overtoRrs of 

cailCiood fears (through association with TL 'afraid of She dark'). Tie pionic 

chiasmus of ST 11. 7-8 is lost in Sir TT, bui TT 11. 7-8 are nonetheless linked in 

terms both of structure and of sound: in eddiiion So Shr obvious nssonancr "tears 

[...] fear", iirre is also enough similarity beiween "mocking" and "sparking" for 

ihe iwo words So form n link in ihe render's mind. The emphasis of TT 1. 7 doee 

move from ihe "plninSee" of ST 1. 7 io "laughter", and tie TT verbs "[io] mock" 

and "[So] spark" are both more evocativr than tie simple ST use of "qui font"; 

howrver, I considered ihe ST chiasmus So be a striking textual rffeci, so Sie TT 

changes io be justifiabir when nSSempSing io compensnir for iis loss.
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The TT displays particularisation in 11. 9 and 10. Reading the "rires dans la 

me" of ST 1. 9 as a positive image, contrasting with the negative "rires" of ST 1. 8,

I felt it necessary to make this contrast explicit in TT 1. 9 (using "glad laughter") 

because of "the laughter" having been used as an overtly negative image in TT 

11. 7 and 8. In TT L 10, aa in the Alexander TT, the verb ’ '[to] llnk” is used to bring 

out the positive image of the hands being linked together in a strong network 

(contrasting with the Goodman TT, where the use of "[to] bind" makes it appear 

that the poet and his "camarades" are being tied up).

The TT splits the imagery of ST 1. 11 in an attempt to capture its full sense 

(a technique also employed in, for example, TT Poem II, 11. 7-8 or TT Poem VI,

11. 1 -4). The lrma^<2 of fmit ’’couvrant" flowers or bbossom suggests noo only 

growth to full maturity, the fruit supplanting the blossom and taking on full 

authority, but also protectiveness, the fmit covering and shielding the flowers. In 

TT 1. 11 the growth to maturity is suggested by the image of "fruit over flower": 

the blossom has grown and developed to ripeness, it has become fruit. A mantle is 

a garment which covers you completely like a cloak, so that the image of a 

"mantle of fruit over flower" suggests a complete cloak or layer of fruit shielding 

and protecting the flowers beneath. The repeated /f/ of TT 1. 11, combined with 

the fact of both "fruit" and "flower" being used as a collective noun, emphasises 

the link which exists between the two: they are linked as a part of the cycle of life, 

as with the cycle suggested by the opening lines of Poem IV. The ST emphasis is 

altered to some extent in TT 1. 12: "terre [...] bonne" suggests both physical and 

moral wellbeing, while "beneficetnee]" emphasises the latter, and this goodness 

appears linked to the "beauty" of the earth in TT 1. 12, where both qualities link 

directly to the earth in ST 1. 12. However, the unusual structure and alliteration of 

ST 1. 12 make its stress on the qualities it is evoking exceptionally strong, so in 

the TT I felt it was important both to give them a position of prominence in the 

line and to underline them using some device (in practice alliteration on /b/, as in 

the ST). The physical wellbeing or goodness of the earth is implied in the TT both 

by its "beauty" and by the "mantle of fmit over flower" of TT 111, which clearly 

represents a good harvest.

The TT reverses ST 11. 13 and 14 because, TT 1. 13 being noticeably longer 

than TT 1. 14, the exchange heightens the effect of the TT move to a shorter line- 

length for the build-up towards the conclusion, while it does not lead to any major
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loss of sstss or clarity. Ths TT 1. 13 noun "camps" is iHtscdsd specifically to 

evoks ths Nazi concentration camps, so bringitg out ths precise sens" of ths ST 

vrrb "depori[sr]". Ths loss of any explicit esferencs Oo ths women being srnt away 

carrire with io ths risk of a isssstiHg of the ST sens" of ths msn atd women (atd 

so ths couplrs which ars of such importance to Ohs post) being split up; however, 

ihe use of ths plural "camps", as well as making ihs implrratirt of ths Nazi camps 

more plain, also suggests ihai ths women see being scattered across a tumbrr of 

camps, a number of places - ths women art thus being dispsrerd, Ohs couples split 

and scattered. This ssnss of at explicit lick between ths men atd ths women is 

furiher rsitforced by ths uss of two touts it TT 11 13-14 ("camps" and "jail") 

werrr ths ST uses a verb and a toun. This, combined with ihe similar structure of 

ihe Owo lines, underlines ths ST impression of a parallel being drawn between ths 

two. The apparsnt strstgthsHmg of this earaliri in ths TT could potentially lead to 

a weakening of any ssnse of forward movement in Ohs text, bui this is avoided by 

ths TT shift to a shortrr lint. This is itself reinforced by ths concision of "jail" in 

TT 1. 14, this being prsfrersd to 'prison' also in order to avoid ths ssnss of 

anticlimax which sesmsd to rrsuiO if ths line was ended ot ihs unstressed syllable 

/zc/.

Ths ST 1 16 vrrb "martyris[sr]" suggrsts not ociy martyrdom but also 

mors general tormsct and toriurr. To avoid ths tautology of Ohs othrr TTs I choss 

to uss "tortured" in TT 1 17. A suggrstion of martyrdom is, howsvsr, incorporated 

itio TT 1 15 so as not to loss it altogether. "Martyr comrades" is used in ihe placr 

of "martyred", so that ths martyrs are coi pushrd into ths past (ihs present tscss 

being used ic TT 1 17): for ths ST post ths struggle was ongoing, hrncs ths 

posm's uloimats call to victory. Lines 16 and 17 are reversed it ths TT to avoid 

opening TT 1. 17 with "for": given ths repeated uss of "for ihis" it Ohs TT, this 

would havs best unnecessarily confusing. Whils ths uss of assocatcs atd 

alliteration to highlight ths imagery of 11 15-17 is less disiinci it ths TT thac in 

ihs ST, TT sssonancs on Iml atd allitsratiot on /d/ cac still bs noted: this 

combitrs with rnjambsmsnt, Ohs lms-length device discussed earlier and Ohs 

suddenly anapestic fret of TT 11 16-17 Oo heighten ihs mtSHsity and momentum of 

ths vrr'sr- Ths anapestic feet of TT 11 16-17 is underlined, along with ths elevated 

register of, for example, "svsemoer" in TT 1 4, by ths TT 1. 17 uss of "slait": this 

emphasises ihs rhetorical feel of ths esrss atd also gives ihs descrieiiot of ths
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killing of tie "cfmeadee" n srRse of status, almost of ritual, wiici is appropriate io 

Sir idea of them as "martyr[s]".

Linr 18 of iir TT offers another example of pnrSicularieniioR, ns ihe 

iraRslaifr is forced io cionr beiwern 'draining' ihe anger and 'channelling' or 

collecting ii: each rrnding is coherent in context, rach is consistent with a regular 

SL use of "drainer", and She two cannot rrnlly br combined as they involvr 

oppositr ncSioRe. I opted for "channel" since, on reflexion, I felt tint strictly 

controlled angrr would be of more use So tie Resistance tian would no angrr ni 

all; tiis rrnding also avoids iniroducing tie image of 'draining' angrr (in tie sense 

of drinking ii io iir last drop) inio Sir TT, ns Shis is not consieieRi wish tie ST 

verb. "Frr" in ST 1 19 carries She double sensr of a weapon, specifically a bindr, 

and of a sirrRgti of personality or will: ihe TT "steel" captures Shis doubir rrnding 

while avoiding tie unintentional humour of "iron" (She noun employed by 

Goodman and Alexander). The TT attempts So suggest She reflexive naiurr of tie 

ST 1. 19 verb by describing She "sierl rIe[iRg]" ns though of iSs own volition.

Tie combination of "high" and "exalted" in TT 1. 20 aims io suggest She 

full ernse of ST "haute", wiici implies both physical heighS and a degrre of 

nobiliiy. Tie enjnmbrmrnt introduced in TT 11 19-20 is intended io eriRfoecr She 

poem's momentum ns ii approaches Sis conclusion, as I have shown above. Ii ins 

tie added effeci of piecing greater rmpinsls on tie word "high" ni ihe start of TT 

1. 20. However, this increased emphasis on She image of "keep[ing] high" She 

imagr of iir innocent is noi oui of place in Sie mn-up io tie poem's final 

conclusion, especially ns ihr reader is encouraged noi io lingrr: "this" in TT 1. 20 

acts in combination with Sie colon ni tie rnd of tie line So push iir rendrr on, 

eireseiRg ihe final lines of iir poem. Linrs 21-22 of ihr TT maintain Sie impact of 

She ST lines: tie hunting of She innocents and their eventual triumph are presrnSrd 

not ns contrasting but ns wholly end ineviSably linked, so underlining She 

ineviSebiliSy of Shr final victory in e way suitable for Sir conclusion of bosh porm 

and serirs.
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Conclusion

In analysing the Goodman and Alexander translations of the ST series, certain 

fundamental flaws were identifiable in the two TT series: it is in attempting as far 

as possible to avoid these flaws that my TT becomes a 'better' translation - 'better', 

that is, in the simple sense of presenting a more complete and more rounded 

version of the ST than those which have gone before. The differences between my 

approach and those of the other translators can perhaps be broken up into a 

number of individual factors: first and foremost amongst these is the view which 

is taken of the text as a whole. Rather than viewing each of the various textual 

levels in isolation from one another, the aim becomes to develop a view of the 

overall text which sees each of the individual factors which comprise 'content' and 

'expression' only in terms of its functional relationship to each of the others. This 

stands in clear contrast to the approaches and attitudes to translation displayed by 

earlier translators of Eluard, where the 'music' of a text, for example, is viewed as 

something which can be completely separated from its 'meaning' (see Introduction 

p. 26). The same contrast is visible in a comparison with the Goodman and 

Alexander TTs: the Goodman TT series appears largely unstructured, so true 

priorities in the translations are difficult to identify, but Goodman nonetheless 

appears to offer a marked bias towards phonic features in several of the TTs, so 

potentially leading towards a limited and one-dimensional view of the ST (see 

pp. 135 ff.). Equally, Alexander's approach appears generally to view content - 

simple 'meaning' - as his ultimate aim, regarding expressive features as something 

simply to be tagged on where possible (see pp. 175 ff.). However, I would argue 

that content and expression cannot successfully be divided in this way. A reader's 

perception of the content of a poem is affected by the way in which it is 

expressed: thus the prosodic structure of ST Poem III (regular octosyllables 

moving to heptasyllables), or the widespread phonic effects of ST Poem V, 

actively influence the way in which the Poem III sense of a 'flow' which breaks up 

and dissipates, or the Poem V sense of impending triumph, affect the reader. 

Equally though, the expression itself is pointless, and has no real effect, without 

the content which it is expressing: thus the use of sound 'density' to underline the 

mystery and intensity of ST Poems I-II would be without point if that mysteiy and 

intensity were not present in the poems. This view also allows the translator more
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easily and more effectively to address the issues raised by performability in 

translating each text (see p. 19): a text's effect and effectiveness on this level 

becomes one of the levels under consideration, with the full picture of the text 

only becoming clear when all are considered together and in functional 

interaction. Once a more organic view is taken of the text, a more structured 

approach to its translation becomes possible: the textual levels interacting 

functionally with one other, the functional effect of each can be weighed allowing 

for priorities in translation to be established. These priorities will vary from text to 

text, as shown in each of the analyses above, allowing for the translator to 

approach each text with a wider picture of what needs above all to be retained in 

translation (and, accordingly, what can most acceptably be lost).

For this to be effective, it needs to be combined with both awareness and a 

degree of flexibility. As noted in analysing each of the Goodman and Alexander 

TTs, awareness operates on a number of levels. Firstly, if a clear picture of the 

functional interaction between textual levels is to be established, the translator 

first needs to be clear about what is actually happening on each level. This 

requires close and detailed analysis, of the kind carried out above. Thus, for 

example, in approaching an ST image such as the simile of ST Poem II, 11. 11-12, 

the translator needs to analyse the imagery on a number of levels and far beyond 

its superficial 'meaning' if its full effect, and the full extent of interaction between 

various textual levels, is to be gauged: this is the role of the textual 'filters' 

proposed by Hervey and Higgins (see p. 18). The same analysis, with comparison, 

has to be made of any translation. From this microscopic level, however, 

awareness can be seen as moving outwards in concentric circles: just as individual 

textual elements of an image do not work in isolation one from another, so too 

individual images and pieces of a text have to be viewed together, interacting to 

form a poem. In Les sept poemes d'amour en guerre, individual texts then interact 

to form a complete series: if the translator is not consciously aware of, and 

continually checking, each of these levels of interactions - overview and 

awareness working together - then, even if an individual image is well translated 

in isolation, it might clash with something later in the stanza, poem or series and 

so undermine the series as a whole.

A possible example of this is provided by Poem III, 11. 5-8. In the 

Goodman TT, the translator fails to note the ST use of enjambement in 11. 6-7: the
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result of this is that ths TT not only loses ths ssnss of forward momentum givst 

Ohs ST by ths enjambsment but also, mors fundamentally, ii loses aty sense of 

having semantic cohrrrtcr- Ths Alexander TT correctly rdrntrfiss ths 

stjambsment, acd so it retains both this acd semantic coherence; however, it loses 

ihe important ST interaction between prosody acd cotteni whereby ths regular 

tits of ST 11 1-6, which emphasises ihe 'flow' which is described in ST 11 1-4, 

breaks up in 11. 7-8 as ths full malreoistcs of ths eight is revealed (see p. 59).

This is a striking rffsci ic ths ST, expression acting very rxplicitly Oo reitforcs 

simple contrnt, acd it is mads mors striking still by ths wide uss in ST Poems I 

atd II of ths ucsesn heptasyllabic lms (so that ths Poem III octosyllables 

rreesssnt a clear change), but it is lost ic ths Alexander irxt. My TT retains this 

expressive device of a rhythmic chatgs ic 1L 7-8, along wiih s fuller ssnss of the 

ST 11 6-7 image thac ritesr of ths other two TTs (see p. 195): this is mads 

possible by ths grsatse willingness of ihs nrw TT io make uss of flexibility it 

tratslatieg complex ST imagery.

Ii was noiable in both ihs Goodman and Alexander TT series that ths 

translators restricted thrmssives by adopting ths lies as ths default ueit of 

translation: this appeared to bs what led Goodman to loss ths sscss of ths latter 

half of Posm III, for sxample, whils it also sesmsd to prevent Alexandsr from 

making uss of ths natural concision of ths TL in OratslaOitg ths opening of Poem 

VI (see p. 168). Ths tsw TT does not artificially restrict itself it Ohis way, leaving 

opst Ohs option of breaking and altering ST lines when this is deemed nscsssary. 

In turn, this allows for ths mors frequent uss of compensation by spHititg 

(breaking ST images down it an attempt Oo capture a fuller ssnss of thrm it ihe 

TT): for rxamplr, this teremqur is used it translating ST Posm II, 11 5-8 and ST 

Posm VI, 11 1-4, with Ohs lines being broken up ic each cast to avoid unnecessary 

lossrs due to prosodic clumsiness ”sss pp. 188-189, pp. 207-209).

Every translation rneoivrs loss, acd co Oracslation is perfect. Howsvsr, 

translation losses can bs minimised. I believe that ths approach to translation 

outlined above offers a possible meats by which this can bs achrserd. At attrmpt 

to view a text not in terms of its textual levels themselves bui in trrms of how 

thoss lrvrls ictrrart with oce aHrthse ic a functional way, combinrd with 

disciplined awareness and a willingness to make uss of flexibility when it is 

advantageous to do so, allows ths translator a degree of freedom; at Ohs same time
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it regulates that freedom, because whatever the translator does has to be related 

back to the ST and to the translator's original analysis of that text. It is in 

combining rigorous analysis with disciplined flexibility that the translator can 

come closest to offering a complete picture of the ST.
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CONCLUSION

In the introduction to this thesis, a number of different approaches to translation 

were examined, approaches both to translation in general and to the specific task 

of translating poetry. This discussion led to the adoption of a 'middle-ground' 

approach to the translation of poetry: that is, an holistic approach which views the 

salient features of any given ST not in isolation from one another, but rather 

according to their functional interaction in the overall effect of the text. This 

allows for a translation which can attempt, in Lefevere's words, "to comprehend 

the source text as a whole, as a total structure, rather than [...] concentrating on a 

single aspect" (Lefevere 1975, p. 95), capable of grasping "the cumulative effect 

of the interplay of sounds and ideas as orchestrated by the [ST] poet" (Buckley 

1986, p. 29). The approaches to translation studied in the introduction, each in its 

own way, appeared to fall short of such a 'middle-ground' approach. This was 

frequently due to textual features being examined in what seemed to be an 

isolationist manner, as with Bonnefoy's apparent assumption that "'richesses' de 

texte, ambigui'tes, paragrammes, polysemies, etc." are automatically lost in 

translation and can accordingly be written off (Bonnefoy 1981, p. 97). Further 

examples of this type of view of translation were drawn from introductions to 

early translations of Paul Eluard's work: thus the Editor of New Directions in 1938 

felt that "there is no way to suggest the sound effects of the other language" and 

that "the subtleties of sense, the logic of language, cannot be captured" {New 

Directions 1938, n.p.), while Herbert Read was equally sure that "the pure music 

of [Eluard's] verse [...] [cannot] be presented in a translation" (Read in Reavey 

[ed.] 1936, p. viii). When any attempt was made both to use and to define a 

'middle-ground' approach, it tended to get swallowed up in a quasi-magical air of 

"savante alchimie" (Briat 1989, p. 9), as with Christine Pagnoulle's description of 

poems being "penetrated, experienced to their core of music, to their marrow of 

sounds, and then recreated on the different score of the other language" {Babel 

1992, p. 139). Andre Lefevere's 1975 attempt to approach the middle-ground in 

the specific translation of poetry does not suffer from this lack of definition (see 

above pp. 12-13), but it was undermined by its artificiality in largely examining 

only deliberately biased translations produced for that purpose. This thesis has 

built upon and furthered these earlier studies: beginning with a detailed analysis of
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n self-coninineC and previously undrr-explfiSeC serire of seven poems, ii 

examines in detail iwo published translations of tie series - studying rach for tie 

iraRelniion lossrs which ii incurs - and ihrn moves io draw upon all this 

information in aiiempiing a nrw TT, using a clear and rigorous 'middle-ground' 

approach So She translation which views ST rlrmenSs of consent and expression in 

terms of iirir functional inSereelnSIoneiip wish onr another rntirr tian in any 

isolaiifniei manner.

Tie first of Sie iwo published isnnelnSIons So be examined in detail was 

iiai of Paul Goodman, The Seven Poems of Love in Wartime. This TT erriee, 

prrpnred in n rrmarkably eiorS period of time, seemed largely io lack any sensr of 

ovrrview or planning, rishrr ni ihe level of individual poems or of iir errire taken 

ns n whole. This led io Sie erriee inking on a disjointed feel: individual poems 

displayed confusion which ni times vrrged on total incoirrencr (notably TT 

Poems III and IV), and this ineviSably undermined She rxieni io wiici tie TT 

eeries could be seen ns forming a single unit, bui Shis was compounded by ihe 

claeiee which were creaied briween poems - thus n reading of TT Porm I, for 

example, appeared io clash with Shat of TT Poems II and V (see p. 99). Thr lack 

of struciure ni tie heart of Sie Goodman TT made ii difficult So pinpoint whriirr 

or noi ihe translator had any real or particular priorities in preparing iis TT. Ii 

eermed ai iimrs iiai She phonic level of tie ST was bring psioriSierd, sound and 

sound effects bring held above ell else: if iiie wes a conscious priority, however, 

Si was ai best an inconsistent one, wish Sie rnd result being nn apparently 

piecemeal TT.

Tie sscorC TT series, Seven Poems of Love in War by Lloyd Alexander, 

was more structured and displayed a clrasrr sense of ovrrvirw and planning Sian 

tie Goodman TT serirs. Tiis made She SsaRelnioe's priorities also staRd out more 

clearly: taken as a whole, Sir TT sreies appeared io adopt a clearly isolniionIei 

approach in advantaging content over expression. This resulSeC in a coherent and 

orderly serirs, bui one which presented a very one-dimensional picture of Sir ST: 

Sr place of Buckley's "cumulative effeci of tie interplay of sounds and ideas", 

Alrxandrr preerRis She TT render with only a part of Shr ST - consent, meaning, 

Sakes priority over nil rlee. If, ns suggested in She Introduction (see pp. 9 ff.), 

poetry itself is a synergetic network in which consent end expression operate in 

relation io and depend upon one another, then ii is clrar SiaS in systematically
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disadvantaging rxperssion Alexander is noi simply weakening ths way it which 

ths ST is expressed, but is actually undermining a fundamental pari of what Ohs 

ST is. The limited atd limiiing style of TT which results from this is erreaes 

mads to stand out all ihs mors clsarly in ths case of ths ST under consideration 

because of Ohs clear role and importance of oral 'psrfoemabiiity' and rertoric in ths 

ST striss.

Ths weaknesses of both ths Goodman acd ths Alexander TTs become 

mors promitstO as ihs complexity of ths translation Ossk mcreasss; in ihs 

traeslatiot of 'complex' imagery (as defined above), in particular, each fails to 

acknowledge or tvst to suggest Ohs full rffsci of ths ST (an example of this could 

bs ihe translation of Poem II, 11 7-8, set pp. 103 acd pp. 149-150). Ths problems 

encountered by each translator art apparrntiy compounded by ths rigidity which 

thry forcs upon ihsir traHslatiocs ic choosing ihs line as ihs drfault ucii of 

translation: in tach of Ohs TT series this results in ths occasional creation of 

ambiguity and clumsiness (for sxample it ths translation of Poem VI, 11 1-4, see 

pp. 122-123 and pp. 166-167), atd in ths case of Goodman Posm III, 11 6-7 ths 

estsntiot of ths ST lies division rrsuiOs in complete incohrrstcr (sts pp. 109

110).
An intersstmg comparison can bs mads hers with Seven Poems of Love at 

War, ths 1987 translation by Gilbert Bowen which appears in Appendix Thrss. 

Spacr precludes any detailed analysis of ths Bowse TT series in this thesis, bui a 

couple of points can bs made. Bowse, liks Goodman acd Alexander, largely 

rrstricOs himself to mamtreancs of ths tins as umi of translation, to Ohs extent of 

repeating Goodman's descent into ssmi-itcrhrerHcs in Poem III, 11 6-7:

Ths eight when ihs bsd grows hollow 

Empty of solitude

However, Bowse combines this rigidity with marked freedom in ths translation of 

itdreidual images. Unfortunately, Ohis freedom doss tot sesm to bs supporird by 

any closs analysis of ths ST: rathsr ii seems simply to alter ths sscss of Ohs 

French, trading to increased cotfusion raiher thsn to aey sens" of Ohs actual 

complexity of ihe ST. For example. Poem II, 11 7-8 is mads into whai appears to
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be a clear image of an erection, both more explicitly sexual and more grotesque

than in the ST:

And over the grass floats proudly 

The pink flesh of springtime

A further example is provided by ST Poem III, 11. 1-4, which portrays what 

appears to be a wholly positive night: this acts to emphasise the contrast with the 

malevolence of the night which follows in 11. 5-8. However, in the Bowen TT, this 

is undermined by the apparently arbitrary translation of ST 1. 2 "partout epanouie" 

as "all invading": it is as though the translator has translated what he expected to 

find in the ST, or what he felt should have been there, rather than what the ST 

actually says. Or again, in Poem V, 1. 1: "le coin du crnur" creates an impression 

of intimacy, a tiny space into which the "crnur" is being dismissive^ placed, while 

Bowen's image of "the province of the heart" seems to evoke a far greater space 

with no real suggestion of constriction at all - this undermines, at least to a certain 

extent, the Poem V contrast which generates the lovers' final triumph in the ST 

series (see p. 67). It can be argued that a degree of interpretative freedom is vital 

to any effective 'middle ground' approach to translation: in attempting to treat an 

ST in terms of of the functional interaction of its various salient features, the 

translator will inevitably be constrained if he or she begins by assuming that any 

particular feature (of form or content) has to be retained in every TT. However, as 

demonstrated by the Bowen TT, this assumption of freedom has to be combined 

with an element of rigour or discipline if it is not to degenerate into laxity: the 

translator's one genuine constraint is the ST itself and, if the translator loses sight 

of this one overriding consideration, then any translation is liable to become less a 

translation than an adaptation - a text with a "fresh voice", to use Buckley's phrase 

(Buckley 1986 p. 29), but a fresh voice which may bear no perceptible relation to 

that of the ST from which it has sprung.

In preparing the new TT series presented in this thesis, I have aimed to 

apply a rigorous and structured 'middle-ground' approach to the translation of the 

ST series. Combining a degree of interpretative freedom with the control and 

discipline which is provided by a close and detailed reading of the ST, treating the 

individual ST textual levels and features not in isolation from one another but
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rather regarding them in terms of how ihry inierraci and combine in ihe full effeci 

of tie Sexi, n TT is built up which looks towards Lefevere's definition of literary 

translations "wiici both can exist ns literary works of art in their own right and 

can give She render an accurnie impression of whai ihe source Sexi is like" 

(Lefevrre 1975, p. 95). To "accurate", I would add "rounded" - Sius, in place of 

iir oRe-dlmrnsionni view of Sie ST presented by, for example, iir Alexander TT, 

my TT nitrmpis io acknowledge Sie "interplay of "ouRds and ideas", of content 

and expression, which givrs She ST iis power and interest as poeSry, or which 

perhaps even makes ii poetry in She first place.

This functionalist approach io interpretation and analysis is onr which, I 

believe, can be applied io any poem. My hope in testing and demonstrating tie 

approach on Les sept poemes d'amour en guerre, a series particularly well suited 

io this task by its wide range of eSylee and imagery, has been io show Sint 

translation, far from being incompatible with tie production of TL poetry, can in 

fact facilitate and entail ii.
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APPENDIX ONE: ELUARD TRANSLATION
DIRECTORY

This directory is, at best, partial: it includes only translations of which I have, or 
have seen, copies. Most of the early translations appear in small American 
journals, copies of which I was able to obtain while researching at the National 
Library of Congress in Washington DC. Much of the information on the journals 
and their contents was drawn from the translation bibliography which forms part 
of the 1970 PhD thesis by Marguerite Mathieu (University of Iowa); this also 
includes information on other Eluard translations, which I was unable to trace, as 
well as information on translations of other French poets. Mathieu's bibliography, 
an invaluable research tool, is arranged in chronological order: this directory is, I 
believe, the first time that information on various translations has been arranged as 
an alphabetical directory. Where possible, in addition to the location of each 
translation, the identity of the translator is indicated (in parentheses) when it is not 
obvious: in some cases, a poem has been translated only once or twice, but those 
few translations feature in several journals. A question mark following a translator 
indicates that the specific translator of a particular poem has not been explicitly 
identified but that, usually because of links or similarities with other translations 
whose translators are known, I feel able to suggest a possible identity. Details of 
the Eluard STs are drawn from the Pleiade Euvres completes. If there is only one 
translation of a particular poem, and it features in the index of translated complete 
collections (as is the case, for example, with some of the Derniers poemes 
d'amour), then it is not repeated in the index of individual poems.

Key to Books and Journals included in Directory (See also Bibliography):

Alexander
Auster
Barnstone
Bernac
Bowen
Buckley
Burnshaw
CP
CPP
Fowlie
Hartley
Kallet
KR
Levy
LGB1
LGB4
LGB6
LGB 10

— Alexander (1952)
— Auster (Ed., 1984), pp. 198-221
— Barnstone (Ed, , 1966) , pp . 28-34
— Bernac (1977) (tr. Winfred Radford)
— Bowen (1988)
— Buckley (1986)
— Burnshaw (Ed, , 1960,, pp . 104-109
— Contemporary Poetiy , 1948, pp, 11-13
— CoMemporary Poetry and Proee, 1936, pp , 18-22
— Fowiie , pp , 1763-^1^9)7
— Hartley (Ed,, 1966), pp, 222-233
— Kallet (198011
— Kenyon Reveew, 1.949, pp , ^^^--^^^5
— Levy (1936, , pp. 110-120
— London GaUeiy BuUetin, April 1938
— London Gallery BuUeiin, July 1938, p. 34
— London GaUeiy BuUetin, Oct. 1938, pp. 7-8
— London GaUeyy BldleVin, Feb. 1939, p. 8
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LGB 18
LR
ND38
ND40
ND46
NDPP
NV
P45
P53
Penrose
Poulenc
PR
QRL
Spender
T27
T28
T49
ToT
V47
W49
Weisman
YFR

— London Gallery Bulletin, June 194^0, p. 13
— The Literary Review, 1960, pp. 123-144
— New Directions 3, 1938
— New Directions 5,, 1940, pp. 507-511
— New Directions 9), 1946, pp. 332-360
— New Directions in Prose and PoeUy , 10, 19^4^8,, pp ,
— New Verse, 1936
— Poetry, 1945, pp, 5-9
— 1953, pp.73-74
— Penrose and Mesens (1944)
— Poulenc (1974)
— Partisan Reveew, 1939, pp , 84-89
— Quarterly Review of Ltierature, April 1949? , p , 346
— Spender and Cornford (1950)
— Trantition, 1927, pp , 111-113
— Trantitionl 1928, pp, 109-112
— Trantition, 5, 1949, pp, 6113
— Reavey (Ed. , 1936, (Thorns of Thunder)
— Voiess, 1947, pp , 32-3 5
— Write, 1949, , 20-23
— Weisman (1973)
— Yaee Feench Suddes,, 1958, pp, 11-13

Key to Other Translators Featuring in Directory:

AdB — Andre du Bouchet
BW — Bernard Waldrop
CC — Clara Cohen
CG — Charles Guenther
CHF — Charles Henri Ford "and the Editor"
CM — C.F. MacIntyre
DD — Denis Devlin
DF — D. Fitts
DG — David Gascoyne
EJ — Eugene Jolas
FC — Florence Codman
GA — George Anthony
GD — George Dillon
GN — Gabriel Nahas
GR — George Reavey
HC — Hubert Crnkmore
JL — J. Laughlin
JLY — Julian Levy
KH — Katherine Hoskins
LA — Lionel Abel
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LB — Louise Bogan
LIA — Lloyd Alexander
MH — M.P.M. Hutchens
MR — Men Rey
PA — Paul Auster
PG — Paul Goodman
PT — Petricie Terry
RH — RoberS Hess
RP — Roland Penrose
RPEM — Roland Penrose and E.L.T. Mesens
RT — Ruthven Todd
SB — Samuel Beckett
SSFC — Siepien Spender and Frances CornforC
WCW — William Carlos Williams
WL — Walter Lowrnfels
WSM — W.S.Mrrwin

DIRECTORY
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS IN TRANSLATION

Capitale de la douleur, Wrismnn

Corps memorable: Kallet (bui 'Dedicncr' omitied)

Defense de savoir (I): T28; ToT

En avril 1944: Paris respirait encore!: Bowen

La derniere nuit: Bowen; Alexander; Penrose

Le dur desir de durer: Kallet; Spender

Le phenix: KnllrS (sre Note 1)

Le temps deborde: KnllrS

Le visage de la paix: Bowen

Les animaux et leurs hommes, les hommes et leurs animaux: Buckley

Les sept poemes d'amour en guerre: ND46 (PG); Bowen; Alexander

Mourir de ne pas mourir: Weisman
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Pouvoir tout dire: Buckley

Repetitions: Weisman

Sur les pentes inferieures: Psnst"s

INDIVIDUAL POEMS IN TRANSLATION
NB: Entries given in quotation marks arr Sie opening words of uniiiied poems.

"A cr souffle a ce soleil d'iier" {La vie immediate): ToT (SB)

A celle doni ils revent {Les armes de la douleur): ND46 (JL); Alexander

"A haute voix" {L'amour la poesie): Buckley

"A l'nssaui des jnrdins" {L'amour la poesie): Buckley

A l'eciellr iumnine {Au rendez-vous allemand): Buckley; Alexander

A l'infini {Corps memorable): Fowlie; Kallei

A ln feneire {Les dessous d'une vie): Alexander

A ln memoire de Paul VnillnRi-Couiueiee {Poemes politiques): Bowen

A Marc Chagall {Le dur desir de durer): Buckley; Kallei; Spender; Brrnnc

A mes camaradre imprimeurs {Poemes politiques): Buckley

A Pablo Picasso (I-VI) {Donner a voir): Buckley

A Pablo Picasso {Les yeux fertiles): YFR; Fowlie; Alexander; Bemac (Poem I)

A peine defigueee {La vie immediate): ToT (SB); Burnshnw

"A prrie dr vue dans le srRe dr mon corps" {La vie immediate): Ausirr (SB); ToT 
(SB)

A Rene Magritte {Voir): Buckley; LGBl (MR)

"A iouirs bridrs Soi doni in fnntdme" {Les yeux fertiles): Bemnc

Ailleure ici parlous (Fragment) {Poesie ininterrompue II): Buckiry

Amourruse au secret derriere Son eourIre" {L'amour la poesie): Burnshnw
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Amoureuses (A toute epreuee): ToT (DD); Bemac

Andre Masson {Capitale de la douleur): Weisman; ToT (DG)

Anneau de paix (Lingeres legeres): NDPP

Apres tant d'annees {Poemes politiques): Alexander

"Armure de proie le parfum noir rayonne" {L'amour la poesie): CPP; ToT (DG)

Arp {Capitale de la douleur): CPP (DG); Weisman; ToT (DG)

Athena {Deuxpoetes d'aujourd’hui): Bowen

Au crnur de mon amour {Mourir de ne pas mourir): ND40 (CC); Weisman

Au present {La barre d'appui): NV

Aube {Dignes de eiere): NDPP

Aussi bas que le silence {Sur les pentes inferieures): V47 (RPEM?); ND46 (AdB); 
Penrose

"Avec tes yeux je change comme avec les lunes" {Mourir de ne pas mourir): 
Weisman; QRL (GA)-

Avis {Au rendez-eous allemand): ND46 (JL); Buckley; Barnstone (PT); Alexander

Belle et ressemblante {La vie immediate): ToT (DG)

Belle main {Les mains libres): Alexander

Betes et mechants {Les armes de la douleur): ND46 (LA); Alexander

Bientot {Sur les pentes inferieures): ND46 (MH); V47 (RPEM?); Penrose; 
Alexander

Bonne justice {Poueoir tout dire): Bowen; Hartley; Buckley

"Bouches gourmandes des couleurs" {L'amour la poesie): Buckley

Burlesque {Les mains libres): Bowen

C'est sur un trottoir de Paris..." {Les dessous d’une vie): T27 (EJ)
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"Ce petit monde meurtrier" {La derniere nuit): Buckley; Bowen; Alexander; 
Penrose

Ce que dit l'homme de peine est toujours hors de propos {La rose publique): 
Fowlie

Celle de toujours, toute {Capitale de la douleur): ToT (DD); Weisman; Fowlie

Celle qui n'a pas la parole {Mourir de ne pas mourir): ND40 (FC); Weisman

Chant du feu vainqueur du feu {Au rendez-vous allemand): Alexander

Chant nazi (Am rendez-vous allemand): ND46 (CM); Alexander

Charniers (Am rendez-vous allemand): ND46 (AdB); Alexander

Chasse {La barre d'appui): Auster (DG)

Creur a pic {Cours nature): Buckley

"Colere miel qui deperit" {La rose publique): ToT (GR)

Comme beaucoup d'autres {Poemes retrouves): Bowen

Comprenne qui voudra {Au rendez-vous allemand): ND46 (AdB); P45 (GD); 
Buckley; Alexander

Courage {Les armes de la douleur): ND46 (JL); Buckley; Bowen; Alexander

Couvre-feu {Poests et verite 1942): ND46 (WCW); V47 (RPEM?); Burnshaw; 
Alexander; Penrose

Critique de la poesie ("C'est entendu je hais...") {La vie immediate): PR (LB?)

Critique de la poesie {Le lit la table): ND46 (AdB); V47; Buckley; Alexander

D'un seul poeme entre la vie et la mort {Au rendezvous allemand): Alexander

"D'une seule caresse" {L'amour la poesie): Alexander

Dans un miroir noir (Am rendez-vous allemand): ND46 (AdB)

Dans Varsovie la ville fantastique {Poemes politiques): Alexander; Buckley

De l'horizon d'un homme a l'horizon de tous {Poemes politiques): Buckley
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De ln lumiere et du pain (Voir): Buckley3 (see also "Irremediable vie")

De premier mal en premier mei (Poemes politiques): Buckiry

"De tout ce que j'ai dii de moi qur rrstr-i-Ii" (Comme deux gouttes d'eau): ND38 
(CHF); ToT (GR)

"Deciirnni ees bnieers et ses prun" (A toute epreuve): ToT (SB)

Definitions (Les necessites de la vie): ND40 (CC)

Dernires instants (Poesie et verite 1942): Poulrnc (RH)

"Drrrierr moi mes yeux se efni frrmee" (A toute epreuve): ToT (GR)

"Des cninclysmes d'or bien acquis" (La vie immediate): Austrr (SB)

"Des couieaux si iraRciaRie si forSe" (La rose publique): ToT (DG)

Drs jours entre irs jours des iommes eRier les iommes (Poemes politiques): 
Buckley

"Desnrmee" (La vie immediate): ToT (SB)

Dialogue (Poemes politiques): Bowrn

Dimnncir apree-midi (Le livre ouvert II): Penrose

Dii dr la force de l'amour (Poemes politiques): Buckley

Donnez-moi de vos nouvrilrs (Poemes retrouves): QRL (GA)3

Douier du crime (Poesie et verite 1942): ND46 (WCW); Prnrose

"Drrese par ln famine" (Poesie et verite 1942): ND46 (AdB); Alexandrr; Penrose

Du drdnns (Poesie et verite 1942): ND46 (WCW); Buckley; Prnroer

Du dehors (Poesie et verite 1942): Poulenc (RH); ND46 (WCW); Buckley; 
Alexander; Penrose

Du fond de l'abimr (Le dur desir de durer): Spender; Auster (SSFC)

Durrr (Les yeux fertiles): Buckley

Elie ne sait pas tendre des pieges" (L'amour la poesie): Buckley
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"Elle s'allonge" (La vie immediate): ToT (SB)

En Espagne (Poemes politiques): Bowen; Alexander; Buckley

"En l'honneur des muets des aveugles des sourds" (L'amour la poesie): Auster 
(SB); Barnstone (SB); ToT (SB); Levy (SB)

En plein mois d'aout (Au rendez-vous allemand): ND46 (HC); Bowen

En societe (Les dessous d'une vie): T27 (EJ)

Enfants (Le livre ouvert I): Buckley

Enterrar y callar (Le lit la table): ND46 (DF); V47; Alexander

"Entoure ce citron de blanc d'reuf informe" (Poesie ininterrompue): Bernac (see 
also "Travail du peintre")

Entre peu d'autres (Capitale de la douleur): W49 (KH); Weisman

Epitaphe d'un agriculteur espagnol (Poemes retrouves): Bowen

Espagne (Poemes politiques): Alexander

Essai de simulation de la paralysie generale (L'immaculee conception): Levy (SB)

Etre (Les yeux j^^tt'1ti^l^ts): Bowen; Bernac

Exil (Donner a voir): LGB18 (RPEM)

Facile est bien (Facile): ToT (GR); Levy (GR)

Faire vivre (Au rendez-vous allemand): Buckley; Alexander

"Fantome de ta nudite" (A toute epreuve): ToT (SB)

"Figure de force brulante et farouche" (Les yeux jertiles): Bernac

"Filles de rien pretes a tout" (Comme deux gouttes d'eau): ND38 (CHF); Levy 
(JLY)

Finir (Le livre ouvert I): Alexander

Fuir (Les animaux et leurs hommes...): Bowen; Buckley
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Gabriel Peri (Au rendezvous allemand): ND46 (HC); Bowen; Alexander

"Gagner au jeu du profil" (La vie immediate): Auster (SB)

Georges Braque (Capitale de la douleur): T27 (EJ); Weisman; Barnstone (DG); 
ToT (DG); Bemac

Giorgio de Chirico (Mourir de ne pas mourir): Weisman; ToT (DG)

Grand air (Les yeux J^si'itlssr: Buckley; Hartley

Hadji Dimitre (Poemes de Christo Botev): Bowen

Hai-kais (5 of 11) (Pour vivre ici): Bowen

Hors de la masse (Les yeux f'stitl^sr)\ Buckley

"Il faut voir de pres" (A toute epreuve): Auster (SB)

"Il la prend dans ses bras" (A toute epreuve): Auster (SB); Bemac

"Il ne faut pas voir la realite telle que je suis" (A toute epreuve): Auster (SB) 

"Immobile" (A toute epreuve): Auster(SB)

"Irremediable vie" (Voir): Bernac (see also "De la lumiere et du pain")

"J'admirais descendant vers toi" (La vie immediate): ToT (SB)

"J'ai eu longtemps un visage inutile" (Poemes pour la paix): Alexander

"J'avais dans mes serments b&ti trois chateaux" (Les armes de la douleur): ND46 
(AdB); Bowen (see also "Les armes de la douleur")

Jardin perdu (Cours nature): CP (LIA)

"Je cache les sombres tresors" (L'amour la poesie): Buckley; Burnshaw

Je croyais le repos possible (Les yeuxfertiles): Buckley; Bemac

"Je n'ai envie que de t'aimer" (Les yeux J^^t^t^l^srrz Burnshaw; Bernac

"Je reve de toutes les belles" (Poemes pour la paix): Alexander

' J<s sors des caves de l'angoisse" (L'amour la poesie): ND38 (CHF); ToT (DG)
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"Je ie l'ni dii pour lrs Runges" {L'amour la poesie): Alexander

"Je veux S'embrassrr je S'embsasse"’ {La vie immediate): ToT (SB)

Joan Miro {Capitale de la douleur): ToT (GR); Weisman; Bernac

Junn Gris (Voir): Bernec

Jusiicr (Le livre ouvert I): Buckley

L'absrRcr (Le livre ouvert II): Bowen

L'nge de ln vie (I-VII) (Poesie ininterrompue): NDPP

L'nmourruse (Mourir de ne pas mourir): Buckley; Wrisman; Bowen; Levy (SB); 
Alexandrr; Hartley; Ausirr (SB); Barneione (SB); ToT (SB)

L'nRgfisee ei l'inquieiude (Les mains libres): Bowen

L'aube diesoui les mfnsires (Le lit la table): ND46 (JL); Alexander

"L'imngr d'iomme, nu dehors du souirrrnin" (Capitale de la douleur): ND38 
(CHF); Weisman

L'invrniion (Repetitions): Weisman; Auster (SB); Bnrneione (SB); ToT (SB)

L'objrciivSie poeiique (La rose publique): ToT (DG)

L'unique (Repetitions): Weisman; Levy (JLY)

Ln damr dr cnrrrnu (Les dessous de la vie): Levy (SB); BurReiaw; Alexander

Ln forcr de l'inbSiude (L'Immaculee conception): CPP

Ln glncr cassee (Les mains libres): Bowrn '

Ln inlir des ieurrs (Sur les pentes inferieures): ND46 (DF); Alexander; Prm’ose

La main le creur le lion l'olsenu (Poesie et verite 1942): Buckley; Bernac

Ln morS dans ln conversation (Repetitions): W49 (KH); Weisman

Ln necrssite (La vie immediate): CPP (DG); ToT (DG); PR (LB?)

Ln parolr (Repetitions): ToT (GR); Wrismnn
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La poesie doit avoir pour but la verite pratique {Deux poetes d'aujourd’hui): 
Buckley; Alexander

"La simplicite meme ecrire" (A toute epreuve): Auster (SB)

"La terre est bleue comme une orange" {L'amour la poesie): Buckley

La tete contre les murs (Les yeux j^^eriti^l^es): Hartley

La victoire de Guernica {Cours naturel): YFR; Bowen; Fowlie; Alexander; LGB6 
(RP and GR)

La vie intra-uterine {L'immaculee conception): CPP

"La violence des vents du large" (A toute epreuve): Auster (SB)

La vue {La vie immediate): ToT (SB)

Le baiser {Lingeres legeres): Bowen; Burnshaw

Le chateau des pauvres (Fragment) {Poesie ininterrompue II): Buckley 

"Le corps et les honneurs profanes" (A toute epreuve): ToT (SB)

"Le crepuscule ce chameleon qui meurt" {La rose publique): ND38 (CHF)

Le desir {Les mains libres): Bowen

Le droit le devoir de vivre {Le livre ouvert II): Buckley; Alexander

Le feu {Dignes de vivre): Poulenc (RH)

Le jeu de construction {Mourir de ne pas mourir): Buckley; Weisman; ToT (GR)

Le mal {La vie immediate): Barnstone (BW)

Le meme jour pour tous {Au rendez-vous allemand): ND46 (CM); Bowen; 
Alexander

"Le mensonge menagant les ruses dures et glissantes" {L'amour la poesie): 
Buckley

Le miroir d'un moment {Capitale de la douleur): W49 (KH); Weisman

Le monde est nul (I-VII) {Le lit la table): Alexander
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Le Mont Grammos (Grece ma rose de raison): Bowen

"Le passage de la Beresina par une femme rousse" (La vie immediais): Auster 
(SB)

Le phenix (Le phenix): Bowen; Kallet

Le plus jeune (Capitale de la dauleM-): W49 (KH); Weisman

Le poeme hostile (Au rendez-vous allemand): ND46 (AdB); Alexander

"Le salon a la langue noire leche son maitre" (La vie immediate): Auster (SB)

"Le sang coulant des dalles" (La vie immediate): Auster (SB)

"Le sommeil a pris ton empreinte" (L'amour la poeHe): Buckley

Le souhait impossible (Poemes politiques): KR (GN)

Le sourd et l'aveugle (Mourir de ne pas mourir): Buckley; Weisman; Auster (PA)

Le tournant (Les mains libres): Bowen

Le travail du peintre (I-VII) (Poesie ininterrompue): NDPP; Buckley; T49; (see 
also "Entoure ce citron de blanc d'reuf informe")

Le travail du poete (I-VII) (Poesie i.ninterrompue): Buckley

"Les arbres blancs les arbres noirs" (A toute epreuve): Auster (SB)

Les armes de la douleur (I-VII) (Les armes de la douleur): Bowen; Alexander; 
(see also "J'avais dans mes serments bati trois chateaux")

Les fleurs (Les necessites de la vie): ND40 (CC)

Les Gertrude Hoffman Girls (Capitale de la douleur): Weisman; CPP (RT); ToT 
(RT)

Les mains libres (Les mains libres): Bowen

Les maitres (La barre d'appiu): CPP

"Les oiseaux parfument les bois" (A toute epreuve): Auster (SB)

'Les representants tout-puissants du desir" (L'amour la poesie): Buckley
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Les semblables {La vie immediate): Barnstone (DD); ToT (DD)

Les sens {Le lit la table): Buckley

Les vendeurs d'indulgence {Au rendez-vous allemand): Alexander

Les yeux steriles {Les mains libres): Alexander

Leurs yeux toujours pures {Capitale de la douleur): PR (LB?); Weisman; ToT 
(GR)

Liberte {Poesie et verite 1942): ND46 (JL); P45 (GD); Bowen; Penrose; 
Alexander; Auster (WSM)

Man Ray {Im rose publique): ToT (MR); LGBIO (MR)

Marine (Le phenix): Bowen; Kallet

"Matin brise dans des bras endormis" {La rose publique): ToT (GR)

Max Ernst (Repetitions): Weisman; CPP (GR); ToT (GR); Levy (GR)

Medieuses (I-VII) (Medieuses): Alexander

"Mon amour pour avoir figure mes desirs" (L'amour la poesie): Buckley; 
Burnshaw; Alexander

Mourir ("Plus une plainte...") (Le livre ouvertl): KR (GN)

Ne plus partager (Capitale de la douleur): T27 (EJ); Weisman; W49 (KH)

Notre annee (Le lit la table): P53 (CG)

Notre mouvement (Le dur desir de durer): Fowlie; Spender; Kallet

Notre vie (Le temps deborde): Buckley; Kallet

"Nous avons fait la nuit" (Facile): Barnstone (GR); ToT (GR); Bernac

Nous sommes (Chanson complete): Buckley; Fowlie; Alexander; Bernac

Novembre 1936 (Cours naturel): Buckley; Bowen

Nudite de la verite (Mourir de ne pas mourir): Bowen; Weisman; ToT (DD)

Nuits partagees (La vie immediate): Alexander
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Nul (II) (Repetitions): ToT (DG); Weisman

Nulle rupture (Chanson complete): CP (LIA)

Nusch (La vie immediate): Hartley

"Or ne peut me conRaiire" (Les yeux f^er’ti^les): Buckley; Bowrn; Alexander;
Hartley

On ie menace (Au rendez-vous allemand): Alexander

Ondee (Les yeux f^er^t^i^l^es): Buckley

Onzr poemrs dr persistence (Le livre ouvert I): Buckley

Oser ei l'rspoir (La rose publique): ND40 (FC)

"Ou ln vie sr conirmple tout rsi submerge" (L'amour la poesie): Buckley

Ouvrirr (Les necessites de la vie): Bowen

Pablo Picasso (Capitale de la douleur): ToT (GR); Weisman

Par un baiser (Le dur desir de durer): Buckley; Kallei; Spendrr

Par unr nuit nouvriir (La vie immediate): Bowrn; Hartley

"Pnr-dreeus lrs cinpraux" (La vie immediate): Auster (SB)

Paroles peintes (Cours nature): PR (LB?); Bucklry; Alrxandrr

Patience (Sur les pentes inferieures): Alexander; Penrose

Paul Kler (Capitale de la douleur): CPP; Weieman; ToT (GR); Levy (GR); 
Brmnc

Pensez (Au rendez-vous allemand): ND46 (CM); Alexander

Peu de vssSu (La vie immediate): Brrnnc

"Prui-il sr rrpoeee crluS qui dors" (A toute epreuve): Bernac

"Plume d'eau clairr pluie fragile" (A toute epreuve): Bernac

Plus c'einit un baiser" (L'amour la poesie): Buckley
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Poemes (Repetitions): Weisman; Levy (JLY); Alexander

Poesie ininterrompue (Poesie ininterrompue): LR ("adapted by" WL); Alexander4

Pour l'exemple (Lingeres legeres): NDPP

Pour ne plus etre seuls (Grece ma rose de raison): Bowen

Pour vivre ici (I-V) (Le livre ouvert I): Buckley

"Pour voir les yeux ou l'on s'enferme" (La vie immediate): ToT (SB)

"Pourquoi les fait-on courir" (La vie immediate): Auster (SB)

Premiere du monde (Capitale de la douleur): ToT (GR); Weisman; Fowlie; 
Alexander

Priere des veuves et des meres (Grece ma rose de raison): Bowen

Prose Selection see Buckley (1986)

Rencontres (I-XI) (Le Uvre ouvert I): Alexander

"Revolte de la neige" (L'amour la poesis): ToT (DG)

Rideau (Les yeux Jsi'itlss): Bernac

"Rien que ce doux petit visage" 5: Bernac

"Rodeuse au front de verre" (A toute epreuve): Bernac

Saint-Alban (Lingeres legeres): Bowen

Saisons (Le dur desir de durer): Buckley; Kallet; Spender

Sans age (Cours naturel): Buckley; Barnstone (PT); Alexander

"Ses yeux sont des tours de lumiere" (L'amour la poesie): Buckley

Silence d'evangile (Mourir de ne pas mourir): ND38 (CHF); Weisman

Simples images de demain (Poemes rsitouves): Bowen

Sreurs d'esperance (Poemes politiques): Bowen; Buckley
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"Soleil fatal du nombre des vivants" {La vie immediate): Auster (SB)

"Splendide la poitrine cambree legerement" (Poemes pour la paix): Alexander

Suite (II) (Repetitions): W49 (KH); Weisman; ToT (GR)

"Sur quel mur me suis-je grave" (Cours naturel): PR (LB?)

"Ta chevelure d'oranges dans le vide du monde" (Am defaut du silence): T27 (EJ)

"Tant de reves en l'air" (La rose publique): ToT (GR)

Telle femme, principe de vie, interlocutrice ideale (La rose publique): ND38 
(CHF); ToT (RT)

"Toi la seule et j'entends les herbes de ton rire" (L'amour la poesie): Alexander

"Tous ces gens mangent" (A toute epreuve^: Auster (SB)

Tous les droits (La vie immediate): CPP (DG?)

"Toute la fleur des fruits eclaire mon jardin" (Poemes pour la paix): Alexander 

"Toute la vie a coule dans mes rides" (A toute epreuve): Auster (SB)

"Toutes les fenunes heureuses ont" (Poemes pour la paix): Alexander

"Tu te leves l'eau se deplie" (Facile): CPP (GR); ToT (GR); Fowlie; Alexander

Tuer (Am rendezvous allemand): ND46 (JL); Alexander

Un corps (Lingeres legeres): NDPP

Un feu sans tache (Sur les pentes inferieures): V47 (RPEM?); Penrose; Alexander

Un loup (I) (Poesie et verite 1942): Poulenc (RH); ND46 (WCW); Penrose

Un loup (II) (Poesie et verite 1942): ND46 (WCW); Buckley; Penrose

Une (Capitale de la douleur): ToT (DG); Weisman

"Une chanson de porcelaine bat des mains" (A toute epreuve): Bernac 

"Une femme chaque nuit" (A toute epreuve'^: ToT (SB)

Une herbe pauvre" (Les yeux pauvres): Bernac
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"Une limnille d'or un iresor une flaqur" {La vie immediate): Ausirr (SB)

Une pour SouSes ("Le mieux connue...") {Cours naturel): CP (LIA)

Une pour toutes ("Une ou plueirurs...") (La vie immediate): ToT (DD)

Vrncrr Juntos {Poemes politiques): Alexander; Buckley

VrrSurux solitaire {Chanson complete): Bernac

"Villngre de ln lnseiSudr" (A toute epreuve): ToT (SB)

Vivre {Le livre ouvert I): Alexander; Hartley; KR (GN)

Vue doRnr vie (I-VII) {Le livre ouvert I): Bernac

Yves Tanguy {La vie immediate): Hartley; LGB4 (GR)

lWhile Kallet (1980) is taken as the standard reference here, it should be noted that there are 
interesting variations between the published (1980) TTs and the TTs as they appear in Kallet's 
original 1978 thesis. In particular, two poems from the collection Le Phenix, "Ecrire dessiner 
inscrire" and "La petite enfance de Dominique", are translated in the 1978 thesis but are then 
omitted completely from the published 1980 text.

2Quarterly Review of Literature (1949?) contains a translation of what is ostensibly a single 
Eluard poem, under the title "Send me news of you". This actually seems to be a combination of 
three separate texts. The first two of these are "Avec tes yeux je change comme avec les lunes" and 
"Donnez-moi de tes nouvelles": the Pleiade ffiuvres completes mentions in a note (Vol. II, p. 1247) 
that these two texts were published together, as a single text, in 1923 (The Little Review, 4, 
Autumn-Winter 1923 p. 17). To these two texts, the 1949 translator has apparently added a further 
three lines which I have been unable to trace at all.

3"De la lumiere et du pain" features in the contents page of Buckley's thesis, but appears not to 
feature in the thesis itself: I do not know whether this omission is general or is rather restricted to 
the copy of the thesis which I received.

4 ’’Poesie ininteiTompue" features in Alexander (1975), an extended edition of Alexander (1952).

5"Rien que ce doux petit visage" is included by Bernac in a chapter on Eluard, but I was unable to 
find it in the Pleiade (Euvres completes.
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APPENDICES TWO AND THREE (ST AND TTs) 
CAN BE FOUND AS INSERTS INSIDE THE BACK 

COVER OF THIS THESIS.
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APPENDIX FOUR: A SELECTION OF
GOODMAN'S OWN POETRY

From Poetry 90, April-September 1957:

Long Lines

The quiet hour when we have put the good-looking dinner in
the oven

after busy little preparations and pinching pinches of spices 
and we step out under the open sky in the green yards, it is

sundown
quiet but neither still nor silent for the birds are chirping loudly 
and the air is softly moving in the leaves, it is cool 
— O love, my only one my world, I'd feel so lonely I could die 
here in exile now for forty years, nor do I see the end, 
except for your kindly gestures in the regularity of everyday.
But when, O world, will our arbitrary and inscrutable master 
who watches over every one of those chirping sparrows in the

trees
when will He recall me to my native home where I have friends? 
Come in, the food is baked that I eat salted with my tears.

My Daughter Very 111

My little darling looked so pale today 
fading away

pining and thin like the transparent moon 
in the afternoon,

I cannot sleep, obsessed by Susie's colorless 
cheerless face

and bony body in my arms too light, 
she who was bright

and comparable to the meadowflowers, 
alas! that the mowers

passed and did not spare, their petals droop 
— my shoulders stoop

for fear and neither can I breathe for fear. 
Nay! hear my prayer,

Nature! who alone healest and not wishes 
nor art nor pity,

and do thou, Creator Spirit, visit her 
with the quick future

that alone stirs to courage and to walk 
and to work.
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From Poetry 92, April-September 1958:

We Have A Verb "Stood Up"

We have a verb "stood up" it means 
you kept the date the other didn't: 
now damn it all if every day 
somebody doesn't stand me up 
my verses come back in the mail 
my wife has lied to me and I 
am altogether at odds and ends 
and ridiculous walking abroad.

Freddy the crazy boy
came to see me yesterday
clowning and chuckling gaily 
at his hilarious ineptitude 
to get the slightest satisfaction 
and especially when he grandly 
proclaimed "I could renounce the world!" 
laughing fit to be tied.

I didn't think when I gave up
my claim to be and my complaint 
and lost the conviction I 
was excellent but unknown, 
that I should feel like this 
hit or miss and happy-go- 
unlucky like an Irish pennant 
on somebody else's satchel.

From Poetry 94, April-September 1959:

Lines In Spite

"So be it. Spiteful! triumph in your spite.
God is love and can afford to lose.
Neither must you yield in the final point 
nor, you victorious, are all breathing creatures 
annihilated."

Blest are Thou, O Lord, 
who allowest me to triumph in my spite 
guiltless. Rosy is my glow of gratitude
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as upon sweet snow ihe eunsri flush 
— not warm, nor do Sir flowers of Sie field 
flourish in Sint arctic, where one lonely 
animal is erratic, with thick fur.
Him sinli I hunt.

From Poetry 96, April-SepSembes 1960:

Tie Capr Cod Canal

Among visins and panoramas fair 
and vivid in recogniiion is tie great 
Capr Cod Canal, and notably where in state 
ie rounds tie turning and iir ships of war 
recede toward Newport. Shall I stop my car 
one day and drink (beforr ii is too late) 
enough io sinkr my thirsty ryesigii ni 
this Boundary that makrs me glad? So far 
I hnvr glimpsed him only as I speed away 
looking back, from empty summers on 
green Cape Cod across io Buzzards Bay; 
or nlirrnaiely, sanguine in June,
I greri iim as I hurry on my way 
towards joys I will nos find in Provincetown.

MoSorcycle Song

My nrw license plate 
is Shirty zip six 
orange on black
and cosS mr Swo bucks.

Castor end Pollux, 
from cops preserve me 
and ell sncfunSess 
involving insurance.

Thrfuga lovely landscape 
guide my whrrls 
and mey my buddy-srnt 
carry friendly freight.



APPENDIX TWO: SOURCE TEXT

LES SEPT POEMES D'AMOUR EN GUERRE

J’£cris dans ce pays ou l'on parque les hommes 
Dans l'ordure et la soif, le silence et la faim...

Francois la Colere* {Le Musee Grevin).

I

Un navire dans tes yeux 
Se rendait maitre du vent 
Et tes yeux Etaient le pays 
Que Ton retrouve en un instant

5 Patients tes yeux nous attendaient

Sous les arbres des forets
Dans la pluie dans la tourmente
Sur la neige des sommets
Entre les yeux et les jeux des enfants

10 Patients tes yeux nous attendaient

Ils etaient une vallee
Plus tendre qu’un seul brin d'herbe 
Leur soleil donnait du poids 
Aux maigres moissons humaines

15 Nous attendaient pour nous voir
Toujours
Car nous apportions l’amour 
La jeunesse de l'amour
Et la raison de l'amour 

20 La sagesse de l'amour
Et l'immortalite.



II

Jour de nos yeux mieux peuplds 
Que les plus grandes batailles

Villes et banlieues villages 
De nos yeux vainqueurs du temps

5 Dans la fraiche valtee brQle 
Le soleil fluide et fort

Et sur l'herbe se pavane 
La chair rose du printemps

*

Le soir a fernte ses ailes
10 Sur Paris d6sesp6r6

Notre lampe soutient la nuit 
Comme un captif la liberte.

in
La source coulant douce et nue 
La nuit partout epanouie 
La nuit oh nous nous unissons 
Dans une lutte faible et folle

*

5 Et la nuit qui nous fait injure 
La nuit oh se creuse le lit 
Vide de la solitude 
L’avenir d'une agonie.



IV

C’est une plante qui frappe 
A la porte de la terre 
Et c’est un enfant qui frappe 
A la porte de sa m&re

5 C’est la pluie et le soleil 
Qui naissent avec l’enfant 
Grandissent avec la plante 
Fleurissent avec l’enfant

J'entends raisonner et rire

*

10 Ona calcul6 la peine
Qu'on peut faire & un enfant 
Tant de honte sans vomir 
Tant de larmes sans p6rir

Un bruit de pas sous la voflte
15 Noire et b6ate d’horreur 

On vient ddterrer la plante 
On vient avilir l’enfant

Par la misere et l’ennui.



I

V

Le coin du cceur disaient-ils gentiment
Le coin d'amour et de haine et de gloire 
Repondions-nous et nos yeux refletaient 
La verite qui nous servait d'asile

5 Nous n'avons jamaiscommenc£
Nous nous sommes toujours aimes
Et parce que nous nous aimons 
Nous voulons liberer les autres 
De leur solitude glacee

10 Nous voulons et je dis je veux
Je dis tu veux et nous voulons 
Que la lumiere perpetue 
Des couples brillants de vertu 
Des couples cuirasses d’audace

15 Pace que leurs yeux se fon t face

Et qu'ils ont leur but dans la vie des autres.



VI

Nous ne vous chantons pas trompettes 
Pour mieux vous montrer le malheur 
Tel qu'il est tres grand tres bete 
Et plus bete d'etre entier

5 Nous pretendions seule la mort 
Seule la terre nous limite 
Mais maintenant c'est la honte 
Qui nous mure tout vivants

Honte du mal illimite
10 Hoittede nos absurdes

Toujours les memes toujours 
Les memes amants d'eux-memes

Honte des trains de supplicies
Honte des mots terre brOlde

15 Mais nous n'avons pas home denotre souffrance
Mais nous n'avons pas honte devoir honte

Derriere les guefriets fuyards 
Meme plus ne vit un oiseau 
L'air est vide de sanglots

20 Vdde de nob'e mnocence

Retentissant de haine et de vengeance.



vn
Au nom du front parfait profond 
Au nom des yeux que je regarde 
Et de la bouche que j'embrasse 
Pour aujourd'hui et pour toujours

5 Au nom de l'espoir enterr£
Au nom des larmes dans le noir 
Au nom des plaintes qui font rire 
Au nom des rires qui font peur

Au nom des rires dans la rue
10 De la douceur qui tie nos mains

Au nom des fruits couvrant les fleurs 
Sur une terre belle et bonne

Au nom des hommes en prison 
Au nom des femmes deportees

15 Au nom de tous nos camaaades
Martyrises et massacres 
Pour n'avoir pas accepts l'ombre

Il nous faut drainer la colbre 
Et faire se lever le fer

20 Pour preserver l'image hame
Des innocents partout traques 
Et qui partout vont triompher.

iFran^ois la Coldre, pseudonyme de Louis Aragon dans la Resistance.



APPENDIX THREE: TARGET TEXTS

PAUL GOODMAN: THE SEVEN POEMS OF LOVE IN WARTIME1

"I write in this land where they pen men up in filth 
and thirst, silence and hunger..."

ARAGON {Le Musee Grevin)

I

In your eyes a ship 
mastered the wind 
your eyes were the land 
that suddenly we find again

5 your patient eyes were waiting for us

heath the trees of the woods 
in rain in torment 
on the snow of the peaks
twixt the eyes and games of children

10 your patient eyes were waiting for us

they were a valley
softer than a single blade of grass 
their sunlight lent a weight
to the thin harvests of mankind

15 were waiting for us to see us
forever
for we were bringing love 
the youth of love 
and reasoning of love

20 the wisdom of love
and immortality.



II

Day of our eyes, athrong with people 
more than the greatest battles

cities and garden-cities
of our eyes victorious over time

5 in the cool valley burns 
the sun liquid and strong

and on the grass the pink 
flesh of springtime preens.

Evening has closed his wings
10 on Paris in despair

our lamp holds up the night 
as a prisoner his freedom.

in
Spring flowing sweet and bare 
night opening everywhere 
the night when we unite 
in feeble foolish fight

*

5 the night insulting us
night when the bed is hollow 
empty of solitude 
future of an agony.



iii

IV

A plant it is that knocks 
at the door of the earth 
a child it is that knocks 
at his mother’s door

5 it is the rain and the sun
that with the child are born 
that grow up with the plant 
flourish with the child

I hear them speaking sense and laughing

10 they figure out the hurt
that they can do to a child 
so much shame before he vomits 
so many tears before he dies

Noise of footsteps ’neath the vault
15 black and gaping wide with horror 

they come to uproot the plant 
and to debase the child

with poverty and boredom.



iv

V

Heart’s corner, they politely said, 
the corner of love and hate and glory 
we answered and our eyes reflected 
the truth that was our refuge

5 we never did begin
we always loved each other 
and since we love each other 
we want to free the rest 
from their icy solitude

10 we want, I say I want 
I say you want we want 
the light to shine forever 
from couples bright with virtue 
from couples with the shield of daring

15 because their eyes see face to face

and their purpose is the life of the rest.



VI

We do not sing you trumpets 
the better to show to you misfortune 
just as it is so big so stupid 
and stupider by being whole

5 to daath atone wetooked
only the earth our bound 
but now it’s shame 
that walls us up alive

shame of the boundless evil 
10 shame of the ridicutoue butchers

still the same, still
the same lovers of themselves

shame of the trains of tortured 
shame of the words scorched earth

15 bu f we aren’ f ahhamed of oue suffering
but we aren't ashamed to be ashamed

behind the fleeing soldiers 
not even a bird is alive 
the air is void of sobbing

20 vend of oue innocence

resounding with hate and revenge.



vi

VII

In the name of the forehead perfect deep 
in the name of the eyes I look into 
and of the mouth I kiss 
today and evermore

5 In the name of buried hope
in the name of tears in the dark
in the name of complaints that make us laugh
in the name of the laughter that terrifies

in the name of the laughter in the street
10 of the tenderness that binds our hands 

in the name of fruits after the flowers 
on the beautiful good earth

in the name of the men in prison 
in the name of the women deported

15 in the names of all our comrades 
martyred and massacred 
for not accepting the shadow

we must drain away our anger 
and lift the iron up

20 to keep the memory high
of the innocent everywhere hounded 
who everywhere shall triumph.

IThe Goodman TT was not printed alongside the ST when first published, unlike either the Alexander or Bower 
TTs.



vu

LLOYD ALEXANDER: SEVEN POEMS OF LOVE IN WAR

"I am writing in this land where they pen up men 
In offal and thirst, silence and starvation...”

ARAGON (Le Musde Grevin)

I

A ship in your eyes 
Became master of the wind 
And your eyes were the country 
Found again in an instant

5 Patient your eyes watted for us

Under the trees of the forests
In rain in torment
On the snow of mountain peaks
Among the eyes and the games of children

10 Patient your eyes waked for us

They were a valley
More tender than a single blade of grass
Their sunlight gave substance
To the lean human harvest

15 They waited to see us
Always
For we brought love 
The youth of love 
And the reason of love

20 The wisdom of love
And immortality.



viii

II

Light of our eyes more populous 
Than the greatest battles

Towns and suburbs villages
Of our eyes conquerors of time

5 In the coo f valley the sun
Bums bright and fluid

And the rose flesh of springtime 
Struts upon the grass

Evening has folded its wings
10 Over a Pane f hope

But our lamp sustains the night 
As a captive liberty.

The spring flowing sweet and naked 
Night stretches everywhere 
The night when we join together 
In a mad and feeble struggle

5 And the night which curses us 
The night when the empty bed 
Of solitude is dug 
The future of an agony.



IX

IV

A flower knocks 
At the gates of the earth 
A child knocks 
At the door of his mother

5 The rain and suniight
Born with the child 
Growing with the flower 
Flowering with the child

I hear reasoning and laughter.

10 They have calculated the sorrow
That a child can bear
So much shame without vomiting 
So many tears without dying

There is a sound of footsteps under the archways
15 BUck and blest with horror

They are coming to uproot the flower 
They are coming to vilify the child

With misery and weariness.



X

V

The heart’s corner they said softly 
The corner of love and hate and glory 
We answered and our eyes reflected 
The truth which was our sanctuary

5 We have never begun
But we have always been in love 
And because we are in love
We want to free others 
From their frozen solitude

10 We want and I say I want
I say that you want and we want 
Light to perpetuate 
Couples shining with virtue 
Couples armed with audacity

15 Because they took intoeach other's eyes

And their goal is in the lives of others.



xi

VI

We do not trumpet our misfortune
The better to show you our unhappiness
Such as it is very great very stupid
And all the more stupid because it is complete

5 We claimed that death alone 
That earth alone could limit us 
But now it is shame 
That walls us up alive

Shame of unbounded evil
10 Shame of our absurd butchers

Always the same always 
The same lovers of themselves

Shame of the trainloads of the tortured 
Shame of the words scorched earth

15 But we are not ashamed of our suffering 
We are not ashamed of our shame

Not even a bird is left alive
In the wake of these coward warriors
The air is empty of sobbing

20 Empty of our innocence

Resounding with hate and vengeance.



Xll

VII

In the name of the perfect profound face 
In the name of the eyes I look at 
And the mouth I kiss 
For today and for always

5 In the name of buried hope
In the name of tears in the darkness 
In the name of sorrow that brings laughter 
In the name of laughter that brings fear

In the name of laughter in the street
10 Of the gentleness that links our hands 

In the name of fruits covering flowers 
On an earth good and beautiful

In the name of the men in prison 
In the name of the women deported

15 In the name of all our comrades 
Martyred and massacred 
For not accepting the shadow

We must drain our rage 
And make the iron rise up 
To preserve the high image 
Of the innocent everywhere hunted 
And who will triumph everywhere.



XI11

GILBERT BOWEN: SEVEN POEMS OF LOVE AT WAR

I write in that land where men are herded 
into filth and thirst, silence and hunger...

Francois la Cotere^ (La Musee Grevin [sic.])

I

Your eyes were a ship 
A ship lord of the wind 
And your eyes were a land 
Found again in an instant

5 Patient your eyes awaited us

Under the forest trees 
In rain in tempest 
On the snow of mountain tops 
In the eyes and games of children

10 Patient your eyes awaited us

They were a valley
Softer than a single blade of grass
Their sun nourished
The lean human years

15 Waited to see us 
Always
For we bore love 
The youth of love 
And the meaning of love

20 The wisdom of love 
And immortality.



XIV

II

Day of our eye peopled 
Better than the greatest battles

Cities and towns and villages 
Of our eyes conquerors of time

5 In the cool valley bums 
The strong and liquid sun

And over the grass floats proudly 
The pink flesh of springtime

Evening has folded its wings
10 Over Paris in despair

Our lamp holds up the night 
As a captive does freedom.

Ill

The spring flowing sweet and free 
The all invading night 
The night we join together 
In a weak and foolish struggle

*

5 And the night that does us wrong
The night when the bed grows hollow 
Empty of solitude
The future of an agony.



XV

IV

It is a plant that beats 
At the earth's door 
And it is a child that beats 
At its mother's door

5 It is the rain and the sun 
Born with the child 
Growing with the plant 
Flowering with the child

I hear reasoning and laughter

*

10 The harm has been measured 
That can be done to a child 
So much shame without sickness 
So many tears without death

A sound of footsteps under the vaults
15 Black and holy in horror

They come to dig up the plant 
They come to defile the child

Through misery and weariness.



xvi

V

The province of the heart they said sweetly 
The province of love and hate and glory 
We replied and our eyes reflected 
The truth that gave us sanctuary

5 We never did begin
We always loved each other 
And because we love each other 
We want to free others 
From their icy solitude

10 We want and I am saying I Want
i am saying You Want and We Want 
The light to be everlasting 
Couples in the beams of virtue 
Couples shielded by their daring

15 Because their eyes meet

Because their aim is in the lives of others.



XVI1

VI

We do not sing to you with fanfares 
Better to lay misfortune bare 
Show how huge it is how ugly 
And uglier for being absolute

5 We claimed only death 
Only earth restricts 
But now it is shame 
Enclosing us alive

Shame of boundless evil
10 Shame of our idiot tormentors 

Always the same always 
The same ones in love with themselves

Shame of the condemned trains 
Shame of the words scorched earth

15 But we are unashamed of our suffering 
But we are unashamed of being ashamed

After the fugitive warriors 
Even no bird lives 
The air is empty of sobs

20 Empty of our innocence

Echoing hate and vengeance.



xviii

VII

In the name of the deep and perfect brow 
In the name of the eyes I behold 
And the mouth I kiss 
For this day and ever

5 In the name of buried hope
In the name of tears in darkness
In the name of grievance turned to laughter
In the name of laughter turned to fear

In the name of laughter in the street
10 Of the gentleness that binds our hands

In the name of fruits that shelter blossoms 
Over the rich good earth

In the name of imprisoned men 
In the name of deported women

15 In the name of al t our comrades 
Martyred and slain 
For not accepting darkness

We must drain the wells of anger 
Make the sword rise up
To keep alive the shining likeness 
Of the guiltless hunted everywhere
Who everywhere shall overcome.

2Pseudonym of Louis Aragon while he was in the Resistance,



XiX

MICHAEL BOTLY: THE SEVEN POEMS OF LOVE IN COMBAT 
(1943)

I am writing in a land where men are penned up
In silence and thirst, in famine and filth...

Frangois la Cotere^ {Ie Musee Grevin)

I

A tall ship in your eyes 
Was taking control of the seas 
Your eyes were a land 
Regained in a moment

5 Your eyet m vigil
Patient

Beneath the forest trees 
In rainstorm in tempest
On the mountain snows

10 Amid hie eyes and criet of chddren at play

Your eyes in vigil 
Patient

They were a valley more tender 
Than a single stem of grass

15 In them sunhght the harsh
Harvests of humanity ripened gold

In vigil awaiting us 
Always
For we were bringing love 

20 The youthftdness of love
And the logic of love 
The wisdom of love 
And immortality.



XX

II

Daylight of our eyes filled by 
Crowds greater than armies

Cities and suburbs villages 
Of our eyes conquerors of time

5 The sun blazes fierce and fluid 
On the grass of that cool valley

Where springtime walks naked 
Stately in display

*

Around Paris in despair
10 The dusk has closed its wings

Our steadfast lamp contains the night 
As a captive does freedom.

in
Bare and sweet the wellspring flows 
The night blooms all around 
The night we grapple to create 
A cracked and brittle bond

5 And the spiteful night
The night our solitude is dug 
As a hollow in an empty bed 
The future of a final breath.



xx i

IV

It is a plant pounding 
At the earth’s door 
It is a child pounding 
At its mother’s door

5 It is the rain and the sun
Which are born with the child 
Bud with the plant 
Blossom with the child

I hear logic and laughter

*

10 They have calculated the sentence 
They can inflict on a child 
The weight of shame before it vomits 
The number of tears before it dies

Footsteps ring beneath the vault
15 Its walls loom black and 

Smugly horror-hallowed 
They are coming to dig up the plant 
They are coming to degrade the child

With grey desolation and grief.



xxii

V

The little comer of the heart they sweetly said 
The little corner of love and of hate and of 
Glory we replied and the truth that was our sanctuary 
Was mirrored in our eyes

5 We had no begmmng
We always were in love 
And because we are in love 
We want to release others 
From their frozen solitude

10 We want and I mean I want
I mean you want and we want 
The light to perpetuate 
Couples shining with resolute virtue 
Couples armoured in daring because

15 Their eyes ieffeectt d^^sfi^nt eyes

And their goal is in the lives of others.



xxiii

VI

We need no braid or trumpetsong 
To reveal the truth of misery 
A whole and imbecilic beast 
Great and rampant in its heat

5 We claimed that death alone
That earth alone confines us 
But now it is shame 
That walls us up alive

The shame of the limitless evil
10 The shame of ridiculous torturers 

Always the same always 
The self-same lovers of themselves

The shame of the trains of victims 
The shame of the words scorched earth

15 But we have no shame for our suffering
But we have no shame for our shame

In the wake of the warrior cowards 
Not even the birds are left alive 
The air is empty of despair

20 Empty of our innocence

Reverberant with hate and vengeance.



xxiv

VII

For this, the deep and flawless brow 
For these, the eyes I contemplate 
And for this, the mouth I kiss 
For today and evermore

5 For this, the hope which lies interred 
For this, the grieving in the dark
For this, the laughter mocking tears 
For this, the laughter sparking fear

For this, glad laughter in the street
10 The gentleness which iinks our lar^nds

For this, the mantle of fruit over flower 
On an earth of beneficent beauty

For these, the women in the camps
For these, the men in jail

15 For all 1 our martyr comrades
Who, defying the darkness,
Are tortured and slain

We must channel our anger
And steel must rise to keep

20 High this exalted image:
The innocent who are hunted everywhere
And who everywhere shall triumph.

3While the TT is not presented alongside the ST here for simple reasons of economy, as with the other TTs, it is 
intended that the two texts should be read in conjunction: my normal preferred layout would be the complete TT 
series followed by the complete ST series, encouraging the reader to view each series as a complete unit in its own 
right.

4 One of the Resistance pseudonyms of Louis Aragon.


